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Altho,,r:r_-h ofJ_;'ice uork is now "'~h.o sin~'de most cc~""on c t" 1 t 
-r.:-· -~ ....... oc upa. J.one. ca egor;j 
in 1-rhich Homen are located, our understanding of the· t;-rhi te-bloused.' worker 
remains :fra.f:5'1llentary and heavily informed by untested. assumptions about fem.~lc 
orientations to wo~k. ~nis thesis is primarily ~oncerned to breach this gap 
in. our ~o;.-rledge and. to challenge the assumption that l·io:n_e~}~.re simply passive 
bystanders :in the world of l-tork. 
~ne first part of the thesis represents a synthesis of sociological and 
other material relevant to an understanding of the nature of female __ participation 
in the \·rhi"te-colla.r labour marl~et. Particular attention is paid to the 
factors 1·1hich inhibit both job satisfaction and promotion opportunities for the 
-
female clerk. This section is also concerned_to ident1r;Y"·the range of 
available responses to the problems and dissatisfactions encoUntered by wo~en 
in this sphere of emploYlJ.ent, and.s in this rray, develops the theme of women as 
_active agents in t_he determination of their r1orking lives. 
The second part of the thesis is devoted to a detailed ·analysis of i"mmen 
1-rorking as temporary office staff through the medium of the private employme.."'lt 
agency. Tne temporary office worker is shown to be symptomatic of·the 
:. . :. ~ 
disadvantages attaching to female status in the \olhi te-collar labour market, a.nd 
as illustrative of t-romen's capacity to negotiate and manoeuvre: within the 
constraints vrhich confront then in office employment e The discussion is 
based upoil:· the findings deriving :from a variet'y of research methods and 
inqorporates ~~ examination of the role of the private employment agency as 
an .occupational gatekeeper, sinnll taneously extending a.nd circumscribing ,;omen • s 
oppor-;ll!!i ties to shape the cour·se of their \"lark careers. 
Tne thesis conclud.es ui th a critical revie,1 of :past and present 
perspectives encountered in the sociology of female e~ploJ~ent, ~~d suggests a 
numl)er of issues to which :future research in this area might usefully be addressed,. 
••-It may be sui table that the -w-omen should have their turn on the stage 
w~en the men have quite finished their performance." 
(from: The Republic of Plato) 
· .. 
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CHAPTER l. mrRODUCTION 
Since the beginning of the 1970's there has been a steadily growi~ 
and increasing·ly strident body o-f criticism directed. at the way in \':hich 
sociologists have traditionally researched and represented female 
members of society. MUch of the criticism has come from within the 
discipline itself, although it seems fair to s~ that the original 
stimulus for this examination of the sociological c~nscience 1~ in 
the nee-feminist movement which developed in the iate sixties. The 
main themes of this critique have been, firstly, that women as a group 
have been neglected 1n the principal areas of empirical research; 
~econdiy, that an implicit sexism has characterised the dominant 
theoretical traditions in sociology; and thirdly, that the study of 
gender.relationships has failed to progress beyond a narrow interest in 
patterns of sexual differentiation within the family context. T.be 
relatively low status of family sociology has itself impeded the 
deveropment of a more sophisticated understanding of domestic relationships 
and organisation. .The outcome of thi~ critique has been a proliferation 
of literature concerned to reorient the manner in which sexual divisions 
~e both conceptualised and investigated. 
It is evident that one area in sociology which is very much in 
need of both~ theoretical· reorientation and a more abundant literat~e 
•• 0 based on empirical research is the study of women in the labour market. 
A number of reservations~ be expressed in_relation to both 
quantitative and qualitative af?pects of the existing material!. Concerning 
quantity, one may note that the presence of women _in the labour force 
has certainly been acknowl~~ed by sociologists, bu.t it is also true 
that the coverage has not been proportional to the degree of female 
Participation· in the work sphere. Occasionally 1 women have ·peen accorded 
1.: 
i littl~ more than footnote status in some wajor empirical studies of work 
situations. where both sexes ~fere represented • Fashions within industrial 
. sociology have pl~~d-" their part in rendering women an under-researched 
group. A mixture of-preference, availability of funds, and contemporary 
trends has contrLbuted to a diminished interest in organisational behaviour 
and a co~responding rise of interest in ~he field of industrial relations. 
Given women's relatively lower rate of union membership as compared with 
that ?f men~. and given their significantly lower activity rates in the 
sphere of unipn affairs, it ·was ~erhaps inevitable that they should have 
become s·omewhat invisible in recent literature. This circumstance, 
·however, forms only part of the explanation for the paucity of the 
·~ 
material. It has been suggested that procedural difficulties ~ also 
account for the neglect of the female labour force: 
"Women tend to work in smaller firms, and often on a part-time 
basis. Their rate of mobility between firms is likely to be 
higher than that of men. The employer may see high labour 
turnover as an indictment!of the p~ and conditions he offers, 
and not encourage the scrutiny of outsiders. Thus women 
mq be difficult to 'get ~t' to be studied at all." (1) 
The author of this passa,ge, however, was of the opinion that the 
theoretical preoccupat~ons of.industrial sociologists.were of greater 
' significance in accounting for the neglect of women workers, and ~ 
share this view. If procedural problems really represent such an 
in~perable diffic~ ty .for research, then it is impossible to account for 
the existence·of many excellent studies devoted to the most personal ~~ 
sensitive areas of human life. 
Quite apart from the general inattention to women at work, it is also 
the case. that :within the literature which has addressed itself more directly 
to ,.omen's parti.cipation. in the: labour market, certain categories of 
female employee hav~ received considerably greater attention than others. 
It his been widely noted that the chief focus of interest has been the · 
pheno~enon of the working wife a:arl./or mother. A great deal of research 
2 .. 
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has been conc . .grned to. account ·for risiD.g rates of econonri.c activity 
amongst ~ied women since World War II, and to assess the impact 
of this trend upon familial relationships •. Such studies have been 
. . 
targely characterised by what might be termed a 'deviance• perspective; 
since the central aims of the research appear to -have been to provide an 
. . 
explanation fo~ the unexpected and to identif.y the degree of disruption in 
family life which might follow fiom such a trend. h.'h.ilst all energies were 
therefore directed towa.rd.a plac.ing the worldng 1-.rife u.?J.der a microscope, 
attention was d.i verted away from other categories of female employees, such 
as· those first entering the labour market. 
The paucity and selectivity of the literature represent major causes 
-~ 
for dissat~sfaction with the sociology of women at ~~rk, and these problems 
have been compounded by a number of qualitative deficiencies.· 1n the 
first place, sociologists, in the past, have been more than willing to· 
take their theoretical cues from the currency of popular stereotypes.' 
The tendency for meznbers of the discipline to confirm rather than to inform 
the popular wisdom in this area has been noted by Sheila Rowbotham (2). 
She claims that sociologists have proved that women are •riaturally' sui ted 
to certain types of work. They have observed that women are freqUently 
employed in. boring,· monotonous and routine jobs and therefore conclude that ' 
this is because women• s chief attachment is to the home. It is felt 
that because of this prefer~?J.ce, the nature of the work is·~~bjectively 
unimportant, just so long as it brings in enough money to p~ for little 
extras for the house, or helps to stave off the occasional feeling of isolation 
in the domestic environment. An example of this line of reasoning may be 
. ! 
drawn from the widely recommended 'A' level teztbook, 'The Science of Society', 
in which Cotg.rove speculate$ upon the reasons for the increasing participation 
of married women in the labour force; 
•such changes d.O not necessarily imply a shift of interest on the 
~-part of women .away from their traditional role .as 't:rives and mothers 
to a growi~g interest in and pre-occupation tv'"i th "\'l~rk. Although 
•-,.,---.....,,__ u.-.......~~-•,.~-,.__, ._,._, __ ...,_,,..,_,_......,~._.•~••••••---•·-·-·-·•-n_.._,_._........_,.,,__,,_,, .. , __ , •. -~_._,, __ ___,.,. ___ ,_~..._, .. ,.~..,-•-·-•--~---~----~------·--• 
,· 
this m~ be a trend for women l~lo have a professional 
trainL~ and career, the great majority of working 
-wives use lo~ork instru.m.entally e.s a suurce of income 
"to be spent on the home - on re:fi.u•nisb.izlgs end decorations, 
durable consumer goods. holid~s a~d clothing for the 
family, and only secondarily be causa ·i;hay are lonely 
or bore!. The increase in working ~~ves is, in fact, 
perfectly consistent lvith the growth in home-centredness. 
Such women put their families first end are not interested 
in promotion.• (3) 
In putting forWard this opinion, Cotgrove articulates a widely 
held view of women's attitudes, often confirmed in conversation or 
by observation. Yet the apparent unwillingness to explore more ~stematically 
the many sources of female home-centredness, where it exists, must be 
challenged. According to this popular stereotype, Britain's post-trar 
economy offers women the opportuni~ to realise their modest ambitions, 
and'women passively, naturally and happily accept subordinate status in the 
labour market. Another viewpoint might, however, stress the lack of 
choice and opportunities which necessitates resignation to one's fate 
and 'which renders an attachment to the home an understandable response to 
the fact of limited alternatives. 
: It is this inattention to the economic opportunity structure for 
women which represents a second major weakness of the "literature. Whilst 
we now know a great deal about the growth of suburban housewives in the 
labour force, and whether or not this has created problems for their 
famil~es, until recently we have had a correspondingly poor understanding 
of trends in the market position of women as a group. Insufficient 
attention ·has been paid to the function of women as a reserve a-~ of labour 
and to the 'tl'a\Y' in which changes in the economic climate of the country have 
effected their individual or collective barga.injng power. There has been 
little attention to the ·barriers to satisfaction a:nii/or advancement. whic-h 
prevail in the workplace, such as limited training-opportunities or discrimination 
b,y employers and unions. The analysis of women's participation in the labour 
force has instead concentrated on the constraints arising in the domestic 
sphere, such as the attitudes of husbands and relatives, and obligations towards 
children and other dependants. 
·- , .. -~-·-···---··--· .... -·-.. ·- ·--···-·--·- .. .., ... .,~ ..... -~·r--·-r~•-••·""-''...,.. .... ,. ........... . 
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The net effe.ct. of the sociologisi;tis pr-e:iilection for popular 
istereotypes and inattention to the broader ~conomic context of female 
participat~on in the :labour ~~ket has been the reinforcement of a partial 
and unsatisfactory understanding of women at wo1•ko Moreover, the failur~ 
to systematically examine tl:.e factors influencing women.'s attitudes towards 
their jobs has enaQled the belief to prevail that women-attach little 
importance to promotion or to interesting wo~k. Indeed, one m~ s~ 
that the nature of women's orientations to work represents the most 
conspicuous area of neglect a.s "a subject for empirical investigation. 
It is true that the recent growth of interest in women's position · 
.in society has done :much to rectify the problem of general neglect. The 
claim that women in the labour force have been ignored becomes increasingly 
untenabi~ given the amount of. new publications which are concerned to 
describe and account for sexual differentiation within the labour market. 
It remains the case, however, tha~ there are ve~ few published studies 
which examine women's attitudes to work in a particular occupational 
context in a systematic manner. The aim of this research, therefore, 
is not only to_offer a descriptive a~count of a mode of female employment 
hitherto neglected in the literature, but also to undertake an investi~ation 
of the diversity of f~tors whi.ch influence women's attitudes to work. 
The particular focus of this study is represented by women in routine 
white-collar employment. Women constitute an overwhelming majority of those 
employe~ in this sector of the labour· market and clerical work is the single most 
common form of occupation among women. Fbr these reasqns alone, the subject 
of female participation in the white-collar labour market merits a great deal 
more attention than it has so far received. The presen_t research is to some 
extent concerned ~o remedy this deficiency by undertaking a ~thesis of what 
can only be described as an impoverished and extremely scattered literature. 
However, even if one ·assembles the scraps of information in order to deV9lop 
an idea of the nature of 1i0men1 s participation in ·this sphere of the labour 
.,.~-~---·- -"':·--··-·:-.----· :- • --- ---·· --.-.... ·~-- --· -- ..• • .-.-, •. !·.·· --=- ··-:;-: .• - _--:··-
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market~ ~ important lacwla still e:tists, namely, ~..n understanding of the 
. attitudes whi(~h. women ~ctually ·hold tot-;ards this kind of work. The 
research is .. therefore centrally concerned to identify arid to account for 
womenVs orientations .towards routine white-c~llar work. Fundamental to 
this particular focus of· the study is the assumption that factors both ~-
within the workplace and beyond it are of relevance for an understanding 
of'work attitudes. Tb this exten~ it represents a departure from the 
' 
work which has alre~ been done in this area of fe~le employment. 
In order.to highlight the configuration of circumstances surrounding 
not only occupational choice, but also changes in attitudes to work, I 
decided to conduct ~ research amongst female temporary clerical workers -
those whose services are hired. by firms from private employment a.gencie·s. 
A1 though the inevitable criticism which wo~d be made of this strategy 
is that such·workers ~be greatly unrepresentative of women.as a whole, 
or even of other clerical workers, it must be pointed out that the intention 
is not to provide information from which to generalise about all women, but 
to offer some insight into the diversity of factors whi.ch influence women's 
perceptions of their jobs. MOreover, the pheno~enon of temporary work 
illustrates, par excellence, the manner in which women can manipulate and 
actively manoeuvre within a structure of limited economic alternatives. 
As we have seen, all too often, _women have been cAa:racterised as passive, 
reacting agents, with limited occupational aspirations created by their 
eocialisation experien~as and domestic circumstances. For man;y women, 
it ~ well be the case that work is regarded as an unf~rtunate economic 
necessity, or that it is seen as very much a secondary activity to the main 
business of run.'Pling a home and looking after children. fili.s should not 
blind us, howeve·r, t.o the possibility that discontentment with the home 
environment ~drive some:~omen to seek alternative satisfactions in th~ 
labour market, or that other wo~en ~ experience boredom with their work 
for want of responsibility, interest or variety~ The.ir attempts to find 
6, 
al te:J;nat~~e soi.u.tions to their pro·olems, ev-!ll if sometimes founded upon 
i . .. 
ian inco7l'ect appraisal of the available al te:rr...a.tives, belie the notion 
that.there .exists a typically ~eminine orientation to work. To a. very 
great extent, tpe st~dy of women in temporary clerical employment illustrates 
this capacity for an active p·Lll'sui t of personal satisfaction from work -
as well as the necessity for compromise in the face of restricted opportunities. 
This study, then, incorporates a shift of focus away from the domestic 
circumstances of working women towards the nature of their ~rork situation 
and their_ attitudes towards their jobs. · It does not assume that female. 
orientations to work are fixed: sol_ely by their upbringing· and education : 
- . 
and later by their domestic obligations, but explores the extent to which 
they are sustained, modified or fi.wrtrated by the experience of work 
itself. 
In ·.view of the points elaboratgd earlier, it will be apparent 
that it -is essential to. give consideration to a much wider range of 
sociclogical issues than the research findings themselves directly illustrate. 
If one is to avoid the tendency towards oversimplification and stereotyping 
noted above, then one has to draw upon a whole range of information pertinent 
to the·subject of female clericai workers. Chapter Two is an analysis of 
women's economic participation from both a historical and contemporar,y 
I 
perspective •. It·outlines the _changing character or·economic opportunities 
for women and the way in iihich iiOmen' s associ at ~on 1.ooi. th the 
·' 
domestic environment has evolved since the early period of industrialisation. 
- ' 
The intention is to demonstrate the historical structural constriction of 
their economic opportunities and the role of ideology in legitimating certain 
respo~ses and adjustments on the part of women to this situation. That 
' . 
women's aspiratiop.s can b.e thwarted _as well as fostered by changes in the 
economc climate Will b~ demonstrated. It also examines the contemporary 
position of. women in. the iabour market. One of the main aims of this section 
is to detail the ways in which job opportunities for women ~ontinue to be 
' . 
/ . ,, 
pircumscribed1 in spite of recent ~ttempts to l.eg:Lslate for equal p~ a.nd 
·equal o.pportun~ ties. · Chapter ~ro also inclu1es an extended discussion of 
. . 
sociological lit~rature which deals implicitl~· or a~licitly with the 
question of tromen's \iOrk attitudes. Chapter Three examines the existing 
literature concerning .white-collar \'110rk. The majority of studies have 
focused on males occupied within t~is sector, but have nevertheless generated 
a great deal. of info,rmation whi~h ~s of direct relevance in the present context, 
' particularly in relation to sources of satisfaction ani dissatisfaction with 
white-~oliar work. Chapter Four concentrates exclusively on female .office 
workers. It is essential to 'ta.lte· · full account of \-lomen' s experience in the 
permanent sphere of office work if one is to comprehend the resort to 
temporary employment. It has been necessary, because of the dearth of 
relevant sociological literature,' to draw mainly upon non-academic sources 
of info.rmation. It is not difficult, however, to fully document the 
disa.clvantages attaching to female status in this sector of the labour market, 
and material from a wide range of: sources . has been used to shou how wemen 
. I 
experience and react to restricted opportunities. 
Chapter Five examines the phenomenon of temporary labour and the role of 
the private employment 'agency.. Although the principal focus of this research 
is represented by those employed in a temporar,y capacity, it is important 
to consider the activities of the agencies themselves and the extent to which 
t~ey help or hinder women's attempts to ameliorate their work situation. 
. . 
Chapter Six incorporates. the findings of m;y research among female temporary 
. . 
' 
clerical workers. The discussion is based upon the results of a postal 
questionnaire issued in 1971/72 to women working in . three areas of the country, 
and the results: of a short period of participant observation which I undertook 
in 1971. The intention is to examine not only the general characteristics of 
women.in temporar,y office .trork, but. also the extent to which this mode of 
employment represents an occupational safety-valve for women whose work · 
opportunities are oth~rwise greatly circumscribed. The :f'indir..gs are also used 
to illu.Strate the prOposition that l'rom"3n's experience of work represents an 
.,, 
8. 
integral ·c?mponent of their a.ti~i tudes· towards i tct In this wa:y, I intend to 
. .' 
demonstrate the redundancy C?f the idea that a 'ti'oman•s attitude toward·s work 
is usefully ·.accounted for purely in teri:!lS of her genier or position in the 
life cycle. 
-In the final chapter, the broad conclusions of this study are presented 
and a.re discussed in relation to both p~s·t and present orientations in 
s~ciological literature. 
: . 
~ i 
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The study of women t-.'i thin a pa,rtj.cular uc•cupational con-text nm.st be 
~ocated within a broB.a.er_ analysis of the h:i.storical and contemporary na~ure 
of women's participat~on in the labour market. This affords a breadth 
of insight which c~ .usefUlly intorm the·way in which one interprets the 
data yielded by a· single investigation. There is not'IT a copious literature 
describing women's work activities, bot~ past and pres~~t and it is not 
.possible,' therefore,, to offer anything but a , .. ery abbreviated summa.ry of the 
available information. The aim .. here is not so mu.ch to present an 
exhaustiVe survey of the literature as to provide a frame'trork 1-ri.:thin which 
to interpret the findings generated by :rey- own study of -,romen in temporar,y 
clerical employment. 
1. Women at Work ... a Historical Persuective 
'Another error into which we easily fall t~ough the ahortness of 
our memories is the idea that women, were, of ol~, exclUded from 
·the economic life of socie:ty, and are .no1-1 reluctantly and gradually 
being admitted into the masculine sphere of work. This is a · 
misrepresentation of facts·~ Before th.e a.gricul tural and industria! 
revolution, there was hardly arry job which was not also performed 
by women. No work was too hard, no labour too strenuous, to 
exclude them. In fields and mines, manufactories and shops, 
on mar~ets and roads a.s vrell a.s in workshops· aad in their homes, 
women were busy, assisting their men or replacing- them in their 
absence or a.fter their death, or contributing by their own labour 
to the·family income.' (1) . 
~ attempt to interpret and account for contemporar,y attitudes to 
work amongst women·must refer itself to the social and economic location of 
women in· the structure of modern society. However, both the structural 
position of women and the attitudes which they adopt in today1 s world have 
evolved slowly over several centuries and it is essential, therefore, to 
take account of the legacy of past generations. In the explanation of 
work attitudes, ·the widely noted ·practice of fail]ng to look 'beyond the 
factor;r gates' is parallelled by an equally wideaprea.d. fa,ilure to probe 
the mists of time. A historical perspective casts·light not only on the 
11 .. 
most crucial. challges ill tha '.social and. aconomic position of women, but also on som=a 
of the current my-thologies concernir:g their •na.~lll'al 9 role 1-1hich a..t•e used. -to 
l2o 
/legitimate their· unequal' treutme::.-.:t·. iii the J ~-b··:m.r mark~t5 
An examination of_; th~ pa.rt.pla;yed. by uo~~n·in the economy of pre-
'· 
industrial Britain greatly undermines the notio.n that the ca.paci ty f'o~ 
·motherhood necessarily entails a marginal role for female labour. The·· 
experience of this period also discredits the belief that women ar.e capable 
of performing only, a·:narrow range of tasks. The 17th centur.y econo~ 
was largely agra.riaz1·, with domestic textile production playing a second~, 
In the towns i;here was a growing number of 
retail; tr·W~.es and there ·were opportunities for employment in ·the servic~.· 
I 
of skilled craftsmen. Whilst·there was therefore some degree of occupational: 
diversity, most people derived.their living from the land. The basic unit 
and most common locale of production was the family home, al, though men, women : 
and children might hire their labour elsewhere on an occasional basis in 
order to raise the standard of liVing afforded by domestic enterprise. 
Women worked alongside their me~olk in the fields and there was only a 
very ~menta.ry divi~ion of duties along sex lines. Production, for 
both the family's immediate requirements and the market, was based on 
collec~ive endeavour, and thus the dominant mode of economic organisation 
was not characterised by the well-d~fined sexual division of labour that 
tm.s to come in a ~ater period. : At this time also, some women earned a 
living in occupations with. which they are no longer associated. According 
to Oakley, they we~e pr~minent as: small traders in the beer and breadmaking 
industries and' some even worked as smiths. (2) 
While the modern·conception of woman stresses her responsibility for 
the rearing of children, this period of histor;r provides us with a different 
set of possibilities. Women bore ma:zy children, but the high incidence of 
infant mortality meant that 'few survived into adulthood~ Booth has suggested 
that the care of' and attitudes towards young children may ha.ve reflected 
the precarious nature of their existence. (3) !n other words, they ma:i 
not have received the·:. degree of attention and preparation for adulthood that 
they do ~oday. I•loreover, vrhen children did survive,. they iol'are expected · 
to ple3\Y :their: part in the productiv·e process from a."l ea.rly age. For 
these reasons the presence of ,yow1g children did no"'.; represent a major 
impediment to the economic participation of ;-tomen. 
' 
lifot only \..rere i·romen v.Tidely represented in the occupational structure 
and fully able to contribute to the business of making a living, but they 
~lso enjoyed a conside~able measure of economic independence. Oa.lr.ley has 
assembled an impressive arre3\Y of evidence'in support of her view that 
husbands l..re~e not expected to be responsible for the maintenance of their 
't'lives. (4) She maintains that a woman• s earnings vrere not perceived as 
a mere supplement to those acquired by-the male but as the source of her 
personal livelihood. Mo~eover, although common law and church doctrine 
sanctioned. the subordination of women to their menfolk, there was an extensive 
body ~f legal provisions which upheld the status of women as individuals both 
within the family and beyond it. 
~~ of the women who were married to members of the middle ranks 
were active in their husbands' enterprises. According to Knowles, 
•t·lhen the home wa.s over the shop, the wife helped to run the business 
and marriage was as much a business partnership for the shop-
keeping and trading class as it was for the artisan or farmer 
classes.' (5) 
In aristocratic families, ·women, like their men, remained aloof 
fro~ the process of direct production. 
The pre-industrial period, then, does not offer much support for the 
contemporary notion that a woman's economic role is purely marginal. This is 
not to SC3\Y that her daily round Was then more satisfying or less demanding. 
The conditions of life were extremely harsh, and much of the work must have 
been arduous and physically debilitating. Nor can it be argued that men 
and women ex~erienced a position of economic equality. Apart from the fact 
that the law granted men property rights in their womenfolk, the rates of p~ 
which ttomen could command in the .agricultural labour 1r.a.rket had .long been lower 
13. 
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than those obtaining for th~i:r.• ~a countarpe1.'"ts:"_· . Yo~ .the lesson which ,t-m mey 
- . draw f'rom this perio_d. is tlw,·t 'friomen £>;e -('.a,p~:b~e · of"- axac."Ut;i.ng a much wider range 
·. of taa'lts than is uot-r as~, and. that. ~. pmooely_ -do.::nestic .. exist~ce ia by no means . 
. . . 
· the .inevitable destin;y of the ~emalao· ... ~- woiuJ:mD6 -£:a.ps.city to survive did not 
depend on.har husband•s williugn.ass to. ~pport bar bUt on those circumsta..~oes 
Whic~ affGoted men and l~en equally, namely a favourable climate, good healtht 
end a market for labour and goods. The large~ domastio am' dependent existence 
. . . 
tor tha married female implicit in the concept _oi the sexual. division of' labour 
Ol\"SS its origins to a later phase in British history • 
.. ot course, the preconditions for economic dependency on the part o~· 
married ~'Omen ware t.-rell advanced by_ the beginni.ng of' the eighteenth centur,yo 
Patriarcq 1bad long been upheld b.1 t~e Church and· common law, and the transition 
- . 
from· feudalism to capi te.l.ism, which oc~ between the fifteenth and eighteenth 
centuries, prepared the ground for a more complete extension of this ideology 
to the economic re~ationahip bett1een husband and wife~~ After the Restoration 
.... -
in 16601 la.ud.otrmership became increasingly concentrated, ar.d the grot.ring pra.otics 
of' enclosure was intended to facilitate a more produotiva and hence profitable 
use of' lando It has been estimated that as mu.ch as half' the English oount:cysid.e 
had been enclosed b.1 1750• Corresponding to these developments ~s a progressive 
decline in the opportunities f'or self'-suf.f'ioienoy on the part of' the mass of 
the uorld.ng population. Initially, this lerl1 nQt so much to rural depopulation 
as to the creation of a rural proletariat - a growing· 8:l"'1tY' of parsons dependent 
on the sale of their labour pner f'or their merms of subsistence. By the 
beginning of' the eighteenth centu171 the English peasantry had been virtually 
eliminated end the vast majority of rural inha.bi tazrts 'll;"el'e dependent on 
wages... In this tray, the independence of' tho f'ami~ as en economic unit had 
been steadily undermined b,y the economic ·transf'orm&.tiona occurring in the three c en-
turies prior to the Industrial Revolutiono As ~et 1 . ho~aver1 the cohesion 
of' the family as an economic unit was preserved d1e to the co::1tinua.tion of' 
• 
domestic in~ustry as a major basis £or commodity production. 
The next stage in the evolution o£ the sexual division o£ labour was 
the growth of factory production. It was ·this development which brought 
about the physical separation of home and. workplace, and lmich ultimately 
led ·to ·the f~ctional differentiation of husband and s~ouse. In the 
early phase of·factory production, the ~conomic roles of the sexes were 
not greatly transformed. ~'lomen follov1ed their men to the factories 
and the unity of the family as .ail economic unit prevailed in those 
places where couples and their children were employed together.(6) In 
1?351 women represented 46% of all factory based textile )rorkers, but those 
who attempted to reconcile motherhood with factory employment exposed them-
selves and their.children to the risk of permanent ill-health or death.(7) 
At this· time the incidence of infant mortality among the children of· 
. . . . : 
factory· workers was approximately 45%, and it is not surprising, therefore, 
. . 
that married women eventually came to represent a minority o£ the females 
in this type of employment. Quite a numb~r of factors contributed 
towards this development. Firstly, there w~s a ~teady decline in the 
practice of employi~g entire families together in one workplace~ As 
Oakley has pointed out, this necessarily created a problem of respons-
ibiiity for the care of young children.(8) Secondly, there was a 
gradual introduction of legislation governing the emplo3.nent .of 9hildren 
Which converted them from economic assets into econo~c liabilities. The 
possibility for parents or employers to exploit loopholes in the law was 
finally· removed l-li th the introduction of compulsory education'. 
·custodial role for the parent was implied by this_ development. 
: ' 
.Again, a 
Thirdly, the 
association of ~~ied women with the home and the care of young children was 
further encouraged by ._the introduction of legislation designed to regulate the 
:, 
employment o:~ women themselves. 'Legislation was. &dvocated on the grounds 
that the ~ployment of ~ried women in factories and mines wa~ detrimental 
to both the health and morals of the present and future workforce and would 
lead inevitably to the disintegration of the family uni.t. The reasoning 
behind these assertions, however~ was based on a compound of fact and 
fiction. The!'e can be little 'doubt that the working conditions in which 
. 
many 1iomen found themselves ·'!rrere .·highly injurious to their he~inth and 
that of their babies, but. then the wretched circumstances of female 
agricultural workers likewise took a heavy toll in human life. Regarding 
the moral disposition of the females in factor,y employment, the evidence 
that this was in decline was not substantial. Indeed, a 'actor,y Commission 
in 1833._concluded that vice and immorality was n~ more prev:alent among this 
group of workers than amo~st others of their social leve~o(9) There 
was also little foundation for the view. that the institution of the family 
was hurtling towards annihilation·. As Anderson has suggested, it was 
often the case that the woman's earnings prevented the dissolution of the 
family through pov~rty and destitution.(lO) Yet, even though the .assertions 
concerning the moral implications of female factor,y employment were contested 
at the time, the arguments carried considerable emo-tional weight among many 
groups within the :pDpulation and ultimately found expression in protective 
legislation. In this w~, the theme of familial neglect represented, as 
it does to this very day, a powerful ideological constraint upon the economic 
activities of 'lrromen. 
-·· 
Taken together, these developments created a situation in which married 
women began to be identified spatially with the home as distinct from the 
. ! 
workplace. At the same time, their· functions became sharply differ.entiated . 
from that of their spouses.,, A woman's role was to fulfil a ma.n1 s basic . 
requirements, to ·act as custodi~ of his children and to ensure a modi~ of 
comfort in the family ~ome. Although, a wife might work outside the home, 
I 
·.and indeed, as late as 1851, one-quarter of all married women were th~s 
/occupied, her contribution 't'ias increasingly x·~garded as supplementary to 
that of the_ male bre~winner.(ll) Economic i11dependence for the I:la.I'ried 
woman was a thing of.t~e past. The single working-class girl experiencei 
a short-lived economic independence, but once married, the opportunity to 
support herself wa~ effectively terminated. 
The lifestyles of wives of men belonging to the middle stratum of 
'society were· similarly increasingly circumscribed by social and economic ;' 
developments during_ the first half of the· 19th centwr,y. The opportupity to 
, .' . 
' ' . 
participate with the husband i~ a businesslike partnership in the works~op 
or dairy diminished as the scale· of trading activity increased. The wives 
of the new class of industrial capitalists were obliged to adopt ·a posture 
of inactivity. The new entr.epreneurial class t!as anxious to gain acceptance · 
I 
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with the traditional social elite, consisting of the landed gentry. Acceptance 
depended on the abilit~ to displ~ the appropriate social credentials - to 
acquire, _as Banks has. put it, the paraphernalia of ~ntility.(l2) The wives 
I 
of the nouveaux riches became instrumental in the process by which it was 
possible to manifest affluence and status. They were required to do little 
else except remain at home and issue orders to the servants, who were them-
selves charged with t~e task of looking after the house and children. Adorned 
in the finest lace and jewellery',these women testified to their husbands' 
wealth qy their total inactivity. 
~us, b,y the middle of the•nineteenth century, industrialisation had led 
to substantial changes in the nature of women's economi_c p;a.rticipation. ·A 
sexual division of labour was becoming firmly established and an ideology which 
postulated domesticity as the natural destiny for women had arisen to confirm 
it. At the ver,r root of this development was the change in the mode of 
economic organisation. _However, a number of other features of the social 
and economic structUre of the period reinforced the trend. Firstly, the dearth 
of formal educational provision effectively limited the range of economic 
opportur.itiee ~~hich WE!ra opsn to wom.erlo \"lorking class boys end girls alika 
seldom received ragular inetrtiction1 end t~~t r,raJ.ch Nas provided consisted 
of a narrou curri~~um whose main aim ~~s to provide a moral rather than 
a vocational training. ~a da.ugliters of the middle classes might receive 
instruction from a governess or at a privata school, ~t in both situations 
the main emphasis was on an education'in female accomplishments and the 
a.oquisitiol'.l of -~he social gre.ces.(l3) The aim of this ·ed~c~tion ~ras to 
equip girls with the qualifications necessar,y to attract a~ male in \~t liaS 
a ~er,y competitive marriage market. As such, it effectively ~onstrained, 
rather than extended their social and economic horizons. 
Secondly, the range of economic opportunities for tromen 1-:a.s decreasing. 
· ~ertain occu1lations1 according to Oakley1we:rebeco.ming masculinised.(l4) 
- These included, for example, certain branches of medici"ne which women had 
hitherto practised •ilth considerable success, notably midwife~3 and dentistr,y. 
To soma extent, this na.rro1ring of opportunities msur be attributed to _the 
strategies of those men who had come to regard tiemen as economic competitors. 
Thirdly1 tiomen•s f'read.om of action was severely limited by the large 
number of children 1.o.r.liich they bore and. which subseq11ently survi. vodo The 
average completed family size for those marrying between 1861 and 1869 was 
This figure takes no account of the total number of c~nf'inements 
. experienced by the aver~ woman. In the mid-19th century 1, the expectation 
of life of a woman aged 20 i-Ta.S 46 years, and one third of these years would 
be spent rearing childrano For man;y t-romen, this lifetime of confinements 
and ohildcare represented a substantial, phJsically debilitating burden. 
Iri view of this1 ·it is not difficult to comprehend tlhy marriage was increasingly· 
regarded a.B a major COnstraint upon1 if' not the termination Of & li."Omall IS 
activity beyond the homeo 
Finally 1 the legal po.si tion ot women Greatly _Blhrangthened their economic 
dependence on man. tfuereas much of the law enacted in pre-industrial times 
sought to uphold the ind:ividue~ rights of tromen, the legislation of the 
mid-19th century appeared to boldter· their subjection. For eu.mple, although 
ci•Jil divorce first beca:-:-:e c~vailablc in 1857, the ve"I""'J high cost of l.Higa.tion 
meant that it was a luxury which few people C<..'uld. afford. It was n.ot until 
1878 that magistrates courts were given the po\'l'er to gr,a...'l'lt separation orders, 
thus bringing some relief to ;vork:i.ng class tri.ves, but the level of maintenance 
\'laS extremely low. From 1886 to 1949, the ma.ximu.ra amount that could be mta.rded 
to a l..rife was £2 per week. The statistics of enforcel.'!!-::.nt suggest that ma.n;y· 
women ld th orders had to resort to the poor law, r..1ring to destitution. 
From the dawn of the Industrial Revolution ·to the· middle years of the 
19th century, then, women's lifestyles uere increasingly circumscribed. 
However, the fact that women are capable of resista'l'lce to structures of 
oppression is clearly demonstrated by the exper.iences of the period bettreen 
1850 and the . ·F.irst \'lorld 'ilar. ~~ese seventy years were a time of bitter 
struggle for women, and there were few aspects of the prevailing social 
arrangements which were not ~~estioned by them. Tb.e feminist movement was 
a protracted, courageous quest for emancipation and was by no means confined 
.solely to the middle classes. 
The improvements which took place in the status of t:omen during this 
period owed a great deal to the feminists, although it would be a mistake to 
attribute all the changes to the activities of women themselves. While 
.feminists were very concerned to extend the range of educational opportunities, 
particularly at the tertiar.y level, increased access to formal ·schooling was 
.an inevitable result of the State's recognition of the social .,and economic 
benefits of educational expansion. Similarly, the decline in family size 
which began in the last quarter of the 19th c~ntury was inextricably bound up 
with a deterioration in the economic climate. In the realm of economic 
opportunities, the·most marked change of the period was the growth of clerical 
employment among women, but this was predicated upon the rapid growth of 
administration and commerce. 
The feminists, from the. earliest dccy-s, had campaigned for a very wide 
range of reforms. Increasingly, however, the issue of S 1lffrage became the 
central concern. Political representation was, after all, fundamental to 
.the acquisition of a better deal for women. The campaign, increasingly 
19o 
·militant·, testi.fies to the redundancy of the belief that women are inhere:J.tly 
passive and acquiescent·. As Gaz·diner has pointad out, however, the feminist 
movement was ~argely·concerned to secure libRral reform rather than 
revolution.(l6) After the liar, the vote lias won and many improvements in 
women's legal status were acquired. Yet the prevailing mode of organisation· 
of production, domes.tic labour and childcare remained intact, and the 
' division of respons:i,bili ties between men and women persisted accordingly •. · 
Between 1914 ~d 1950 it ·was war rather than feminism which had th~ 
greatest .impact on ·women's lives. During both World Wars it became 
necessary to recrul. t fem&l.e labour on a large scale, not only to staff 
the war industries, but also to r~place men on active service. The importance 
9f. this .. , development was that it demonstrated the capacity of women to perform .. 
jobs normally performed by men. . However, during World War I, the trade 
unions and the government collaborated in an attempt to ensure that this 
situation would not pre~cdl in peacetime. Moreover_, during the Depression, 
widespread unemployme~t, coupled: lri th the low degree ·of unionisation among 
the female labour force, meant that jobs went to men rather than to women. 
The inter-war econo~ firmly est~blished the dependency of married women 
upon thei~ husbands. After World War II, the augmentation of the female 
labour force was maintained, largely because of the growth of clerical work 
in both the public and ~rivate sectors and the growth of manual jobs in the 
light engineering, chemical and electrical industries. These occupations were 
. . 
perceived as women's work and ccnsequently, male labour did not feel threatened 
by the growth of female labour in these spheres of employment. 
One _of the most significant developments since the last War has been 
the erosion of the norm ~f domesticity for married women. In 1911, lor.':·· 
of ~ried women worked outside the home. This had risen to 22% by 1951, and 
in 1974, the proportion h~ grown to 49,%.(17) ~~e largest increase in the 
proportion 'of married women at work has occurred among the 35-~tf. age-group. 
The explanation for t_his development ie to be found in terms of. post-war econoc.i.c 
20 • 
. /trends and a greater ability and willingne~;s to Hork among married women, 
largely due to·changes in their domestic circu:nstances. 
. .; ' 
Post-war econo~c developments were highly favourable to ·a growth iu. 
the employment of mar~ied women. The expansion of the service industries -
especially the public· services - entailed a vast growth ~ the number of 
.; 
available jobs. In:· the 50 1 s there was virtual full employment: labour 
was scarce, and this situation was exacerbated by the expansion of educat1onal 
opportunities which deprived the workforce of new recruits among the lower 
~e-ra.ilges. Moreover, due to; the' increasing incidence of marriage duri:ng 
and after the 1940 1 s 1 .there were· fewer available unmarried women. Given 
these circumstances, married women represented the only domestic reserve of 
labour for the expanding occupations. ~us, th~ir growing participation 
~ the econoDzy" was very mu.ch contingent upon the existence of an acute 
shortag~ of labour. 
Until very recently, the continuing growth of the service. sector has 
I 
created a sustained demand for female labour. MOreover, the concentration of 
women in the service sector has protected them from the full effects of the 
economic recession of recent years. Between 1967 and 1977 the number of 
women in the labour force increased at the same rate as the number of men 
decreased. 
It is also neces~ary to consider the factors which have propelled married 
women out of their homes and into the workforce. Demographic trends have 
. . 
pl~ed a considerable role. Since World War II women ~ave been marrying 
earlier than they used to. From·l901 to 1931 the average age for first marriage 
among -..roman was approximately 25.6. In 195.1, it had fallen to 24.6 and 
in 1974 to 22.7.(18) Coupled with post-1-rar trends in childbearing practice 
the c;t.oser spacing of births and: the small number of children that women 
typically bear - the· decl~ne in marriage age i.l&eans that a woman is theoretically 
able to return to part-time or full-time employment in her mid-thirties. In 
other words, many mothers have at least half their working life ahead of them 
. ,. 
b,y the time their last child has reached school age. Yet demographic t::-P.uds 
do not explain the motivations which lie behind the decision to resume 
employment. }. reduction in the time which "tolomen spend in producing and 
rearing children merely performs _an enabling function, that is, it accounts 
for the ability to pursue work outside the home. Much ink has been spilt 
in the attempt to identify the reasons why married women have seized the 
opportunity to re-enter the labour force and there is no agreement as to what 
represents the·chief motivation. In a later section of this chapter the 
various arguments will. be examined within the context of a detailed discussion 
of .women 1 s attitudes towards work. For the present, it mCI\Y' be said that 
the post~war rise in the employment of married women represa~ts a ~~ther 
example "of the Wa::f in which women are able to take an active role in the 
determination of their ow.n existence. When women have previously acted in 
the capacity of a reserve ~ of labour it has been a circumstance imposed 
. . . 
upon them. rfuen they came to pla::f this· role again t~ter the War, however, 
it was largely the result of a spontaneous and collective unwillingness to 
accept that a woman's place was in the home. 
Throughout history, men and women alike have been constrained into the 
adoption of certain:attitudes and patterns of behaviour by their upbringing 
~ by the nexus of ideabgical and structural forces encounte:red in ~ul t life. 
However, it is _essential to recognise that acquiescence is not an inevitable 
nor universal response to the fact of limi·tec1 options.. The processes which 
make for widespread adherence to the prescribed norms ~e deep-rooted and 
substantial, yet this does not preclude resistance nor the desire for individual 
or collective change. Although the lesson of history is that the role of 
women· is very much dependent upon the nature of the economic structure, it is 
also clear, ·.especially from the experience of the feminist movements, 
that their -subjective attitudes are not al~s consonant with the accomp~-ing 
ideological prescriptions. Industrial capitalism ushered in the concept of 
female domesticity and dependency, and the assumption that a wornan1 s ultimate 
21 .. 
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destiny is in the home remains firmly entreuched in spite of the challei~ge 
to this su~position represented by post-war trends in female employment. 
~et, there have clearly been times when women rebelled silently or vocifer-
ously against the social and economic bondage implicit in the sezual di-~sion 
of labour. 
2o The Contem~orary Position of Women at Work 
. 
1There are over 25 different jobs 'the Women's Royal Army Corps 
could train you fori Anything from clerical work to being a 
kennel ~aid. You'll work hard but you'll-enjoy it. Start a 
new life in the Ne1(Army. • 
(Advertisement in Honey, 1972) 
Th~re are now more women in full-time and part-time employment 
outside the home than at any other time during this century. The purpose 
of this. section is to· examine the nature and extent of women's participation 
in the labour force at the present time as a prelude· .. fto a more detailed 
C' 
analysis of female employment in routine white-collar'"occupations. The 
themes which present themselves in relation to clerical employment can be show.n 
to characterise the structure of employment opportunities for women more 
generally,namely, limited promotion prospects, inflexible attitudes on the 
part of employers towards women with domestic obligations, and lower levels 
of status and remuneration than those experienced by male workers. 
a) Economic activity rates 
The level of economic activity amongst women may be expressed in a 
variety of ways. In 1971, 38% of the total workforc~ were women, w.hilst 
the overall activity rate for women was nearly 43%. Approximately 87% of all. ·-women 
of working age have worked at some time in their lives.(l9) Activity 
rates for both single and married women vary regionally, the highest rates 
being in the West Midlands and the South-East, and the lowest in lrlales, but 
the differences are diminishing. Activity rates are also correlated with age, 
so that the 25-29 age group exhibits the lowest rate, whereas the 45-49 age group 
exhibits the highest. 
Married ~~men now represent ·62.1% of all female employees. }IIa.rried 
women with young chilciren form the largest group among the economically 
inactive population, yet the number of females with small children who do work 
is quite substantial. .17.8% of married women with children aged under 
5 and 45.8% of thos~ with children of primary school age are economically 
active. However, age-specific activity rates show that the·re has been 
a drop in activity rates for women aged 25-34 in recent years. This is 
the. time when ·~omen typically have dependent children. Wnereas in the 
Soviet bloc and Communist China, governments have bee~ obliged, mainly 
t~ough labour shortage, to take measures which enable women with young 
child.r'en to work, the British Government has been less willing to accommodate 
the female population. We may assume that this is due to a number of 
reasons, including ideologies about family life, the fluctuating economic 
fortunes of this·country and existing pr~orities in the allocation of 
resources. Unless there are marked changes in the,~- iabour requirements of 
this country, it is most unlikely that there will be any chang~ in the 
economic activity rates of women with children un~er 5• Contrary to 
·What might popularly be supposed, women themselves are not entirely content 
with this situation. The 1971 General Household Survey found that: 
'39.1% of all females intending to work some time, but prevented 
from working by the ne.ed to look after their children, would 
have brought forward their plans to return to work if satisfactory 
arrangements could have been made to look after their children. 1 (20) 
It is i~teresting to note that women represent one in five of the 
chief economic supporters of households in B~itain. Aithough the majority 
of these women are single, separated, divorced or widowed, and it is impossible 
to identi~ how many are actually the chief breadwinner in a husband-wife 
relationship, such facts clearly do not square with the notion that women 
are invariably supplementar,y earners. 
A picture .thus emerges of a great deal of economic activity amongst 
women, and an expressed wish to join the labour force by many of those whom 
/ideology,· personal anxiety, inade.c:fuate chiJ dca.re fa.cili ties and the desire to 
• i . 
·be a good wife and mother have made redundant. Of course there are many 
women who do not· wish to work under any.· circ~~stances. However, the 
.. ; 
decision not to work, .wh,ere a real choice exists, should not be greeted~. 
with alarm, as though· it represented a major 'problem•. Freedom lies 
not in work, but in ,the ability for women and men to pursue whatever course 
they wish.within a wide range of alternatives.· This clearly is not the case 
at the present·~ime~ 
' b) bYP'es of emoloyment 
There has been a tremendous increase in the numbers of working women 
. since the war, but th~re has b~en.no corresponding increase in the quality 
of jobs· ·available. Female labour has been characterised as forming part 
of what is referred to as the second.ary labour marketl 
. . 
'Dual labour market economi.sts suggest that the job structure of the 
economy can be divided into two, sometimes three, distinct sectors, 
-usually just a primary and a secondary sector. Primary. sector jobs 
have relatively high e~ngs, good fringe benefits, good working 
conditions, a ~igh degree:of job security and good opportunities 
for advancement, wh~le se~ondary jobs have relatively low earnings 
levels, poor working conditions, and negligible opportunities for 
advancement, and a low degree of job security.• (21) 
. ' 
According to this.model, there are few training opportunities for 
secondary workers and no hierarchical structure of. skills and rewards, so 
that workers in the secondary sector remain there throughout their working 
lives. Amongst ~ch employees there are high rates of both voluntary and 
involuntary t~nover·, the former due partly to the fact that little reward 
attaches to remaining periJla.Uen~ly ·within the .~orkforce, -·and the latter may be 
due to the calculated us~ of such workers by employers to meet short-term 
needs. There is little doubt, when one examines the distribution of women 
in the laboUr market that. a great many are concentrated in what might be 
called. a secondary sector. · However, since there are ~lso many women in the 
primary sector, it must be recognised that there is no necessary relationship 
between women and secondary status. Yet the concept of a dual labour market 
does represent a useful a.d~dDce in the study of working women since it shifts 
' ' 
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the analytic focus away from factors in the home towards the economic determinants 
of a differentiated labour market. 
As a result of this shift of emphasis, there is ne>•1 a gro1·ring interest 
in the inter-relationships betweep capitalism, patriarchy and labour 
market segmentation along lines of gender. It has been suggested that 
sexual differentiation in the labour force, whether conceived of in terms 
of a dual labour market, or in terms of reward and status hierarchies within 
particular occupations, is a phenomenon rooted in patriarchy, yet which 
serves to bolster capitalism by maintaining divisiveness and competition 
wi. thin the 1rorking class. According to this view, sexual divisions in 
the labour-market m~ be compared to racial and ethnic divisions in so far 
as they are both felt to militate against the development of a cohesive 
class consciousness. The idea that capitalism has annexed the long-
·established efforts of men to maintain a position of relative economic 
advantage' is, at first glance, highly persuasive. However, since this 
debate has been conducted mainly at a theoretical level, it has yet to be shown 
whether this alignment of patriarchy and the 'needs' of capitalism occu_~ed 
due to the conscious effort of employers, or whether it \·las simply fortuitous. 
Until such,time, if ever, as intentionality c~ be conclusively demonstrated, 
there is the danger that the void will be filled by a naive, somewhat conspira-
torial model of·employer behaviour. 
.·· 
.· . 
. Having noted that there is a growing level-of theoret-ical sophistication 
in the analysis of sexual divisions in the labour market, the next task is.to 
. ' present ail overview of the location of r1omen wi-thin the contemporary industrial 
and occupational structures~, One of the most significant characteristics of 
female employment is occupational concentration. According to the 1971 census, 
three-quarters of all working women were listed under four of the twenty-seven 
occupational categories. T'nese were:. clerical 1-torkers (29%)';' service, 
sports and recreation workers (23%); professional, technical workers and~ 
artists (12%); and sales workers (11%). Conversely, • 9'fo of l"lomen were 
administrators and managers, .1% painters and decorators, and ~2% gas, . 
coke and chemical workers. Although there is a degree of-concentration 
of men .in the 'engineering and allied trades 1·1orkers not elsewhere classified' 
category (16.9%), males ·are more evenly distributed throughout the-range 
of occupations.(22) Although figures do var.y slightly from year to year, 
there is in fact a remarkable stability in the occupational distribution of 
··-
the. female workforce. 
Women are also concentrated in certain industries. According to the 
. ' . 
I 
1971 Census, -more than half of all female_l"rorkers arelfmployed in t~-ree 
r ·~ 
main service industries. No similar pattern of conce..,_.tration may be 
observed among men. Women outnumber men in several industries, including 
clothing and footwear, the distributive trades, and insurance, banking, 
finance and business services. They represent a tiny minority, however, 
of those in construction, and mining and quarrying. 
The point to be made here is not that we should bemoan the under-
representation of women in dangerous and unpleasant forms of work such as 
mining and construction, but that a large proportion of ~~men are concentrated 
in low-paying jobs ldthin the low-paying industries where there are few 
opportunities for advancement. ~~ men find themselves in demanding jobs 
with low pay and poor working condi.tions, but even with the breadldnner 
millstone around their necks, circumstances may often favour their extrication 
from such situations. Both assumptions about physical strength and also 
precedent mean that men can at least move into unpleasant jobs which are 
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highly paid, if that is their incli!lation. A I!la.rried woman who opted fc.r 
.this would probably have to overcome the prejudices of ~le co-workers as to 
her suitability for the work. and her husband's objections to moving house • 
. . Although one should be cautious in ascribing characteristics to 
certain occupations ~nthout reference to the opinions of employees themselves, 
it seems fair to s~ that many of the jobs women do, particularly in manual 
work, are extremely repetitive. An Open University film entitled '~iscuits' 
demonstrated very ·clearly the machine-like nature of 11omen's tasks in a 
food factory. For hours ~n end women scooped up handfuls of biscuits and 
slotted them into containers which whizzed past on a conveyor belt. A 
colleague of mine who visited a pharmaceutical factor,y encountered women employed 
a11 day long on the task of weeding out mis-shapen cod liver oil capsules. 
There is no shortage of examples of what women's work has come to mean. It 
is uDlikely that repetition will cease to be a widespread fe~e of female 
employ-ment in the near future. The continued use of.-.~women in these types of (. 
jobs is often justified in terms of a belief_in their natural suitability 
for t~e work- manual dexterity and a capacity for endurance are held to be 
innate ·female talents. Such reasoning ~stifies the fact that the use of 
women in this w~ represents a cheap alternative to investment in machinery (23). 
The concentration of women in low-skilled, low status jobs pro•Tiding 
little work satisfaction is partly due to the fact that few women experience 
job training. It is often claimed that this is due to the attentuated 
ambitions of women themselves. l·1ackie and Pattullo, ho~ever, argue that 
.-. 
whil~ there m~ be some truth in this view, training opportunities for women 
are generally deficient. They state that in the distributive trades for 
example, training on the job is oft·en haphazard and inadequate and that the oper-
ation of self-fulfilling prophecies denies women the chance of acquiring skills, 
promotion or. prospects.{24) Even if women do display a reluctance to pursu~ 
the training opportunities which are available, it must be recognised that 
cultural forces encourage this. L'l'l its advice to the Committee on Sex 
;· 
' 
~scrimina:tion, the Institute of Car.eers Offir..ers stated: 
1 
••• girls' horizo~s are lik.ely to have become restricted by 
. soci!ll pressures even before they have considered a career 
••• attempts to ~ncourage girls ••• were sometimes frustrated 
by the influence of the boy-friend.' (25) 
"'. 
In sp~te.of t~e.expansion of training opportunities since the war, 
women continue to rec~ive little training in skill~ other than those tradition-
ally associated with ·.them, and men ·are much more likely to receive vocational 
instruction. Neith~r employers· nor the government have. done a great deal' 
to change ,this situation. 
Concentration and lack Q.f promotion prospects similarly characterise 
the employment situation of qualif~ed l·Tomen. These are defined as women 
with qualifications above the standard of GCE A-level. 
"":' ' 
A majority of 
both males and females who are· qualified are located in the category 
of professional, technical workers and artists, but·the concentration is 
much.greater amongst women. No less than 89% of women who have. qualifications 
above A-level, but below degree l~vel are found in this category, compared 
i 
with 59% of men.(26) ·According to Hanna, 'nothing indicates the inequality 
of men and women more starkly than an analysis of top jobs in industry and the 
professions.' He found that there was a heavy concentration of professional 
women in nursing, teaching and social work. tfuereas almost one third of 
graduates from medical schools are women, they represent only 7% of hospital con-
sultants. Under 3% of practising solicitors are women and they represent 
only 4% ·of seni.or executives listed in the I.P.c. Directory of Publications 
and Se~ces.(27) The Civil Service has ofte~ claimed 1o be more pioneering 
in its recruitment patterns, yet women form a tiny proportion of those 
employed at the most senior levels. In 1974 there tlere 24 females and 793 males 
' . 
in th~ top posts. ' Ma.n;y wom~n wh:o attain positions of high status and reward 
in professional ·and manage~ial occupations are unlike the majority of women 
of similar age, in that they are often single, divorced or separated. Hanna 
points out that of the total of 3% female members of the Institute of Directors, 
j r 
one-quarter have. never ~ried., one:...fifth aJ·& widov1ed and one in ten is 
! 
divorced or ~epa.ra ted ( 28). 
Apart from the .fact that women represent a minority of managers in 
ail industries, the percentage of.female managers varies according to the 
industry concerned. According to the 1966 Census, they represented 16% 
" 
of managers in the clothing and footwear industries, but only 3.6% of those 
in the engineering and electric~ goods industries.(29) · 
Oakley notes ~hat since the time that women achieved the major break-
through' of acceptan¢e into thos~ pr~fessio'ns which were formerly practised 
by men only, there has·been little advance in the proportion of women in 
such occupations.(30) : She maint~s that the major stumbling block to 
fUture advancement ·is that qualified women face a problem of •structural 
ambivalence' • As women, they are expected to display 'feminine' characte~ 
istics, namely a low lev~l of car~er aspiration, submissiveness, -and a 
marked orientation to the domestic environment. As _educated individuals, 
: 
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however, they are expe~ted to seek career advancement and to display initiative 
and a marked capacity for persistence and drive. The two sets of requirements 
are incompatible, with the result :.that women, for fear of being regarded as 
masculine or sexless, opt for the safe, traditional occupations where their 
I 
femininity is not called into question and where they do not seek to outpace 
their male colleagues in the competition for promotion. 
~ether or not this is the case, there .is no doubt that the pattern of 
employment: among qualified women has a great deal to do ~th their educational 
backgrounds. The scarcity of women in management and·certain professions 
is related to the subject choices made by girls at secondary school and to 
their chosen cotirses at the level of higher education. F'or example, i·n 1972, 
whereas 49% of boys entered for 'A' level science and technical subjects, only 
24% of, girls did so.()l) ,In the same year, 5% of girl school leavers went 
to colleges of education, whereas only 1.4% of boys did so. These patterns 
are the outcome of the·· effects of years of. broa.d. cultural pressures, the 
. ' ...................... ' .. 
attitudes of peers and parents, e-nd. the attitudes and expectations of t.eac1l.ing 
staff. · T"ne educational ·decisions represented by these figures have ·major 
implications'for the·range of jobs which a girl may pursue upon entry to the 
labour market. 
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Career advancement is difficult for married wom~n since they are likely 
to have to leave their occupatio~ for seve~al years in order to have children. 
A break of th~s kind m~ disadvantage a woman who wishes tQ resume her career, 
since she may be judged to have lost touqh with the skills or knowledge in which 
she formerly specialised. 
According to Fogarty and the Rapoports, career advancement is 
particularly difficult in the case of the two-career family, that is, wh~re 
both husband and wife are in high-level occupations. They fo'Wld, from 
their research, that most wives in dual-career families accept that it is 
hard for them to make long-range plans for their own careers because ultimately, 
the interests of the husband's career come first.(32} This theme of the 
primacy of the husband's plans is also mentioned in the Pahl's study of 86 managers. 
and their wives. Although the attitudes of the -..'ives, mos.t ·of whom were not 
working, varied according to their upbringi~, education, ~rk experience, and 
relationship with their husbands, most of them considered a job for themselves 
as secondar,y to the demands of the husband's career. Since they moved 
frequently, in the spiralist fashion of many middle-class couples, the wives 
were unable to gain sufficient experience in one job or area as a basis for 
progress in a·career.(33} 
:I 
The ·jobs that women do ~e a.function of a wide.range of factors. r~e 
accumulated experiences of childhood and adolescence effectively channel women 
.. 
into a narrow range of occupations and industries. Long established ideas 
about what a woman is capable of doing, physically and mentally, continu~. to 
colour the attitudes of employers and militate e..gaj.nst the development of a 
more pioneering spirit in their attitudes towards training and promotion. 
The idea that woman are merely supplementary earner.s is used to justify the 
exploitation of·:female labour as a cheap .alternative to machinery. Domestic 
responsibilities represent a major impediment to the occupational advancement 
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. of married women and even single women m~ find that their capacity for mother-
hood is used to justi~ covert discrimination by employers. T'ne relative 
disadvantage of women in the labour market is the inevitable o_utcome of this 
nexus of circumstances. 
c} Part-Time \'lork 
' Over one-third of all working women are in par').-time employment, which 
r. 
is defined as thirty hours or less per week. Part-time work is very much 
a female phenomenon since only one in twenty males work similar hours.(34) 
Over So% of women in part-time work are married, which.reflects the problems 
inherent in the attempt to reconcile work with domestic commitments. Three 
industries account for 69.1% of all females wor?JWng part-time. These are, 
professional and scientific services; the distributive trades and miscellaneous 
services. 
It is imPortant to give some attention to part-time women workers because 
they represent a minority group within the labour force. According to an 
IDS survey in 1975: 
'many part-time workers are not allowed sick p~ or holid~s; they 
m~ be the first to go in a redundancy situation and not be covered 
by guaranteed work agreements. They are also less likely to be 
covered by pension schemes. and often lose out on promotion, training 
and .similar opportunities.• (35) 
Part-time Women are doubly disadvantaged - firstly because they ~ 
1romen workers and secondly because they are likely to experience inferior 
_ ........ . ·• •• ,. ·.I' .•• -~. • 
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_jondi tions ,and ::-emuneration, a..'"ld pr~spects. This does not seem to have 
deterred more and ·~ore women from taking llP part-time employment. Bet't·reen 
1961 and 197l the. total number of females wor!dng part--time in the ma.nu:f'acturing 
industries rose by 85-,'000. During the same period the numbers in full-time. 
e~ployment in manufacturing fell by 405,000. According to a Department 
of Employment repor~ in.l975, women seeking part-time »~rk are expected to be the 
main consti tu~nt of future gro'ln:i;h i~ the labour market.(36) In some 
occupations there are more women seeking part-time employment than there are 
openings. : This means that some 1romen are obliged to work more hours than 
they would wish, and consequently __ they face major difficulties in the attempt 
to reconcile the dual demands of home and workplace. This problem exemplifies 
the exten,t to which women may have to adapt if they wish to work. Employers 
in this countr,y have displ~ed a marked reluctance to grant concessions to 
women requiring special hours. Instead of adapting the conditions of 
employment to suit the needs of the female labour. force, which would lead to 
reduced absence, lower:turnover and better performailce, employers demand that 
women make all the adjustments.(37) 
d) Trade Unions 
Women are often thought to be highly unwilling to join unions and even 
anti-union. Yet there has been a substantial increase in trade union member-
ship amongst women during the last thirty years, and .women are currently joinil".g 
unions at twice the· rate _found among men. In 1939, women represented 11.4% 
of T.u.c. membership, whereas in 1977, the proportion had grown to 28%, so that 
nov-r, over one in four of the Trade Union Congress members is a woman.(38) 
At the same time, there are very few v-romen officials_or shop stewards. This 
might be expecte_d perhaps -in a union such as the A. U .E. W., where women make 
up only 11.7% of the total' membership, but it is rather surprising to find that 
there are cnly five W?men ·compared to 147 men acting as f'ulltime officials in 
the Unibn of Shop, Distributive and Allied rforkers, 54% of whose members are 
women.(39) A survey ~onducted in 1975 covering 62 'tlnions, found that there 
/ ' 
were only-~1 fu1~tima female officials compared to 2,259 males. (40) 
! 
Undoubtedly, the io\ier rates of union membership and activity among 
women may partly ~e explained by 'ti'Omen' s o\m attitudes. It may be that 
esPecially in those occupations which women have only recently begun to ~nter, 
. ~ 
-. 
there is a feeli~g tha~ unions are for the men, that the ·business of bargaining 
for better wages and c_ondi tions is. more directly related to men Is role as the 
chief breadwinner. In a television series on women at wor~, a-number of 
women spoke abo~t their feelings on the subject of campaigning for equal 
pay and :better job prospects and· many expressed these traditional views. ·Some 
l't"'men regarded their husbands • ecC?.nomic activity as far more important than 
their own,- and did not want to force any measures which might have the effect 
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of undermining their s~use's role ·as chief earner and head of the household.(4~) 
This is only part pf- the picture, however, and we should be cautious 
in attributing women's lower levels of membership and participation solely to 
- - -
traditional attitudes amo'ngst them~ One of the major obstacles -ly'i.ng in the 
path towards greater union density: among women is the dispe~sed nature of much 
of the female labour force - trade-- unionism is usually strongest where large 
numbers of people are enq)loyed. · ~is is particularly problematic in the case 
of shop wor~, where there: are o~y a few employees at-any one place of work, 
and where, in addition, 'there is.a high rate of labour turnover. Another 
problem, especially in relation to active participation in union affairs, is 
that union life is geared .. to male social patterns. Meetings are usually held 
outside working hours -in a local pub or club at a time when married women are 
usually preparing the er.rening meal or putting their chil~en t~ bed, and in an 
age when women who enter pubs unaccompanied may still be confronted by suspicious 
st~es from_ the ~ther clientele.(42) 
A further inhibiting factor. is the attitude of the union hierarchy, which 
is dominated, as we have already noted, by men. 
,. 
'ilb.e unions have long professed 
to be on women's sid~ - the TUC called for equal pay in 1888 - but since, in 
the past, they-have als~ secured a number of agreements which were indubitably 
-discriminatory towards women, we must regard their campaigning zeal as somewhat 
/ .. 
~anus-faced. A 'notorious· example . ."of union ~.1Jocrisy recently came to light .. 
l•iany decades ago, ·the po'sta.l workers' union secured an agreement with the Post 
Office which defined the job ·of a postman as ~ man's job, and guaranteed 
sickness benefit and hol~day pay to those who Were employed as postmen. ~- Women 
could be employed by the Post Office but they were to be called •Temporary 
Postal Workers•, and therefore not ·entitled to the same benefits~ Not long 
ago, it transp1red·that there was a woman in Birmingham who had been employed as a 
temporary postal, worker for no l.ess than . thirty years. 
Dur'ing the 1970"s, the ~ons have been DIIlCh more active than previously! 
in the area of women1 s-rights and many have established working parties to 
look into. the position of their female members and that of women general~y in 
their particular field.of employment. The TUC organised a special conference : 
o~ sex discrimination in 1976 and it has also designed an equal opportunity 
. . 
clause for inclusion in labour agreements negotiated by affiliated unions.(43) 
A number of unions supported the Working Women's Charter intrOduced in 1974 
which incorporated rec?mmendations extending far beyond the traditional terms 
of reference of the unions. The.Charter was even debated, albeit unsuccessfully, 
at the ~975 TUC Congress.(44) 
It would be a mistake to. assume that this apparent burst of philanthropy 
on the part of the_unions is simply due to a twinge of conscience. It is 
probable that their heightened degree of activity on behalf of women has more 
to do with their urgent ~eed to r~cruit new m~mbers. Women represent an 
important source of potential revenue to the unions, and consequently the latter 
-· 
have been obliged to take women's interests mU.ch more seriously than they have 
done in the past. Whether or not they ~~11 be successful in this endeavour 
remains a matter for speculation, since the response of employers and government 
to any union pressure on the 'subject of women's rights is likely to be determined 
by future patterns in, labOur requirements and. the norms dictating resource 
distributi"on. 
It cannot be dehied that in terms of the conventional indices of union-
. : .. ·- .. . -
uiindedness.- mo;:!mbership, pa.rticipat.i~ri., and strike ·activity, women do not 
begin-to· compare tdth their male cou.~terparts. Ho1.-rever; it is clear· that 
the differences ~annot be.adequately explained in terms of simplistic 
a~sumptions about innate female dispositions. MOreover, recent.trends 
in union behaviour among women suggest that the tradi 1;:..onal stereotypes _are 
fast becoming redundant. Not o?Iy has there been a marked increase in 
union membership among 'l.iOmen, but there is evidence that wc;>men are increasingly 
willing to displa.v- their economic strength in the form of a strike. 
e) Legislation 
During the last few years there has been a mu.ch trumpeted attempt 
b,y the government to secure an improvement in women's status through th~ 
enactment of legislation. One of the factors contributing to this development 
has been the pressure for change exerted by such groups as the N.c.c.L. within 
the more general context of the movement for women's liberation. However, 
less well-publicised pressures have also been at work. Britain's membership 
of· the E .• E.C. formally obliged the government to enact measures designed to 
imporve Women's position. Fbr example, Article 119 of the Treaty of Rome 
requires that member states maintain the application of the principle of equal 
Pa.Y for equal work among male and female workers. The attempt to introduce 
a greater measure of sexual equality is an international phenomenon, although 
there is considerable variation in the extent to which the effort has been successfuJ 
The British experience is a story of missed opportunities • 
The Eciual Pa.Y Act of 1970 was the first serious attempt to alter women's 
_.-
historic role as a pr~~j source of cheap labour. The lower rates of pay 
usual~y received by women compared to men had.long been justified in terms of 
the argument that most women only worked for pin-money, but tl:ie social climate 
of the .late sixties rendered this reasoning more and more unacceptable. Prior 
:\ I 
to the enactment of this legislation, earnings had increased for all employees 
since 1948, but there remained a substantial difference between the average 
earnings of men and women. The following figures give some indication of 
i 
the dimensions of.this discrepancy in the year of the~~ P~ Act: 
Averaige Weekly EarninE:"s - Ad.-ninistrati~.re, Technical and Clerical 
~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . '. . ~ . ~ . . . . . Employees~ u.K., 1970 :' 
Manufacturing Industries 
Females ••••.••.• 05.44 
Average Weekly.Earnings- Manual Workers, U.K., 1970 
Maliu:racturing' Industries·. · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · 
).fen (a,ged 21 "and over) . •·.~· .. -~· •••••• £28.91 
Boys •••••••~•••~•••••••~•••••••••tl3.67 
Women (aged 18 ~ over) .•• ~ •••••• £13.98 
Girls •••••••••~·~··••••••••••••••£9.46 
Source: Facts in Focus (Central Statistical Office, 1972) 
~ . • ' • ' , • . ' • I' . ' • 
The Eqil.al P8\Y' Aqt came into full force on 29th, December, 1975., and 
' during the last few years there has been a considerable improvement in the 
relative. earnings of men_and ~~men. In the early nineteen-sev~ties, 
the ratio of women's to men's hourly earnings in fulltime adult manual work 
stood at approximately ~0 per cent, as it had done during the previous thirty 
· years. In 1973 and 1974, however, women's hourly earnings relative to those 
of men rose to 67%.. Improvement also ocCurred in the sphere of non-manual 
'Work at -:t;his time •. · In i970, median hourly earnings for ad.ul t female non-manual 
workers stood at 53% of the earnings of males. B,y 1975,. however, the ratio had 
risen to 6o%.(46) Figures for 1976 provided by the Department of Employment 
reveal further progress. Female manual workers' a-~erage hourly P8\Y' n-a.s 7o% of 
that of mai.es, a.hd, female non-manual workers' average hourly pay was 63% 
of that of their mile counterparts. According to Jackson, the recent 
improvement can reasonably be assumed to have resulted in part from equal p~ 
legislation.(47) 
However, it is manifestly clear that there still remains a large difference 
•. -1:"'' •••• •· .,. ~ .••• -.. ·• ' ..... 
betwe·en the average hourly earning~ of men a.Hd. t10men in both manual and 
_non~a.nUa.l occupations. The differential is likely to continue in the fUture 
.. 
because these variations reflect the concentration of women workers in low·-
s~lled jobs in low-paying industries and their relative absence from hi~h-
paying industries. If ~e consider figures relating to 1972, we find that 
only 7.8% of full-time manual men and 2.8% of fUll-time non-manual men 
were low-paid_, compared with 70.3% of fUll-time manual women and 38.6% of 
full-time non-manual women.(48) Differences in gross earnings between men 
and women are partly explained by the greater prop.ensi ty among nen to do 
overtime, shiftwork, work during unsociable hours and work away from home, 
but the occupational distribution of the female labour force is of crucial 
significance in accounting for differences in hourly earnings. Thus while 
the greater rate of increase in earnings for women in recent years is often 
described as progress ·towards equal p~, there is no doubt that we shall never 
attain that goal so long as there are unequal opportu...Ii ties for training and ( -~ 
employment. I~reover~ when one examines the Equal P~ Act itself, fUrther 
doubts arise as to whether we may realistically expect equal p~ to materialise 
i.D the future. Clause la carries the implication that in order for a woman 
to claim equal p~, she has to be in a situation where· there are men doing 
equivalent work. Since ~ jobs are almost wholly performed by women, 
however, notably textile machining, typing and canteen work, there is no basis 
for a claim in such occupations• Clause 5 states: 
•A wo~·is to be regarded as· employed on 'Work rated as equivalent 
with that of any ma~, if, but only if, her job and their job have 
··been given an equal value,· in terms of. the demand made on a worker 
under various headings (for instance effort, skill, decision).• (49) 
In response to this recommendation, many employers used the intervening 
five years between the enactment and the enforcement of EqUal P~, to full 
advantage. According to Rowbotham, the Engineering Employers Federation 
issued a confidential document to their members which informed them about ways 
of avoiding p~ng women the male rate for the job.(50) These included 
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investing·~n labvur-saving machines, introducing job evaluation and ha~ing 
:strict segregation of the s~xes at the workplace- •. Members were also 
8dvised to reconsider the "value of e~ploying women in certain jobs and to 
gi_ve special attention· to the problems of· absenteeism, turnover rate and, 
reliability with which women were associated. Obviou.dy, not all employers 
have displayed this degree of un~llingness to honour the spirit of the Act, 
but·clearly there has been plenty of time to engage in sue~ practices if that is 
the preferred c~urse of action• Most employers· who object to the idea of· 
equal pay maintain that since women are less reliable than men they should not 
have to pay them equal rates. Reliability is judged in terms of the incidence 
of absenteeism, late arrival, labour turnover and the willingness to work 
overti.me. That women generally do score less well than men on all these 
criteria cannot be denied, but this can probably be explained in terms of 
the lack of skill, interest and responsibility in the jobs they perform, 
· · and in terms of the demands made upon them by their domestic circumstances. 
I:l?- recognition of the inadequacy of an equal pay act without a 
corresponding movement towards equal opportunities in employment and training 
the Conservative Government introduced a Green Paper entitled 'Equal Opportunities 
.for Men and Women' in September 1973. There was a great deal.of controver~ 
as to whether the -Tory Government's proposals would really be effective in · 
creating equal opportunity or whether it represented only a very half-hearted 
step in that direction. The proposed legislation included a large number of 
exempted jobs·-.where it would still be permitted to discriminate on the grounds 
of sex. For example, one could select a man ·(or wo~) .. -in preference to 
the other sex 'where it would be offensive to public taste or decency' to do 
otherwise_.'llEr'e. t-m no maj<ID attempt by the Tories to tackle education or the 
provision of goods and services, such as mortgage or credit facilities, or 
:' problem areas such as entry to pubs. The Conservative Government did, however, 
propose the establishment of an ECrual Opportunities Commission which was 
intended to oversee the workings of the law. ,, 
The 1973 proposals -..rere upstaged by the Labour Government's own 'version 
/ I 
?f anti-discrimination legislation .·.which was j_ntroduced. in September 1974, 
and l"l'hic.h became law in il975• It was far more comprehensive in scope than 
its predeces-sor in that it set out to elimina'te sex discrimination ( wi_th scme 
exceptions) not·o~y ·i~ ~he sphere of employment, but also in the p~vis~o~· 
of goods, facilities and services such as housing accommodation, loans ani 
credit. It was in~ended to complement the Equal P~ Act, and an Equal 
Opportunitie~ Commission was empow~red to conduct inquiries and investigations 
and to take acti~n to promote equality o~ opportunity. 
However, it has now beco~e evident that a major discrepancy exist~ 
' 
·' 
between the promise and the practice of the Sex Discrimination Act. According 
to a report in the Sunday Times in February 1977, the work of the Equal : 
Opportunities Commission has been conducted on a very modest scale. After 
33. 
one full year of operation it had initiated only a single formal investigation, made 
no direct intervention in employment practices, failed to initiate any major 
research, had difficulty in spen~ng its publicity budget and had generally 
kept an extremely ilow:profile 1 .(51) 
Luise and Dipak Nan4y mSin~ain that while the Act is 'one of the 
most f~reaching pieces of anti-discrimination legislation yet seen• there 
are profound limitations·to what it can achieve.(52) They claim that there 
are three sources of sexual inequality, the first being direct discrimination 
such as when women are refused entry to a pub, the second is the effect of oast 
discrimination, an ~xample of which would be the effect on women's employment 
. . 
prospects of inferior careers guidance, and the third is continuing uneaual 
demands which in the case of women, manifests ·itself in the greater responsibility 
for cliildcare and housework that they are expected to exercise, as compared 
with men. As the Nandys point out, it is possible to attempt to legislate 
away the first type of discrimination and to compensate for the effects of the 
second ·through positive discrimination, but the continuing unequal demands on 
women are not so easily amenable to legisl_ative remedy. They claim that the 
only solution is a major rethinking of •the whole social mechanism by which 
39. 
children are r9ared' and suggest a number of possibilities, including p~ent 
for those who wish to remain at home to look after their children, more. exten-
sive use of ·:chi:!.dmind.ers and flexi time, and better training for womene However, 
at a time of severe cutback in government spending and great uncertaint~ in 
private industry, it seems most unlikely that ~of these proposals will receive 
serious attention from those wh~ are in a_position to implement them • 
. Ano~her piece of recent legislation, the Employment ~otection Act 1975, 
would seem at first glance to·herald considerable improvements in the 
position of women at work. The Act provides a woman with the right to 
paid maternity leave and the right to return to work with the same employer 
up to twenty-nine weeks after her child is born. In order for these benefits 
to apply, a woman must have worked for her employer for at least two years 
prior to the last eleven weeks of pregnancy. In the event of the employer 
failing to .comply with the law, an aggrieved party ma;y complain to an industrial 
tribunal. 
Al1;hough the aimS of this legislation have been welcomed in principle 
by those who have long campaigned for statutory reform of _this kind, 
the view has been expressed that the provisions are not sufficiently I_'adical. 
Patricia Hewitt, writing on behalf of the N.c.c.L.1 feels that the period 
during which it is possible to seek reinstatement should be extended, and · 
that a corresponding system of paternity benefits should be introduced.(53) 
Apart from the inadequacy of the proposals there is also the problem that 
the legislation may have implications for recruitment policies towards 
married women. Indeed, ~>ne such problem was·- antic:Pated. by the government, 
namely, the likely impact of a maternity p~ scheme which imposed the 
burden of cost upon employers of women. In order to spread the cost evenly, 
the government set up a Maternity P~ Fund to which all employers are 
:I I 
required to contribute. However, further problems still remain. It is 
possible that an employer may now give covert .. preference to male applicants 
for jobs, bel~eving that it is in his interest to hire, those·who are least 
likely to inconvenience him and to disrupt the operation 
~ , .. ··.·- ............. ,; :-................... --~-. .,, .. -....... . 
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of the company. He may well feel that trromen, especially married 'h'Omen, : 
are vested with considerable nuisance potential, in so far as they may ma-~e 
it necessar,y:for him to hire and possibly train temporary staff in their 
absence. This consideration would probably loom very large in relation 
to jobs which require sp~nial qualifications and wh~ch carry a great deal 
of responsibility. An employer may judge that it trrould be costly, difficult 
and impracticable to engage a short-term replacement to fill a position trmich 
normally requires continuity and expertise. The way in which employers will 
respond to the legislation can only be a matter for speculation at the present 
time, but there does seem room for doubt as to whether the Act will in practice 
work towards women's advantage. 
The fact that there has been a recent burst of legislation designed 
to improve the position of women at work should not give rise to complacency. 
It is evident that the goals of equal pay and equal opportunity remain as 
' . 
elusive as ever. MOreover, many aspects of the law :Jont~nue to uphold the 
I -~ 
principle of married women's economic dependency on t:r:.:..lir husbands. According 
to Lister and Wilson, the Beveridge maxim that 'the attitude of the housewife 
to gainful employment outside the home ~s not and should not be the same as 
that of a single woman. She has other duties.' continues to inform social 
security and taxation .(54) The less favourable treatment accorded to 
married women by these provisions represents a major deterrent to couples 
considering the idea of reversing traditional family roles. Consequently 
it is not only the inadequacy of the new legislation which represents a cause 
for concern, but also the persistence of a discriminator,Y perspective ensr~ined 
in many areas of social policy. However, even if these residual areas of 
discrimination were removed by legislati_on, the many other sources of sexual 
inequality and female dependency would still prevail. As John ~tle has 
put it: 
'Only the most encrusted reactionary argues that the law has no 
part at all to play in fostering equal opportunity and only fools 
believe that the mere enactment of laws creates it.• (55) 
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3. Women's Attitudes Tm·1ards ~·lo.£!s 
i 1 \·lhile it ·has long been understood that women's labor-force participation 
_is responsive to such major life-cycle events as education, marriage, 
.. divorce, bereavement, childbearing, and geographical mobility, the 
study of the motivational side has be€'n neglected. T"nus, l·rhen we 
turn to the theoretical work on work aspiration in women, and the 
empirical li terat:ure it has spar.-.ned, lY"e find it both stagnant and 
unimaginative. · i-1ork aspiration (or occupational choice, or · 
career commitment -rarely are these concepts distinguished) is 
usually treated as a discrete event like the menarche, which occurs 
at. some time in adolescence and never again.• 
(Judith Long Laws, '\·lork aspiration of women: false 
leads and new starts' in Bia.xall, M. & Reagan, B.;, (eds) 
Women and the i'lorkplace 1976). 
It is now appropriate to;focus more directly on an aspect of female· 
employment which has be:en greatly· n.eglected. Despite the recent growth, 
of literature concerning post-war trends in female employment and the 
characteristics which differentiate male and female occupation~, we remain 
~e~kably ignorant about such issues as occupational choice and sources of 
work satisfaction among female employees. As Long Laws has pointed out, 
the literature which is available .in relation to these themes is· theoretically 
ob~olete and informed ~y a deficient methodology.(56) Consequently, the task 
of presenting an ove~ew of wome~'s work attitudes must ine~tably involve 
a critique of the existing data lest one enables the simplistic and inade~te 
assumptions· to prevail. · It is-possible to organise the literature into three 
main areas for disqussion, each one of which examines a dominant theme or 
focus prevalent in both sociological and official material. 
a) The Job AsPirations of Female School Leavers and Graduates 
A.number· of surveys have been conducted amongst young school leavers 
with the intention of identifying differences-between boys and girls in 
relation to occupational choice and levels of ambition. One of these, the 
Schools Council :Sixth Form Enquiry, carried out in 1967, found that there 
were marked differences between the· sexes in their chosen occupations.(57) 
A study by Hutchings and Clowsley of sixth form boys and girls found that 
even where scholastic achievements were of a similar standard, girls tended 
to hold lower levels of expectation than boys.(58) An.investigation of 
..• .-~ .... , ........... ,., .·· ........ -.• ~·· ................ ~.... ·''· ........ , "r-······ •. c •• 
. . 
attitudes amongst sixth-form .gi~ls in London and the South-East found that 
their subject choi.ces at school had followed trad.i tional .. lines and that · 
•. 
there was a reluctance to enter into certain types of science-based careers. 
The authors concluded that 'girls showed a great unwillingness to combat:. 
prejudice and a preference for work in which they would be welcome'.(59) 
Studies of the occupational plans of male and female graduates have revealed similar 
patterns. ~report produced by Sheffield University i~ 1970 showed that 
female graduates .. planned to. take up a muqh narrower range of occupations than 
male graduates, and that some form of teaching was the chosen career of 6o% 
of the women as compared with only 31% of the men.(6o) 
Studies such as these tend to confirm the idea.that women enter the 
labour market with limited work expectations, even when they have attained 
high levels of academic achievement. Although it is acknowledged that much 
more could be done by careers officers and employers to encourage greater 
ambition and a willingness to enter careers not tra.di tionally associat.ed 
. . 
with women, one is apt to gain the impression from the literature that ultimately 
it is women's own defeatist attitude which stands in the w~ of fUrther progress. 
T~ere is no objection to the view that a type of defeatism characterises 
the work expectations of female school-leavers so long as the sources of this 
attitude are a.d.equat~ly considered. In other words, one may readily concede 
that the different patterns of socialisation experienced by the sexes will 
become translated into different views about their future working lives, and 
. . 
that in the case of girls these ~ become ~pressed in t~e form of limited 
aspirations. However, few studies give close··attention to the ways in which 
such attitudes evolve, and consequently one is unable to decide whether tbis 
I 
defea~ism represents ·a passive acceptance of the status quo or whether it is 
the result of frustrated attempts to challenge it, or whether it is perhaps 
:' 
an amalgam of both. Usually, the onus is upon the reader to discover this for 
himself or herself by reference to studies which deal more directly ldth 
. :-· .... ~·- . ~-· ..... , ... ·- ................... · ·-·~.· ....... . 
socialisation .patterns in the home ar~ school contexts. 
· A·more fundamental point which must be made in.relation to these 
studies is that because they demonstrate so positively the relatively lower 
job expectations of girls at this stage in their lives, the possibility that 
these attitudes may be susceptible to change at a. late;,.· date may be over-
looked(61). The findings which we have noted oz~y inform us about the 
expectations which girls have Drier ~o t~eir entry into the labour market. 
It cannot be as~ed that what·holds good for schoolgirls and female under-
graduat~s also holds good for women in paid. employment or for women on the 
point of re-entry into the.workforce. If such an assumption were made 
it liould be ra.ther like supposing that a person's attitudes .prior to 
marriage ._were not in any way modified by the experience of that state. 
Although considerable interest attaches to the phenomenon of lower aspirations 
among female school-leavers and graduates, it is essential ·to investigate the 
nature 'of their attitudes at subsequent points in their working lives. 
b.. The RelationshiD of Job Attitudes to the Life-Cycle 
One theme that appears with considerable frequency in the.literature, 
both explicitly and implicitly, is the notion that women's attitudes towards 
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work are directly related to their position in the life cycle. Thus variations 
in attitudes are assumed to depend primarily on differences in age, marital 
status and the presence or absence of dependant relatives. Few studies have 
focused directly on this question and this proposition emerges more in the form 
of common-sense. knowledge than as a conclusion generated by rigorous empirical 
.. · 
investigation. 
This is particularly true of the way in which the work attitudes of single 
female employees are .presented. In a number of studies, the young single girl 
is often presented as an instrumentally oriented worker -with a difference 
:I 
marriage is ~er central life interest: 
•womeri have largely gone into office-jobs that require little skill 
and. carry small responsibility ••• A large proportion are young, 
Unmarried lromen and for many of them clerical work is 1 just a job 
.j 
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like an~r other• taken up in the interval between leaving school 
·and getting married. It is known t!"l.s..t. girls are especially 
a:ttracted .to clerical \';ork because of its. social status, and 
also, it may be surmised, because of the opport~~ity it affords 
for meeting desirable marriage partners in the blackcoated class. 
In short,.the strictly vocational nature of office work is here 
very much attentuated.' (62) 
· Lockwood offers no evidence for his surmisings, a fact which renders 
them highly unsatisfa~torj. A similar perspective may be found in the 
work of Mumford and Banks: 
1Why is so much of clerical work being taken over by women? 
_The answer seems fairly obvious.· Women- or rather girls, for 
·the great majority are ~~der twenty-five·- tdll, at present, 
'accept routine jobs that are unlikely to lead anywhere. For 
most of them matrimony . .is their principal objective or interest 
and work is regarded as· temporary and incidental, rather than 
central in their lives. Because of this they are willing to 
put up with tasks that seem intrinsically dull and for t~e 
same .reason they are not unduly &"'lXious for promotion. • ( 61) 
Nowhere in their data can one find evidence for this statement 
.. 
contained in the actual responses of their female respondents. It is true 
that manY of their respondents described their work as dull and routine, 
but l~ord and Banks· assume that :this cannot matter very much to the girls 
or else they would moye. This is a very unsatisfactory interpretation since 
it totally ignores the realities o_f the labour market, or, what is more 
important, perhaps, it ignores the subjective reality of the labour market 
for the workers concerned. As ~udrey Hunt has pointed out, the conviction 
that 'better the devil one knows than the angel one doesn't' can be a power-
ful incentive to remain in a job, even though it may seem.hfghly. dull and routine.(64 
Recent findings tend to undermine one's. confidence in the utility of this 
traditional conceptualisation of single women~s. attitude~ still further. 
Firstly, Hunt has noted that girls in the 16-i9 age-group are proi!li.nent among 
those who are not very satisfied with their jobs and she considers that this is 
bec~us.e •this group includes many_ who were in their first jobs which might not 
have come UP to their expectations'• 
. - . - ·. 
Similarly, in their study of female 
operatives in the e~ectroni.cs industry, Wild &: Hill found that job dissatisfaction 
was more coillTllOn among single girls.(66) Thus, contrary to whB.t might be 
, • • • .,. '""' ... '""'"• .... - .. ~ .• • •." •· ._,,. • "J!'' ··~_...., ••. - -•• ,_._ • • r; ,,- • " • • '•, .. ,. "· • ·-; ... · .• "'!" ...... ~ • • ··• •• -· r, · • "T ..., • 
'upposed from t.ile quoted p'assages, .. there are single gi:l:ls who experience. a 
shortfall between their 1expectations and the oper~ngs available to them. 
•. 
This situation can generate feelings of dissatisfaction which are not offset 
by the prospect of a ·~ar~iage partner popping up over the nearest filing~, 
cabinet. Secondly, HUnt found that 78.6% of single wom~n expected to go 
on working after marriage, and that in reply to the question, 'If you 
were to stop ~ork a~~er you were. ~ied do you think you would start again 
later?•, 63.7% of these same women said that they would. These figures 
represent ·so~ething of a rebuff to those who believe that· the horizons 
of young unmarried girls do not ext'end beyond their wedding day, for as 
Hunt herself says, it is the birth:of the first child, rather than the date 
of marriage which has become the point at which women give up paid employment, 
and then only temporarily.{67) Tb that extent, single girls' perceptions 
of their future work roles represent a realistic assessment of what is possible 
for them, given the existing set ~f prescriptions pertaining to the place of 
a married woman with young children. It must be pointed out that Hunt's 
' 
findings present a rather ~iffere~t picture from those obtained in an earlier 
piece of research. ~ 1961, Joseph found that nearly half of his schoolgirl 
respondents· gave marriage as their likely job at the age of 25, and only half 
I 
of them expressed an intention to return to work when their children were 'old 
enough to be left•.{68) ' This discrepancy may have something to do with the 
fact,· noted by BeYnon and. Blackburn, that single girls' preoccupation with 
. . : . 
marriage diminishes as they get.older.(69) Hunt's survey included only those 
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aged 16 and over, and three-quarters of her respondent~ in the 16-19 age-group were 
economically active, nearly all of them full-time. :ance again, the necessity 
for a longi tudill:al approach to ttork attitudes is highlighted. 
. . 
·It is quite legitimate· to suppose that the attitudes to work of single 
' 
girls will reflect to. some ·,extent their out of work preoccupations. However, 
there i's evidence tq show that the future prospect of marriage for such women 
does not preclude job dissatisfaction, nor the.desire to find a more stimulating 
/ .. 46. 
. ' 
It should not ?e assumed that young girls simply adapt 
to seemingly mundane forms _of occupation because their ·interests·lie elsewhere. 
. . 
What should be investigated is the degree to which single women find thems~lves 
irl occupational cul-d·e·-sacs and tlhether or not this leads to resigna.tion:.a.l'l.d. 
an emphasis on substit~te sources of satisfaction. 
-1-lhereas the· sipgle, female is thought to use work- inst~me:1tally either to 
find a husban~ direc~ly, or to p:uz-chase the means necessary to bring the h'ilnt 
to a swift conclusion, the marri~d woman.is represented as using work as a 
~ of financing home-improvement. 
. . 
As the home has increasingly become ~he 
central-life-interest of many post~war couples, so there has been every incentive 
for the female partners to add ·to its attractions and comfort by providi~g 
an additi.onal income. : In the pas~, much research has demonstrated the apparent 
utility of this model. Viola .Kle_in, writing in 1965 claimed: 
•.Money is undoubtedly the largest incentive for married women to go 
out to work. Three out of every four women interviewed gave this 
as the main reason for ha~ng a job. 1 (70) 
T.he h~sbands in her ~ey agreed !that their wives' motives for working were 
mainly instrumental: 
•From the answers given by .husbands of working wives, it is evident 
that their wives• earnings are more often regarded by them as a 
subsidiary, as a help to. b\zy •·extras•, rather than as essential 
contributions. 1 , (71) .. _ 
Although one: cannot dispute the universality of the finding that the 
desire for money is of considerable significance among the motives for working 
amongst married women, one must lodge certain objections to the image of 
acquisitive womanhood to which the research has given rise. Firstly, many 
sources of data have shown that working wives are not solely motivated by the 
quest ·for money. According to the work of Zweig and Hunt, such factors as 
•the emotional preli!SWoe of .. _loneliness• and the monotoey of housework are also 
of considerable wei,ght in propelling women into the labour force.(72) Hunt 
states: 
•¥~re than one attractio:l was named by the ~eat majority of those 
who named any at all, and nearly two~thirds of those mentioning financial 
. advantages rzient.ioned. ;ai; least one other advantage a I (73) 
,f" .. .. 
Hunt also Janyasse'l.the opinions of non-working ·;..rives, and while the desire 
i 
for money Wa.s cited as a reason ,.,hy they would be going back to work by 
· 64%, 4o% of her respondents named boredom at hom~ and 25% gave the desire for 
comp.anionship as additional reasons for. this decision.(74) 
This facto~, dissatisfaction with certain aspects of the home 
enviro~ent, has rec·eive~ very little attention from sociologists until the 
last couple,of years •.. Consequently,' any attempts to assess ~ts relative 
·significance in t~e configuration of reasons for the increase in working 
.wives have been largely speculati~e, and have probably.underestimated its 
importance. In her pioneering study: of women's domestic situation, Ann. 
Oakley found that 7o% .of her respondents were dissatisfied with housework, and 
concluded that: 
'Housewives experience more monotony, fTagmentation and . . 
:-svE:rLc.\.:-"r; in their work than do workers in the factor-.r.' (75) 
We may suppose that thi~ is not whol~y a modern phenomenon, but certain 
post-war developments~ have increased the·soci&l isolation of the house~tife 
I 
and made her tasks seem more thankless than previously. T'ne increasing 
isolation of the houseliife has gone·hand-in-hand with the increasing physical 
isolation ·Of the nuclear family. Young & Willmott's study of working class 
family life demonstrated very clearly how the physical and social characteristics 
of the modern hoJ].sing estate can r'ender a young wife very lonely indeed during 
the daytime with little else to do but cleaning, shopping and babyminding.(76) 
Even where a housewife has .·occasional social con:t.act with neighbours, the 
very superficiality of these relationships may only serve J.o heighten her sense 
of deprivation of meaningful social irtteration.(77) It·is not surprising then 
that more and more women take up paid employment with a view to injecting some 
interest into thei'r lives • 
. On the basis of Hunt's findirigs, Ann Oakley has come to the 
conclusion that: 
• •• questions·about married women's reasons for ta~ng jobs tap the 
\ . 
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normative tip of the iceberg ••. othat lvome:r.. say they •·:ork for 
·the money because this is the· socially acce:pts.ble reason.• (78) 
Like ~unt, Oakley is of the opinion that women may tend to.·advance 
reasons which they think they ought to give, rather than what they really 
believe. Married women are not expected to express profound dissatisfaction 
with their status as housewives - to do so might be to cast doubt upon their 
personal·adequacy, and consequently they give answers which in now~ detract 
from their capacities as homema~ers .and mothers. In view of the limi.ted 
amount of recent data relating to working Wives and their attitudes, it 
~s impossible to come to any firm conclusions as to whether their responses are 
more likely to be rationalisations of their genuine feelings, or whether we should 
dismiss this idea as unwarranted speculation. The point cannot be resolved, 
it seems, .until we have a great deal more research which attempts to probe the 
responses ·or working wives in much greater depth. In the me.antime, the frequency 
with which sources of dissatisfaction ~dth the home environment are mentioned 
by them is a finding which should. not be overshadowed by the apparent significance 
of the pecuniary motive. 
A·second objection to this economic model of the working wife is that it 
helps to·. perpetuate the notion that women are only supplementary earners. 
Since the overriding impression is that of women· exercising a choice over whether 
or not they go out to work and that their decision to work is borne out of the 
desire for little extras for the home rather than of necessity, the view that 
employment for ~romen is alw~s subsidiary, is thereby reinforced. According to 
Jean Gardiner, it is. this view of women which 1 perpetuates_ .. both lack of training 
and low p~ for women workers and the trad.i tional sex diVision of labour and 
responsibility liithin the family'.(79) Not only is this sociological 
! 
vision of an ideological nature, ·but it also neglects the fact of lack ·or choice 
among those who have to work because they are the sole supporters of their ~ouse-
holds. Furthermore, even if one chooses to disregard the evidence that the 
bulk of the earnings of working wives typically goes towards necessities such as 
\ 
rent and housekeepin~ rather than on 'extras•, it is impossible to disre~d the 
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im_Plications ·of the spiralling :i,nflation of recent years. Many couples became 
accustomed to a certain standard of living during the fifties and s~ties, 
•. 
and more recently carried couples no doubt bas~d their expectations upon- the 
example of their predecessqrs. Until the late sixties, it is probable th~t 
within the middle-income groups, there was no driving necessity for the wife to 
work, but that if she did, then a ·Somal'lhat higher standard of living could be 
maintained.· Rising rates of taxation, interest and V .A •. T., -and· soaring 
inflation have bro~ght about a situation where it has become harder and harder 
for a husband to sustain his family's standard. of living on his income alone, 
:and have made it correspondingly more and more necessary for his wife to work 
as well. To the extent that this is actually happening, then the view of 
;working wives as temporary, supplementary earners becomes increasingly u.'rltenable • 
. One receni; ~evelopment may perhaps be ta.'l(:en as indicative of the changing 
·significance of the n"ife's income, namely the falling birth rate. Although 
the birth rate has been falling ever since 1964, it has now pitched to an 
unprecedented'l:.y 1-o.w ·.J.evel. Demographers rarely agree among themselves as to 
the causes of fluctuations in the birth rate and there has been a great deal 
of controversy concerning this latest downswing. However, economic factors 
are usually of some significance, and a declining bi~th rate may thus be regarded 
as in part the aggregate of individual couples' responses to changing economic 
fortunes in the society as a i-Thole. One such- response is to limit the total 
number of children that one has, and another is to postpone the birth of the 
first child. Some demographers are of the ·opinion that there is a high incidence 
of the latter response among recently married couples, which is having its effect_ 
on the birth rate. It is possible to argue, therefore, that since the loss of 
I 
a wife's income and extra expense incurred by the birth of a child represents a 
source-of potential hardship at the best of times, contemporary economic circum-
:I 
stances are such as .to make it necessary to postpone having a family until such 
time as this would constitute no serious threat to a couple's standard of living. 
According to a.n article by Frances Cair~cross in the Guaraian, eVidence from the 
u.s. suggests that more and more ~ouples are practising this 1new home economics': 
~It loc.ks suspiciously as if' couples in the United States, 
~at least, are well aiiare of' the opportuni t;~..- c·ost·. of' having 
. -children, a.'ld trade off' the wife 1 s job satisfaction and · 
earriing power against the satisf~ction of' having a family.• (80) 
It may be that.th~s practice is more likely to occur where the wife's 
occupation is highly rewarded and accorded high status, for, as Adkins and 
Piepmeier point out: 
1 Only when t..romen attain equal or greater social recognition 
for economic activity than for childbearing 1nil the balance 
-change and production ·of children become the less important 
activi ty.• (81) · 
The relationship bettieen fertility, education· and employment among 
women is a highly complex one, and· there is very little t-ray of knowing whe.ther 
fertility patterns are the outcome of education and occupational experiences 
:or whether they determine them. It does seem, though, that the analysis of 
'recent trends in the birth rate leads strongly towards the conclusion that 
Wives' earnings have now acquired strategic importance in the maintenance of 
the standard of living of contemporary couples. To the extent that tre.nds in 
the birth rate reflect the heightened importance of the wife's earnings within 
the household econo~, we must regard the notion that tnves 1 -incomes are of 
purely marginal significance as increasingly redundant. 
Furthermore, it is possible that changes in the practical signific~ce 
50. 
of wives' earnings ·may· have been accompanied by changes in women•.s l"rork attitudes. 
As work increasingly becomes a normal and essential component of a married woman's 
daily existence, the nature of work conditions, levels of remUneration, and job 
satisfaction ~ assume increasing importance a~ .. the subjective level. Married 
women may thus become less willing to compromise in the face of limited opportunities 
·and inferior rewards. 
The view that a woman's attitude towards trork is dependent upon the stage 
reached in the life cycle is b~th deterministic and anachronistic. Whilst · 
it m~ readily be conceded that attitudes will be greatly influenced ~·marital 
status ~'l~or responsibility for dependants, it is also necessary to explore the 
. I 
impact of the work si.i;uation itself and any recent economic c~es trhich may have 
5lo 
--
a bearing upon the 1-1ay women perceive· their jobso It is also desirable th.J..t. 
sociologists address themselves more to the so-~ces of job satisfaction among 
married ~~men than they have done to date. Unless more work is done in this 
area, the notion that marriage and motherhood represent the height of rrome~'s 
ambition will prevail. 
c) Work Attitudes Among 1rlomen in Top Jobs 
·There ·is one -~ea within the soc:Lology of 1-romen at t'iork where rather 
more attention has,been paid to attitudes towards the nature of the work itself. 
This is represented by the literature concerning highly ~alified women in 
professional careers. Yet once again, the approach taken must be considered 
less than satisfactory. rlhereas. the attempt to account for the phenomenon of 
working l..d ves is heavily informed by a somewhat archaic model of worker behaviour · 
~ch characterises people as motivated solely b,y economic ends, the study of 
women in top jobs leans on a more recent mod~l which characterises people as 
having a hierarchy of needs which can be fulfilled thro1:>.gh the· experience of 
work. Work, then, is potentially a psychologically enriching activity, and 
adherents of this school argue that where this is not the case, jobs should 
· be redesigned in order that the needs may be satisfied through a process of 
'self-actualisation1 • Fbx, who is highly critical of this model, has pointed 
out that the aspects of work said ~0 maximise this process of individual growth 
and development ar-~ those usually associa~ed with high status occupations.(82) 
In terms of this model, therefore, top jobs emer~e as more intrinsically rewarding 
than those lower down the scale and their in·cumbents appeaz:_ as those most_ likely 
.-. 
. to experience wark satisfaction. The self-actualisation model, then, hes been 
criticised not only because it incorporates an a priori judgement about human 
needs, ·but also because it presents an idealised view of life at the top •. 
Yet both the language and the assumptions of this school of thought may 
be identified in some of the sociological. studies of professional women. In their 
discussion of the orientations to ~rork among wives of dual-career families, 
Fbgarty et al state: 
,, .... ,,.,-..rOO~- •'· '•"•• '""' ·, • •o,-, .... ''"'•' ...,.., ., .... _ -~·-·••···-·.••-••"1·.~ •,·•""'":'""' !'" "lo,•• ',,' '-•'" :c"-t""'· ·••••••' ... •-''"-' • '•,••, • ,• -· o 
'T'ne ovE.r!'iding imnression created by the reasons actually · 
_given for ~·rorking· among· women of th~s sam:pl.e can be summarised 
·in .the term. 'self--expression'.• For 1-:omen of this type not 
~o war~~ made them feel l.n some sense pers·:mally u..YJ.true to 
themselves - wasted,. unfulfilled, restless ru1d bqred - or, 
. in more extreme cases, not to work was simply considered 
impossible. · ~·iork wa.s essential for these t·mmen 1 s self-
conception and_ therefore for thei~ mental health!' (83) 
The conclusion which appears to follot"IT from this statement is that 
iromen fall into different categories, distinguished in terms of their various. 
need structures. One gains the impression that women in senior positions in 
management and the professions represent a certain 'type', whose natural 
habitat is the conference room and who differ from other"tromen in that they 
have a greater need for self-expression. The way ·in which the authors 
appear to consider that top jobs are the most intrinsically rewarding and that 
their incumbents are primarily motivated to seek self-expression through ~ork 
is ~xemplified in the following passage: 
•In present conditions in even advanced societies, ~9rk remains for 
many people a necessary evil, something to be endured, to which 
at best one becomes habituated ••• For many of the highly qualified 
the world of work has an entirely different character. It is 
for them an area within which major satisfactions may be derived, 
sometimes superior to those of other spheres of life, including 
elements of family life, of leisure and of responsibility for an 
participation in the development of the community as a.whole.• (84) 
One tends to gain the impression that. whereas the 'm?tivational 
syndrome' of women in top jobs may be explained in terms of.the need for self-
realisation, brought o~ by a feeling that 'housework is not enough', the motiv-
ational syndrome of working wives in more humble occupations must be explained 
in terms of less exalted aspirations, such as the pursuit of monetar,y rewards. 
Fogarty et al do not seem to have considered the possibility that 
.·· 
the responses given by their female subjects are··-those which the women felt were 
expected of them, given their education, social status and career background. 
I 
It may be that such women, like many men at the apex of the occupation~ hierarchy, 
would hesitate before stressing the importance of remuneration. Although the 
:' 
authors of this study displ~ a great deal of sympathy for the many problems 
which women experience in the sphere of work, and although they propose many 
important changes, one cannot help but feel that their view of the female 
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working population is oversimplified and that it renders a disservice to 
·women who are employed at lo1·1er l_evels of_ the occupational structure. T"neir 
conclusions hel? to perpetuate the notion that only a tiny minority of wom~n 
Wish to experience some degree of interest in their work. It )D.ay be that 
this blirikered vision is influenced by the authors' own position in the 
qccupational hierarchy. 
From this review of some of the studies of women in·the workforce, it 
emerges that there is a tendency to_ construct a priori models of female 
motivation Which are thoug!:t appropriate· to the population Of 1-10men under 
investigation. In some cases, a woman's position in the life-cycle is 
held to be the crucial determinant ·Of attitudes. In others, social or 
educational background are accorded primar,y significance. Recent debates 
concerning the concept of orientation to work lead one to be cau.tious in 
·acce~ti~ unilinear explanatory models of_this·kind. These debates have 
involved arguments as to whether workers ·may be saidl:·~o display a consistent 
set of priorities in the rewards they seek from work and whether these 
priorities, ~f they exist, derive primarily from the work situation or from 
out-of-work factors. The main protagonists agree that worker behaviour in 
general is a function of influences deriving from·both sources, but Goldthorpe's 
contention that a fairly stable set of priorities or orientation to work arises 
to some extent independently of the work situation, is hotly disputed by 
·naniel.(85) The latter maintains that workers exhibit diffe1•ent sets of 
priorities at different times, such that job choice, job satisfaction and job 
leaving are not necessarily influenced by the same factors. Thus, for Daniel, 
the key question is not 'what do people want from work?' but 'at what point are 
they interested in particular rewards?:• ( 86) Consequently, it becomes necessary 
to focus on the way in which the experience of work itself generates different 
sets of priorities at different points.in time. 
The two main contenders in this argument have yet to reach agreement on 
these issues. However, those who have attempted to resolve the debate on their· 
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behalf hav~ come to the conclusion that whilst tha· concept of ·orientation to 
work is 'not as redundant as .Daniel vtould have us believe·,. it is inappropriate 
to give too ~much emphasis· to workers' priorities when they enter a job as the 
determinants of subsequen~ attitudes~ Brown, for example, agre.es 'l'ri th Daniel 
that one must pay considerable attention to the conte.lC-t ·of choice and action 
since this may well lead to the .modification of a person's priorities: 
,'Consideration must be given to the priorities among workers• 
objectives &id aspirations, and to the way the order of priorities 
'may be .influenced by practical possibilities of realising them, 
or what ·could be termed the conditions of acti.on as perceived 
by the actors themselves. ~·lorkers who would like to have 
interesting jobs with high pay may give low priority to the former 
objective because they realise that they are unlikely to find both; 
but this order of priorities may· change over the long, or even . 
the short term.• (87) 
~is observation .. highlights the point that a preparedness to read 
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· .between the lines is particularly important ~n the measurement of job satisfaction. 
As Baldamus has suggested, when workers express satisfaction with their work, 
it may be that these satisfactions are only 'substitute goals or·rationalisa-
tions which are a function of deprivation, not an independent variable in the 
motivati'on to work' .(88) 
The sociological studies of women at work 1-rhich were discussed earlier 
have largely failed to heed this principle. Respondents• attitudes have ·been 
taken at face value and little interest has been shown in the way in vrhich. 
the opportunity structures which confront women in various occupations 
interact with patterns of expectations and priorities. Following the line 
taken by Loc'Kwood, factors which are independent of.the work situation are 
held to be the primary determinants of attitudes. In a critical assessm~nt 
of this literature Richard Brown concludes that: 
•.In contrast to the existing studies of 'orientations to work', therefore 
what is needed is an extension of enquiry beyond the conventional 
·dichotomy of work and a limited range of non-work factors to include, 
in particular, pat~~rns of socialisation and the nature of the 
labour market. Consideration of the ways in vrhich 'orientations' to 
work' for the majority of women might be generated, and sustained 
or changed, also draws attention to the constr~ints on their 
possibilities of action, constraints which for many are so restrictive 
that the explanatory vc.lue of the notion must pe call~d into question; 
! . 
·job, 'cho}.ce' or behaviour at \-Jork \'-rouJ..d be much the same 
whatever the 'ori.entation tb work'. (89) 
_The ~entiments _expressed by Brown. seem particularly apposite when one 
considers the general.themes which have informed this chapter. Firstly, 
it is evident from the -historical..discussion of women's role in the laboiir 
market that females.have long been forced into a position of compromise within 
.. 
the prevailing structure of economic opport-~ities. The physical separation 
of home an4 workplace and the ac.tiVi ties of men concerned to protect ·their 
own interests h~ve greatly rest~icted the nature of women's economic partici-
pation.· Secondly, it is also cle~ that the apparently attenuated work; 
ambitions of most women cannot be attributed to some innate desire to seek 
fUlfilment in marriage,and motherhood. Since the early nineteenth. centUry 
·-
women have been encouraged by their socialisation to accept responsibility for 
childcare and domestic labour • The ideologies in currency at the present 
. time still endeavour to represent ~omen's economic participation as purely 
marginal to that of men. Thus, both the structure of opportunities and the 
·prevailing ideologies continue to constrain women's possibilities· for action. 
It is al~o clear, however, :that women are capable of resistance to 
structures of oppression in diverse ways. Their discontent may take the 
form of open militancy ~hrough strike action, or it ~ assume the form of 
a manipulation. of the opportunities available. It is important therefore 
not only to examine the factors which promote acquiescence, but also to those 
which fo~ter an active posture. The next two· chapters will be concerned with 
both sets of factors in the world of white-collar work. 
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CHAPTER 3. A SOCIOLOGY OF HHITE-CO'LLAR \·IORK 
'The white-collar people· slipped quietly into modern society. wnatever 
history they have had is .a history \'li thout events; whatever common 
interests they have do·not lead to unity; whatever future they have will 
not be of their own making.• 
-(c. Wright Mills, ifui te Collar 1951) 
The paucit~ of informat_io~ concerning women in white-collar occupations 
' . . 
is a function of a more general ,lack of sociological interest in this sector 
of the labour market. . Revolutions; uhen they occur, are usually accompanied 
by. a torrent of controversy. Yet the remarkable growth of the white-collar 
labour force during the tl-lentieth century, which amounts to a truly dramatic 
ch~ge in the occupational structur·e, has received scant attention. These 
)~iters who-have examined this development are all agreed that it is one of 
revolutionary dimensions. Crozier describes it as: 
1a veritable ~nistrative:revolution comparable to 
the industrial revolution Q.f the nineteenth century.• (1) 
and Bain writes:. 
'The growth of the. whi te-coilar labour :force is one of the 
most·outstanding characteristics of the economic and social 
developments of the twentieth century.' (2) 
In spite. of such s~perlatives, otir knowiedge and understanding of 
the evolution and contemporary character of the white-collar labour force 
remains fragment~y·and inadequate. Perhaps this has something to do with 
the verJ nature of white-collar occupations. .They have been characterised as 
·dull, boring and dehumanised, in short as having all the classic properties 
of alienation. Yet the numerous studies of alienation have not typically been 
located in the typing pool or in the filing department but in those industrial 
settings which are somehow r_egarded as more colourful. Indeed, if one had to 
r:' )Oo 
paint a caricature of the alienated worker, based on information :from sociological 
; literature, the finished product would probably depict a man prematurely aged, 
1l·reaty 1 stooping_; staccato. actions.· ·determinco. by the inevitability of the 
. . 
assembly line, gasping amidst the roar and thunder of technology, a perfect 
represent~tion of the Marxian vision. Altho~gh the concept of alienatio~ 
has acquired the status of an overworked cliche within the field of industrial 
sociology, it is"ver,y rarely associated with the nine-to-five world of 
office 1.-rorkers. 
Even if white~collar work wore appropriately labelled as monotonous 
or alienating, apd certain doubts must attend such a judgement, it would be 
.. 
quite wrong to conclude that th~ incumbents of these occupations were 
equally uninteresting, .and therefore unworthy of attention. Just as this 
sector of the labour force includes a tremendous diversity of skills, we 
may.also'=assume that here is to be found. a vast ra."'lge of attitudes to l'Jork: 
and relationships at work. On numerical _grounds alone, the white-collar 
labour f~rce merits close analysis. According to Bain, the number of white-
collar workers increased by 147% oetween 1911 and 1961. During the same 
.; I 
period, the number of ~anual workers rose by only 27~.(3) Growth in the 
numbers of white-collar workers and in their proportional representation 
within the labour force. as a whole has been particularly dramatic since 1951. 
Elliott notes that there were 5•74 million white-collar employees, amounting 
to 29% of all employees ·in indus'tries and services in Great Britain in 1951. 
· In 1971, they totalled 8.$8 million and accounted for 42% of workers in 
industries and se~ces.(.4) According to Lumley, the annual average increase 
in their numbers in the early seventies w~s 1.3%.(5) 
work•. 
Some confusion, however, surrOUL"'l.ds the use of the term 'white-collar 
Broadly it may be used to distinguish all non-manual occupations from 
manu&l ones,_conno~ing differences in working conditions, career prospects, 
meth,od ·.of payment, 'and even orientations to work and towards trade unions. 
' . More narrol'rly~ the term may. be used as a shorthand for all lower and inter-
mediate categories of non-manual work, thus ma~ng a further distinction 
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b?t\'reen such grou.ps and professional. anQ. mana.;erial employees. According to 
this meaning, th~ terms '\'lhi te-collar work' and 'clerical work' are inter-
changeable, and I .shall ~opt this usage for t~ie.purposes of this thesis. 
It.is important to. rememb~r, however, that this practice tends to exclude 
_, 
certain workers who are.· elsrthere regarded as part of the white-collar work-
force (6), and in addition, fails t~ do justice to the vast range of skills 
which may.be ~ncluded·under this umbrella heading. Indeed, in his book 
'White Collar', -1~right .Mills cites everyol?-e from the office tea-boy to 
the director of the board, from the department store floo~ialker to the 
I 
·' 
head of a law factory.(7) Apart .. from these qualifications, . it is appropriate 
to question the very aptness of.the term 'white-collar' for a group of 
employees~of which women represent 46%a(B) 
This chapter chronicles the ·origins and subsequent development of 
. •, 
white-collar work and focuses on some of the sociological literature 
relating to those currently employed in a clerical capacity. This affords 
I 
an insight into the general _nature! of white-collar employment which is 
I 
essential for an appreciation of the status and location of women in this 
., 
sector of the labour marketc 
1. The Origins a..'ld Early Develonment of t·lhi te-Collar vlork 
'The achieve~ent of high economic and social status, the goal held out 
to clerks and certainly realised by some, was the result of a happy 
conjunction of appropriate talents \'nth diligent, tactful, and 
personal association in work with a particular employer. .The 
dependence ~f the ··clerk on a particular employer, and the 
difficulty of mobility between firms once a mature age had 
been reached, were, in theory at least, counterbal~ced by the 
opportunities for advancement through staying with one firm and 
gradually 'making oneself indispensable·•. (9) . 
'The skill of shorthand becomes obsolete; the. white-collar girl 
becomes almost immediately replaceable; work in offices becomes 
increasingly a blind-alley. ~ne new white-collar girl cannot know 
some segment of the office or business, and has lost the private 
contact that gave status to the secret2r"J and even the stenographer. 
·The work is.regulated so that it can be speeded up and effectively 
·supervised by non-executive perso~~el. In short, the prized 
.white-collar spot for women is becoming more and more the job of 
··a factory-like operative. 1 (10) 
I have· quoted thes.:: passages., the former from 1 'l1Jle ·Clerk' l·Jri tta"l in 
187& and· the latter from 1 'i'lhi te Collar', l ... Ti tten in 1951 ~ because thay · 
•. 
demonstrate Crui. te strildngly changes ·l"lhich h~.ve taken place in the nat'\li"e of 
office employment duri'ng the last century·. Although the marked· grot~h 
of white-collar occupations is associated 1dth the period of rapid industrial-
isation and expansion in world commerce in the second half of the nineteenth 
century, the ~rigins of white-collar work date back much further. As Benet 
has pointed out, the •~rd 'clerk' has the same root as the word 'cleric', 
and throughout the V~ddle Ages cierks were a part of the church organisation, 
their job being to maintain records and perform routine book-keeping. 
Gradually, clerks developed more secular associations with the world of. 
commerce,. achieving a measure of security and status as the employees of the 
new entrepreneurial class. 
With the expansion in the scale of manufacturing and commercial enterprise, 
in the second half of the nineteenth century there came a tremendous demand for 
those equipped with clerical skills. In Britain, the expansion of the empire 
and overseas markets accentuated this demand still further.since workers were 
urgently required to process correspondence. At the same .time, the natural 
habitat of the clerk came into being- the office. Benet writes: 
'Here for the_first time, was a wholly middle-class workplace. 
There was no danger of being required to rub shoulders with 
the sweaty workers or to endure the noise and dust of heav.y 
machinery.' (11). 
These old-style clerks of the nineteenth century, almost exclusively 
mate, held a highly personal relationship wit~_their employers. This may 
have had something to do ~nth the fact that clerks were often sons of the 
owners of the enterprises, undertaking training with a view to!eventually 
taking over the business themselves. Those who were not in such a favourable 
position nevertheless remain~d loyal to their employers, hoping that the 
rewards of long service and faithfUlness might be perhaps a stake in the 
business, or at least promotion and gradual increments of pay., Lockwood 
. ~ 
' 
l:r.I'i tes of· the relationship· betl11een the clerk and his employer: 
! 
•In many cases ititook the form of a 'gentleman's agreement•. 
Needless to say, this relationship l·la.s often exploited by 
'the employer and great expectations· frequently" came to 
nothing.·' (12) : 
Wright ~lills 1 description of the American coa~terpart is strikingly similar, 
a-picture of-servit-qde~ dependence and low pey-.(13) It seems that m~ 
.; 
were vrllling to sub~t to these conditions because they might gain, in so 
doing, respectability and the external trappings of a gentleman. Both 
employers and manual" vrorkers des.pised clerks for their lofty aspirations in 
this regard. There· was little:glamour or excitement in the clerk's daily 
round of activities. ·Indeed, some of the characters in Dickens' novels· 
such as Bob Cratchi t in •.A Christmas Carol' and ll'rr. Carker in 'DOmbey & Son' 
conjure ~Pan image of_a-very dreary and depressing life. It- is possible that. 
the clerk of the past obtained some job satisfaction. No doubt he took 
a certain pride in his b9ok-keeping, just as an industrial apprentice might 
derive a certain pleasure once he. ·had mastered the intricacies of his craft, 
but this was small com~ensation.for a lifetime of underpaid servility. The 
appeal of clerical \-rork ~or many persons lay in its potential for secure 
employment, a feature of l-thi te-coila.r work vrhich has persisted, at least for 
female employees, throughout the twentieth century. One male clerk whom I 
interviewed described how this aspect of clerical work made it particularly 
attractive during the Depression: 
•In the thirties things were very insecure, and so it was 
really an achievement to get a staff job. I was brought 
up to show loyalty to the firm. It was essential to get a 
staff job, as such you were a •staff'l·somethil?-5 for _the 
manager to lean on. 1 -
Braverman has suggested that whilst there was considerable diversity 
in"the character of cleric~ occupations during . early industrial capitalism, 
their incumbents had little in common ~~th the clerks of the late nineteenth 
and twe~tieth centuries. He maintains that even though many of the nineteenth 
century clerks may ~ve experienced pay and conditions akin to that of the 
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manual labourer, in general, clerks had more in common -v;i th their employers 
than with factory operatives. For this reaoon, Eraverm~ insists that one. · 
. ' ' 
view the clerical workers of monopoly capitalism in the modern ara as ~ distinct 
st~atum from the clerical workers of an earlier period. 
distinction derives from the fact that early generatio~s of clerks were 
virt:ually untouched by the tl'ri.n processes of rationalisation and mechanisation.(l4) 
· · Despite their numbers and the demand for their labour the clerks of the 
nineteenth century rarely ~ttempted to displ~ their bargaining strength. 
. . 
Trade Union activity was anathema to those who l\rished to distance themselves 
from the industrial proletariat. In any case, problems of organisation 
arose from the fact that they were scattered throughout a great number of 
offices and business enterprises. The development of white-collar unionism 
during this century is therefore all the more interesting seen against this 
background. Tb some extent it has been the product of a number of developments 
in the white-collar world which progressively undermined the only cle~ advantage 
stemming from non-manual work - social status. It is to these developments 
that we now turn. 
2. The Feminization of I"lhi te-Collar !.Jerk 
Before one attempts to account for the growing association between 
women and clerical work it is appropriate to offer further explanation for 
the expansion of clerical occupations which began in the late nineteenth century. 
According to Braverman, this development ~ be regarded, in part, as a reflection 
of the growing importance of the accounting of value, itself a· cons·equence of 
the growing complexity of capitalism and the gro\'nh in scale of cap~talist 
enterprise: 
I 
•As capitalism becomes more complex and develops into its monopoly 
stage, the accounting of value becomes infinitely·more complex. 
The number of intermediaries between production and consumption 
increases, so that tne value accounting of the single commodity 
is duplicated through a number of stages. ?ne battle to realise 
values, to turn them into 'Cash, calls for a special accounting of 
its ol'm. 1 (15) 
~ I 
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However,. Braverman sugge,sts that the prolift:::i:'ation of paperwork under monopoly 
. . 
capitalism h~s not resulted simply from a desire to maintain accurate records 
of company tra.nsactiops :.~n. th a vie'il to monitoring the transference of value. 
He considers that it has ·a~ so derived from an assumption. that dishonesty-· 
prevails in intercorporate dealings and characterises the outlook of company 
. ' . 
employees. In order to insure themselves against the possibility of double-
dealing on 'the part of clients and workers, companies have. instit"ll:ted systems 
of checking and cross-checking with. corr~sponding implications for the aJl!.ount 
. . . . 
of clerical i"lork to -be discharged... Thus, the proliferation of clerical · 
occupatio~s in the twentieth century may be seen in part as an attempt to 
. : 
prevent the subversion:of t~e principle that ownership of value confers sole 
. . 
right to the realisation of value •. 
i'lhilst Braverman provides an interesting and thought-provoking inter-
pretation of the growth of clerical iiork in the late nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries, the widely documented existence of white-collar 'fiddles•, even at 
' , r 
' . 
the present time, leads one to do~bt whether the ai~s of c·api talist- accounting 
are always realised in practice. · Yet, no matter how one seeks to interpret 
the expansions of paper processing, there can be little doubt that-the remarkable 
gro~nh of clerical occupations has been parallelled by an equally remarkable 
tra.nsforma.tion·in the s~xual composition of the clerical labour force. 
It is curious that office work has come to be thought of as a typically 
feminine· occupation iihen one considers the fact that in the nineteenth century 
i.t \':as essentially a masculine preserve. In 1851, there were precisely 
19 female commercial clerks, that is, 0.1 per cent of all clerks.(l5) In 1971, 
however, women accounted for 71.9 per cent of all clerks, and, according to 
Lumley, in .1966 they.constituted about 46 per cent of the entire white-coll,ar 
labour'force. !J!:.ale secretaries were highly opposed to the intrusion of women into 
the off~ce l'lorld in the nineteenth century. Alexander Dumas \'las a secretary 
before he became a playwright and novelist, and he warned women that 1if they 
put one foot inside an office they would lose every vestige of feminity•.(l7) 
Locl:Grood is· les~ inclined than l;)wna.s to take the vie'\11 that· such work 1.zas ever 
. . 
considered masculine. He maintains that clerical work was alre~ stigmatised 
as unmanly befors women began to enter this form of employment in large numbers, 
hence the origin of the phrase, 'Born a man, died a clerk1 .(18) · 
The proliferation of white~collar jobs in the late-nineteenth century 
was an" important factor in the. move towards the recruitment of women into 
clerical work. It was also a matter of "technology, for no~ only were there 
more jobs, but t~ere were more tasks as well, as a result of the introduction 
of typewriters and telephones into offices.(l9) T,yping and telephoning were 
considered eminently suitable tasks for liOmen and as long as women were 
' 
confined to these activities, male clerical workers were not concerned for 
their o~-security and status. It was not long, however, before women began 
to ma...lce ;i.nroads into what had hitherto been regarded as male terri tory. The 
ability to write in shorthand was a skill jealously guarded by the male sex, 
b~t dur~g the 1880's women began to attend courses and were soon offering their 
services·as 'shorthand-typists•. This development dealt a severe blow to 
the self~esteem of the male clerical worker since there were few aspects of 
his work left which were not now performed by women as well. Office work 
·was now coming to be regarded as women's work and it was already widely felt 
that women's work consisted of occupations which did not make too many demands 
on the intellect or p~sical capabilities. Lockwood t.zrites: 
'When women began to pour into those jobs which required neither 
manual strength nor prolonged training - clerical work and 
elementar.y-school teaching being the supreme examples - it 
was wellnigh inevitable that these occupations should suffer 
a fall in status. This is in fact what happened.' (20) 
In addition, women were quite prepared to wor~ for less money and so the 
male clerk's economic.security was also threatened. 
With regard to the '~pply' side of this development, it should be 
noted that these w·omen were drawn: from a fairly narroto~ range of the population. 
MOst came from middle-class backgrounds and worked out of sheer necessity, 
having no husband to support them and,. in many cases, no financial assistance 
•.•• ., I''" ,,-."l.-·-o- .'' .-· ~ •' 
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from their.families. The alternatives, teaching, governessing and nursing, 
_held few attractions, espec~ally since these often necessitated 'living-in'• 
Consequently~ many women were glad of these new opportunities to obtain a 
measure of indep~ndenc'e f!om their families and employers. The recruitment 
of female· labour into of-fice-work therefore did not ·represent a massive 
advance towards emancipation so much as an extension of the opportunities 
by which the unsupported middle-class woman might avoid destitution. 
Certainly, emplo;y-ers were little interest.ed in :f'urthering the cause of women • s 
liberation. In hiring female labour they were motivated by expediency and 
cost efficiency. Conditions were ver.y harsh for the new ar~ of office girls, 
thei~ freedom being curtail~d in a number of ~s, such as not being allowed 
to leave -the office building during working hours. The notion that women 
only worked for pin-money was a useful ideology in that it helped to justify 
low remuneration. 
' The F1rst World War created still more w~te-c~~lar jobs, and it was 
at about this time that novelists began to displ~ an interest in the phenomenon 
of the; female clerk. In his book •Angel Pavement', J.B. Priestley maps out 
the clerical career of a young spinster, focusing on her frustrated ambitions 
and secr~t fears.(21) In Christopher Morley's •Kitty Foyle•, the heroine 
is rather more successful in achieving her plans for a fully~fledged business 
career.(22) These novels reflect the fact that the recruitment base for-office 
workers had now grown somewhat wider. Even those families where a young 
unmarried daughter was not a financial liability now enc~~aged their female 
offspring to undertake a clerical career. Benet writes: 
'Once fathers found out that their daughters could contribute to 
the family income without losing caste, they were all in favour 
of sending them out to work. Those with some residual prejudice 
in the matter still allowed typing b,y the sheet at home, which 
brought in enough to .dress the girl, if not entirely to offset 
the cost of her keep.• (23) 
Many girls from working-class -backgrounds likewise sought jobs in offices in 
preference to the drudgery of domestic service. Benet suggests that the 
..• •·.~·· .. ·- .. :-··-· ... --.. -................. • .............. ---····. -:· 
fact that office girls we1·e typ;i.cally single, yolAilg, D!'.lch ·more independent, 
. . 
and often more 'daring' in their appearance has much to do with t~e contemporary· 
image of the.typist or'sacretary as a man-hunting good-time girl.{24) 
In 1931, according. to Rhee, men still outnumbered women at the lo~er 
levels of white-collar work. Thereafter, women .formed the majority of 
such employees so that office work had become well and truly feminized 
·by i95le(25) T.his development had not been without effect on the male clerical 
population.. On. the one hand, it had brought clear disadvantages in terms 
of depressed status and pay. This to some.extent aocou_,ts for the develop-
ment of a more militant stand among male clerks than had been the case in the 
~neteenth centur.y. The growing competition for jobs led to the formation 
of.white~ollar unions divided not only along occupational lines, but also 
according to gender.{26) On the other hand, many men gained from the 
feminisation of the office world. Corresponding to the growth of routine non-manual 
jobs was' a proliferation of lower and middle management positions. S~ce these 
necessitated prolonged training and extensive qualifications, women were 
effectively disqualified from such jobs and confined to the lower levels of 
the office hierarchy. 
The last categor,y of women to enlist in the office battalions were 
married women. This development was mainly a cons·equence of the growing need 
for white~ollar workers at the time of the Second World Warr II. For some 
women the problem of dependent children was th~ solved by ~he provision of 
state nurseries. The growth.of the service sector of th~ economy after the 
war entailed a sustained demand for female laboUr. The idea that a married 
troman•s.permanent location should be the home never really managed to re-establish 
! 
itself as· the increasing number of women who entered this and other forms of 
work after bearing children :~learly demonstrated.(27) 
3. The Rationalisation of the Office 
During the twentieth century, 'and especially since the last war, 
. ' 
office work has been substant~ally transformed. This has involved both the 
- -1 - •• ....., •••• 
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ifolcreasing 'specialisation of functions and t.!J.e sta..."l.dardisation of administrative 
procedure. The process has been a gradual one 1 but real enough to lead 
.many writers to draw a parallel with the procbsses of industrial rationali3ation. 
The concept of alienation, which is more commonly used to describe the work 
situation of the manUal labourer, has been extended by one sociologist to 
cover the field of white-collar work. Wright l·fills writes of the 'alienating 
conditions .of modern .work', td th. respect to the commercial ·enterprise. I.f 
this were to be'regarded as an appropriate description of contemporar,y office 
work, however, it might be nece~sary to think in terms of the gigantic, i~perso:pal. 
bureaucratic structure~ that r~ight. Mills regards as the typical modern office.: 
Where workers are little more than· extensions of elaborate account~· machinery·, 
automatons of the commercial venture, then it is possible that here we might find 
feelings of social and self-alienation. The development of business rational-
isation ·~ America has been uneven., but the process would seem to be more . 
advanced than it is in Britain: 
. I 
'T.he modern off~ce with its tens of thousands of square feet 
and its factor,i-like flow.of work is not an informal, friendly 
place. The drag and beat of work, the 'production uriit' tempo, 
require that time consumed by anything but business at hand be 
explained and apologised ~or.• (26) · 
LockWood is inclined to contest this image of the modern office, 
maintaining that the proportion of clerical employees who are likely to find 
themselves in this situation is very small, and that in any case, the traditional 
social relationships of the office:militate ag~st the development of imperson-
ality and burea~cratisation.(29) He considers that smal.l administrative · 
. ~ 
units are still the norm in the area of white-collar work.(30) Crozier also 
disagrees with ~tills' representation of the office and its attendant consequences 
for workers' attitudes. He argues that Mills fails to make direct reference 
to the .. actua.I wo~ld of the .. office ·worker, his or her subjective reality, and 
concludes that: 
'the analysis: of the ·frustrations of white-collar employees is only 
a means for ltlills to give vent to an overall critique of American 
society.' (3i) 
~ . 
Although., in the past, the pace of e.dmin:i.strati ve re.tio!lalisation has been 
slm-r and uneven, there_ does seem to be a heightened interest in methods of 
office organisation at the present time. T"l:is appears to have l:leen prompted 
by the spiralling cost_s of labo'.li', equipment and space. One can gain some 
idea of the probable response to these economic pressures from the special 
reports on office or~a.nisation 1-Jhich appear vli th grot.,ring frequency in the 
quality press. In .i976, and again ~ll977,the Times ran a series of articles 
\"lhich 1-rere entirely taken up '!r.ri th the themes of prcductivi ty aVJ.d efficiency in 
the office, and which canvas~e~ a wide range of strategies by which management. 
might achieve these ~als. Tnese included, work measurement and job evaluation 
schemes; the calculated and systematic use of office space; and the introduction 
of bonus and incentive schemes.(32) In a simi~ar report published in the 
Guardian, one finds ominous echoes of the Millsian scenario: 
'There is no doUbt that most office workers are slow to adapt 
to open pla~ing. They usually complain about the noise and 
the distraction, but there is evidence that productivity · 
generally improves and peop~e are happier in 1·rell-designed 
open-plan offices. In ma..'1y 1-1ays, people in open-pla'l'l offices 
are more like free-range chi.ckens \Y'hile. those in traditional 
cellular offices are like battery chickens. It just depends 
how you like to lay your eggs.• 
Later in the report, still fUrther emphasis is laid on the boost to 
productivity if the chickens are housed in open-plan offices: 
'It is this l~st advantage (improved throughput) of open planning 
that one suspects is really the biggest disadvantage as far as 
.·some office staff are concerned. ~f.hen people complain that they 
do not like working in open-plan offices, 1-.rhat they really mean 
is· that they do not like to be seen not vrorking, coming in late, 
going early, being told off, flirting, dozing, or doing any of 
the one hundred and one things it is possible to get away with 
·in conventional cellular offices.• (33) 
It may well be that with the passage of time, one will be obliged to 
discard Lockwood's version of the office and to accept the view, canvassed 
by Br·~verman, that there is little distinction between the modern office and 
the factory~ A more determined pursuit of ccst effectiveness by management 
is certainly likely to encourage a major modification of the office enviro~~ent 
and its traditional relationships in the futUre. It should not be forgotten, 
hm..rever, that there are still thousands of o.::'ficcs lvhich have more in common 
with the cou..11.ting-house than with the factory. Both Lockwood and Braverman 
have pointed out that the opportunity to rationalise clerical processes is 
very much a function of office size. Until such time, if ever, as the small 
administrative unit has ·ceen s1r:ept a\vay, there will. ah.rays be some offices \·ihich 
defy comparison \·lith the factory, by virtue of their more trc>..d.i tional organisation 
and their more intimate character. 
Given the limited amount of evidence, one can only speculate as to whether 
or not progressive rationalisation, spurred on by -the drive towards greater 
efficiency, productivity and profitability will have important consequences 
for the outlook of clerical workers. Even though there may be a trend towards 
greater bureaucratisation and larger, more impersonal offices, it nevertheless 
remains true that this sector of the labour force is extremely diversified both 
in terms of worktask and social background, and easy generalisations are 
therefore inappropriate. 
·- ·' 
' 
4. The I•'l:echanisation of Tasks 
The office world ·has not only been subject to a degree of rationalisation 
but it has also experienced mechanisation. Since the nineteenth century 
more and more machines have been introduced into the white-collar environment 
in order to cut· the cost of clerical work and in order to meet the gro\ving need 
for clerical services. Hm·Tever, at the present time, capital investment per 
member of office staff is relatively lolv col!lpared vTi th that found among industrial 
workers. In Britain, average investment per office worker is £500 compared 
with £5,000 per industrial lvor~er.(34) The reason for this disparity is not 
simply a matter of di-fferences in the character of work performed: 
• ••• in the past office staff has been cheap ~~d fairly efficient, 
and the scope for spending on capital equipment for the office 
was limited. Today costs of office staff are rising \ihile the 
general level of competence is falling.' (35) 
Since the last war, office costs have risen dramatically. in 1950, 
they represented only one-fifth of the total costs of a typical business 
whereas today they represent half. It is this development Hhich is likely to 
lead to a much more extensive use of office machinery in the future. 
Some -w-riters talce the vie~v that the grovJth ·of office mechanisation has 
eliminated the traditional distinctions behmen non-manual and manual l".ark. 
Mechanisation, especially where it is coupled with administrative rationalis-
ation is said to have eliminated: mental processes or else to have routin.ised 
·' ' 
them in such a Viey that clerical l"lorkers no~-1 stand on an equal footing with blue-
collar labour. Clearly, this assertion merits close analysis, since, as 
Loc~-1ood has pointed out, machinery alone cannot transform the clerk into 
a factory-hand. 
" According to L~c~~ood, there are fe~ office machines which dictate the 
tempo of the work and to which the operator is merely an appendage. Normally, 
it is the other way ~ound, cachines being an extension of, or aid to the oper-
ator.(36) This is also true of many of.the machines which have been introduced 
. ,! 
since Lockwood 1-~rote The Bla.ckcoated vJorker in 1958e..~.. The calculator, for 
example, can hardly be said.to have transformed either the work situation. or 
the status of the clerk. Lockwood believes that there are cases where office 
work has become like factory work, that is, where the application of mechanisation 
and rationalisation have together converted the clerk into a machine-minder, but 
he considers t~at such instances are rare. In his view, therefore, the degree 
I 
of office mecha~isation has not proceeded far enough to warrant a comparison 
between the clerk and the factory operative. 
Braverman's description of the contemporary office, which postdates Lockxrood's 
book by some sixteen years, presents a very different picture. Braverman 
considers that the made::m. office is now virtually indistinguishable from the 
factory. He suggests that the clerk has become a 'helpless attendant' of 
a highly mechanised, high-speed process, and lists a large number of technologi-
cal innovations in the character of clerical functions in sapport of his argu-
ments.(37) Hm-1ever 1 one is incli.ned to doubt vlhethe!"Chis version of the 
modern office has universa.l ~.pplica.tion. Certainly, there have been major 
technical advances in office equipment cluring the la.st decade. These include 
word processing systems, micro-computers, at'.to!!lated :filing systems and visual 
display units. Many of these innovations bec;a.r comparison \vi th ·the most 
advanced factory mechanisation, ru1d in some case, entail the subordination of 
the operator to the machine. Yet it is doubtful -v;hether it is legitimate to 
regard thes~ as the typical equipment of the average office. rlhilst they 
are certainly being used by the larger companies, and lvhilst the number of more 
rudimentary machines is rapidly proliferating, even_in the smaller offices, 
it is more accurate to describe office automation as the shape of things to 
come. The availability of a large pool of cheap female labour has acted, 
and co~tinues to act, as a bra~e upon the extent of capital investment in the 
office"! Business machine manufacturers are increasingly at pains to acquaint 
managers with the advantages of mecr~isation, ·but there is every indication that 
managers are very slow to respond. Even in the future, there are li_kely 
to be offices where extensive mechanisation would not prove cost effective. 
For these reasons, it would 'appear that direct comparisons between the objective 
character of office work and factory work are still premature, at least as 
far as Britain is concerned. 
rlliatever the extent of mechanisation and its consequences for the outlook 
of the office worker might be 1 it is clear from certain studies that the trans-
ition from elementary business methods to more streamline~ procedures is not 
made smoothly. Enid Mumford and Olive Ba~s' 'The Computer and the Clerk' 
is a study of the effects on staff of the introduction of computerisatiori·. 
They studied tl"IO different \·rork settings, and in both, the installation of 
i 
a computer was beset by difficulties of adjustment for the employees from the 
very start. In particular, they found that the attitudes to '"rork of their· 
:I 
respondents were actually modified by this technical innovation. They refer 
to 'alienation', and comment that for many employees work was seen as less interes-
ting and less varied after the intro~uction of the computer. : On the other 
hand, those tlhO h~ previously._ been employed on fairly elaborate accounting machines 
f01md the inno .tnt ion to be -..v-el come since it mad.e thei:r jobs more interesting 
·and responsible.(38) F':rom this study, it viould. appear that attitudes to;-1ards 
automation depend on familiar.i ty \D. th office r.!l.a=hiner-.r, ·.and more im!x>rta..'l'ltly, 
perhaps, the extent to Hhich it is seen a,s a threat to one t s job. 
As yet, it is difficult to assess the impact of increased mechanisation 
and automation upon the demand for white-collar labour. A survey conducted 
by the Ministry of Labour found. that the net effect of office automation up 
to ·1st Ja.l'luary1 1965, had be:en to reduce the number of office jobs by only 
three-quarters of one per cent. It predicted ·that, in any case, by the year 
1975 more neli jo-os \·IOuld have been created· than those \ib.ich had been eliminated. 
It also suggested that the growing application of computers merely offset a 
groi'nng shortage of office staff.(39) Since this report was produce~,. however, 
the cost of clerical labour has risen very markedly, and some of the more recent 
forms of office mechanisation are quite clearly intended as aids towards the 
planned reduction of staff costs. This is particularly true of the r-:ord proces-
sor. In an article in the Times, (15.9.76), entitled 'The £4,000 t~ist substi-
tute that will soon p~ for itself', the chief of office administration at a 
Lloyd's ·underi'~iting agency was rePorted as s~ing that without her word processor 
she \-lould need the assistance of at least one full-time typist or perhaps tl-10. 
~~chines of this nature do not necessarily create redundancy, but they most 
certainly curb the demand for labour because of their revolution~r,y impact upon 
levels of productivity. 
The silicon chip is another development which may well have a ~refound 
impact on the demand for office labour. This is a tiny wafer of silicon on 
which it is possible to put as much information as was once stored by a huge 
computer. This chip facilitates the production of very small, very cheap data 
processing systems and thus places automation within the ranie of even small 
firms. Although the full impact of this development belongs firmly to the future, 
:' 
the government has already expressed concern regarding the employment consequences 
of micro-processors. According to a report in the Sunday Times (June 4, 1978), the 
government has even set up a n~~ber of committees to investigate this issue. 
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·: It seems that it is the l0i·1er grades of whi te-colla.r work which ~va 
been most noticeably affected by the t~dn processes of mechanisation and 
rationalisat1on, andl it should be note, n is these very categories which 
are oven·1helmingly domi.na~ed by ~;omen. J oRo Dale found this to be very . 
~ch the case among·clerk~ in industry: 
•If the mechanised and the simple manual routines become -
as they are rapidly doing - the province of women •••••••• 
·then the humbler non-routine jobs t~ll fall. to the newly 
recruited male clerk•. (40) 
5o White-Collar Unionism 
in spite af the general dearth.of sociological literature relating to 
white-collar 'hTOrkers, there are quite a few studies of the growth of 
white-collar unionism. The expansion in membership is essentially a 
post-war-phenomenon, and, as Bain has noted, the figures are impressive, 
as th~ following table_ shows: TABLE r 
The Growth of Total White-Collar and· Manual Unionism in the U.K. 1948-64 
: • .I 
Type of Union 1-tembership·. · · · · · · ·1948 · · ·- · · · · i964 · · ·c··· · · %·change 
(OOOs) (OOOs) -... 1948-64 
1. 
2o 
, Total white-collar 
. unionism 
Total manual unionism 7,398 
2,623 + 33.6 
7,442 + o.6 
Source: Bain, G.S. The Growth of White-Collar Unionism p.25 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
However, _if one considers changes in the density of membership, that 
is, the relationship between actual and potential membership, then, as Bain 
has pointed out~ the figures are far less dramatic. For during the period 
1948-64, the density of total white-collar uni_~nism only· increased from 28.8 
per cent to 29 per cent. In fact, the apparently remarkable growth represented 
by absolute numbers merely reflects the growth in the number of white-collar 
occupations. 
More recent figures, however, show that there has been a definite 
expansion in membership density since the mid-sixties. Bain and Price 
state that there was a 9% increase in density between 1964 and 1970 and 
, ... · . ·-':~ .•·· , •· .•. , •.-- •. , ·~ •· •• • ,, .. . • ,• I' •' '• .,, ' ·• .... • · .. ·,·,· .. · .. 
· .. 
that density rose to as much as 39·4% in 1974.(41) The increase in unio'n 
~ensity after the mid-sixties proceeded at a faster pace than the growth of 
white-collar~employment. 
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Lumley has pointed out that if one were to include staff and professional 
associations within the category of white-collar unions, ·the current overall 
density would be approximately 50 per cent, a figure which compares favourably 
with that of 52.7 per cent for manual workers.(42) Statis~ics relating to 
white-collar uni_onism are notoriously difficult to interpret, however. Quite 
apart from the kind of~~problems which they pose for a 
. soc~ologist ·· sen_si t i ve ·to r.~eaning, .. othe~ difficulties 
arise over the question of classification. For example, Bain has noted that 
one-fifth. of total white collar union membership belongs to unions which cater 
for both manual and non-manual workers and separate figures are not alw~s 
available. The figures also conceal wide variations in membership density 
between different occupational categories. Neverthe~_,llss, the figures do present 
us with a rough guide, and in themselves offer a strilai:l.g contrast with the 
low-de~ee of unionisation in the nineteenth century. The history of the 
grotnh of white-collar unionism includes ~ developments which have alre~ 
been discussed, such as feminisation, but an important feature is the declining 
status and economic position of the clerk relative to that of the industrial 
labourer. ( 43) 
Although instances of collective action by clerical workers in the 
. nineteenth century have been documented, particularly in those occupations 
where large :.numbers of clerks were concentrate·d togeth~r such as the civil 
service, banking and the railw~s, prior to the 1890's most clerks relied on 
friendly societies rather 'than trade unions as a means of ensuring their economic 
security. At that time, respectability and the collective redress of grievances 
were incompatible objectives. One of the first developments to have any impact 
. . 
on the clerk's consciousness was the introduction of universal elementary education 
in 1870. .. Mary Benet writes: 
•Educaticn· had always been the distin.p.:uishing ma.:o:-k of the clerk, 
and the comparative scarcity of lite~ate employees gave him his 
-prestige. · T'nis' a.d.va."'ltage \'las now being eroded. The dema..."'l.d 
for 9lerks was.one impetus behind the grot~h of the educational 
's,ystem, but the influence of universal education on the status 
of the office_worker was profoundly destructive.• 
The unions which· became established at the end of· the nineteenth e·tmtur,r 
rely engaged in strike-action, and instead devoted themselves to gentle 
72. 
essure on the government and to research ant'. propaganda. One of these unions 
blished 'The Clerk's Character•, ·Which focused attention on the setbacks; 
the clerk's pay and status after .the Education Act. Between 1900 and 
14, the clerk experienced, accor~ng to Lockwood, some very lean years indeed~ 
en the best paid clerks were not substantially better off than theadlled 
1ual worker, and very often,, they had to sustain a higher cost of living 
order to present an image of 'gentlemanliness•. Thus, in the period 
~diately prior to World War I; both the-membership and the militancy of 
~te-collar unions incr~ased considerably. 
It was not until; the late thirties, however, that the superior economic 
;ition of the non-man~ worker relative to that of the manual worker began 
decline more dramatic~ly. .According to Lockwood, wages increased more 
n salaries during the period 1939 to 19·56, and at the same time, the differential 
ween higher and lower paid white-collar workers was narro~g. Writing in 
9, he maintained· that: 
'The average clerk is now very roughly on the same income level as 
the average ·_manual t-rorker, ,or perhaps even slightly below.' (45) 
course, this had much to do with the fact that the manual labourer worked 
siderably longer hours for his pay, as indeed they still do. Yet, as 
ewood has noted, this knowledge would be of little. comfort to the clerk if 
wal workers were thereby in a position to display a similar ·lifestyle. 
·The economic decline of' the' clerk was arrested in the mid-fifties, for 
Lng the years l956 ~o 1967 his ·average salary earnings rose by. 94.7%.(46) 
average earnings of mclnua.l workers rose by 92.3% during the same period 
though their basic rates increased b,r only 64.2%) and thus the differential 
.. ·. 
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Wa.s maintained. 
j .• ! 
Figures provided b~ Westergaard and Resler for 1971, however, suggest 
. . . 
that the relative.position of clerks and manual workers has changed in faVDur 
of. the latter. Iu terms of average earnings, male clerical workers lag :.. 
behind not only skillea but even semi-skilled manual employees.(47) The 
fact that the manuai worker is likely to work much longer hours for his 
extra earning~ may no_t be taken int9 account by the non-manual worker when.' 
assessing his relative status in the inco~e hierarchy. If this is the case, 
then it :is ·'perhaps small wonder that more and more clerical workers have turned 
to the unions rather than to their employers for ameliorative action. 
In t"erms of fringe benefits, :the clerk has traditionally been in a . 
superior position to that of the labourer, although even here a narrowing 
of differences has been reported. (48) More and more manual workers are 
covered by pension schemes (although these are usual~ based on basic rather 
than on average earnings), receive sick p~ and have longer holidays. With 
r~ference to the latter~ Scott and:Deere comment: 
'Office staff entitlement seems now to be little different from 
that of many manUal workers.' (49) 
In ·recent years, one of the IDa.in pressures making for an improvement in 
the work conditions of manual workers has be~ the introduction of statutory 
and 'voluntar,y•· incomes policy. The granting of longer holidays is just one 
of the w~s in-whic~ employers have sought to circumvent the ~restrictions 
imposed by successive governments. Although, ·as Lumley has stated, the narrowing 
· gap between manual and non-manual workers in t~;-ms of pay .. and fringe benefits 
cannot by itself account for the grotith of white-collar-unionism, it nevertheless 
remains an important background factor: 
·~~-white-collar employees see.the relative advance of the 
blue-collar labour force as due to strong organisation and so 
they seek to emulate :this in order to defend their position.• ·(50) 
An9ther ··factor which may possibly account for trends in whitHollar 
:, ~onism is the changing class base of the clerical workforce. In the 
nineteent~ centur,y, clerical positions were dominated by people from middle-class 
,,, I o ' ' ' '•''' ....... __ .... ',•ow• .. 0 0 .- o ···-...... R 
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. backgrounds 51 b11t by 1950, fifty. per. cent of clerks came from working-class 
homes. This was due not only to the great increase in the number of n1dte-
collar jobs, but also to the extEnsion of' educational provision and the 
influx: of' l'lomen into this. sector. Although higher status white-collar 
occupations still recruit mainly from the middle-class~s, this changing class 
·composition mey have consequences for Union co.nsciousness. Lumley believes 
that although. it may not affect the density of unionism:,· it Ulldermines the 
status value of·~ white-collar job. He puts forward the hypothesis that a 
union's attitude to the existing power structure depends upon the perceived 
status of the white-collar occupation which it represents. Thus, given. 
a perceived decline in the status of white-collar occupations, unions will be 
increasingly likely to challenge rather than to work within the existing 
order.(5~) · 
In a document published in 1966, the TUC suggested that the level of 
employment was one of' the most important factors influencing union mem~ership.(52) 
This relationship has not yet been adequately documented, but historically, 
there does seem to have been some degree of association between rising 
employment and rising membership, and betl'zeen falling employment and declining 
membership, and this pattern holds good for white-collar and blue-collar unions. 
Lumley has suggested,. however, that •as white collar unionism grows increasingly 
strong, rising unemployment will provide an incentive for increasing membership 
and activity,' thus reversing the historical p~ttern. In ~ther words, during 
a period of general economic uncertainty such as we are ~-~w e.xp.eriencing, white 
collar workers who feel that their jobs may be···threatened are increasingly '.lik~~Y 
to turn .to the unions for protection because of the growing strength and effect-
. I 
iveness of white-collar unions. The contemporary insecurity of the male clerk 
represents a significant c~e from the days when such workers looked down upon 
the manual workf'orce as those 1-rhose jobs were far more vulnerable than their own. 
Yet another advantage which was formerly associated with white-collar as opposed 
to blue-collar work appears to have been eroded with the passage of time. 
IIi th.e pa.st, the favourable p~om.Otion prospects of white-collar work 
tended to inhibit union memb~rship, with the notable exception of banking, 
where there has ~een·a long history of unionism despite good promotion 
pr9spects for male clerks~ Sykes has investigated the relationship between 
.. =. 
opportunities for occupational advancement and work at~itudes and has also 
considered the extent to which t~e presence or absence of promotion prospects 
accounts .for similarities and, dissimilari·ties in the work a:tti tudes of 
clerical and manual workers.(S3) His st~ demonstrated the prevalence 
of distinctly different attitudes towards management and its interests, 
which he attributes to differences of 1 ethos1 • These different ethoses 
were a function of differences in opportunities for promotion. Whereas the 
lack of such opportunities had caused the manual workers to develop very rigid 
class boundaries and to reject the idea of upward social mobility, the clerks 
had developed no such notion of ri~d class boundaries, and' attached importance 
to upward social mobility. Sykes' study may have certain limitations in 
that it only includes workers in one Scottish steelworks, but it nevertheless 
draws attention to the significance of promotion prospects in shaping 
attitudes • He found that when the management effectively blocked the promotion 
. opportunities of the clerks when they introducei a management training scheme, 
the clerks became a much more cohesive group and subsequently joined a union. 
Indeed, given a very definite trend towards external recruitment for management 
positions, one wonders how long promotion prospects will continue to fasten 
the attachment of clerical workers to their employers. The rewards for long 
service in the counting house are no longer characteristic of white-collar·. work. 
Wright Mills states that the 'ideology of promotion' is being rapidly 
I .•. . 
undermined by the grOi·ling·:emphasiS on technical. compe-5ence and related 
· tende:"1cy· to favour highly qualified outsiders as c·andidates for senior.-
:' 
. -
.position~.· Thus ... attainment of the upper echelons of management is no longer 
a realistic possibility. for the middle brackets of the cadres, much less the 
broad ranges of routine clerical work~rs.(54) ·' 
In attempting to account for the growth of white-collar unionism, it:is 
15· 
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i-mportant ·to con.6~der not only the attitudes ~'1.d status of the workers, but also j ; 
the attitudes of both emp~oyers and governmentc For example, union density 
in the. public sector is extremely hifib, the figure being something like 80 per 
cent. In this sector"; not only are unions granted recognition, but staff are 
positively encoUl~aged to join them~ In the private sector, on the other hand,-
particularly-in smali manufacturing firms, employersi attitudes to unions may 
range from mistrust.to open hostility and the refusai of recognition. The 
; 
government, how~ver, has been active in attempting to ensure employer reco~tion 
for white-collar unions. The government ~ also indirectly affect union member-
ship by introducing measures whic~ further reduce the differences between 
manual and non-manual incomes and working conditions • 
. Som~ writers, in fact, prefer to attach more weight to the actions of 
government and employers than to other factors in their analyses of trends in 
white-collar unionism. Bain, for example, while not wholly discounting the 
significance of changes: in the relative status, income, and ~ecurity of 
white-collar workers, is of the op~nion that these factors are of only negligible 
importance.(55) 
'If this has left white-collar workers unhappy, it does not seem to 
have encouraged them to unionize. At least, it is not Possible to 
demonstrate any connection between the economic position of various 
white-collar groups and the degree to which they are unionized. This 
does not mean that white-collar workers who join unions are not 
interested in higher salaries, better fringe benefits, and greater 
security. They obviously are. But then, so is almost everyone 
else including t~ose white-collar workers who do not join unions.• 
In .his view, emplo~ent concen.tration tends to promote the growth .. of 
white-collar unionism, but more important determinants ~e the extent to which 
employers are prepared to recognise the unions, and the willingness of the 
government to introduce policies which enable the unions to exert pressure for 
recognition. He therefore concludes that the activities of employers and 
. . 
governments ·in these respects will determine the future growth o·f white-collar 
unionism. 
tJhile Lumley's. interpretation per~ps overstates the degree to which 
'· . 
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white-collar workers take account of changes in the relative position of 
i . ·' 
blue-co~lar l'IOrkers, Bafn's analysis tends to cast non-manual workers in an 
unduly adap~ive posture, particularly in relationt.o the government. The latter 
study conveys th~ im~ession that numerous clerks have been restrained from 
joining unions in the past because to have done so might have jeopardised the~r 
7~1 ' .. 
career prospects. , Now that the government has rubber-stamped the respectability 
of white-collar unionism, all are ~lamouring ·i;o join. Furthermore, Bain • s 
analysis is somewhat· time-bound~ that is to s~, it relates to a period of 
relative economic stability, when such things as statutory incomes policies and 
. . 
soaring inflation had not yet be~ to threaten the structure of differentials~ 
It seems reasonable to suggest that such developments might have had the effect 
of promoting a more 'economistic' outlook on the part of non-manual workers, 
which in turn might have had some impact on their propensity to join the unions. 
It has been suggested that whereas most people are socialised into an acceptance 
of the political order, .there is no corresponding normative order underlying the 
. economic status quo. ; Consequently, any attempt to manipulate the economic 
order, for example, by' the use of statutory or 'voluntary' incomes control, is 
likely to be c~allenged.(56) .This, to some extent might· help to explain a 
noticeably more militan~ strain in recent white-collar unionism, even if the 
effect on union density is not so clear. Certainly, Hyman considers that 
inflation ~·have·had the effe~t of forcing employers to abandon their former 
(not wholly disinterested) guardianship of their clerical employees' p~ levels, 
.. 
and one -would have· supposed that this would surely have some significance for 
membership density.{57) In support of this point, and .·indeed, in fairness 
to Bain, it should be pointed out that he appears to have modified his position 
in recent years, and now accords considerable w~ight to inflation and also to 
wage rises· in the.explana~ion of trends in unionism as a whole: 
· •This reasoning is conf'irmed by an econometri.c model which demonstrates, 
among other thi:ngs, that the rate of change of prices and the rate 
·of change-of w~es have been highly significant determinants of the 
rate of chang~ of union membership in the United Kingdom not just 
in 1969-70 but over the whole period 1892-1970•' (58) 
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It is ~festly clear that the factors which account for the grot~h 
of white.:..Collar_unionism are h:i-ghly complex and extremely difficult to interpret. 
One should not overlook the fact that the :various factors will affect white-
·collar \rorkers very dl.fferently, depending on their market position and orientation 
to work. David Silverman, who has conducted research into the relationship 
between clerical ideologies and organisational factors considers that it is 
most importan~ to emphasise the het_erogeneous nature of the l-rhi te-collar 
workforce: 
'If we are to advance from speculation, the pressing need would 
r~w seem to be the attempts to dismantle the notion that there 
-exists a. uni ta.ry occupational group of 'white-collar 1-1orkers• 
or 'clerks'. (59) 
One thing is certain, the white-collar trorld has come a long "i'ray since 
the turn of the century, a fact which is clearly-demonstrated by Routh's 
description of the clerk's dilemma at that· time: 
'A-trade union that cannot strike is like a muzzled dog-
however fierce its noises, no-one is really afraid. ~~t· as 
-every organizer ·knot'is, white-collar workers are extraordinarily 
difficult to get out on strike; it goes against some deeply 
held feelings -'their sense of social equality with the boss, 
their privilege of payment ·:ror time lost through illness, their 
semi-permanent attachment to the firm, their sense of responsibility 
for. the performance of their work ( rmich accumulates 1·rhile they are 
a~), their hopes of prometion, their superiority to the manual 
workers. Wnen to this is added the small and scattered distribution 
of the units in which they are frequently employed and the geographic 
dispersion o_f their homes·, a strike,becomes almost i:npossible.• (60) 
The restraining mtl.Z·zle, the unwillingness of the clerk to jeopardise 
his hard-'t-ron re"spectabili-ty, has nOli'r it seems, been removed by the gradual 
accumula~ion of"insecurity, competition, loss of status and prospects, and 
.· 
r 
a host of other humiliations. Perhaps we shoUld now consider whether the 
clerk. has a:n:y cause to be content with his lot in the modern "t-rorld of 
administration. : 
6. 1-lork Satisfaction 
The awaren~ss .that occupations on the shop-floor have grown further and 
further' a"i'ray from tradi ti.onal notions of craftmanship has led to a great deal 
of interest in what, if any, sources of job satisfaction remain for the contem-
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por-a:ry manual trorker-. There has been a corresponding, if not quite as a~tansive 
a literature relating to the changing nature of work satisfaction for the 1-1hi te-
collar 'h"'Orker. Very few of these studies, it should be noted, focus en this 
phenomenon amongst female office staff. In some cases, they have been ~~liberately 
sifted out of the research, tf.Lthout ~ explanation for the logic behind such 
a course.(61) In other studies, sex differences amongst whi te-colla.r trorkers 
are no~ regarded as problematic, and it is impossibie to tell from the evidence 
whether work att~tudes do vary along sex ~ines.(62) In spite of these limit-
ations from the point of vi~w of the present stu~," it is usefUl to review some 
o~ the main findings. 
Studies of trorker satisfaction in this a.rea take a number of forms, some 
of which have more to offer than others. One 1-1hich has a distinct flavouring 
of management orientation is Nancy Morse's •satisfactions in the rfuite-Collar 
Job•.(63) In this study she explores the conditions which are held to 
produce· satisfaction in an industrial organisatio.n. :S.flli.e suggests three factors 
as likely determinants of job satisfaction - these are, job content, individual 
levels of aspirations and the surrounding context of other satisfactions. 
lihilst her work has something to contribute in its delimitation of those areas 
where job satisfaction might be l"mnting, it is somewhat difficult to accept 
the ps,ychologistic foundations of her theories& 
.•We believ~ that the following variables are necessary for 
predicting the amount of behaviour of a particular type 
which an individual will d.ispla;y in a ~ ven time unit: 
1. Strength of needs for which the behaviour .~s a path. 
2. . The probability that this path will yiel~ need satisfaction. 
3. The amount of behaviour (or amount of energy) required for 
a given lL~t of tension reduction. 
4. The availability of other sources of tension-reduction for 
the same needs (the availability of other behaviour paths). 
•••••• .etc.• . 
The idea of 'needs', whether arranged in some hier2.rcey or having equal 
weight yet all reqUiring-fulfilment, is popular with~ organisational 
.. 
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psychologis~s. 'As Silverman has Pc>inted on't~ h01;·rever, there is very little 
opport-unity to validate ,;their e:ristence.(64) Morse talks about needs as if 
they had some kind of' autonomy: 
'The need for skilled, varied vrork is quite 1ridespread in the 
white-collar population and those who are doing highly routine 
work will tend .to be less satisfied 'l"ti. th their jobs tha.n those 
doing skilled, varied l"ior~. '. 
If one· must speak of white-collar wol·kers as having 'needs', then it· 
is essenti8J. to make·. explicit th:e conditions under l'Thich they are held to ' 
arise, ~ to make some attempt .·to identify them. There is no justification 
. . 
for assuming the presenc·e of n~eds .. merely by juxtaposing some rather tenuous 
correlations. }~rse 1 s deterministic approach is further illustrated by the 
. . 
'operational formula'.which she uses to measure job satisfaction: 
. . 
·-
•s(satisfaction) = ER- (T1 ~ ER) or, 2ER- T1• 
This formula bears no-relation whatsoever ·to the subjective experience 
of her subjects for she claims that: 
'The best test of the fo~a, then, is through measures of 
need-level and ~unt of reiturn l'lhich do not depend upon 
the insight of the subjects .• ' 
Mast studies of white-collar 3ob satisfaction do, however, refer 
themselves directly to actual workers and central to their analyses is the 
distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic sources of job satisfaction. No 
matter what other changes,~ occur in the work situation of the white-collar 
worker, it is claimed, he will alw~s derive his primar,y satisfaction from 
intrinsic factors such as interest in work, opportunities for exercising 
responsibility, skilled and varied tasks, and to that extent, the clerk differs 
markedly from the manual worker, who is supposedly bourid to his work by the 
cash nexus. In their inv~stigation of the embourgeoisement thesis, Goldthorpe 
et a1 compared attitudes to work among manual and non-manual workers in the 
Luton area. They found that the performance of work tasks and work roles 
was a direct source of work ·satisfaction significantly IllOre often among non-
manual workers. Expec.tations from work in terms of social relationships, 
·promotion··, prospects (as a me~s of enhancing one's prestige and responsibility as 
80. 
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much as one's pccy-packet) and relations \.zi th superiors tr~re ~so markedly 
different.between the two g.roups.(65) It is these very differences, real or 
i 
i~~ed, between 1-J'hi te;Collar and. blue-collar lrorkers which are thought to cons-
·titute ~he c~erk's primary source of satisfaction. 
Crozier's stu.d.y:·.or white-collar workers in' France leads him into basic 
agreement with the vieWs ·of Lockwood, although he regards the latter's eiplana.tory 
models as oversimplified.(.66) He considers that whilst white-collar work 
is fast assuming some of the disadvantages which are associated with manual 
. . 
. . . . 
work, such as lack of autonomy, it nevertheless 'fa.cili tates identificatio'n 
with th~ rpling classes and has ~ compensations•. Crozier feels 
that it is important to distingUish, ·between 'interest in the 'h"'rk' and 
•satisfaction•. The former, he maintains, derives from an employee's 
iocation in an hierarchical order, whereas satisfaction derives from"a personrs 
ability to manoeuvre ~dthin the s,ystem. The overall picture of white-collar 
attitudes that emerges, s~s Crozier, is one of: 
. 
'persons relatively lukewarm· toward their trork and their ~sitions, 
but whose opinions are nevertheless varied and do not correspond 
at all to the image of the .downtrodden small bureaucrat, robot of 
modern civilisa:t.ion, disseiiii.nated by the literature of the years 
between the two wars.• (67) 
The most important contribution of this study is its focus on relative 
satisfac.tions and degrees of interest among white collar workers themselves. 
Although these differences are not fully explored, he does point out that male 
employees are slightly mo~e satisfied than females, as are those who have more 
seniority over those with less. He found that great rivalry prevailed amongst 
groups, and tha~ each group asserted their interest in their work as a means 
or demonstrating superiority: 
•Members of higher-level categories received as a traumatic shock 
. the news that their colleagues in lower-level ·categories were 
-really interested in their work; this was the point whose 
significance they made the greatest effort to minimize even when 
quantified results wer~ sUbmitted.' (68) 
According to Crozier, the ~te-collar world emerges as tone dominated by 
stratification•. 
There are some·grounds for thinking that the white-collar worker is not 
·. as untain:ted by instrumental ·,thoughts as some of these studies would lead us 
.. -~-.--.. ---·~ -:--· .. ····--·=-·· . ·-··-·- ····------..... ,.....__. --= ·.: ... ·-·~·· .. ~· .. ---- . .: •..• ~ .• -, ..,., .•• .,-•. ~ ................ ,._ •. ,..-.• - ........ ~----·--------- .. ---···-···--------------
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~o believe. !liez:cer &: 1rlei.r, in thel.r study o:' four groups of male clerical 
i . 
~orkers,. maintain that w,hilst their respondents attached importance to 
intrinsic fe.ature~ of -their ti'ork, it l\'Ould be highly. surprising if they did not. 
Fbr, after all, a person's self-image is closely bo~~i up with his or her 
occupation, and it would· be tantamount to an admission of personal failure if 
one admitted to no satisfaction in one's job.(69) !fureover, their research 
.findings show quite c.lea.rly that there- is . a strong emphasis on work as 
a source.of economic·reward, although the extent to which this·is so varies 
. 
according to the occupational group. i·fui.lst a question relating to current 
sources of satisfaction showed that these are overwhelmingly the intrinsic 
aspects of work, a question concerning the most attractive features of a 
prospective job revealed a different picture: 
TADLE TI"rlhat factor would you look for first in a iob?" 
foa,ge of Sample Giving Each Answer 
.. -
. . . . .... . . 
Clerks Public Technicians Drau&.·ht smen 
.. 
Emplo;y:ees 
Intrinsic As;eects of Job: ' 
Interest and variety 11 .. 28 32 28 
A chance to use responsibil-
ity and initiative 13. 20 21 14 
Economic Asuects of Job: 
Security and steady income 24 18 15 15 
Good salary 26 25 17 31 
Prospects of promotion 20 11 11 8 
Opportunities for stu~ apd 
1 1 training 0 0 
Environmental Features: 
Pleasant·tiOrking co~tions 2 0 4 0 
A supervisor who doesn 1 t 
... breathe down your neck 0 0 0 1 
Congenial hours 0 0 0 () 
Good friends at work 1 0 1 1 
A strong and active union 0 0 0 0 
Within easy reach of home 0 2 0 0 
Source: D.E. Mercer &: D. Weir 'Attitudes to rlork and· Trade Unionism Among 
White-Collar Workers• Ind. Rels. Vol.3 No.2. 
These findings draw attention to the fact that it is erroneous to assume 
that employees displ~ a consistent set of priorities in their attitudes to work. 
82. 
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Another important point made by these authors relates to the question 
of boredom on the· job as 
1
a principal source of' d.:i.ssatisfa.ction for the \ihi t&-
collar \"rorker .• tlhereas Dale considers that 'boredom and monotony are the 
major occupational. hazards of the clerk', they are somewhat wa:ry of such 
typifications and. labels~(70) They, like Crozier in his study, found that 
seemingly boring, repe.ti tive work· was not necessarily a cause for dissatis-
faction. ( 71), They maintain that: . 
'Valid ~atisfaction (relativ~·to the expectations of those involved): 
-~' in f~ct, be derived from work.which aooears to the outside 
observer to be boring, monotonous and repetitive.• 
There ~ well be more th_c:n a .. grain of truth in these words. It 
should never be forgotten that stu~es of white-collar workers are typically 
undertaken by those who' occupy more prestigeous positions in the occupational 
. ··~ ' ' 
hierarchy. When academics cast their eyes downwards upon the serried ranks 
of clerical workers, perhaps there.is a subconscious feeling of 'there, but 
for the grace of Cod, go ·I.• Just as the more exalted clerks ~ Crozier's 
8.3~ . 
stu~ found it impossible to accept the fact that the lower orders found genuine 
' 
' 
satisfactions in their work, it i~. equally possible that sociologists cannot 
tolerate the idea that intrinsic j.ob satisfaction is not peculiar to highly 
qualified occupations. From the 'remote and lofty observation platform of the 
sociologist, routine non-manual work may seem a colourless enclave of boredom 
and monoton;y. He should, be more prepared to put h:is prejudices to the test 
by ·undertaking a close examination of the trhi te-collar world. All too often, 
. . . 
these subjectiv~ jUdgments are a reason for ignoring it. 
··-
General Perspectives. 
In this chapter, I have done no more than to summarise, in very broad 
terms,. some of the· key developments in white-collar work since the end of the 
. ' 
nineteenth century, and to ·present some of the ma.:i!l. sociological findings 
concerning the cler~cal labour force at the present time. If the forego~ng analysis 
see~s 'in acy ~Yiimited, then it mtlst be· said that this reflects the lack of 
~el.evant ·.,sociological· literature. Indeed, the world of entertainment appears 
- ...... ?'·-·~-- ~ ·•- ·~--··· ..,ao .... l •• -·--·-···-•-';"'~•:!'.~ '"'••'" •O ·•• -• o-·,-•• • '' yl•o•r.oro ,~ • -~~- ·' ·- _ _._. 
to have devot~d more attention to the-clerk than have the industrial sociologists. 
! have alre~ mentioned the .proliferation of.novels in ~he twenties. which 
exp~ored the: life of the female office worker. In-the· cinema industry too, 
n 
the office has provided the setting for many a film. Some, such as 'The 
Rebel' and 'The Apartment' have emphasised the alienat:l.ng cond.i tions of the 
office environment. In the former, Tbny Hancock attempts to overcome perpetual 
boredom by docdlillg caricatures of the o~her male clerks in the huge open-plan 
office where he works. In the latter, Jack Lemmon is so intent upon escape 
from a similar environment that he is oblig~d to offer his apartment to senior 
executives for their extra-business, extra-marital activities, in the hope that 
they will reward him with promotion. •How to Succeed in Business Without 
Really Trying' presents a rather different image. Here, employment as a clerk, 
f~ from being dull and monotonous, is an occasion for song and dance, and the 
journey to the top of the organisation is smoothly and swiftly accomplished. 
Whilst sociology has never glamourised the white-collar world to this 
extent, it nevertheless offers a similarly wide-ranging set of images. At 
one end of the spectrum is Wright Mills' gloonw pessimism, a vision of :frustrated. 
hopes and alienation, and at the other, ·Crozier's qualified opti~sm, a belief 
in greater opportunities for the clerk to deterUdne his own work-situation. 
It hardly needs to be said that more information is required before we can · 
reasonably assess these very different interpretations. One thing is certain, 
the female office-worker remains something of a ~stery, since few of these studies 
have focused on .·her directly. In the next chapter, I shall endeavour to make 
up for this discrepancy. 
Finally, in case it should be felt that the case for studying the office 
world still requires ~ther justification, I shall conclude tllis chapter 
with a quotation from c. lrlright Mills: 
'I 
'l3y understanding these diverse white-collar worlds, one can also 
understand better the shap~ and meaning of modern society as a 
whole, ~s well·as the simple hopes and complex anxieties that 
grip all the people t-.Jho are sweating it out in the middle of 
the twentieth century. 1 ( 72) ', i 
i 
1. 
2. 
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Clerks 
, I 
I 
Salesmen and Shop 
Assistants 
% of tvhite-22.1la.r labour fo~ 
342 
16 
Lower Professionals & 
Technicians 17 
I~a.na.gers & ·Adr:tinistrators 16 
Higher profes~ionals 9 
F_oremen &: Inspectors 8 
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CHAPTER J:i'OUR. HOMEtJ TIT THE Ol<:FICE 
'Nine o'clock in the morning on a cold ~~nter 1 s day in the city ••• 
and e.verywhere you look w-mmen are stri:l.i:t1g b::r:"iskly to ttork, bare-
··legge·d in zero degree weather... :f.iout of these womeu are striding 
tol'rards their .type-v;ri ters a."'ld yesterday's unfinished. dictation, 
towards a banking job where they count money rather than make i tL 
tO\i'ards t'iork with ·no future except more of the same. :ll~ried or 
unmarried, ambitious or not, they are making their daily rendezvous 
with a world in which women are largely tolerated, on the grounds 
that men qan no more be expected to use a typewriter or ansl'll'er 
t.he telephone ·than to wash socks or clean house.' (1) 
In spi t'e of the fact that nearly half of all white-collar workers are 
women, few _soci~i'ogists have cons'idered i i wortht..:hile to turn the spotlight on 
their experiencES and attitudes. : ~ey are often deliberately excluded fro·m 
empirical ~tudies of clerioal worke~s, or, at best, accorded footnote status 
of a purely statistical ·nature. Some studies attach no importance whatsoever 
to the sexual composition of their _subjects, their authors seemingly of the 
opinion that the gender of a white-collar worker is of no consequence for 
attitude~ to work, location in the office hierarchy, opportunitie~ for promotion, 
or indeed, any .other aspect of the· work situation. Amongst those few 
studies which have paid :some attention to the significance of sexual variations 
in the office world, albeit a margi.nal area of interest, explanations for the 
status quo often appear to be based on the preconceptions of the authors. 
One example is provided by l·fumford and Banks' study of clerical workers: 
•Young women in dull, routine jobs with few prospects of promotion 
are not, and cannot be expected to be, highly job-oriented. Their 
important goals usually. lie outside the work situation and work is 
treated as a means for ensuring a living and securing a pleasant 
social situation.•· (2) 
These authors, as 1-re noted earlier,operate with an ·a priori model 
of young girls' ctti tudes tm11ards work. Young girls are· presumed to be 
principally concerned with finding their future mates, and for this reason, 
their concentration at the bottom of the office hierarchy may be understood 
in terms·of these •short-term personal work goals•. Most female office 
·.workers are thus portr~ed_as victims of their own limited horizons, and in . 
.. this w~, the authors prepare the ground for the operation of self-:f'ul.filling 
prophecies~ 
Another·Wbll-knovlU study o£ white-colla~ workers, Loc~~ood's '~e 
.Blackcoated rlorker', tends to. give minimal attention to fe!Ik'"l.le emJ)loyees 
and generally subscribes to the stereotyped images.(3) Crozier's study. 
of white-collar workers in six Parisian companies presents us with a pict~e 
'· 
of.wbmen workers concentrated in the more routine positions, but does not 
offer any satisfactory explanatio~ as to w~ this should be so. Although 
he recognises that women clerks tend to occupy an inferior ~tatus within 
the firm, which ~n his view_accounts for ~he presence of apat~ and indifference 
among them, one gains little insight into the mechanismswhich confine women 
: to the lower levels of the office status hierarc~.(4) Apart from these 
studies, there are very fe"'r •established' pieces of research which have . 
i concerned .. _themselves t1Tholly or in part with the subject of life in the female 
·ghetto. There is no shortage of references, however, among the maQy volumes 
-of feminist literature, which add up to a picture of frustration, servitude 
;and exploitation.(5) Here, at least, there is some attempt to reiate women's 
·low status in the office to their inferior social and economic status within 
9ls 
society as a whole. .Benet's •secretary' is the only published book known to the 
present ~Titer which is exclusively devoted to the subject of the female office 
worker.(6) There is no attempt to disguise the feminist orientations of the 
author, but it represents a truly comprehensive and thoughtful investigation 
which succeeds in exploding many of the my1hs concerning female clerks and sec-
retaries. Since it does not incorporate any systematic analysis of their 
~itudes and work situations, however, it is unlikely to gain academic respecta-
,. 
bility, especi~ly because of the author's jourrialistic ~ackground. The same 
is probably true of Korda's discussion of sexual gamesmanship in the office, 
'Male Chauvinism: how. it-works' which affords a rare insight· :irito the fantasies 
and prejudices of male executives in the American business community.(7) 1lright 
:I 
Mills, who is, of course academically respectable, wrote a fascinating book about 
white-collar workers, bu~ while his section on girls in the office is highly 
'. 
·, 
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; . 
' 
i~luminating wi tk regard to· how they·. were perc.eived by novelists in the 
twenties, we le~ very little about the contemporary situation.(8) 
There is every reason to suppose that 't:t.~ future will yield a torrent .... 
92. 
of literature on the sUbject of liomen in the office, mainly because the f~minist 
,_ 
movement has brought about a heightened interest in the subject of women 
generally amongst so~iolo~-sts. It seems inevitable that they will shortly 
focus on that field of· work which accounts for over one~ter.(29%) of ali 
female employees, and one hopes that their findings will dispel many of the 
assUmptions which for too long have lingered in the minds of managers and · 
academics alike. For the present_, ·however, one is obliged to rely heavily 
upon a great deal of non-academic source material in order to construct a picture 
of female _white-collar employment. At an advanced stage of this research, I 
was fortunate enough to gain access to two studies of a sociological nature, 
both of which are as yet unpublished. One of these is Silverstone's 
''l"he Office Secretary', and the other is Elsy and Shaw's 'Office Girls: 
Education and Job Choice•. 
! 
Both-represent a marked departure from earlier 
studies of office life il:i that they focus primarily on women and are not based 
on the assumption that women's att~tudes to work are fixed by their out-of-work 
preoccupations and circumstances. The findings of these studies have proved 
invaluable for the purpose of providing strong support for observations based 
upon non-academic sources =of information. 
A further source of. informa~ion was provided by the numerous American 
and British journals which publish articles concerning personnel policy and 
110rk attitudes. Since many of the studies have been c~nducted from a mapagerialist 
perspe~tive, however,' they possess certain limitations from the point of view of 
·the sociologist. : However,- one may derive from these sources a great deal of 
' -
data which is relevant in the present context. 
- The following discussion covers a great roany aspects of female employment 
in white~collar work• The u1 timate aim of this section, however, is to demon-
strate the ~s in which the decision to engage in temporar,y as opposed to 
permanent·, employment JJjay be regarded as a response to a range of problems 
~ . 
. "": t• ., .•. •• .. • • •• ·~· • . . 
encoun~ered by women in this _sphere of the labour market. 
1. Female r1hi te-Collar \'iorkers - A Gener~l S1"...'V~ 
a. The OCcupational Dist!'ibution of Female Office rlorker.e 
At the present time, more than two million l'lomen in England and r!ales 
are employed as clerical workers, and there is every .sign that their numbers 
wi~l continue to grow.(9) According to the D.E.s., in the late sixties, 
4o% of girl school leavers aged under 18 went inio this kind of work.(lO) 
Recently, there has been a marked increase in the proportion of girls entering 
clerical work, so that in 1973 this was the occupational choice of' no less 
than 6o% of' girl le.avers.(ll) 
Table I illustrates the principal trends which took place in the 
proportion and distribution of female office workers during the period 1911 
to 1971. 
9.3~ 
TABLE I. The Proportion of Female \1Torkers in Nhi te-Collar Occupations in _Qreat 
Britain 1911-1971 
Category of l·lhi te-Collar ~iork 
All white-collar workers 
!~ers and Administrators 
Higher professionals 
Lower professionals and 
techni.cia.ns 
Fbremen and inspectors 
Clerks 
Salesmen and shop assistants 
. , 
Percen+age of Females 
1911 1931 1951 1261 1966 1971 
29.8 35.8 42.3 44·5 46.5 46.2 
19.8 13.0 15.2 15.4 16.7 18o5 
6.0 7·5 8.3 9·7 9.4 10.0 
62.9 58.8 53·5 50.8 52.1 51.9 
4.2 8.7 13.4 10.3 11.4 12.8 
21.4 46.0 60.2 65.2 69.3 71.9 
35.2 37.2 .· .. 51.6 
Source: Price, R., and Bain, G.s., 'Union Growth Revisited: 1948-74 in Perspective' 
British Journal of Industrial Relations, 
Vol~XIV, No.3. 
Price and Bain interpret white-collar work in its ver,y broadest sense 
to include, f~r example, sales personnel, whereas we are strictly concerned 
with clerical workers, but their data is of considerable interest in that b~men1 s 
minority representation among the ranks of managers and administrators is clearly 
/ .. 
a ,constant· featu!"e of the white-collar tiorld. In contrast, their represent-
i 
- ation among the humbler ra.nka has actually grown more than three-fold during 
the same period. The 'term 1 clerk1 tends to c-::;:>erate as an wnbralla term for._ 
a Whole multitude Of OC?Upatfons, some of which present opportunities for. 
movement upwards through the ranks, some of 1-rhich do not.- It is important 
therefore to examine_. whether there is a:n:y degree of concentration of women 
in different clerical .jobs. According to the 1971 Census,_women represented: 
· · 63% of all clerk~ and cashiers; in% of all telephone operators; 86% of ail 
office machine operators; and 99% ~f all typists, shorthand writers and 
secretaries.(l2) 
The· jobs of comptometer operating, filing, copy-typing, and telephone 
answering __ ,are not reno-..m.ed a.s stepping-stones to the director's chair, l1hile 
the job of secretar.y is sometimes alleged to lead in that direction, but quite 
incorrectly so. The jobs that women do in the white-collar world on the 1·1hole 
preclude upward movement, 'and in th-e case of those positions which theoretically 
offer some opportunities for advancement through the ranks, men rather than women 
I 
tend to benefit. Blackburn's study of bank clerks is illum:i.."lating with regard 
to this latter point: 
'Careers in ban.ld.ng are fo_r- men; the routine work such as 
machine operating is for 1-romen. This distinction is basic; 
women are employed for •women's work' and it is only the 
outstanding women 1-1ho c~ pro~ess t<? 'men's work•. (13) 
Elackburn states that the banks regard men and·women as •two different classes 
•' 
of employee•, ~~d that this attitade is particularly noticeable in recruitment 
literature where the banks encourage young men to aspire to careers in management, 
. '• 
and young girls to aspire to jobs as secretaries, supervisors or super-clerks: 
'the keen and intelligent girl ~ultimately undertake the 
duties of; Cashier, Ledger ~upervisor, Income Tax Clerk or 
Correspondence Cler~'· (14) 
Elackburn concludes that any change in this sex differentiated structure 
of banki~ occupations ·will only come about if there is a shortage of male 
. recruits. rndle recent legistation is designed to foster improved opportunities 
_for women in jobs such as banking, the fact that more and more l"romen seem to be 
• r••• -~' -•.•:•"; ·- •• -, .. , • , .. ,,. _____ .--. • •• -:• •"-..."'••·-~.·,·-···• 
handing us ·o~ molley over tl).e counter these daj•;:; has probably more to do with· 
I . 
the diminishing supply o:r /male school-leavers '\'iho opt for banking, rather than 
a pioneering attitude on the part of the Big Four. 
Sullerot has noted that the concentration o:f women in the least-skilled, 
least prestigious, lo'tV"est· paid, l'mi te-collar jobs is the rule in most western 
societies, especially· i~ the public sector of employment. Even in 'go-ahead' 
Sweden, 73% of women i~ public employment are found in the lowest categories, 
. . 
'whereas 73% of the men' are found in the higher categories.(l5) 
The ~ork of Fogarty et al offers considerable insight into the promotion 
95c 
prospects of secretaries. Part· of .their research is concerned with the occupat:i.ona.l 
background ·Of 96 male and 96 female .managers in a large company. Apart from 
the fact that women are ;•a distinct minority' among top management, only 2o% 
of the women ma.D.a,gers came up via the' secretarial route, l'mereas l·lell over a 
third •came in with some expertise alread¥ 'established as a result of specialist 
trainiDg or experience in·other work•.(l6) )~n, on the whole, took longer to 
reach management status 'than women, but some of them had been 'plodding up the 
ladder from the humble beginnings o.f errand boy or junior clerk', whereas no 
women had \-rorked· their way up from such modest levels on the occupational ladder. 
Thus, the :fact that there is a diminishing number· of opportunities for long-
range up'\'mrd mobility in the white collar world appears· to be especially true in 
the case of women. The ~indings of this study suggest that entry into mana.gel!lent 
without specialised training will be a very rare experience in the :f'u.ture for 
either sex. 
Stassinopoulos is inclined to regard women's relative absence from the 
higher echelons of the .. lhi te-colle.r hierarchy as something of a blessing in 
disguise. Unlike men, they are not vulnerable to any stresses and strains in 
their l'~rk, because· they possess 1 fr~edom1 : 
'~ney are not trapped by a·career iadder to which they must hang 
'on like grim death, ·struggling from rung to rung, hoping aga.L'r1st 
·hope to succeed 'old Boggins' as deputy assistant acting temporary. 
manager, and ·dreading the day when a rung snaps and plunges the 
climber into the.proletarian.abyss.• (17) 
- ....... -;-···. ~-. ---~ .. ~ ~·~·. 
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It JD.Ccy" wel~· be tru~ that most'· women ar-::: not constrained, as many maJ.e 
bread1d.nners are, into risking their physical and mental health :for the sake 
. . 
of moving up a few· grades in the office hierarchy, but this is small consob.tion 
to those women who do a.~pire to1 .. -ards more respoi!.sible positions but l"lho can find 
no w~ round the obstacles which stand in their path. 
b. PBY and Conditions 
Evidence from a. number of sources shows quite clearly that female 
clerical 1-rorkers ·are paid less than their .male counterparts, even when one 
excludes·the effect of overtime ~arnings. T'.ae ::tlew Earnings Survey of 197_7, 
for ~ple, showed that the average" hourly earnings of adult male clerical 
workers was 167ol np, whereas that of liOmen 1'laS 129o3 npo(l8) Further 
confirmation of the existence of a marked differential is provided by Elsy 
and . Shaw. ~·lhereas 54% of their male respondents earned £1,5oo-2,000+, only 
7•8% of their :female respondents :fall into this bracket. They a1 so found 
that this differential ~ould not be accounted for simply in terms of the relatively 
I 
greater age of their male sample.(i9) Within the broad occupational category 
of clerical work, l«>men's e~ngs do vary, depending on the particular skill 
and level of responsibiiity, but as a. group their earnings are significantly 
lower than those of men. An IDS survey of l·romen' s p~ and employment sho1-rs 
that part of the reason :for this discrepancy is the existence in ma.t'zy' companies 
of •men's work' and •women's work', irhich are differently graded.(20) A number 
of comp8nies are ma_~ efforts to eliminate these separate scales for men and 
women, but it ~.be that there are a.great man;'{ other fi~, smaller and less 
well-known than those mentioned in the survey, 1-mich are moving in the opposite 
direction, in response to the implications of the Equal P~ Act. In the latter 
type of company, re~ading and other means of evading obligations in respect of 
equal pay ~ well be serving to concentrate ~~men more than ever into the 
lower paid, lower skilled non-manual jobs. 
With regard to sickness p~ and occupational pension schemes, women 
• ~1u ....... ~ ..... ,' • ·~, ....... , •. • .~., I 
~~.l;erical worke~s are once again ·found to be in an inferior position. · According 
·t.~ the 1970 New Earnings Survey, 93% of males i"n non-manU?-1 office an~. 
~~mmunications occupations were covered by sick pay schemes, and 70% by 
Q~cupational pension schemes. 
S)~~ t>.nd 36% respectively.(21) 
The corresponding figures for women were 
""· With regard to ~~ual h~lid~ entitlement, 
~~men clerks again hold a less favourable position. Although the majority 
of both men and women employed in full-time clerical work· can expect to receive 
between three to four weeks ann~ ·holiday, the ~ew Earnings Survey of 1974 
found that whilst' 53% of men in these occupa~ions received four weeks or more 
annual holiday, only 32% of women did so.(22) Benet considers that ~~men 
not only receive inferior PaQ' and fringe ·benefits, but that their working 
environment is usually less favourable than that of men: 
•It has recently been shown that women tend to receive the 
~ame proportion of office space as they do of p~ - 2o% to 
·5o% less than that of men doing roughly the same rrork iri 
the same office. •. T".lle higher the concentration o:t: rlomen 
in a particular area of the office, the lot-1er the standard 
o·f decor. 1 (23) 
Although there has .been a great deal of sociological interest in the 
subject o~ workplace inequality, the main concern of research in this area 
has been to assess the extent of differences in the situations of white-collar 
workers as a whole as compared With blue-collar workers as a whole. There 
appears to have been little interest however in the extent of variation 
between male and female white-collar rrorkers. The information cited above 
suggests that there are significant differences, and that t~s would therefore 
bo a fruitful area for further study. 
/ 
... 
c. Union l·1embershi"D 
Throughout the ·twentieth century women white-collar work~rs have exhibited 
' a lower overall density of union membership than men. It is often supposed that 
thio discrepancy may be expl~~ned in terms of female personality_traits. For 
. 
example, one write.:;•. has suggested ~hat •women are generally more conservative 
thM me:c. ,. • ( 24) Bain, however, considers that the difference bet~een the sexes 
·I 
in respect of union density cannot be explained in terms of innate or learned 
: ... 
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dispoS:tions. ·In his opinion, the lower p·op{'l:r·:;ior. of female employees who belong 
. toi.unions must be accounted ·for in t~rms of the occupational and industrial distri-
bution of.the female workforce. He points out that there is a direct relationship 
•. 
between union.density·and size of Qstablishment, and that since female employment 
is 1 skewed in the direction of small establishments•, we would expect them to 
~ 
exhibit a lower rate of.union membership. He also ·-proposes that •the greater 
the degree of emplo~ent concentration the greater the density of white-collar 
unionism•.(25) Women; however, are' less numerous in those industries llhich have 
' ' ' 
a high degree of-~mployment concentration,,~~ more numerous in those which have . 
a low deiree of employment concentration. He concludes that lromen do not possess 
' 
inherent qualities which make them .. more difficult to organise and agrees ~ th the 
view of Lockwood that: 
• The proportion o·f women in most of the major clerical unions is 
roughly equal to their representation in the field of employment 
whi~h the unions seek to organise.• (26) 
The idea that women in white~collar-work are less union-minded than their 
male counterparts is also undermine~ by the fact that there is a higher proportion 
of unionisation among women than among men in the public sector. 
! 
Moreover, a 
historical perspective casts considerable doubt on the notion that the propensity 
of women white-collar workers to organise is finite. Table 2 shows the trends in 
both union membership and union density for the period 1948-1974• It is evident 
from these figures that whilst ~~men still lag behind men in terms of both criteria 
' -
of unionisa~ion there has nevertheless been a· very considerable growth in femaie 
white-collar unionis~ since the war. 
TABLE 2. Sex Differences in ~mite-Collar Unionism in the U.K. 1948-1974 
Male 
1948 1964 1970 1974 
1,267 1,681 2;143, 2,593 
12~8 126~ 1210 1214' 
33.8 33~4 40.0 44-5 
Membership of l·lhi te-Collar Unions (ooos) 
%age increase 
1948-74 1970-74 
+104.7 +21.0 
1948 
697 
Union Density 
. ' 
'. faa.ge increase 
1248-74. 1210-~ 1248 
+10.7 +4·5 25.4 
Female f~ increase 
1964 1970 1974 1948-74 1970-74 
1,003 1,447 1,629 +133.7 +12.6 
(%) 
%age increase 
126~ 1210 121~ 1248-74 121D-4 
24.9 30.7 32.6 +7.2 +1.9 
: Source: Derived from,. Price, R. and Bain, G.S., 'Union Gro-...-th Revisited: 
1948-1974 in Perspect~ve•, B.J~., Vo1.XIV No.3., p.349· 
• • 4 •• -.-•• _;-- .... ,... • --.,., - ... -- .. :- .... "' ........... : ~ ' ....... .. 
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There is no way of k:nowing whether the growth of female membership and. 
·union density has been du,e simply to greater activity on the pa.rt of the unions 
in their. drive to re~ruit new members, or whether changes in the situation of 
female clerical worker.$ has brought about a heightened interest in union 
membership. At ~ rate, this development does represent a challenge to 
stereotyped thinking, as do instances of union militancy among certain 
99o 
categories of whi te-colla.r workers. . In the ~er of 19'74, the Civil and Public 
Services Association, ·of which women represent nearly tt-ro-thirds of the total 
. ' 
membership,. organised· a protest march and a campaign of industrial action in an 
attempt to force the government __ to r.educe the number of temporary staff working 
in government offices in London. Similar action was taken by A.P.E.c.c.s., 
over balf of whose members are women, and a number of other unions. A B.B.C. 
film on the subject of women and trade unions showed a number of female clerical 
employees at a Manchester factoiy hotly disputing the intransigence of management 
and male colleagues over the issue of equal p~.(27) Many of the women had 
only joined the union (A.P.E.c.c.s_,) because of this particular dispute, having 
' been unaware of or ~terested in. union affairs previously. Once involved 
in 'the strike however, there had·been a lasting effect on their consciousness. 
A more recent example of militancy, this time involving secretaries 
belonging to NATSOPA, provides a useful insight into the )2Y in which attempts 
to secure better wages and, conditions can be frustrated by the indifference of 
union hierarchies. . In' 1977, according to a report in Spare Rib, secretaries 
' . 
working at the ~mes decided to press for higher wages. Seven months after 
this decision was taken, the women concerned were still waiting for the union to 
arrange a meeting with the management. The secretaries were reported as s~ 
that they had been instructed to stop writing to the branch because they were 
' . 
annoying the union. · In the meant~me, · the secretaries had embarked on a vigorous 
campaign to publicise their .~ause, which included s-11ch tactics as sticking up 
posters and writing slogans on letters.(28) 
'There are no grounds for supposing, therefore, that female white-collar 
·workers ~e simply more conserva.ti ve than men. However, it is important to 
lOCo 
bear in mind that female c!erica.l 1-1orkers are highly stratified. There are 
tremendous differences between the filing clerk and the e~ecutive secretary, 
not only in terms of 'their social and educational background and degree of 
training, but also in t'erms of their l'lOrk situation, status and, in particular, 
. . ~ 
their relationship with-employers. Lumley considers that the close contact 
between the secretary and her employer generates a strong feeling of comp~ 
loyaity on the.part of the former, which militates against her identification 
l'li th the office p7oletariat. ( 29) . Thus, a: lmowled.ge of the sources and. character 
of differentiation within the ranks of female office staff is relevant to an 
~understanding of variable patterns of unionisation among this group. It is 
appropriate, therefore, to examine the various types of office work .in rather 
: greater detail, in order that the sharp differences which characterise the 
work situations of female office workers ~ be highlighted. 
: 2. The Office SecretarY 
Official statistics often make no distinction between typists, shorthand-
. typi.sts and secretaries, as though one could legitimately regard life in the 
all-girl typing pool. as identical to life in the inner sanctum of the senior 
executive's suite of offices. Nothing could be f'urther from the truth. The 
twin processes of technology and business rationalisation have brought about a 
division o·f clerical ~ctions into two separate components, executed by two 
different groups of employees. The first category comprises the true secretary -
the boss's personal assistant who, whilst performing a degre~ of routine work 
such as typing, taking dictation and filing, spends a great deal of time 
/ 
organising her employer's daily activities. The other .category of worker 
is engaged almost exclusively on routine paper work, and is increasingly located 
I 
at some distance from the corridors of power. The only aspect'of their work 
situation which is common to both groups is that men ~ypically hire them and 
:' 
fire them, administer and control them, and in some cases, regard them as sexual-
entertainment. It is e~sential, therefore, to consider them separately, and 
this section will be devoted to those who are situated at the apex of the status 
hierarchy of female ~ffice worke~s. 
. ··-:: ~· -..... ... . ,_ . , 
ao . On Becoming a. Secretary 
'There :i,.s no need fer a l'lOJ.n.an to prove herself equa.l: she is 
acknowledged equal, and different. The making of a home its 
·happiness, beauty and comfort is for younger married couples 
today a partnership of equals. For girls l'l'ho look forrTard to 
this, at a time· when people are getting married a.t younger 
ages, what careers· are there which provide the dignity of '· 
intelligent work ~"thout prolonged yeal'S of study and several 
years of practice to ensure competence? Perhaps the most 
obvious is a secretarial career?• (30) 
~r· since Remington introduced his first female typ~writers in 1873, 
secretarial work has been considered an ideal occupation for women. It 
has attracted women of all social backgrounds and· ages, and will no doubt 
continue to do so for many decades to come, despite the frenzied activity 
of office machine salesmen who would like to persuade employers that word 
processing machines are more productive. There·is not a great deal of 
systematic -evidence in published_ form relating to modes of recruitment to 
secretarial positions, but it is possible to identify different routes into 
this occupation. :_.1 
( -~ 
Firstly, it is possible to become a secretary by-undertaking a specialised 
training course at a private college. The reputation of these colleges, their 
typical recruits and the degree of emphasis placed on ·purely vocational skills 
vary enormously. They range from the select finishing school type of estab-
lishment which offers a training in grooming, gourmet cooking and etiquette, 
in addition to ·instruction in secretarial skills, to the more matter-of-fact 
locally attended private commercial college. The former variant represents the 
natural extension of boarding school for many daughters of the upper-middle 
.·• 
class, its curriculum reminiscent of the training in accomplishments for mid-
19th century characters in search of a husband. One suspects that the latter 
variety is more likely to recruit .ex-grammar school girls (or their contemporary 
equfvalents from the comprehensive schools) or those from private day schools. 
A second mode of entry is via a college of further education,· where the 
emphasis is strictly on skills appropriate to the office, although there may 
be provision for specialised courses involving the use of foreign l~~es 
and the chance to learn secretarial skills among many others in a general 
101. 
102. 
business 'studies course. It appears· that ma.!'..Y of the li'omen \1ho u.ndertak:-1 these 
more ~pecialised courses subsequently enter secretarial -work only by default. 
In the spring of 1978, I spoke to a group of girls who were pursuing a bi- ~- . 
lingual secretarial course at a college of Higher Education in the South-East. 
Without·exception, the secretarial component of their course was regarded as 
entirely.secondar,y to the task ~f developing linguistic proficiency. Not one 
of ·them expressed any interest in following a secretarial ~areer and all envis-
aged an occupa~ional future \..rhich· would grant them the opportunity- to use their 
language skills. Ho\"tever, their optimism -l-tas not shared by the member of staff 
who taught them: 
'Their bread and butter subject is their shorthand-typing. They're 
_not·going'to go in and get jobs as linguists. In very few instances 
will they be able to sa.y to a firm, "Look, I can speak Freilch anc1. 
German. I can ;-trite it. I 1ve got IDiY' ·Grade II in this and IDiY' 
intermediate in the other - employ me as a linguist." Very few 
U-aduate§. in languages are employed as linguists. • 
In the case of girls such as these, secretarial work is seen as a last 
resort. Yet while this view may be based on a correct appraisal of the limited 
opportunities to be found in secretarial jobs, it appears to be matched b,y an 
equally incorrect assessment of the likely outcome of their training. It seems 
highly probable that the ranks of secretaries include many·girls like these, 
for whom the last resort has actually become a way of life. 
A third route i·s the graduate secretarial course, the development of 
which betokens the limited pool of opportunities for female graduates. It is 
possible to ta~e such a course at one or other of the establishments named 
above, but some institutions of higher education offer special courses for 
women graduates. There is even a first degree course· in secretarial studies 
at Strathclyde University for girls who have anticipated the likely outcome of 
! 
three years devoted to the complexities of Middle English. The course includes 
the usual tra:ining in shorthand, typing and business machines practice (iJ;lvolving 
•machine laboratory work•), plus,a selection of courses in business studies. 
It is hard to see what ·distinguishes this B.A. in secretarial work from any 
. . 
other high-p~we~ed course in office skills, although the Director of the 
·Centre, Mary ·Dunn, clearly believes that her products 11ill represen.t. some 
kind of master-race in the offices of the ~~ture: 
'The Centre has ·.a firm belief that !IlOdern management, consistently 
_on the go, facing pressures their predecessors never dreamed of, 
needs the assistance of secretaries 1;hose educe.tion and training 
is of university level. This is not to underestimate or in 2IlY 
way to denigrate the many competent experienced secretaries who 
liave not been to university nor indeed had any formal higher 
education. But such women will become rarer... The top 
positions in the future are likely to be held by the University 
and Polytechnic trained_ girls, and the most important jobs will 
go to the_graduate secretary.• (31) 
. J:O)o 
.... ~ . 
It seems unlikely that the prophecies-of the Director will be fulfilled, 
when one considers the findings of Silverstone concerning the attribute~ 
which employers value.most in their secretaries. She claims that most 
employers operate With a set of minimum requirements with regard to the 
education and secretarial qualifications of potential secretaries. 
FUrthermore, they tend to place much more emphasis on ability in such 
traditional skills as typing and shorthand than on business acumen, or know-
ledge of finance, banking and economics.(32) This being so, one would 
suppose ~hat given a choice between a girl equipped with a B.A. (Secretarial 
Skills) and a more conventionally qualified secretary, both displeying equal . 
dexterity on the typewriter and the notepad, an employer would be more 
likely to choose the girl whose training had not aroused 'great expectations' 
with regard to income. 
A fourth route into this occupation is by attempting to gain or to 
work one's way.towards a secretarial position on the basis of skills 
/ 
One would have thought it unlikely that this method'. 
would l,ead to the high-status, well-paid jobs without some form of further 
! 
training·being undertaken en route. Silverstone maintains, however; that 
in Central London the gener~ shortage of office staff tends to enhance t~e 
opportunities fo1• advancement among those having only the bare minimum of 
qualifications.(33) Over half of her secretarial respondents had worked 
. \ 
their~ up from ~sitions as typists, clerks, shorthand typists or general 
'"'"""• .. -:~u·~··~.·"l-··· 
office workers. 
These represent the principal routes of access to secretarial p9sitions, 
although there are mapy other ways in which it is possible to train. Both 
private and state institutions run part-time courses and evening courses, and 
· many crash courses are available in the larger cities. Some firms are 
willing to train girls themselves or to sponsor ~hem for courses at local 
The government operates a tr~ining opportunities scheme which 
enables those who wish to ·train somewhat later in life to do so at the : 
governm~nt•s expense. 
The batallions of secretaries are thus highly differentiated in terms 
of training and also in terms of social and educational backgroUlld. It. is 
likely, ~owever, that many of them will have been encouraged prior to their 
; ' 
entry into the labour market, to foster ambitious hopes for the future: 
•Promotion prospects for secretar~es are legion. The fascinating 
world of business is alive with endless possibilities for still 
gr.eater advancement. Secretarial experience is ofter the nway 
in11 to interesting and highly paid posts in big firms and organisations. 
Many prominent women in the advertising world started their working 
lives as secretaries, and the knowledge they gained during those 
early years led to the wider horizons of advertising... rlomen 
executives in senior Government positions have graduated from the 
ranks of secretaries. A large percentage of successful business 
women also started life this way.' (34) 
The advice manuals for prospective secretaries are filled with tempting 
visions of the future, usually based on the careers of most exceptional women. 
Girls are_frequentlyinformed in these books that it is but a short step from 
the job of personal assistant to that of juniqr executive, .and that devotion 
to one's boss and comp~ ~till inevitably-reap the due rewards. 
.,. 
All this is 
quite at odds with the facts. According to Silversto~e, most employers do 
not consider that there is a natural progression from secretarial to executive 
duties, and any such"movement necessitates a specialised form of training.(35) 
Advertisements similarly t~d to propagate the •r.tarcia Williams l~h'• For 
example, one advert placed by th7 Department of.the Environment reads: 
•I never dreamt when I became a Senior Personal Secretary here just how closely I•d be involved with affairs of nation~ importance. 1 
' (36) 
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Upon clo.ser examination of ·the copy, this imrolvement 1..ri th to~level 
affairs· turns out to be somewhat more humble than first . impressions. li'Ould 
indicate: 
1You b.k:e notes 'for your boss at high level meetings, arra..."lge 
_appointments for him (and remind him to keep theml) ar~ organise _, 
his Diary generally. Depen-iing on uhom you're working for, you 
could be dealing vli th telephone calls and correspondence from 
Cabinet ~tinisters, M.P.s, important businessmen and specialists 
of every kind. • 
A great many advertisements tend to activate the career ambitions fondly 
nourished by the secretarial colleges, although the majority apparently 
recognise that the exercise of power will be experience~, at most, vicariously, 
by the average secretary. 
The theme that the ultimate ambition of a secretary should be to attach 
h~rself ·to an important boss is a recurrent one in the advice manuals. The 
importance of her work.is determined by his prestige and position, rather than 
in terms_of any ultimate standard of competence: 
'You want to be a secretary - a top secretary, the able assistant 
to an ~mportant executive. You know that as a secretary you'll 
enjoy a busy, exciting career. And when lO:ir. Important Executive 
brags that credit for his success goes to you, r~s secretary, ·you 
can beam proudlyJ knowing that your contribution is, inde_ed, a 
valuable one.• l37) 
In view of the fact that the manuals place so much emphasis on obtaining 
important, glamorous jobs in close proximity to important glamorous men, 
it is not surprising to find tha~ prospective secretaries have very clear 
preferences regarding the type of employers they would like to work for. 
In a survey by .Trlilliams and Root, the following Top Ten of employers 
emerged from the responses of a sample of wome~ secretarial trainees: 
:' 
. I 
j • 
' 
·.TABLE 3. The '£ype of Employer ~·lhich Train~_g Secretaries l'iould Most 
Like to 1·iork: For. 
~ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
6 
8 
9 
10 
10 
Emp~oyers 
Airlines 
Travel Agencies 
BBC 
Film Companies 
Fashion Houses 
Advertising Agencies 
Newspapers and Magazines 
Hospitals · 
Hotels 
Doctors and Dentists 
Oil Companies 
· }lumber of mentions on 'oopulari ty' 
10 
51 
50 
47 
36 
26 
26 
25 
21 
16 
16 
Source: Williams, R. and Root7 M._, 'Has your company got secretary appeal ?• 
Personnel I•la.na.gement;·. Nov~ ~971, pp.33-35 
At the bottom of the list· were building societies, building firms, gas 
and electricity offices, London Transport and trade unions, with not a single 
mention.between them. The authors conclude that: 
'The reasons for the overwhelming popularity of the top ten 
_employers are probably fairly complex, but their fre~1ent 
exposure in the mass media, linked ~dth glamorous situations 
and young people:, may be an important contributive factor. • (38) 
"During the proces~ of beco~ a secretary, therefore, a girl may be 
exposed to mouth-watering images of the future. If she is not actually 
encouraged to displace the boss, ·she will inevitably be told that there is 
room at the top for those with ambition and ability. 
b. The Image of the Perfect Secretary 
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•I should say that the six qualities I re~ire in a personal and private 
secretary, in.addition of course, to basic secretarial skills, are: 
·Fragrance: an unsavoury secretary would render my work quite impossible. 
Punctuality: a late secretary is an abomination. 'I''i.d.iness: I consider 
slovenliness to be a cardinal sin. Alacrity: a-slow-witted woman is 
worse than one who chatters. Intelligence: this is of supreme importance. 
Speed: I always require everything done the day before yesterd~.· 
(Sir Gerald Nabarro, MP., in Tbp Secretar,1) 
The aVailable data shows that girls do not invariably undergo a concentrated 
training programme for secretarial 'h"Ork. However, for those who do, it is 
likely,that they will be_ exposed to images of their future role and conse~entl:r 
it is important to examine the concept of the ideal secretary as presented to 
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jthem during training. Ideally, one should P..xa.mine the prescriptions for 
success. which are canvassed by the various training establishments, but in 
lieu of ~·systematic data, it has been necessary to draw one•s information· 
.. 
from a number of advice manuals for intending secretaries. 
The perfect secretary is expected to combine in herself a mixture of 
abilities and qualities in much the same w~ as the perfect wife. Not only 
must she be capable ,_of certain ~; n_i mal speeds on the typewriter and when ' 
taking dictatio~, just as wives must di~pl~ a certain bare level of competence 
with a frYing pan, but she must also 'understand• her boss, just as a wife 
must be sensitive to her husbandls. whims and moods: 
1Study him closely; tread llarily during the first few weeks; 
_get to know his "likes and dislikes, his every mood. Find out 
the best time to interrupt him, if interrupt him you must. 
Gradually adjust your methods of working to fit in more easily 
with his. A lacl:: of understanding will mar your success as 
a· secretary.• (39) 
In view of the similarity which exists between the duties of wives and 
secretaries in relati~n to their _male superiors, Benet has referred to the 
. ' 
girls of the office a~ 'substitut_e wives•. In both cases, women spend a 
great deal of time performing the drudgery, whilst men make the decisions. 
Both types of work involve endless routines of tidying up which begin again 
as soon as they are completed. Both types of ~rork are inc::"easingly mechanised 
. . 
with the result that secretaries and wives are becoming potentially more and 
more productive ra~her than less burdened with routine tasks. Furthermore, 
each woman's status derives from that of her man. Benet points out that 
there.!! a. crucial difference bet"i'reen the wif.~ and the secretary, and that is, 
their security of tenure: 
·•Even the ~rea..."ltest marriage is longer-lasting than a work partnership, 
and much:harder to get out of. iiives can use money, sex, the 
children, bad temper, and an almost infinite number of other 
weapons to get their tray, but insecurity keeps the se·cretary sweet.• 
(40) 
~ view of the strong market position of contemporary secretaries, one 
cannot be quite so certain that insecurity alone would prevent them from 
voicing .:heir grievances. 'It seems Diore likely that their loyalty and sub-
' . 
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;missbteness,. l"lhere it exists_, may. ·be attri"t"'.lted in part to the emphasis on 
i 
·these qualities encountered duri~1g training. 'i'"nere is a prevalent opinion, 
canvassed especially by the manuals, that 'the bess is ali-:rays right, even when 
. . . 
he is wrong'. Intending secretaries are frequently informed that the strength 
of the boss is right_-hand woman lies in her ability to defer to his judgments, 
and that a.nY errors ~)n his part lii\ls·t be communicated to him in the most 
roundabout w~ possible. Any weal.messes on his part mu.st be 'ul1derstoodi 
and managed. "The secretary who expresses dissatisfaction with her employer's · 
time-keeping or manners is in 4anger of jeopardising her 'highly person~ 
relationship' with him, if not her future as a Golden Giri Executive. 
The perfect secre,tary, like the perfect wife, knows her place. Not 
only are" girls cautioned to know their station, but bosses are told how to 
ensure that this shall be so. In her advice to employers, Lewis-Smith 
writes: 
'Every secretary should have, a job description, carefully liritten 
and linked w-;here relevant t,o her bossVs (or boss-~s•) job 
·descriptions. !-!a.ke sure s'ne knoi-IS exactly ;.:hat is expected. 
of her and hOii you like your office run. Lay it on the line! 
A lot of secretaries just don't knot'l. 1 (41) 
In. this handbook, managers are fUrther cautioned to make sure that they 
can distin~sh between: 
•Jobs onl,.y you can do; jobs your secretary could do w-li th guidance/ 
training; (and} jobs no manager should do, e.g. filing.• (42) 
The extent to ·which secretaries are 1-lilling to do 'jobs which no manager 
should do 1 is quite remarkable. One survey discovered-that Bo% of secretaries 
were willl.ng to run errands, and 74% were will~ to do <the shopping for their 
bosses and their families.(43) Perhaps it is these sort of activities which 
are thought to ~istinguish the exceptional girls from the merely capable ones, 
or,. as one textbook informs its readers, 'little things mean a lot 1 .(44) 
~e perfect· secreta..r;i .. exudes an a..."ltiseptic femini ty. T'nere is great 
attention to the cultivation of this quality in the manuals and one suspects, 
durir.:.g training. The ideal secretary must not only achieve a perfect balance 
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. bet'tll'een appea:ring att~active and competent, but ·must a.lso ensure that all her 
bodily func~ions are in ~od, working order: 
'Is your hair sparkling clean and free from da..11d.ruff? Do you 
see to it that your breath is clean and. srreet smelling? (Especially 
after a meal 'td th onions.) . Do you bathe daily? Do you use a :. 
good deodorant every day? Are your clothes spctless and free 
from perspiration odour? Do you shave underarms and legs 
regularly?& (45) 
Woe _betide the b~rl who isn't using Amplex. If her best_friend won't 
.tell her, then_her boss surely w111. 
'~e would-be secretary is cautioned against any attempt to appear sexy 
or glamorous, particularly when attending an interview. In the opiniori. 
of the manuals, such a presentation of self would automatically disqua.l_ify the 
candidate. Since the boss's secretary is his personal status symbol, her 
appearance reflects on him, ·and therefore he no more wants a blonde, mini-
skirted bombshell for his First Lady of the Office than he' would want . such 
a woman. ·for his wife. 
Not much is known about the preferences of bosses themselves in this 
matter. · It is quite likely that they feel that sex must not rear its head 
during dictation sessions, although it may be quite acceptable when flaunted 
b,y the pretty little filing clerk down the corridor. Accordingly, there 
~ be a tendency to hire girls who are not overtly sexy - to keep the 
flamboyantly attractive ones at a safe distance in the typing pool where they 
can do no harm to the business-like image: 
•An attractively turned-out secretary is not only·a decorative 
asset; her tasteful appearance marks her as being- pretty smart 
and the boss as quite a clever fellow for having chosen her.• (46) ·. 
. . 
The perfect secretary is thus like the perfect office - unadorned ~d 
uncluttered, yet contributing towards the establishment of a eomfortable 
environment for the careworn boss. 
:I 
The perfect secretary must never be idle a busy secretary denotes a 
busy executive ••• or does she? Korda believes that this obsession with being 
continually on the go is . :nothing more than •a hysterical charade played 
. -.··;· 
l .I 
. out for o~her :'leople'·s benefit.(47) 
! 
!~st girls who are active all the time 
are simply experts in.the art of 0making n~rk', they are merely keeping up 
appearances·· for the sake of their- own and their boss's image in the eyes of_ 
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othe.rs. The manuals-. give a great deal of advice on ·how to be super-ef:ficient, 
although it is equally possible to regard this infor~tion as useful tips on 
making work for the otherwise inactive secretary: 
•When Evelyn'.s bqss had to go to an office in an out-:-of-the-wa.y 
_part of the_c~ty, Evelyn ~houghtfully worked out the shortest 
route and typed up the directions so that he liould have no dif-
ficulty changing trains and finding his. way. These are the 
thoughtful little acts that relieve an executive of bothersome 
details and impress upon.him that you·are capable of more than 
routine work.' (48) · 
This extract aiso draws attention to the fact that th~ perfect secretary 
must be .. ,something of a mother figure. When she is not tidying up her desk 
for the nth time, or striving to produce a perfect letter, she must be trying 
to look after her boss. She should ensure that he does not get lost on 
trips to remote parts of the city, she shc:>uld buy his favourite. sandwiches 
for his coffee-break, ·and she shquld make excuses for him to other people. 
The perfect secretary is thus not only required to maintain high standard~;> 
of proficiency as a human word'processor, but is expected to evolve a relation-
ship with ~er employer where she must act out the roles of wife and mother, and 
where deference is the· key to success, but not to promotion. T".llere is some-
thing curiously old-fashioned about this superwoman of the textbooks and 
training courses. In ~ w~s she is the twentieth century version of the 
mal,e clerk of a former age - a picture of uncomplaining servitude ma.d.e tolerable 
/ 
by never-to-be-fUlfilled aspirations for the future. A number of what are 
thought to be essentially female characteristics ha~ been grafted on to the 
image of the id~al secretary, but the past and present versions d.ispl~ a 
remarkable similarity. 
~· Barriers to Promotion in Secretarial Careers 
As we have seen, ma.n;y trainee secretaries are encouraged to regard the 
years spent at the typ,m~oTi ter as a preliminary stage in the process of 
becoming a junior executive,' yet few girls ever cross the big. divide without 
·:taking a' ~peci~U. course of trai~. 
! 
In this sectior., the factors which 
. render ·secretarial work more of a cul-de-sac than a stepping stone to the 
·bright lights will be considered. 
A number of wri't!;!rs have suggested that one of the main factors t-1hich . 
... :. 
confine women to the ~ower rungs of the office ladder is the belief among · 
employers that fe~es tend to be 'unstable' employees. Employers are 
reluctant to promote· or to train ~mployees whom they feel.are unlikely to· 
stay with the firm very long. This attitude bedevils the occupational 
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progression of women in the field of non-manual 'h"Ork and yet it is based_· only 
on half-truths. It is true tha.t ·.the majority of British evidence supports 
the notion that tromen in employment generally exhibit higher turnover rates 
than tho_se of men, but this is· not necessarily the case with all occupational 
groups, nor is it true of all age-groupings. Pettman, in a review of 
research literature bearing upon this issue, concludes that 'the hypothesis re-
lating turnover to the sex of the employee is, as yet, neither substantiated 
nor refuted 1 .(49) 
One is-inclined to doubt whether~ employers who subscribe to the 
~othe_sis have actually undertaken a thoroughgoing review of the relevant 
research data. It seems likely that their attitudes are based rather upon 
fallacious or simplistic perceptions of women and' their attitudes to ~iOrk. 
Wild and Hill have listed what they consider to be 'the most commonly advanced 
reasons for female'labour turnover: 
•a. The ·existence of a restless 'roving population•. 
bo The large number of young people employed. __ 
c. The inherent irrationality and unpredictability of women. 
d. The availability of other jobs. 
e. Pregnancy or illness. 
f. The existence of better paid jobs elsewhere. 
g. . Domestic difficulties. 
h. ·.Leaving the di~trict.• (50) 
Although they co~cede that· there-may be a grain of truth in the first four 
reason~, these are dismissed as common fallacies. The remaining four ar~ 
not fallacies, in their opinion, but 'f' and 'g' are factors over which firms 
could exert some con~rol if ;they so wished, thus reducing the volume of 
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.'turnove;r and avoiding 1:tiastage of· labour'. Pregnancy, illness and geographical 
mobility ar~ beyond the firm's control and 'rander a certain amount of' labour 
turnover virtually i~~vitable 1 • According.to their own research findings 
relating to a sample ~f female operativeE in the electronics industry, 51.7% 
of leavers were quitting their jobs for reasons which were theoretically 
within the firm's control. Furt~ermore, job dissatisfaction was pronounced 
amongst those who we~e leaving fo.r these re.asons. In other words, the pull 
of a better paid job elsewhere was often matched by the push of the boring, 
. . 
unsati~fying, depressing nature or the job they were leaving. Similarly, 
a st~ ~Y Harris & Clausen of labour mobility amongst men and.women found that 
of the six recsons which accounted for the highest proportions of' job 
changes by women,dissatisf'action .with the work itself' was third highest on 
the list.(51) 
The attitude held by employers in relation to job turnover amongst women 
appear to have something of' the·character of a self-fulfilling prophecy. 
Since employers antic1pate that women are likely to leave their jobs, they do 
not give them responsible positions, nor train them for more interesting. and 
more skilled work. Many women become frustrated and bored in these undemanding 
occupations and event~ly leave for what they hope will be greener pastures, 
and in the process·· confirm the views of the employers that women are unstable 
members of' the labour force • 
. According to Silverstone's research among London secretaries the only 
strategy which bosses have" evolved in order to try to stem the tide of labour 
turnover, is to offer higher and higher salaries. Employers in London, it 
appears, believe quite erroneously that 'a high salary is the most effective 
wa:i of att'racting and keeping staff' .(52) It has not occurred to them that 
turnover might be reduced by opening up promotion channels for secretaries, or 
simply by giving them more ·responsibility. Apparently the turnover rates are 
very high in London~. which Silverstone feels is partly due to the preponderance 
of young women, some of whom leave their jobs to get married and have children, 
and some"of whom are.simply dissatisfied. Again, employers do not appear to 
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have reacted to this in what woUld seem to be a.nobvious manner by tryir..g to 
·recruit older women. · Older females are much more l~kely to remain in their 
jobs as the. follo~ng table suggests: 
TABLE 4• Turnover -·Percentages of FUll~Time EmPl~yees Employed By Their 
Emoloyer for Less Than 12 Jlionths - Aoril 1974. ·'. 
~ 
18-20 
21-24 
25-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
60--64 
Women Non-Manual tiorkers 
(18 and over) 
39.9 
35.2 
27.1 
23.3 
17.8 
10.3 
8.3 
Source: New Earnings Survey 1974, Part E 
Whilst employers prefer to regard high turnover as a fact of life, 
rather than to make an attempt to arrest it in ways which are based on an 
informed knowledge of the characteristics of female office·workers, a .major 
ideological and practical barrier obstructs the path of those women who 
wish to make it to the conference table, or of those who would simply like 
a more i~teresting, responsible job. 
A second problem which may be encountered by the ambitious secretar.y, 
is male prejudice. The notion that women exhibit high rates of turnover is 
at least based on some degree of fact 1 but the notion that 'women aren't 
cut out for business•, the view that 'they haven't got what. it takes•, ·can 
make no appeal but to the stereotypes-which inhabit the mind. The iesson of 
both World rlars was that 1-romen have to be seen doing a job before they are 
believed to be capable of doing it, and. at the. _present tl.me, very fel'r wome~ 
have been seen executing management functions. Employers often declare that 
they are more t~~ willing to promote their secretaries and to1give them more 
responsible positions but one looks in vain for evidence that they follow their 
intentions through. That m~ employers fail to practise what they preach 
is evinced by the findL~gs of several ~reys conducted.by the Alfred F4rks 
Bureau. One of these, carried out in 1972, found tha.t,7~ of',bosses considered 
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that their secr-9taries 'WC::i.~e wo.rthy. of promotion, yet only 45% said thc'.t they 
would be t-:illing to promote them to a junior ma.~ement'.position.(53) Korda 
is of the opinion that there is more than a hint of male chauvinism in the··-· 
office. He considers that the characteristics which.would be rewarded. in an 
aspiring young man would be severely censured in an aspiring young woman. 
A man is assertive, a woman is bitchy; a man shows signs of lmowing when 
to· ta.k:e the ~nitiative, a woman always·i'Tants her otm t-ray; a man requests 
the opinions of his more experienced colleagues, a woman is a troublesome 
nuisance who has no confidence in her own judgments. According to Korda, 
if a woman is not permitted to progress up the career ladder by displaying 
those attributes which are required of men, she is obliged to use feminine 
\~les to get her there. For this, she will be accused of being temperamental 
and emotional, and told to stop acting like a woman.(54) 
An interesting theory regarding male chauvinism in the office and its 
implications for female advancement is suggested by Benet. In her O,Pinion, 
there has been something of a managerial revolution during the past few 
decades, not in the sense that Burnham meant, but in a direction identified by 
Bell.(53) Although managers today represent the largest property ot·ming group 
among the population, they cannot compare in this respect t-dth the owner-managers 
of early industrial.capitalism. Unlike the latter group, neither the .position 
nor the status of modern management is assured. Accordingly, the chief executive 
of the 1970s attempts to resolve his status ~iety throug~ the pursuit of 
success, and fUrthermore, by surrounding himself rtith the symbols of achievement. 
,.,· 
One of these •status trappings•. writes Benet,···is the secretary. · The display 
of sexual superiority which her presence affords the boss, confirms him in a 
. ! . 
position· of power and authority. An employer is unlikely, therefore~ to under-
mine his status, albeit anchored on delicate foundations, b,y promoting his 
: ' ' 
subaltern to a pc si tion similar to his own, or by transforming in any way the 
master/slave colouring .. of their relationship. This theory would certainly seem 
to go some "Ta::f towards explaining the, reluctance of ma.riy managers to offer their 
'! . 
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·secretaries more exalted positions. ~ri their ccmpanieso At the sama time, 
it is possible that many men simply cannot tolerate the"idea of a woman 
as an equal·in t.he ·sphere of executive functions. 
The presence or absence of discrimination is exceedingly hard to 
prove and one is usually unable to do more than infer- its existence in a 
particular situation from the eyidence available. A belief in the presence 
of-discriminatory attitudes within a work context ~J~owever, be an important 
component of women's assessment of their chances for promotion. . According 
. ' 
to E1sy and Shaw,the majority of their female respondents considered that 
women in clerical work could not gain promotion as easily as men: 
'Of the various reasons given, discrimination by men against 
women is cited most frequently and the next most frequent 
response is that preference is given to men. These two 
responses were given by 48% of all women responding.' {56) 
A third reason why secretaries rarely become manageme~t executives is 
that some of them do not seek promotion of this kind. It ~ be that their 
career aspirations are tailored during training, and subsequently, during 
social interaction with bosses and other secretaries. If the trainee 
~ecretary learns and accepts that the greatest achievment is to secure a 
job in close proximity to a famous, important, glamorous man, it is quite 
possible that she would never wish to attain anything beyond that goal. For 
such women, promotion t~~es on a quite different meaning - it is synonymous 
with the acquisition of a job as handmaiden to Mr. Big. Tnese girls enjoy 
the kudos w~ch attaches to this role and do not ~~tertain ·thoughts of moving 
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into the arena of decision-making. It is this lr~d of .·secretary who considers 
.·. 
. .. 
that there is no comparison whatsoever between her functions and those of her · 
. . 
boss. · For her, the secretary and her boss are as distinct a~ chalk and cheese 
in terms of the1r responsibilities and abilities, and to think otherwise would 
constitute delusions of gr~~eur. The girl who was voted Top Secretary in 
1972 represents an example of the kind of secretary who regards herself as 
:f"unctionally different,· if not inferior to her employer: 
'I couldn't, for exc:Llple, do rrr:J boss• s j'obo He is. a I!lan ~d th 
a. string of technical qualifications, and my role is to relieve 
him of as much non-technical work as possible.' (57) 
This girl vras the private secretary to the Engineer and l·ia.nager of a 
Water Boar~, and whilst ~ne would not dispute that her employer's job 
probably involved the application of a great deal of specialised knowledge, 
there is a clear implication here that the secretary has taken over at least 
some of the mana:gerial functions, which ·would seem to be at odds with her . 
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self-image. It is this kind. of. self-im;age, ho'l-:ever, lihich tends to perpetuate 
the status·quo. 
According to Silverstone, most secretaries recognise that promotion is 
unlikely to mean anything other than working for a higher status boss. 
However;·· few of her respondents placed any value on this qualified form of 
promoti.on, whereas most of them attached a great deal of importance to that 
kind of promotion which entailed greater responsibility and more interesting 
work. 'Only four per cent of her respondents felt that they would be, likely 
to experience this latter kind of elevation.(58) Indeed, when one assesses 
the definitions of secretaries themselves, in accounting for the rarity of their 
progression into high status, highly retr~ded responsible posts, it would seem 
that it is their resignation to the inevitable rather than a low level of 
ambition which is t~e most important determining factor. Furthermore, as 
Silverstone points out, the existence of two types of promotion, one for male 
'junior' executives and the other for female secretaries· tends to struct~e 
the perceptions of employers as well: 
./' 
.·. 
•rr it is accepted that secretarial advancement is achieved by 
~~rking for more eminent people, then there is no need to incorporate 
secretaries into the normal promotion hierarchy of an organisation.• 
(59) 
Finally, it is appropriate to dispense with the n~~thesis that secretaries 
do not seek and therefore gdin promotion because they are more interested'in 
seeking husbands. Lockwood, it' will be remembered, goes so far as to sa:y 
that young girls regard the office itself as a marriage marke.t a view which 
ll7a 
carries the implication that the quest for a partner displaces any interest 
in career progression • According to Benet, however; no more than 5% of 
.. 
office girls in the u.s. and England meet th~ir husbands in the 'enormous 
file', and, in her opin~on, this poor record would surely discourage man.y 
husband-hunters from tr,ying this method.(6o) This is not to say that office 
romance'is a phenomenon which· only exists. in the m±Ddsof novelists and 
·nairid Lockwood. Evidence on this subject is extremely thin, since most 
Studies Of \·Thi te-colla.r 't'10rk as of othe~ OCCUpations have maintained a strictly 
clinical interest in modes of interaction in the workplace. If one is prepared 
to accept the rather unconventional methodology used by Quinn in his study of 
1 The formation, impact and management of romantic relationships in o~ganisations' 
which consisted of interviews \i.Lth people with time to kill in airport lounges, 
then it would seem that office affairs are widespread. Of the 130 men and 
women he accosted, all had either had an office affair or had witnessed one 
'close to•.(61) However, he found that the most common type of affair was 
'the flingi, which was in essence a search for excitement or sexual experience, 
and one which people entered into with the .expectation that it would last only 
a short time. He also found that the most common affair was one which involved 
a male boss and a female subordinate, but not an immediate subordinate. T'.:1.is 
view is shared by B~net and Korda, who consider that most bosses prefer to 
maintain their office sex and romance either on the plane of fantasy or else 
at a safe distance, rather than to have it t~st upon the~ during dictation 
sessions. Thus, whilst one would not deny that there are sexual undertones 
to office life, it is necessar.y to distinguish· an interest in flirtation and 
affairs, which, after all, involve both men and women, from husband-hunting. 
I 
The existence of the·latter has not been satisfactorily documented and it is time 
that this ridiculous perception of the female secretary as office predator is 
:' 
dismantled once and for all. While it persists, it constitutes part of.the 
ideological ammunition of those who wish to keep the secretary in her place. 
d. Sources of ~-r·ork Satisfaction and. Uork Dissatisfaction am~n.s; Secretaries 
According to ~enet 1 office girls have experienced dissatisfaction ~nth 
" 
·their job~ for ?ver half a centurr.(62) 
/ 
In her book she cites the findings 
.of an American study cor;,ducted in i925 l·rhich imre.stiga.ted the social and 
educational:background of office gi~ls, and ~heir aspirations for the future~ 
.. 
liS .. 
Amongst those girls wh.o were leaving their jobs, the most important rea~ons. for 
the decision to resi~ were that they \"ranted to go back ·to school, they \·ra.."'lted · 
a change ~or· they sa:\; no future in their current occupation. ( 63) 
no,.,, marriage did not come very high up on the list of rea:sons. 
Then, as. 
It would 
seem then, tha~ despite the limited range of alternatives to office work 
and th~ fact that it compared very favourably in terms of remuneration and 
status with other work for girls, \iomen at that time did not invariably stay 
with their office jobs and count their blessings. L"'l Benet's opinion, the 
fact tha~ office life disappointed girls almost from the ver,Y beginning, 
·partly explains the falling marriage age during the 20th century. According 
to her, many girls have regarded marriage as an escape route from the drudgery 
of the office. Although this is an interesting idea, which reverses the 
traditional stereo.tiPe· that women• s boring jobs reflect their preoccupation 
with finding husbands,· it is impossible to verify this assertion in view of the 
absence of any relevant historical data. From a purely speculative point of 
. . 
view, one would have thought it. unlikely that girls cf the twenties and thirties 
regarded marriage in this w~ -, as some kind of last resort - when one recalls 
the social and economic climate of the period. Feminism was at a low ebb, 
and where it exist~d, it~. was refo~mist rather than revolutionary, seeking to 
elevate the domestic conditions of the wife and mother rather than to challenge 
the traditional role of women. Marriage wa~f·regarded as an altogether natural 
destiey. Jobs on the whole were scarce, and it wa~ deemed more appropriate for 
men to fill the~. It is· possible that the unappetising nature of office work 
was one factor which propelled some girls towards matrimony, but it is important 
·to recognise that th~s would have been only one of several reasons, and the 
same mU.st be said of all subsequent generations of office girls. 
As we cautioned in the previous chapter, it is essential that one does 
not typ:lfy or label certain types of work as boring, monotonous or unre~ing 
• .. - ,..~ ... ~ ..... ·~'"''" .~.! ..... ,.-. ···:• ,· ..,. .. .,._1 .,. _:;. •• ..,- ....... ,.: ··~···· ........ r· 1 •. ~. 
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without·re~erenc~ to the attitudes o~ ·the workers themselves. The nex:t task .. 
therefore, is to investigate "j;he l·lork attitudes ~-nong secretaries more direc·tly -
to document the Axtent o~ job satisfaction and dissatisfaction, and to consider 
possible explanations for the patterns which emerge. The picture 1-1hich ~~eems 
to. emerge from t:ne evidence available is one of girls i·rno, for the most part, 
enjoy their jobs, but who are cl~arly dissatisfied with certain aspects of 
their.employment situation. It seems fairly clear from the available surveys 
that a principal_ source of job ·dissatisfa~tion among secretaries is the lack 
of opportunities ~or promotion or for the exercise of a greater degree of 
responsibility. The conclusions of an Alfred 1-fa.rks Survey conducted in 
1974 b~re as follows: 
•One .. rather distressing conclusion we have to drali from this 
sur.vey is that the executive secretary has not progressed in 
··terms of responsibility since 1·1e last took a look at her five 
years ago. Although lie 1-1ere looking at the job descriptions 
of 104 of Britain's top secretaries, there was a high incidence 
of limited job satisfaction and misuse of highly trained and 
effective woma.?J.-po~rer.• (64) 
'This.opinion is shared by Silverstone, who ~ou.~ that there was a feeling 
of disillUsionment among her secretarial respondents, which could be partly 
explained in terms of 'the great lack of promotion opportunities•.(65) 
They placed a high value on jobs whichoffered variety and interest, freedom 
from supervision, responsfbili ty, a sense of achievement ,and opportunities to use 
their initiative. Yet secretarial jobs, b,y their ver.y nature, do not displ~ 
these characteristics. In response to the frustrations which this situation 
yields, many secretaries frequently change jobs in the hope that they will 
,.. 
discover a firm which will offer them a more int-eresting, responsible post. ' 
It seems that the sense of frustrated ambition experienced by many secretaries 
I 
is exacerbated by the expectations of achievem~ generated by their social 
and educational bacY~ounds. Top secretaries, in particular, are usually 
:I 
draWn. from the middle-cla.ss and have emerged from grammar or public schools . 
lath a handfUl of •o• and possibly •A• level passes and-it is not unknown for 
them to have a de~ee.(66) According to Benet, of those college graduates in 
i . 
. .. .. .-~ ........... -.. -, 
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·. t~e u.s.A. 1iho 5_.:; not join the teaching profession, about 10 pc::r cent 'become 
_-=... 
secretaries and clerical l-:orkers.(67) In fact, about one-fifth of women in 
the u.s.A. with four y~ars of college education ~rork at unskilled and semi-
skilled jobs as clerks, ·service wo~kers, factory operatives, and cooks and sales 
assistants. Tne figures in Britain are not as dramatic as these but there can 
be little doubt that there is a certain lack of congruence between educational 
achievement and the realities .of occupational choice for women in this country, 
with the consequence that a number of well-qualified girls are obliged to take 
up secretarial work in lieu of any alternatives. Certainly, the significance 
: of a 'Graduate Girls' Secretarial Employment Agency cannot be dismissed lightly. 
If the Director of the Centre for Secretarial Studies at Strathclyde University 
, .is corre~t, that the secretary of the future is more rather than less likely 
·to have a degree, then assuming that the opportunities for promqtion and the 
exercise of greater responsibility among secretaries remains static, dissatisfaction 
· is likely to increase. 
A second source of dissatisfaction among secretaries is the experience of 
under-utilisation. A number of secretaries find that they are never fully 
occupied, and this generates acute boredom. Silverstone found that the majority 
of her respondents always or nearly always had work to do, but a series of 
letters on this subject in the correspondence column of the Guardian in 1974 ~~g-
ested that boredom was by no means unusual: 
·~ihat is going on? I've finished my book, come to a difficult 
bit in·my knitting which I•ll have to ask someone's advice about, 
·painted my nails, and rung_every friend I canthi~ of ••• now 
.what do I do? I've been a London secretary for some five years 
and have never yet managed to find a job which didn't involve an 
obligatory one third of every day spent in trying to ward off 
boredom. If I complain I•m offered more money... It isn't just 
me either. Every time I have a moan to friends about my inactivity 
they SWear that it IS the same everY1ihere • I ( 68) . 
This original letter g~nerated a great deal of correspondence from 
secretaries and even employers for, whom the above had obviously struck a 
familiar note. In the opinion of one manager who wrote to the Gua.rdia.'l, 
the under-utilisation of the secre-tary is the result of a number of fea~ures 
of office life.(69) Firstly, it results from the unwillingness of rna-~ managers 
jto share the services of a single··secretary .. This l'rould be tantamou...J.t to 
I . 
losing one's special parking place in the car park, or one's access to the 
executive dining room •. Employers regard th~ir personal female assistants 
as one of the perks of the job, and are therefore umri.lling to relinquish 
exclusive rights to such a very important status symbol. Secondly, some 
bo_sses regard their ·secretaries as a '~1orktime version of the lj.ttle woman 
/ 
a.t home' and expect "them to do no .more than look pretty a.""ld make tea: from 
time to· time'.-. "Such 1M.c.P.s• would scoff at the viel'r that a secretary 
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should b~ a colleague and an e~ u. Thirdly, secretaries tend to establish 
demarcation lines and restrictive practices which represent •massive obstacles 
to a more flexible use of their services•. Fourthly, secretaries are often 
under-utilised, but this may be offset by the number of occasions on which 
t:P.ey are very much over-utilised. This is often a reflection of the boss's 
own workload, but it also indicates the haphazard nature of work organisation 
in many offices. F1nally, most .secretaries lack the training necessary for 
more involved work in,their departments. Once they have completed the typing, 
Shorthand and filing, they often lack the training which would enable them 
to exec.ute more respc:msible tasks. FUrthermore, even where they possess the 
training they are seldom encouraged to make fUll use of it. 
Accordin~ to one article in a management journal, •secretarial under-
employment is a phenomenon often recognised by efficiency experts.• It goes 
on to cite a former editor of a secretarial ~zine who considers-that the ~der-
employment of a secretar.y increases as her boss rises in. the executive gal~: 
/ 
'T,ypically where a boss needs a secret~J most is when he's on 
the lower end of the echelons, and where the volume of work he 
. ·will produce that requires transcribing and typing nll be heavy. 
As the boss moves up the ladder, his needs may change, he ~ 
not produce as much doc·~entation, he will probably travel more -
and she ~ just sit around and do his Christmas card list. But 
.even if she has little to do, he's still entitled to a secreta.ry. 1 (70) 
EVen th:e top secretary, therefore~ may be obliged to 'make work• or t·o · 
covertly indulge her reading preferences in the shelter of.the filing system. 
The secretary is expected t~ look busy even when she is not - an experience which 
' ·-":. .. ,--. .. ' ' •· ''':' ;• -.. •r~l·' ,,.._.,,-,, . ..,, "': •• 
/ .. l22e 
. one secretary ~ited in the a~ove article des~ribed as one· of the most 
! 
· oppress.ive fun~tions she had ever performed. 
. . 
A further source of job dissatisfaction among secretaries has been 
identified by Silve~stone. It appears that many secretaries feel that. the 
status of the occupat.ion has declined in recent years. There is a general 
. . 
impression among them that •standards have fallen' and that they are contin-
uing to .decline.(71) The same finding emerged fi.om an Alfred :f.la.rks Survey in 
1974: 
'These senior women clearly feel that their own position is being 
eroded by the general deterioration L~ standards. Such deterioration 
·is clearly affecting the· usefulness of the secretarial career as 
a ~tepping stone into management levels for 1-1omen.' (72) 
As far as the London situation is concerned, it appears that this belief 
among senior l'lomen is not without foundation. According to Silverstone, the 
age structure of the female secretarial work force in that area is extremely 
unbalanced towards the younger age-groups, as compared. with the age structure 
of the female working -population 'as a l'lhole. The result of this imbalance 
is that employers tend to offer quite senior positions to girls who are both 
young and relatively inexperienced. Owing to the chronic shortage of office 
staff in Central London, employers have no choice in the matter. Many of 
Silverstone's respondents regarded this development as highly damaging to 
the status of· executi~e secretaries.(73) 
In this situation, where girls who have barely emerged from their 
training colleges are free to style themselves as experienced secretaries, it 
is not surprising perhaps that the older woman feels threatened. She has 
spent years clawing her WCl\Y to the top, bending over backwards to please ma.l.e 
executives, becoming expert at producing the instant smile for boorish clients, 
producing 'gallons of tea and_ coffee, and what does she find?-••• the bosses now 
prefer beauty and youth to experience. Some li t~le teenager manages to find 
a shor~-cut into~ office, yet all she has to offer is speedwriting and a 
certificate from one of those crash courses in . typing& 
.. 
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f These appre.hensions on the part of the olC.::::r 't'IOma.D secretary exactly 
· parallel the fears which male clerks of the 1880s entertained 'limen their 
occupational territories liere invaded by w"'men. Then, as now, these 
anxieties found expression in the formation of quasi-union organisations. 
. . 
In 1970, the Executive Secretaries Association was founded, and it has 
developed a very sel.ective recruitment policy. Those applying £or membership 
have to be over twenty-five, have shorthand, and they have to be working for 
. . . 
top management·9nly~ Although the Association has several aims, it is very 
much concerned with establis~g the superior status of the secretary, as 
its founder points ou~: 
'Anyone who can type these d~s calls herself a secretary. We 
call them typists.• (74) 
Thus, while it is ciear that the status of a secretary (or rather, her 
lack of it) within a particular compaQY is an important key to her work satis-
faction, it is also important to take into account the status of the occu-
pational group as a whole, when c,onsidering an individual's attitudes to work. 
. ' 
' 
A fourth so~ce of-dissatisfaction, according to Silverstone, is the 
submissive, self-effacing role ·which many secretaries are obliged to assume. 
She maintains that some secretaries resent playing traditional feminine roles 
in the office - 'the little woman• with notepad instead of a frying pan. 
of them are conscious th~t they are human status-~r:mbols there to buttress their 
·boss's ego rather than to play a significant part in the execution.of his 
duties.(75) ~e secretary's day is riddled with domestic acts ranging from 
pouring out the boss's coffee to tidying up hi~ desk, and even the most exalted 
personal assistant is required to adopt the handmaid pOsture on occasions. 
Some of the chores which ~ecretaries are asked to perform by their bosses would 
not even be demanded of 1iives. ~ contest organised by w.o.~-r. (~lomen Office 
rlorke~s) in 1977· to deter~ne the most ridiculous chore asked of office workers 
by their bosses elicited some very bizarre entries. One secretary maintained 
that she had to take her boss's toupee to be d_~-cleaned and re-styled. Another 
:=:::::- . -·-. --- ·---
--~--
..... -:······· ·~ -
·; 
~aid that she had to clean her boss's false ·~e.eth. Tha -:.·.rinner of the contest 
was a secretary who had to pluck out her boss's grey hairs and who at one 
stage had been required to shave off his mous-l;ache, __ taking photographs of 
'before' and 'aft.er' .- ( 76) 
- . . . 
However, in- the opinion of Bernard l·farks, Chairman of the Alfred r.1a.rks-
Bureau, the supporting role which secretaries are expected to pl~ represents 
a major source of job satisfaction: 
'Whatever o;ur friends in the \rlomen':i? Lib movement say, it is, 
_in my view, an absolutely natural, classically appropriate role 
for ·women. They l'Ta.nt to feel needed, they tiant to feel wanted, 
they want to feel that th'ey'~e contributing tovrards the success 
of the man. It's rather l-ike being an office wife - and that, 
real~y, is the v~y of describing a secretary's role.• (77) 
According to one ~f the surveys conducted by his orgaDisation, 80% of 
secretaries are quite satisfied vdth their supportive role and have no desire 
to take ·over from their bosses. At the same time, they would like to 'play 
a more important and, val-uable part in the boss-secretary partnership'.(78) 
Even l~cia Williams, ~ho is often supposed to be personally ambitious, has 
I 
' 
said that she prefers the support~ve role of the secretary, and is ambitious 
for the people she works for rath~r than for herself.(79) 
It is impor~ant therefore, that one does not overstate the degree of 
work dissatisfaction which secretaries subjectively experience. Most of them, 
like most wives, no doub~, are basically -sa~isfied ~nth their role, although 
they may feel that_the work tasks themselves are rather boring and repetitive, 
and would pref~r to be more closeiy involved With the execution of their 
boss's own activities. l·fureover, even thougP: there are·· some anxieties about 
the future status of the occupation, the levels of remuneration and the prestige 
of the vrork compare very favourably v.rith other female dominated occupations. 
In this respect, the positio~ of _the modern secretarJ greatly resembles that 
of the male clerk of the ~88os. The latter, it ~~11 be remembered, often held 
a ver-.f:lo~tly status in his -own firm, yet there was the consolation of knowing that-
he was much better off than his blue-collar co~~terpa~ts. 
1970s may compare her situation with different occupations, and judge herself 
-..... _ ...................... ~- ..... ,~.-~-~: 
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' 
fO be better paid, and to.have the· benefit ~f superior working conditions, or 
she liley look dol-m· the corridor at the typing pool battalions and think how 
'· 
lucky she is not·to.be ~onfined to a machi~e all day, far from the more 
exciting environs of the. executives' suite. All this does·not mean that·the 
.... 
secretary is never exploited, discriminated against, under-retrerded or prevented 
from realising her.ambitions, but one is obliged to recognise the fact that her 
job mey yield her a ,great deal of satisfaction, and meet all her expectal:ions.(80) 
e. Is the Secretary Really ~recessa.ry? , 
The role of the secretary has remained very much unchanged for the last 
fifty or so years, but. the spectre. of technology hangs like the sword of 
Damocles over the traditional boss-secretary relationship. Tne introduction 
of.the dictating mach1ne has already shown that shorthand is theoretically 
o~solete, and now the ~I's word-processing machine, introduced in 1965, 
threatens to completely transform· the office environment. This is intended 
to speed up the production of correspondence, albeit at considerable cost, 
b,y mechanising it and 
1
concentrating it in specialised 'word processing depart-
ments•. In theory, the boss no :·longer needs a persona.:L secretary, since all 
the ta~ks 1·1hich do not involve shorthand and typing can no1-1 be performed by 
one girl who is employed to keep the diaries of several executives •. 
According to Thackray, however, salesmen have· not had an easy time per-
suading employers that their secretaries are interchangeable 1<li th machines: 
•Industry sources suggest that each salesman has a quota of one 
and a half word processing centres a year to sell. The biggest 
obstacle.they face: is ~to avoid the confrontation with the 
executive who has to give up his privat.~ secreta,ry. For him that 
can be traumatic', says Daniel O'Connor,· marketing director of 
Remington Rand. One lF.ontgomery ~lard executive who was faced with the 
loss of his secretary to word processing complained, only half humor-
ously, •It's like getting a divorce. \1e 1 ve been together for six 
ye~s.• (81) 
It is·not only bosse~ who fear the threat to their status implied by the 
. . 
introduction of such.machines. Thackray mair.atains that secretaries are often 
vocal in their opposition to the idea of word processing, since it entails 
the destruction of their special relationship with one ~~, if not their rele-
' . 
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~tion to ~ typing pool. 
Word processing is' not the only phe11omenon i->!'hich threatens to displace 
the secretary, or ·at lea~t, to greatly transform her work situation. Computers 
are technically capable of performing many of her tasks, such as processi_;lg 
correspondence and reports: 
'The time could·come when a central office computer could master-
mind all office communicatioll.s, l'lhicb. "'.rou.l.d include the handling 
of-correspondence for outside and the monitoring of inter-office 
contacts through television and videophone... The only dictation 
the secretary l·rould then take waul~ be for very personal or con-
fidential 'correspondence, and if correspondence is analysed there 
is very little v1hich falls into this category. • (82) 
Although one might have supposed that these developments were very much 
a thing of the future, Braverman has maintained that the disappearance of the 
secretary:is imminent. In his view, the 1 drain on the corporate pocketbook' 
reJ?resented by the practice of granting secretarial_ assistance to even the 
lowliest of executives has grorm to such proportions that 1 majo~ surgery' 
lies just around the corner.(83) A similar view is canvassed in a BBC 
publication entitled •qrfice' and :in which it is also suggested that shorthand 
will either be dead or else'regarded as an oddity by the 1980s.(84) Whilst 
-both sources present a convincing account of the reasons why the secretary may 
one day follow the same path as .the dodo there is little evidence to suggest that 
the process of extinction is well underway. A weakness of Braver~~•s account 
is that it depends very heavily on the views expressed in management periodicals 
. . 
and he fails to make a clear distinction bet\ieen the strategies which are 
advocated and th~se which are currently practised. 
No matter what the future holds, one may.be certain that for the present, 
training schools continue to emphasise the importance of high speeds at shorthand 
and typing, while bosses continue to resist the displacement of their personal 
status·. symbols by imperson~l machines. And, as Thackray points out, although 
there m:ay be. a tremendous ···cumulative inefficie!lcy 1 in the traditional boss-
secretary relationship, it-does afford certain gratifications to both part'ies, 
which no machine of the future is likely to be able to match. 
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~- . The Paper ltmgle A Re~~ew of Other For~s of Female Clerical Emnloyment 
~lhile ~here has ~t least been some concern to investigate the l·rorking 
li;fe of the secretary,. the interest shown in the vast armies of filing cler!cs, 
copy and audio-typists;.· comptometer and keypunch operators, and other assorted 
paper processors of ~he office has been entirely minimal. The growth in 
.; 
their numbers has corr-esponded to the enormous gro"'Yi;h of paperwor~ during 
the twentieth century, and yet their situation· remains very much a mystery_. 
As I have already mentioned, official statistics relating to the occupa-
, . 
tional distribution of the workforce sometimes fail to make any distinction 
between different types of clerical work. Not only does this neglect the 
points of differentiation between the secretarial grades and the lower grades 
of clerical work, but it also ignores the fact that there are also subtle 
distinctions obtaining in the work situations of those who constitute the 
latter group. Conseque~tly, few generalisations can be made about the girls 
who are employed in the. lower grades of non-manual work, but it is possible 
to i~entify certain aspects of their work situation which tend to differentiate 
them, as a group, from secretaries·. In the first place, their lorork is much 
more likely to be mechanised, or in the process of becoming so. Although a 
great deal of the secretary's day is spent over the keyboard, the great range 
of other, non-mech~~ical tasks which she is expected to perform are held to 
distinguish her from the 1 mere 1 shorthand-typist. Moreover, there does seem 
to be some evidence 'that many bosses are. highly resistant to the intrusion of 
technology into the relationship tmich they share with their secretaries. Yet 
. .. 
employers are often more than l-rilling to harness machine-pOl-ler to the routine 
grades. In recent years, the division of labour has infiltrated much of the 
office, while leaVing the ~ecretary1 s _job, as yet, intact. With the exception 
of certain categories of clerk, and. supervisors, many of these office girls are 
defined_in terms of the machine they operate, in ~~ch the same way as many 
blue-collar workers. Although the degree of machine~pacing may be less pro-
· nounced in the office,- the extent to which routine office-workers use machinerJ 
' . 
/ • I 
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~s quite substantial. Machines ~ow exist 'fer almost every task, ranging 
from the 'Add.ressographi, l·:hich speeds up the process of addressing envelopes 
to clie~ts on mailing lists, to sophisticated duplicators, which produce .... _ . 
thousands of perfect copi.es at the touch of a button. 
Secondly, the jobs of c~ members of the office proletariat, as Benet 
calls the lower-grade··workers, are likely to be much more routinised than 
that of the secretari• Part of. the latter's job is to be·able to cope wfth 
the unexpected-. be this a sudden change .of.plan on the part of the boss, or 
having to inake an unusual errand. ·There is a grea·t deal of routine in h;er 
job, but there is no-one standing· close at hand, ma~ng sure that the tasks 
are done in a strict order. Those who are solely occupied with the typing 
of invoices, or the filing of insurance claims, however, encounter little 
variation in their d~-to-d~ tasks, and t?ey are often subject to the control 
of a hawk-eyed supervisor who attempts to ensure that they adhere to the 
prescribed order of duties. The unusual, in their case, is more likely to 
present itself in the fprm of a ne~ girl in the office, the installation of 
a new duplicating machine, .or a change in the procedure for making coffee, all 
of which. arouse some initial controversy and are then ~~ckly forgotten as 
life goes on as before. · In this type of job, the newcomer is obliged to 
conform to the exis~ing way of doing things, whereas the secretary is expected 
to evolve the method which suits her best. 
A third featur.e which distinguishes the z:outine grades from the secretary 
is their degree of proximity to the management, both spat~ally and socially • 
. · 
The great majority of females employed in the lower grades of·work are physically 
segregated from the environs of the executives. This is probably less true 
of smaller offices and less likely to be the case ~~th higher grades of clerks. 
t~ere, ~owever, there is a 9oncentration of females engaged on principally 
mechanical tasks, they· are o"ften situated in a spac:i,al l-tork area at some distance 
from the executive suite. Routine clerical workers, on the whole, do not hold 
highly personal relationships with the management, and indeed, they are not 
'· . 
eXpected to. Their imme.iiat_e -:tJoss- i.s much more likely to be a female -super--· 
visor, and their contact vri. th executives may be minimal.· . 
.. 
The office battalions, therefore, are in several. respects, somewhat 
distinct from the secreta.,ries, and the differentiation also extends to r~.mun-
eration, as any glimpse-at the sits. vac. columns will confirm. There are 
also only limited opportunities for promotion, even that kind of promotion which 
secretaries experience, namely, being appointed to work. for a rising star in 
the executive firmament.(86) A filing ~lerk is a filing clerk, no matter 
whether the paperwork comes from one of the.salesmen or from the managing 
director. These girls also differ from the secretaries in terms of social 
and educational backgrou_~d and training. With regard to the latter, there are 
many office jobs for which no special qualifications are required, and there 
are many_ others where the appropriate skills m~ be learnt on the job in a very 
short space of time. 
Yet while these girls may experience lower p~ and status than their 
diary-keeping siste~.they enjoy certain advantages over the girls on the 
factory-£:loor, with whom they frequently share a similar social back-ground. 
The average hourly earnings of the routine non-manual female worker do not 
greatly exceed those of the female manual operative, but their working conditions 
are very much dissimilar.· Both may experience a great deal of tedium, but the 
noise and the dirt of the factory are seldom matched by the conditions of office 
work. Office workers are vulnerable to certa~n-health haz~ds, deriving not 
only from the use of machinery but also from exposure to toxic chemicals, but the 
/ 
risks involved are somewhat different from tho-~e encountered in the factocy 
environment.(87) Fbr example, they are unlikely to find themselves trapped 
I 
in a piece of machinery nor are they likely to experience prolonged exposure to 
cancer producing substances. They are also less likely to have to clock in at 
:I 
work, or to lose pay in the event of late arrival or because of a visit to a 
doctor. The-routine office worker is more likely to have certain fringe benefits, 
'. 
such as pension schemes or sick pay benefit. 
I 
Furthermore, they are not obliged 
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to 11ear ·uriflattering overalls and h~adgea.r. Whilst a routi11e office irork~r' s 
lot may ri.ot always be a happy one, therefore, in the extent to \·zhich 'it affords 
opportunitie~ for varied, interesting work, it does at least compare f~vourably 
in certain respects tdth the lot of the female factory operative. ~iere .tl:ii. s 
not so, one would be unable to account for the· fact that a majority of women 
opt for office employment at the,point of entry to the labour market. Although. 
Braverman has .. insisted that modern clerical l·lOrk is virtually indistingUishable 
from factory employment, one is obliged t? recognise that there are subtle· 
differences;: between these two modes of employment whichr from the point of 
view of the school-leaver at least,render them qualitatively distinct.(88) 
Although one may draw a distinction between female manual workers and 
female clerks and office machine operators, and between the latter t1-ro groups 
and secretaries, it is important to recognise that clerks and operatives are 
themselves stratified. In his book on 'tthi te-collar work, Crozier points 
out that ·there is a definite hierarchy of office staff. At the very bottom, 
·he maintains, are the filing clerks, who represent 'the most dependent.of all 
employees'•. Contrary to what one might expect, ali the filing clerks in the 
Parisian insurance companies which he studied were men, but.this did not alter 
·the fact that their job was accorded little status by other employees. These 
male filing clerks had a. number of things in common- their social origins, ·their 
r~lative youth, physical isolation from other 1rorkers and a low salary. Crozier 
is inclined to regard their detachment from t'he rest of the office staff as some-
thing of an advantage: 
/' 
•It is a closed world, but, within that wbrld, file clerks enjoy 
a certain amount of autonomy. Each file clerk is assigned an 
area1br· filing; within that area the battle against· disorder 
is his alone. • 
A f'urther advantage, in Crozier's opinion, is the fact that the file 
clerk stands up to do his work : 
'Therein lies, in a certain 'sense, his glory, but also his 
servitude ••• for his 1·10rk is tiring. 1 (89) 
\ : 
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i Having beeri employed on many .".occasions as a filing clerk myself, I would 
be inclined to ~esi tate .:before characterising such work as in any way glorious, 
although I did derive some satisfaction in on~ instance whe~ I managed to 
put to rights a filing. system l·lhich had been a spectacle of utter chaos ~Then I· 
first arrived. MOre .often than not, however, filing can be backbre~~ing, · 
. . 
exhausting work, particularly in the enormous record departments of hospitals, 
insurance co~panies and other org~isations where there is· a daily deluge 'of 
paperwork to be- .carefully put ar~ay. In ~ime, no doubt, filing clerks will be 
' . 
replaced by the automated memo~j banks which do not stop for coffee and ~ chat,: 
or place information in the wrong location when they are feeling bored with the 
job. Another technical development which threatens to make the filing clerk 
redundant is the microfilm system. According to one estimate, this type of 
sy_stem can save 98% of the space needed to accommodate conventional filing system~, 
and it is therefore likely to be particularly attractive to firms at a time trhen 
rents are soaring.(90) 
T.he next group o~ workers which may be identified are keypunch operators, 
whose work involves the preparation of data for computer analysis. In Crozier's 
study, all the keypunch operatives were female, and Benet notes the same of Engiish 
and American firms.(91) In terms of skill and training, such work represents a.n 
advance on filing, although it does not require a lengthy term of apprenticeship, 
and firms are often l-.1.lling to train girls t.hemsel ves. Crozier maintains that 
wh~reas file clerks. repre_sent the white-collar_ equivalent of the unskilled manual 
labourer, _the keypunch operator is more like. 
... 
a semi-skilled machine operator • 
./ 
Accordingly, they enjoy higher rates of pay and. somewhat greater status. They 
are annexed to the machines of the future whereas the filing clerk is being 
replaced by them·. Since "there i~ a high demand for their skills, which are 
wholly·_ transferable, Crozi~r considers that the keypunch girls are less obliged 
to conform to the norms of the comp~~ they wor~ for than their unskilled sisters 
in.the enormous file. Benet, o~ the otherhand, claims that this type of worker 
is •extremely vulnerable to changes in the economic climate' and that.new macnines 
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cpnstantly threaten her job security. 
; 
This type of worker is usually segregated from other office employees, 
and Benet suggests that this fa.ct has had certa.in consequences for recruitn;.ent 
policy: 
1 Se~~estered in the computer room, she could look how she pleased ••• 
_Indeed, for the_ first time in office history, she could be black. 
Some companies. even managed to tie in computerisation ldth 'equal 
opportunity' employment policies, gettir.g credit for training and 
hiring unde~privileged girls, and staffing their computer rooms 
cheaply, l-lhile not having to cope with unfamiliar notions like 
black receptionists. The number of non-l-rhi tes in clerical employ-
ment in the u.s.A. \~"ent up by 77~~ between 1960 and 1967, compared . 
to a 23% increase in lihi t.e clerical \ororkers.' (92) 
No corresponding fig~es are available for the U.K. but the statistics 
furnished by Benet cert~inly h,ighlight the function of routinised, mechanised 
office work as a source of employment for the disinherited of the America~ 
Dream. Very little appears to be knovm about the l-rork attitude~ of keypunch 
operators, although Crozier is inclined to regard them as somewhat instru-
mentally orientated to11a.rds their t-rork. He also found that they, along 't-li. th 
' the. typists, l"lere the workers who seemed least interested in their jobs, yet 
were the ones "t-rho were least likely to complain about their position. He 
attributes this, in part, to their:' lol·rly status in the office hierarchy, although 
one could interpret this in other w~s. For example, Benet suggests that this 
is the mode of .work, par excellence, which enables the young working class girl 
to move 'out of the file-clerk or factory-worker class•. The work itself m~ 
not be subjectively ·experienced as ·interesting, but it-does afford 'opportunities 
to girls who would otherl-nse have had a hard time ma.ldng J t to the office at all.' 
Hence the co-existence of a lack of interest in the work itself, with a lack 
of inclination to complain about it. 
T,ypists, like keypunch operators, are increasingly segregated from the 
rest of. the office staff. . T,yping. paols first appeared in the 1920s, and, 
. . 
as Benet points out, this w~s largely the result of the development of audio-
machinery, which obviated the need for bosses to be located near to their typists.(93: 
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They were also the result' of the application of •scientific management' to the 
organisation of office ·procedure. 
Studies of typists· are very few and far bett·zeen, and several of those 
which do exist are unsatisfactory for a number of reasons. "'· Firstly, there 
is a tendency to regar_~ typists and secretaries as a homogeneous group and 
thus to generate da~a .which offers no insight. into the character of .jobs which 
are wholly based on t;Yping, nor an understanding of the attitudes of those;who 
perform them.(94) S'econdly, the preconceptions of the researchers are so.metimes 
allowed to prejudice ·the result~:. ·.As an example of the latter problem, cine ~ 
cite a recent study of typists '\"rorking in ba.'rlldng. Although the authors profess 
an interest in the work motivations of such employees, the nature of the work 
itself is prejudged to be_ lacking in intrinsic satisfaction, and consequently, 
. . 
discussion turns upon a narro\·rer range of variables thought to promote satisfaction 
or dissatisfaction.(95) ' However, ·.there are a number of other studies which do 
not·displ~ these weaknesses and ~hich suggest that there is a considerable 
reservoir of discontent· among female typists. A study of women in typing pools 
by Stansfield found that ·there was no expectation of any satisfaction from work, 
and his respondents stressed the following as sources of dissatisf~tion: the 
lack of perceived importance of their ~~rk, the lack of personal communications 
and the fact they·rarely ~eceived any thanks. for what they were doing.{96) 
A ·study of audio-typists ?y- the Alfred l4arks organisation revealed a pattern 
· of widespread boredom and frustration. 49% of the respondents stated that 
they were bored with their work, mainly due to.·. the lack o'f personal contact, 
and there was a general feeling that their work lacked status. Nearly half 
the sample could. not think of a:n:y '\"rays in which their work could be made more 
interesting, and as many as 7o% expressed a desire to become a secretary or 
shorthand-typist~· feel:l.ng t;h.at this was the only way in '\"lhich they could experience 
more personal contac_t or more variety, interest and responsibili ty.{97) 
Speaking from personal experience, I find that this type of work has very 
l~'ttle to recommend it. In the typing pool, c.ne is \fell and truly machine-
bound, and the noise and 1the physical separation of girl from girl tend to 
inhibit all con-versation. tlhen t.;ork is being pr:'!cessed. This is even more 
pronounced when the typist. is l'learing headphones. Typing is often very :,_ 
tiring, since it necessitates sitting up fairly straight all d~, although 
electric typewriters-~ender the incessant drumming on the keyboard rather less 
fatiguing,- if one's 'firm is willing .to provide themo Typing can be partic'U.larly 
irksome when it i~ all figures, such as with invoice-typing, since more time 
seems to·be spent pulling levers: and· pressing margin buttons than with producing 
. : 
figures, and there is not even the· satisfaction of having something vaguely 
interesting to read. The degree to which work output is monitored varia~ from . 
the situation where a supervisor merely checks that the girls remain anchored 
to their machines all dayt to t~e situatio~ where a supervisor actually cou.~t~ 
the number of invoices, index cards or whatever, that each girl produces. Even 
the ~yping pools which have certai~ minimum demands in terms of producti~~ty, 
I 
however, are unable to !!'let a fixed'- pace to the work, in the same w~ that many 
factory-floor machines can dictate,the pace of their operatives. It is this 
factor which permits the occasional daydream, or aside to one's neighbour, which 
mey help to pass the time bet'!-reen breaks. 
Since the "rork is almost alw~s predictable, the things that go on when 
the keyboards are silent assume great importance. It is easy to become quite 
irrational, to see 1-~ out of all proportion, \i'hen the source of entertainment 
is not the work in hand, but one's co-'1-rorkers or the occasional male visitor from / . 
another department. 
- . 
The social 1~ of the office can generate a great ·deal 
of satisfaction, but at other times it can lead to extraordi~J bitchiness 
over the most minor of events. There can be intense rivalries but there can 
also be. a deep sense of sol~darity· which sometimes forms the basis of a restrictive 
practice. If girls in the ·_pool sometimes declare, as they apparently did to 
Crozier, that they nave no desire for a different position, this does not 
necessarily betoken short-term personal work goals, but may indicate their 
imrolvement in the c~a.derie of the typing pool e.nd. a recogrri tion that wi thQ_ut 
·-·;w· ... ·- ··.· 
further traint:1.g1 an alternative position would be unlikely to represent 
any improvement on their current one. 
, ') t: 
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One type of work which, in my opinion, ~epresents a considerable improve~ 
ment on non-stop typing, .is that entailed in the position of the· clerk-t~ist. 
This usually involves typing and filing, but also ~- other tasks which, 
while they are concerned with the processing of paperwork, afford some variety 
and change of tempo. As a temporary, I was employed on several occasions in 
this capacity, ·~d always found the work,itself quite interesting due to its 
varied nature, and the fact that it was not unusual ~o process work t~~ough 
from beginning to end, whereas typing pools afford little insight into ~he origins 
or destiny of the paperwork. As a clerk-typist, I was never housed in an all-
female ~hetto, far away from the management, as I was when working as a copy-
typist 9r filing-clerk. Indeed,~! was always included in the ~ctivities on 
special occasions which involved the senior staff, such as Christmas parties 
and the final toast of farewell to a departing executive. 1·1;y experi~nces 
in this ·capacity suggested that routine white-collar work does not necessarily 
preclude·. interest and variety. The more one's job approximates to that of 
the traditional clerk, the more one is likely.to experience its traditional 
satisfactions. Conversely, the more one's job is mechanised and segregated 
the less likely is the incumbent to experience work satisfaction and a feeling 
of being 'part of the management•. 
Clerks are in maQY ways the labour ar.ist~cracy of the paper jungle. 
Although they are defined in the Oxford Dictionary as those who are employed 
. ..... 
to keep accounts, the range of skills which they are expected to perform fs 
quite substantial, and in this respect they differ markedly from the copytypist 
! 
o.r the filing clerk. They tend to occupy a rather ambiguous position in the 
office hierarchy, as Crozie~ himself noted: 
'More than anything, being a clerk signifies being clearly defined 
as neither this nor that, but rather as belonging to a mass of 
multifaceted personnel who have developed a more or less large 
number of bureaucratic skills ~rhich are called for acco~ing to 
the rhythm of work and needs.• .(98) · 
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·i As he points out, clerks are·fairly heie~ogeneous in terms of social and 
educational,backgroun~ and in terms of the work they do. Yet, as Crozier 
s~s, it is this group which perhaps comes closest to the &traditional image' 
of the office worker - the ones liDO form the I solid base' of ~he system.:-·: . Of 
all the groups we have so far considered, clerks are the.ones who are most 
likely to be dra1·m. 'from either sex. There a~pears to be no systematic evidence 
which can throw any light on how different types of clerical work in a particular 
organisation come to be distributed between the sexes, nor on the extent to 
which promotion prospects va.ry:as between male and female clerks. I gainad 
the impres~ion, during my o~m. work experiences, however, that male clerks tend: 
to be given more responsibility ~d authority. 
~ndle to the outsider, the work of the clerk might seem excruciatingly 
dull, and those who perform it exceedingly una.mbi tious, firsthand experience ; ·. 
m~ cast it in a totall~ differen~ light. Objectively, it m~ be low-paid, 
lacking in prospects, .and even insecure, but subjectively, it can generate all 
manner of satisfactioris which derive both from the work and from the social 
life. This i~ most likely to .be the case where she is employed to perform 
a varie·ty of tasks, few of which :are mechanised, and where she interacts with 
at least ~he lower lev~ls of management. Moreover, promotion, if and when it 
occurs, is likely to involve the clerk in more responsible work rather than, as 
in the case of the secretary, the performance of the same kind of work for a 
higher status employer. · 
According to Braverman, however, not only are the traditional skills 
of the clerk being undermined by the grovrth of office .·mechanisation and ration-
alisation, but the clerk herself, like the secretary, represents yet another 
threatened species of the white-collar environment.(99) In his view, the 
introduction of computerised accoun+.ing systems renders traditional book-keeping 
skills_ redundant, with the result that the clerk will be shortly replaced by 
a person who simply_attends a machine. Although one suspects that this 
development belongs ~o a more distant future than Braverman implies, there is 
. -........ ~ .. ; ....... ;" '' ... .. 
·:little 'doubt t:1at the eclipse of t.he clerical function would be accompanied 
! 
. by the 'disappearance of many of th12 residual sa·tisfactions found in the 
office environment. 
The intention o·f this section has been to illustrate the tremendous 
diversity l-thich chara.cterises the 1-torld of the female routine office worker. 
Although certain broad distinctions have been made between the work situation 
of this _group as a whole and that 'of the secretary, it is.quite inappropriate 
· to generalise ~bout this group in terms of job satisfaction. In the first 
place,: at.ti tudes to work are likely to va:ry according to social background, 
education and training, position,_ i:n the life cycle and other factors lihich 
are not directly related to the ~rk situation. Secondly, aspects of the 
job situation tiill be ·an important influence on attitudes, such as, the 
degree of variety and/or interest', location in the office status hierarchy, 
levels of remuneration, social atmosphere, and opportunities for promotion 
an~or social mobility inherent in the work. 
Yet whilst one is obliged to recognise the many sources of diversity in 
the outlook of the fenia.le office 'worker, it is possible to distil out from this 
examination of the more routine grades a particularly insistent theme. It 
would appear that the most mechanised, repetitive tasks are those which are 
most likely to promote disaffection. In the first place, this is because 
these jobs are associated 1dth uncomfortable levels of noise ard a variety 
of unpleasant stresses and strain~ on the human body. Secondly, the lack of 
variety entailed in such. jobs is likely to induce a sense of boredom. This 
/ 
observation is borne out by the findings of a:··survey o.f office machine operators 
by the Alfred Marks organisation. Nearly half of the respondents •yearned• for 
additional vari~ty in their 1ro~k routine, although a great many were resigned 
to the inevitab~lity of monotonye(loO) Thirdly, these are the jobs ~hich 
are most likely to be physically segregated and·thus to diminish the opportu.~ities 
for personal contact. The experience of spatial segregation is most likely 
to be the fate of thos.e involved principally with machines, since the aim 
of creat'ing such phe~~mena as typing pools and punching rooms is partly to 
,. 
/minimise noise levels in the office proper. Loc~1ood predicted that the 
· grot-Tth ~f mechanisation/ coupled lf.'i th physical segregation would tend to 
generate a ~ense·of isolati~n and detachment &~ong those whom it affected: 
and there is evidenc~· .th.at his expectations t-lere correct. The Alfred 1-iarks 
,. 
study of office machine operators mentioned above found that a lack of 
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involvement with tl:l.e ·company \'las 'l'.'idespread. Of the resoondents interviewed 
- " 
as many as· 4~% were . segregated ~n ·.a special machine room or typing pool. 
One fifth of th~ respondents claimed t~t they did not ~ow in detail what 
their company did, and 17% stated that they did not really understand the 
nature of their own contribut1on.to their company's operations.(lOl) ~though 
the development of open-planning riucy' perhaps be regarded as conducive to 
a greater degree of involvement among some members of the office, it is 
evident that the pressure towards the further subdivision, mechanisation and 
segregation of office tasks is likely to expand the numbers of those who 
experience a sense of detachment and marginality, and thus to increase the 
overall level of work dissatisfaction among the routine grades. 
' 
' 
4• Responses to Hork Dissatisfa.ction Among Female Office \'i"orkers 
. . 
Co?trary to the impression given in some earlier studies of female office 
workers, it appears that many of them, in all grades, are not entirely satisfied 
with their jobs. . The reasons for this vary from grade to grade in much the 
same w~ as do the reasons for work satisfaction, but from the highest to the 
lowest, some aspect of the work situation is often a cause for complaint. This 
is not to s~ that the majority of such workers are wholly dissatisfied with 
their jobs - the evidence is to the contrary, .. but that many of them do not 
conform to the stereotyped image of ~rorkers who will put up with anything at 
work because their focus of interest is elsewhere. Even if it were ·true that 
all female office workers regarded ·their principal role as a domestically-based 
one, this does not preclud.'e their having a des!.re for an interesting job. 
Indeed, an Alfred Marks survey of office ~rorkers found that 'interesting duties' 
was the single most important job characteristic sought by respondents.(l02) 
' . 
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The same ·survey found that the second most sought after job attrfbute was 
promotion prospects and it was one which was steadily increasing in importance. 
Yet all the:evidence suggests that the hopes of office liOrkers in this resnect 
- -.. 
are likely to be frus'trated. A study of clerical workers by Elsy and Shaw 
reveals that the lack of promotion prospects is in tact a major source of 
dissatisfaction amcng women in white-collar employment. One is inclined 
to hold certain reservations about the adequacy of. their research because 
they fail to distinguish between their respondents in terms of grade of work. 
However, their general findings are of considerable interest in the present 
context. Sixty.two per cent of their respondents expressed dissatisfaction 
with the opportunities for learning new skills as a precondition for promotion. 
Els,y and Shaw conclude that the desire to get on in clerical work does not 
'arise from feelings of relative deprivation in payment levels•. Most of 
the women were satisfied with their pay and felt better off in.this respect 
than·other clerks inside their own firm and l~th clef.fS working in other 
organisations.(l03) 
Another significant finding of this research is that although their· 
female respondents were more satisfied with their existing jobs than were 
their male clerical respondents, dissatisfaction was quite ~ddespread among 
them: 
'About a third of all women responding expressed dissatisfaction 
with tho variety and interest of their work, with the opportunities 
available for them to use their own initiative and with the way in 
which their lY'ork liaS_ organised. 1 
A desire for intrinsic work satisfaction was also reflected in the responses 
.· 
given to questions concerning fQture occupational choice. In this respect, 
the authors argue,men and women are no different: 
'If we abstract from all the reasons given for choosing either 
a similar or different job, the need for varied and interesting 
.. work ~ras mentioned most :frequently by men and women. As a 
very close second came the demand for better prospects ••• on the 
whole-women were looking for the-same job and work characteristics 
as were the men.• (105) 
There is a steadiiy accumulating body of evidence,therefore.which.casts 
• _ ........... -~ ......... ~ .... ,. •• !!"' ........... ' 
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considerable-doubt on the model of. the working w~man as largely instrumentally 
motivat~d and/or as acqttiescent in the structuz·e of opportunities available. 
•. 
to hero . The next 'objective, then, is to explore the range and nature of 
the responses available _to female clerical l·ro:r.lcers 1.-rhen they subjective!,y 
experience job dissatisfaction. 
a. Rationalising the Situation 
. . 
One response to the experience of disappointment with one or more 
attributes of the work situation is to ~ationilire this away altogether or to 
minimise its effect by placi~g importance on another attribute of the job 
or r10rking environment. T'nus a high 1...rage or salary may come to be regarded 
as ample compensation for a monotonous job, or a pleasant social atmosphere 
~ come to be regarded as compensation for a low p~-packet, to the point where 
these alternative satisfactions are considered to be the most important attri-
butes of the job and sufficient reason for not doing something positive about 
the situation. According to Fox, the tendency to rationalise in thi~ manner 
is· largely a function of a lack of:freedom of mobility in the labour market.(l06) 
Although this hypothesis may be very useful for an understanding of the work 
attitudes of those who are limited by their particular skills (or lack of them) 
or of those who are some1.-1hat constrained by factors arising in their domestic 
situation, it does ~ot explain why those who are not so restricted fail to 
take advantage of the favourable labour market for office workers, and seek 
alternative work. Clear~y, a secretary who ~eels that she is being under-
utilised is in'a very good position to look for a_ job which will occupy more 
/ 
.·. 
of her time. Similarly, a typist who does not like the factory-like atmosphere 
of the typing-pool could seek a post in a small firm 1.-rhich does not segregate 
I 
typists.· The state·of the labour market is clearly of centrai importance, 
but a more comprehensive approach to the question of ..,1hy many office rlorkers 
:' . 
rationalise away their dissatisfactions should include reference to the age 
of. the employees, thei~ reference groups, and subjective perceptions of the 
\ 
alternatives. · It is possible that o+der women m~ be 'less sure of themselves 
!when it comes to' finding 'jobs, and. therefor::: opt for security even though 
·the current jol;> might l'eave something to be desired. Reference groups 
•. 
are also likely to be of considerable import~~ce. So long.as there are 
.. 
pronounced differences i_n the work situation of l'lhi te-collar as opposed>to 
blue-collar employees, even the most tedious of office jobs may be seen to 
have its compensations over the factory-floor job. l·~oreover, the office ' 
hierarchy itself pre'sents a more immediately visible structure of reference 
groups, which m~ shape the ind~vidual'~ perceptions of her own job. 
b. Trad~ Union Action 
Although female office 1rorkers are not as averse to trade unions as 
folklore would have us believe, there are a number of reasons why most of 
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them 1-10uld not attempt to resolve their grievances through orga.."lised industrial 
a9tion. 
In the case of secretaries, there are a number of factors •·rhich militate 
against the development of a stro~g ~"lion-consciousness, or even the will to 
join a ~ion. Firstly, there is the factor of social background. 
' 
Silverstone 
found that only 6% of ~er respo~~nts came from social classes rv and V, whereas 
over ha_lf of them came from soci~l classes I and II (defined in terms of 
their fathers' occupations)~(l07) The significance of this fact, namely 
that girls from th~s type of social backgro~"ld are over-represented as compared 
with their proportions ih the female workforce as a whole, has been suggested 
by Benet. In her.opini~n, they are more lik~ly to regard unions \'dth disapproval 
than to perceive them as an acceptable means for improving wages or conditions 
.-· 
of work. This would vary according to the type cf organisation in 1-1hich the 
secretary works, says Benet, so that antipathy to the unions may be more 
pronounced amongst business secretaries, but on the \'thole, they are unlikely to t..-
favo~ collective responses to work dissatisfaction.(l08) Benet also considers 
that t~ose secretaries who .. despite their backgro~"ld have come into contact with. 
• • • "tl,. 
orthodox socialism or feminism, ~d who have accepte~ it, are likely io ~i 
secretarial work altogether,_ thus divesting this occupational group of a:n:y 
i 
' 
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.. ~otentially 'revolutionar,yv elements. 
A second. factor rrhich .. ill..hibits the unionisation o:f this sector of the 
workforce, is the· pec"':l-l~a.r nature of the boss-secretary relationship. Apart· 
from the fact that most secretaries hail from similar backgrounds to tho~e of 
their bosses, their relationship is itself likely to cement feelill~S of 
identification on th~ part of the woman with her employer. As we have seen, 
the role 'of the secretary is largely supportive - she is often characteri~ed 
as the subordinate member of a~ even.though this concept of a working 
~partnership' ~sti~ies the cru?ial· distinctions between employer a~d em~loyee 
- ' ' in terms of power, status and reward. These important differences notwith-
standing, a sec~etary ~s unlikely to assume an oppositional sta~ce in relation. 
to her bdss, since this would .effectively make their relationship unworkable. 
One m~ assume that if her dis~atisfaction reached a ver.y high level of 
intensity she would be more likely to change jobs, or, if her grievances 
' 
were felt in relation to secretarial rrork in general, rather than to cne un-
fortunate experience of it, she would most probably seek another type of job 
altogether. 
A third inhibiting factor is:· the loti degree of employment concentration 
among secretaries. As we noted earlier, employment concentration is positively 
' 
related to the propensity to unionise. It is interesting to note that l-rhile 
this phenomenon mey have negative consequences for the pa.y and rrorking 
conditions of many ·secretaries, Silverstone believes that it may sometimes 
have the reverse effect: / 
•Many secretaries work in si ttiations rrhere only one or two of them 
are employed and thus there is no need for any structural arrange-
. ment to govern their rates of pay. Partly as· a consequence of this, 
many seaetaries earn salaries far in excess of the norm.• (109) 
Since _most se;?retarie·s, .theref~re, are likely to experience l-rork dissatis-
factio~, if at all, in isolation rather than in a group, they are more likely 
~o adopt individualised responses. Their background and training all serve 
to reinforce this pref~rence for.personal methods of negotiation. Indeed, 
Silverstone found that only 67~ of her respondents belonged to a union, and . 
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jnearly all of them w-orked for ne\.zspapers. llioreover only two secretaries 
i 
·out of the total of tllir'cy-three who belonged to a. union had joined volun-
.. 
tarily. ( 110) · 
This apparent dista~te among secretarial staff for trade union organisation 
is not characteristic· of all grades of female office workers, but then, few 
other types of office occupation ino.orporate a one-to-one relationship with 
the employer. As we saw earlier,· women, especially in tlie public sector., 
are just a.s likely to join l·rhi te-colla.r .unions as men, where there is a high 
degree·of employment ooncentra~ion~ and where there is some precedent fo! them! 
to do so. Furthermore, whil;_. i·t .'would appear that the majority of secretaries 
regard union membership as inconsistent l·Ti. th their occupational status, . the 
activities of the government and of employers with regard to reoogni tion of 
the unions have probably made them more 'respectable' a..'l'ld therefore acceptable 
in the e_yes of those employed in .the more routine gr2des. This is one factor 
which has played some part in the, growth of l.zhi te-colla.r unionism during the 
' last fifteen years, although it does not represent the co~plete explanation. 
However, union membership is one :thing, militancy is another, and although one 
can cite examples of heighiened union activity by female-dominated white-collar 
unions which suggests that women are just as prepared asmen to fight when they 
feel threatened, this is not evidence tr~t union organisation and campaigning 
is the most typical respense to work dissatisfaction. 
c. Professionalisation·~ 
There have been several attempts in the past- by mal~ and female clerical 
... 
workers to arrest a perceived decline i:-1 their status.- Sometimes this has 
been manifested in the formation of a union, but on ·other occasions, the response 
has been to assert the professional status of the occupation. This has been 
a co~on response both at home and "abroad. For example, in 1940, a small group 
of women in the U.S.A. formed the National Secretaries Association: 
'dedicated to the proposition that secretaries deserved more status, 
recognition and responsibility. The result was a programme to 
convince employe·rs t~t the secretary could be a professional 
person as much·as the accountcnt, the dr.aughtsman-engineer or 
~ ........ .. . . .. . . ..... ~ ...... -· . . .. .. _ . ~ . ,_: ............ . 
·lawyer - if only· ·she \-lere given more respo-nsible tasks than 
mere typing and dictation.• (111) 
'· 
Similar organisations have sprung up in the U.K., the most recent of 
which is the Executive· Secretaries Association, founded in 1970~ All o..f· 
these organisations have been mainly unsuccessful in ·i;heir attempts to 
convince employers and the general public-that secretaries may be considered 
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on a· par·. with members of the traditional or the new professions. Even though 
they have insti1uted all manner of diplomas and qualifications, these represent 
mere embellishments rather than prerequisites of secretarial status. The major 
problem appears to be the fact that secretaries cannot claim a monopoly of the 
body of skills and knowledge upon which their profession is based. As· You.""lg 
h~s sug~ested, the degree to l'Thich a body of knol·rledge is socially valued 
depends. on the extent to which there is restricted access to this knowledge 
and oppo~tunities for those who do have access to it to legitimise its higher 
status and control its availability. (112) Clearly, while schools cQntinue 
to equip m~ of their pupils with basic shorthand and typing skills,· and 
while it. is possible to become a secretary at one of thousands of colleges 
around the country, executive and •top' secretaries are in-no position to ~ssert 
exclusive rights to a body of marketable expertise. Silverstone maintains that 
many employers a.re not acquainted with the secretarial qualifications l'Thich are 
extended by the associations, and are not particularly impressed when a secretar,y 
flourishes her certificates during an intervi~w.(ll3) 
- . Since one of the ·expressed aims of these associatio~s is to detach their 
·" 
members' status from that of the rank and file, their _numerical strength i·s 
likely to be extremely limited, and it is doubtful whether they can be effective 
in securing the redress of any grievances felt by secretaries in relation to 
status or promotion prospec:t,s. 
do Alternative Occuuations~ 
For the women l-rho .feel that their present sta·te of dissatisfaction has 
' ., 
become intolerable, there is alw~s the possibility of obtaining a totally 
idifferent kind of ~ob. Ho1rmver,· ··the oppoy·tuni ties in this respect vary 
. according t,o the type_ of office .job. in t..rhich one has had experience. Silver-
~tone believes that sec;:retaria.l li'ork is a bridging occupation - 'one where 
the potentialities for movement ~o another type of •rork are particularly 
great 1 .(114) Secretarial v1ork leads, in particular, to the fields of 
advertising, publishing and personnel work. Yet the largest single group of 
ex-secretaries v1hom. she investi:gated had moved into occupations necessitating a 
fairly lengthy. spell of training, for example, social work, nursing and 
teaching. A sizeable proport~on had become air hostesses, thus moving .f!·om 
one supposedly glamorous job into another. Secretaries are probably mach 
better placed than other types of female office worker when it comes to,.moving 
into alternative occupations •. Their secretarial experience may open doors 
to certain professions, and they are more likely.to have the academic pre-
requisites for entry to the training programmes of others. Those employed 
I 
in the routine grades, however, are more iikely to experience only lateral or 
downward mobility when changing jobs. Their jobs cannot be regarded as bridging 
occupations, and it m~ be necessar.y to attend evening classes at a local college 
before ·they can even begin to consider nursing or social work as alternatives. 
Other non-manual jobs ,such as waitressing, barmaiding or work as a shop assistant 
compare unfavourably Ni th office l..rork in terms of p~, fringe benefits and 
status. There is the option of manual work but not surprisingly, mobility of 
.. 
this ki~d among office staff is very rare, according to Barron and Norris.(llS) 
rfuile the majority of Silverstone's secretarial respondents had given 
•serious thought' to ~oving into alternative occupations, and one assumes 
that many of those in the routine grades vrould also think in these terms, 
. . 
there are a number of .reasons why this in fact proves to be a minority response 
to dissatisfaction. In the first place, office work despite all its potential 
sources of discontent compares very well indeed with all the other traditional 
female occupations 'in terms of remuneration, status, working conditions, etc. 
For secretaries, there are not only these advantages, but it seems that the work 
·ttself can be interesting·and sti~lating given a boss who is willing to 
.delegate and to involve/his secreta.z:y in his own round of activities. 
And throughout the office hierarchy there is perhaps always something which .. 
can be found to be enjoyable in one's occupation, which may outweigh the 
""· 
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desire to move into another. S~condly, those jobs which do not entail dowmrard 
mobility usUally n~cessitate a period of training and/or non-vocational st;udy, 
This no ~oubt represents a major d'eterrent to thc.se ·who lack any formal q~;Lalifi-
cations b:ut l'lhq wish to pursue a career. 
F~r most girls, therefore,· thoughts of a fresh start in an entirely· 
different occupation will proba.b~y·never progress beyond the daydreaming stage, 
except perhaps for a fel'l half-hearted enquir::!.es at a local technical college, 
or a cha~ \rlth a friend who made the transition successfully. 
e. An Alternative Office Job 
A common response to work dissatisfaction is to find an alternative position 
in the same occupationai field. For those who wish to do more·than to sublimate 
their grievances in dreams and ·r~tionalisations, this provides the most practical 
solution. rfuile most· female office workers may not be _able to move into the 
occupation of their choice, there is no doubt that until very recently they have 
been in a sellers' m~ket as far as their skills as clerks, typists, telephonists, 
secretaries, etc., are concerned. According to Fulop, ~~iting in . 1971, the 
total number of office jobs increases by about 100,000 every year, and the excess 
of demand over supply to .. which this gives rise is exacerbated by such factors as 
the tendency towards earlier marriage and the qua~titative increase in the range 
/ 
of occupations open to young girls.(ll6) 
Undoubtedly, the situation is rather less favo~able in 1978 when even office 
staff have felt: the pinch· of economic recession. Considerable caution should 
be exercised when,interpreting unempioyment figures but they do suggest a recent 
downswing in the de~d fer clerical workers. According to the D.E., in September 
1973 there were 27,659 female clerical workers registered as unemployed in the 
U.K. and 35,752 unfil~ed vacancies. In December 1975, there were 73,915 
registrations and on~y.9,899 unfilled vacancies. In September 1973, a surplus 
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_of u."lemployed over: unfilled vacancies \oJ"as fott."ld only in the \'lest l:lidlands, 
North-1·Jest, l'l'orth, i·l;iles, ·Scotland and Ireland. Ir. .December 1975, there was 
no area in the country where this surplus did. nC?t exist. Since then, the ·· · 
numbers of unemployed female clerical workers have continued to ·grovt. .The 
figures rose sharply between June 1976, \·<hen 77,771 liere registered unemployed, 
and June 1977, when as many as 97,672 were registered with the E.SeA. 
. ·However,. this ma.y simply reflect the growth of unemployed school-leavers; 
some of them pe~haps signing on as clerks on the basis of rudimentary office 
skills ·acquired at school. Certainly, cle.rks represenJ~ed 66% of all clerical 
~rorkers registered as unemployed in ~~ch 1976, that is, 53,178 out of ~ total 
of 80,207. Fbr those who are already in employment the current situation 
,I 
probably·means that there is a reduction in the choice of alternative office 
jobs available. 
In less exceptional times, women are in a favourable position to select 
the firm which most closely approximates their expectations and aspirations 
in relation to p~, benefits, location, general working conditions ~"ld bosses. 
Those wh~ do engage in an interminable round of job-hopping with a view to 
finding the optimum employment situation are likely, however, to encounter 
certain drawbacks. Firstly, even though many employers have no doubt become 
used to high rates of turnover among office staff, they may nevertheless be 
war,y of hiring someone who has an excessive record of job changing. An 
occupational history of this nature would cert_ainly be a ca:use for comment in 
the interview situation. Indeed, in a guide for.employers involved in the hiring 
.1'' 
.·. 
of employees, the author instructs her readers 'to 'look at the REASONS for'· 
changing jobs very carefully1 .(117) Unless a boss is sensitive to the fact that 
! 
work dissatisfaction ·can represent the root cause of the job-hopping phenomenon, 
he may judge the applicant before him to be basically unstable and liable to leave 
:' 
within a short ti:ne, vri th the result that the interview comes to a swift .conclu-
sion. A second dra'ttback is that the intervievt and acc·ompanying tour of the 
office rarely afford a genuine insigh~ into either the ~rork situation or the 
~ : 
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social ambience of the prospect~ve place of employmen·t. It usually ta~es 
several tveeks before the new· employee is in a posi tiort to. know whether she has 
.. 
found her ideal job.· If her judgment turns a:t to be hastily conceived and she 
decides to leave, this will only serve to ·blot her copybook in the eyes of. 
future interviewers • 
. The only way in which it is.possible for a female office worker to overcome. 
these· difficlll; ties ·is to sign on as a temporary worker 'I'Ii th· one or more employ-
ment agencies in the hope of finding a firm which meets with her requirements. 
' . ' . 
According to an Alfred Marks Survey conducted during 1970, 13% of their sampl·e 
of temporary workers were working in this capacity whilst looking for a permanent 
job. Of these, exactly half were hoping that they could find a temporary job where 
they would like to stay permanently.(ll8) 
The.employment agencies do at least provide a means whereby an office 
worker can search for a satisfying post without the stigma which normally 
attaches.to the frequent changing of jobs •. Unlike the situation which obtains 
when a girl applies direct to an employer, the agencies present the opportunity 
of a 'trial marriage' which is unusually easy to escape from should the experience 
prove-to be less thari attractive. 
f. Becoming a Permanent Temnora;y 
While some o:ffic.e workers respond to job dissatisfaction by using the 
agencies as a means of finding a better permanent position, there are others 
who use the agencies for an altogether different purpose. These are the girls 
who sign up as temps in the hope of finding the interest and variety which 
/ 
they feel permanent jobs cannot offer. For so.me girls, life as a 'permanent 
temporary' is the only way of relieving what is for them the utter boredom.and 
monotony of office work. 
I 
Tirei.perhaps,of being servile flatterers without 
~ hope of promotion into m~~agement, or of promotion out of the typing pool, 
:I 
they respond to th.e lure of the agencies' advertisements which indirectly promise 
interest .and independence through continual change of environment. All too often 
there is a tremendous discrepancy between the promise and the Practice, but the 
! . 
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~encies do at least offer some means of re~.ief :from the claustrophobia of 
the regular nine-to-five job. 
The permanent job-hopping phenomenon is not new, but the employment ~~encies 
have made it easier. -.-They can s~ll the temp as an office trouble-shoot.er, 'l-lhere-
as the girl who tries ·it on her own can become labelled as 'unstable•. Although 
the permanent temps ~epresent a minority of all temporary office workers, they 
constitute approxima.tely 2o% of single girls l'Tho are '1-rorking in this capa¢i ty.(ll9) 
It is poss~ble to regard these girls as those who have beco~e alienated 
in their :P·ermanent lo'rork enviro~ents, but, aware of their favourable position 
in the labour market, have attempted to reduce the feeling of alienation. by 
exercising some measure of control' over the course of their l'rorking live_s. 
Blauner1 s vision of freedom in the work situation tends to fit the position 
o~ the temp very closely: 
'The non-alienated pole of the pol·rerless dimension is freedom and 
control. Freedom is the state which allows the person to remove 
himself from those dominating situations l-lhich make him simply a 
reacting object.: Freedom ~ay therefore involve the possibility 
of movement in a!physical or social sense, the ability to walk 
away from a coerci-ve machin~ process, or the opportunity of quitting 
a job because of the existence of alternative employment.• {120) 
Je~ it is a very qualified form of freedom which the temporary experiences. 
Her degree ·of manoeuvre is circumscribed by fluctuations in demand for her 
labour, the conditions laid down by the agency, the nature of each job she 
.undertakes, and also by the skills which she has to offer. 
something of an illusion;· and per~aps ·it is not surprising that many of these 
girls return to the security of a regular job. 
-·-
Temporary work represents 
/ 
just one more way of coming to terms with the inevitable, ~~other attempt to 
escape from the deadening rhythms of the enormous file. In a subsequent 
chapter, we examine in considerable detail the nature of this vicious circle, 
. but before turning the spotlight on· temporary work more directly, it is necessary 
to consider why this mode of employment should also attract a sizeable number of 
married women. 
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' 5· Married i-Jc-,men in the Office 
Th~ pop~ar im~e of the female office vrorker is that of a single girl 
in h.er twenties \'l'ho is. filling in the time bet'l-reen leaving school and getting. 
married. \·lhile this may·have been the case until liorld i'lar II, she is riow 
increasingly likely to be married a~d aged over thirty. In fact married 
women now represent approximately 47% of all female clerical workers and 
a great many of them have children'of school age.(l21) rn· a survey conducted 
by the Alfred l~ks Bureau,· 277& of their sample of married l-romen had children, 
and all but t\·ro of these had a family aged under 15.(122) ~ne situation is 
rather different however in central London where there is a much greater. 
' I 
preponderance of young single women in the office population. Silverstone 
found that only one-third of her respondents in secretarial work were married.(l23) 
A1 though married women ma;y not be as willing to undertake .office l-tork in 
the central London area, \·then. one considers the country as a l-rhole we find that 
clerical work is the second most common source of employment for this group. 
According to the 1966 Census, 22% of economically active married women were 
employed·in this sphere.(l24) 0\-ring to the dearth of material relating to \·romen 
in white-collar work, it is extraordinarily difficult to build up a picture of 
the characteristics of married vromen in the office. One has the impression, 
however, that marriage as such makes little difference to the work situation of the 
female white-collar worker. This was not alw~s the case it seems, for according 
to ~ruriel Wel~s, who was a shorthand-typist in the Thirties, marriage at that 
time meant the end of one's career: / 
.·. 
'About 1930, I was lucky enough to obtain a job •• •in a solicitor's 
office. After a year or t-1-ro, with much fear and trepidation, I 
decided to ask whether I could continue working in the office if I 
got married. nuch to J1.IY surprise my request was granted, as it 
was almost unheard of for married women to do this.• (125) 
Nowadays, it is mother~od rather than marriage which is likely to remove 
an office worker from the labour,force, or at least necessitate some major 
alterations to her work pattern. Silverstone's research confirms that this 
iG the case among secretaries working·in central Londo~.(l26) 
\ . 
.. - ............. . 
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Contrary to the myth that empl9yers prefer young unattached \\'Omen as 
employees, it appears that mar~ ectually prefer married women, and only a 
minority regard those with domestic commitment;::; in the form of young children . 
as unsuitable or Unde~i:rable employees.(l27) The fact is that older, married 
women are more likely t·o remain in a job, and employers are well a:~~a.re of this.-
Hol'lever, this appa.r~nt· spirit of enlightenment exhibited by employers tm.;a.rds 
those with families· cannot be mentioned \~thout some qualif~cation. Firstly, 
there has been, -~til recently at least, ~ tremendous ·shortage of labour for 
an ever~increasing supply of johs. Therefore, employers have been frequently 
o~liged to recruit from this group.· Secondly, while employers are willing 
to hire \~OmEm with domestic commit~ents as secretaries, it seems that they 
expect these women to make adjustments to the prevailing work patterns, 
particularly in terms of hours. Silverstone found that 35~~ of the employers 
she interviewed were l'nlling to hire mothers 'providing that certain conditions 
were met•. The conditions included the specifications that mothers had to 
make reliable arrangem~nts for the daytime care of their children, that their 
children must have attained. a certain minimum age and that 1work lorould not be 
continually interrupted owing to the demands of the children•.(l28) It would 
appear, therefore, that accommodation is required of married women with children 
rather than extended towards them. This is also reflected in the very tardy 
progress tololards the introduction of flexi time in British firms. 
Indeed, far from employers straining to make it easier for married women 
to combine employment with their domestic life, there is every indication that 
.·· 
they make it very difficult indeed. According to an Alfred l~ks Survey of 
married women in the office, 3o% of the respo~~ents _said that they often worked 
overtime, and OI_lly lo% said that they never had to stay late: 
•However, it's the everyday working pattern which most affects 
·the ease with which a woman can cope rdth home and office, and 
some employers _are clearly most reluctant to give any concessions.• (129) 
rn fact.one-~ter" of the sample said that their bosses were not willing 
to be flexible over l~te arrival at the office. Silverstone al~o found that the 
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majority of London secret~ies work~d some kind vf overtime on a fairly 
regular basis.(l3'0) No less than 61% of her respondent~ occasionally worked 
•. 
late at the offi~e. It is not a.l together clear from the various studies whether 
employers expect employee~ to r:ork over-time, or i-rhether those who do it on a 
..... 
regular basis are l'lhat might be called 'organisation \':omen'. It may be that 
some women put in long hours, ~rork through_their lunchtimes and take t~rk home, 
as a .way qf ingratiating themselves with·their boss, perhaps hoping that promotion 
will be the ultimate reward. ·There is no way that one can provide an answer to 
this question, but it is undoubtedly normal·for secretaries to be punctual and 
to be willing to work overtime. Unfortunatel~no systematic figures are 
available for the routine grades, but one suspects that conformity to the 
prescribed hours of w~rk is usually expected at these levels also. T'ne conditions 
of work for such women therefore place considerable demands on those who hav~ 
young children. It may be suggested, therefore, that inflexibility on the part 
of employers represents an important variable in the ~~alysis of Women's 
attitudes to work and their occupational distribution. 
It is interesting to discover that whereas married women are less numerous 
than single women in the white-collar workforce as a whole,_ they represent a 
majority of all temporary office t~rkers.(l31) It seems that because of the 
inadequacy of State nursery facilities coupled tv.lth the inflexibility of 
employers over such matters as sc~ool holiday arrangements, it is only by 
becoming temps that many women with domestic commitments can continue working 
or return to Work once they have completed their family. According to an 
_,.· 
Alfred lt!arks Survey in 19707 approximately 13%'·of all t_emporary l'rorkers are 
unable to accept permanent work because of personal or domestic commitment~.(l32) 
A more re.cent survey found that 69% of married female temper~ office employees 
in the South-East l'rere l'rorking as temps for this reason.(l33) Temporary l-rork 
:I 
offers all the flexibility that is lacking in the sphere of permanent work: 
·~·lhile the office temporary Hometimes has to contend w'i th uncertainty, 
she·alsq knows that, generally spea~ing, she can arrange her working 
·d~s and hours so that she can be at home or free.for other activities 
when she really needs to be, Pnlike the full-timers, she can t~~ 
time off \'Then· she t·la..l'lts.' \.134) · 
.J 
All·this is.true and the agencies love to advertise their role as 'the 
saviours of housebound·mothers, but it is also true that so long as agencies 
and te~pora.ry workers. 'exist there is no pressure upon employers to adopt more 
-' flexible attitud~s themselves. An employer \·rho makes a. concession to one 
permanent worker is obliged to extend this facility to all the others·- let 
one married secretary' come in at 9.-30 and they· \·rill all want to. But one· 
temporary working fe~er hours is· unlikely to have the same effect on the ; 
permanent staff. They may grouse and complain but the boss can always P<?int 
out that ~he, unlike they, .rec~~ve~ no luncheon vouchers, no sick pey, and no 
paid holiday. In the short term,, therefore, the employment agencies are of 
enormous assistance to'the woman who wishes to combine work with motherhood, 
or 1iith the care of an aged relative. In the long-term, ho\·;ever, their 
presence siphons off the pressUre ~n employers to rethink their provisions for 
working hours, or to reassess their expectations from female employees in terms 
of·overtime. 
I 
There is very little evidence indeed relating to the work attitudes of 
married women in the offi~e. Clearly any such analysis would have to make 
a distinction between those who had yet to start a family and those who had 
returned to the work force after having completed their family. The differences 
in terms of age and domestic commitments would be considerable. One study 
which has investigated the work attitudes of married women in white-collar 
work unfortunat.ely ma.'lces 'no such distinction.('l35) It is interesting to find, 
however, that 31% of the respondents said that they were···working 'because of 
their dislike of domestic routine'• Although money was a reason.for working, 
it was not regarded as the primarY determinant of their decision to return to 
work. There is therefore at least some basis for the view that many married 
women return to work because of their domestic circumstances and not in spite 
of the~. 
..... ., I 
.... 
In recent years, it has become fashionable among ~ociologists to eschew 
the study of worker attitudes, and in particular, the investigation of 
sources of worker satisfaction and dissatisfaction. The main reason for 
this, it appears, is that such studies are felt· to provide knowledge which enables 
management to exercise a greater degree of.control over their employees. Not 
only does this position, in my view, represent an over-optimistic view of the 
extent to which employers consult sociological literature in their efforts 
to incr~~se efficiency and profitability, but it paves the way for sociologists 
to interpret the world as it suits them best. What most suits a great many 
sociologists at the present time is a view of the worker as determined - power-
less to.resist the economic forces which sweep over him or her in the era of 
monopoly capital. As Beechey has suggested however, i~ is essential that one 
acknowledge the capacity of workers to resist or impede such pre.ssures.(l36). 
If one accept this proposition, then an analysis of the factors which promote 
dissatisfaction and which condition responses to dissatisfaction becomes 
·imperative. If the modern worker, whether male or female, is not to be seen 
as. a passive, somewhat mindless being, responding like litmus paper to organis-
ational and technological change, then it becomes essential to examine both 
attitudes and· b.ehaviour more directly. +t is quite possible that the realities 
of the labour market offer very little opport~ity for r~sistance or even 1or 
manoeuvre, but the strategies which workers adopt need.to be identified and 
accounted for. It is this premise which has 'informed the foregoing account of · 
women in clerical employment. 
. . ~ 
In this chapter I have· oeen concerned to establish a framework of 
knowledge in terms of which it becomes possible to account for the decision 
among some t-lomen to take up work as temporary clerical .employe~s. rlhi t e-co 11 ar 
workin the twentieth century is a world in which women largely inhabii the lower-
155 .. 
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_paid, less' prestigious territories~ Ivlany :·romen find their jobs immensely 
. / 
·satisfying, but there are many others for \·rhom office \·mrk represents an 
occupational cul~e-sac. For the latter group, a \·ride range of responses 
are available, although it appears that discontent ts~ically finds expression 
on an individual· basis. I have endea,roured to shmi hO\i • permanent temping' 
m~ be regarded as o~e of the available strategies. It has also been shown 
that married women·constitute a substantial proportion of the female cler~cal 
population, yet .circumstances prevailing. both insi~e and beyond the workplace 
present: them with many practice3:l difficulties. These can be negotiated-to 
some extent by entering temporary employment. Having set the supply side of 
the temporary labour m~ket in context, my next objective is to account for. 
the- growth of a dem~~d for temporary clerical labour and to examine the role 
of the private employment agency in the alignment of supply and demand. 
/' 
... 
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CHAPTER FIVE. J;IA..'!OCETS 'FOR TEN!PORARY CLERI~AL LABOUR. AND THE ROLE OF THE 
. PRIVATE El\lPLOYf,IENT AGENCY 
••I started temping with Alfred Marks because I always like a. change .... -- · 
.. for the better.•~ · Temping suits me. Temping with JU.fred Marks 
suits me even more~ Their experience means they provide a very . . . 
professional temp service -·and more besides. The.ir people are ' 
so friendly and .considerate. If I want to keep on ~orking my temp 
1~ can find·me one job after another. She seems to know exactly 
what will sui.t me. And Alfred Marks rates, for men and l-romen, are 
high enough to 'suit B:llYOne. So even though I'm alliays ready to try 
something nel..r and different, you lion't find me changing my temp 
agency. Because I can ahrays find something new and different 
at Alfred V~ks. CO:ME TEMP lUTH US~' 
. . . 
(Advertisement) 
The existence of temporary workers in the white-collar sector is almost 
entirely dependent upon both lorig-t'erm and short-term labour shortage. This 
chapter is concerned to· identify the conditions under which these shortages arise 
an~ to examine the role of private employment agencies in channelling the supply 
of temporary labour. Both the state of the market for temporary clerical 
labour and the manner in which a.geJ.lcies align jobs and workers represent impor-
tani variables in the s~Udy of temps' attitudes to work. Advertisements like 
.the one quoted above seek to heighten expectations of the benefits which may 
follow from a temping career. It. is appropriate~ therefore~ to examine the extent 
to ~hich these promises can in practice be fulfilled. 
1. Markets for Tempora;y Clerical Labour 
. . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
Employers hav~ always been f~ed with variable work-loads, and have 
depended on casual or temporary labour to help meet seasonal and fluctuating 
demands for their goods and services. In America, for. example, the presenoe 
of a ~arge migratory labour force solves the problems. of fruit-growers who find 
it uneconomical to hire fruit-pickers on a year-round basis. In Bri ta.in, casual 
labour ·was once a, common featlire of the dockyards. There used to be a large 
number of 'floaters' and 'drifters' who were not members of permanent gangs, 
either by choice or circumstance, ~ld who remained somewhat peripheral to the 
processes.of social control and discipline obtaining for permanent gang members. (1) 
·. Similarly, in the building· industry, the system of labour sub-contract in.; is 
. bafed upon a supply of workers empl~yed on a ca.sual basi~. The hotel and cater-
ing industry also employs·· a large nU.mber of temporary workers, bec.ause of the 
seasonal nature of·its operations. The demand for temporary labour, howevE'r, 
is not confined solely to ~actors of the econo~ which experience uneven d~mand 
for their products and services. Approximately two-fifths of all temporary 
liOrkers are employed -i~· financial, professional, scientific and miscellaneous 
services.(2} .. In the case of both nursing and clerical work; the use of temporaries 
is partly based UP,On an acute long-term shortage of labouro The source of the 
demand for temporary labour thus .varies from industry to industry, and for .·this 
reason, it is doubtful whether the-temporary workforce as a whole may usefully 
be regarded as a uni ta.ry phenomenon.' It is tempting to try to do so, however, 
particularly since many temporaries would appear to quali~ for membership of the 
ind~strial reserve ar~, or relative surplus population, as defined by Marx: 
'Every worker has to be classed in this category when he is unemployed 
·.or but partially employed. • · (3) 
The concept of the. industrial reserve army is of c~ntral importance in 
I 
Marx's analysis of the c~pitalist mode of production. He argues that its role 
is tWofold: to act as a flexible pool of labour to meet certain specific manpower 
. requirements, as and when they arise, and to act as a competitive force whose 
presence tends to undermine the material position of other workers. Not only 
does this a:rmy act as a 'lever' which promotes capital accumulation, but its 
growth is said to be. an l.nevi table consequence of capital expansion, particularly 
when this ·entails a change in the organic composition of capital itself, towards 
labour-saving methods of production. / 
Since the period since World rlar II has witnessed not only a process of 
capi tai accumulation, but also a marked growth in the temporary labour force, 
Marx's scheme would-appear to ~rovide a valid basis from which to analyse the 
temp6rar,y workforce in its entirety. Of course, l~x did distinguish between 
three di~ferent categories of the reserve army - the floating, the latent and the 
: stagnant, and aqy application of his scheme to the temporary workforce would have 
to take these distinct~ons into account. The floating variant consists of worker-s 
who are attracted and repelled by the movement of capital in the 
centres of modern industry. Th13 later:..t vr .. riant consists of 
~ mobile sector c;>f the ~al population in i.he process of transference to the 
i 
Urban manufacturing proletariat. The stagn~t form consists of persons \'iho 
belong to the active ~a~our force, but whose work is irregular and characterised 
by long hours and low pay·, and lvho,se condi tiona of life drop to a level belo~ 
the average exPerie~ced by the working class. However, there are certain kinds 
.; 
of' temporar,y workers who are not easily acoo~dated within these categories. 
The main example is that of the ~permanent temp', the person who works on~ 
regular basis but whose place or·· employment is continually changing. Temporaries 
of this kind are often found in .office work and nursing. Since their movement! 
is not simply determined by changes in manpower requirements, but in some· oases' 
by the worker's own desire for movement, these temporaries do not clearly 
correspond to· the floa·ting population identified by Marx. llor do they fit 
ver.y easily into the stagnant population, since. they do not necessarily experience 
conditions of existence which 'fall below the average conditions of the working 
class•. 
I 
:Yet, while there are certain categories of temp labour which would appear 
to defy analysis in terms of this scheme, there are many other forms of temporary 
labour which correspond very clearly to one or other of the three main types 
of' the indus'trial reserve ai'ID\Y• Since most studies of temporary labour, however, 
including the present research, address themselves to its occurrence within a 
particular occupational or industrial category, the possibility that there may be 
unifying ~eatures has tended to be ·overlooked •. 
It is very diffioul t to derive an accurate lmowl.edg_e of the size of the 
temporary workforce as a whole, -because it is, 'b-J defini tion 1 ··in a perpetual 
state of' flux. People are constantly moving in and out of temporary work and 
. . 
between one tempdrary post and another. Indeed, the task of precise definition 
itself represents a major p~oblem. ·ane st~ which set out to ascertain the size .. 
of the temporar,y workforce chose to regard work as temporary when their respondents 
defined it as such. · However, although the investigators sought to establish 
why their respondents defined, their work in this ua::r, they fou."ld that a source 
of' confusion lay in the distinction bet1·1een part-time and temporary work.(4) 
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·,It/ seems most appropriate~ in ey view, to def~Lne tempora....-y itork as a form of 
emplo~~ent where -the empl~yer/employ~e relationship is potentially transient, and 
. . 
where both parties·acknowledge that tenure is not ~~anteed. This defini+.ion . 
~ perhaps entail its Olin. set of problems, but it does incorporate the i~portant 
characteristic that sue~ work is recognised as inherently impermanent by both 
employer and employee ~rom the very outset. Another problem involved in the 
task of estimating the· size of the temporary labour force is the fact that ~ 
people employed i~ this capacity are simp~ not recorded. Yet, whilst it must 
be recognised that any statistic~ representation of the temporary labour force 
is likely to be incompl~te, one--~ derive some idea of its dimensions from 
a survey conducted ~ N~O.P. fo~ the Employment Services Agency in 1975• . The 
survey foUn.d that 7% of ·_a sample of 4, 783 people who were working at the time of. 
the. interview regarded their present jobs ~s tempora...71 and a further 4% had 
considered their present jobs to be on a temporary basis at some time in the past. 
A further 14% had been employed in a temporary capacity during the five years 
•. . 
prior to the survey.(5) ~ T.he proportion of temporaries in the labour force would 
.. 
therefore seem to be much larger than that suggested by earlier estimates. Fulop 
writing in 1971 claimed that the proportion of the British labour force employed 
on a temporary basis was only about 1%.(6) It is possible that this discrepancy 
~be accounted for in terms of'differences in the criteria used for the purpose 
of definition. Temporaries, therefore, represent a small, but not issignificant 
part of the labour force ~d their :numbers are _expected to increase. As Parker 
and Sirker have shown, they are located in·. a wide range of jobs, . 
./ 
.·. 
although there 
are a number of occupational categories with which they. are particularly associated. 
These include catering and bar work, cleaning and caretaking, sales work, labouring 
and clerical work.(7) 
~e development of the marke·t for temps in office employment has been mainly 
due to the great expansion of white-collar work since World War II. The period 
1945-70 was one of tremendous growth in the number of office jobs, reflecting 
changes in the structure of the national econoiizy". The demand for labour could 
not be me't even though, it was becoming more common for married women to return 
·, t6 work after completing their fami-i'ies. Dc;spi te the increasing application 
l 
of technolo~ to routine forms of l.Zhi te-collar \·;ork, the demand continued 
unabated. The di.screpancy between supply a.?J.d dei!l2nd was felt acutely by both· 
public and private organisations, ~specially in central London, and it became· 
necessar,y to find a solution. Thus it came about that firms began. to hire 
temporary office staff.as a short-term strat~gy to the long-term problem of 
unfilled vacancies. Although p~ivate employment agencies have encouraged. 
firms to use temP<>rary labour as an aid to efficient staff planning, it has 
been found that they are most co~only hired when it is difficult to fill :a 
vacancy or when a permanent member of staff is sick or on holid~.(8) 
The view has often,been expressed that a rather more sinister.intention 
informs the use of temporary clerical workers. In 1974, N.A.L.G.o. claimed 
that the hire of temps to fill gaps created by staff shortage obviated the need 
to p~ wages sufficiently high enough to attract and retain permanent staff.(9) 
unions in a number of w~stern countries have claimed that temporaries can be 
' 
used as strike-breakers•and that their presence is generally inimical to the 
interests of labour. In. this l-layt the unions have given concrete expression 
to the fears which Marx indicated as likely accompaniments to the presence 
and growth of a reserve army of labour. However, Eric Hurst, Joint Chairman of 
I 
:Brook Street Bureau, one of the largest private employment organisations, has 
argued that the main role for temps is to supply abnormal and peripheral 
requirements and not to provide competition with permanent workers.(lO) 
It is extremely difficult ·to resolve the competing claims.and it ~be that 
/ 
in those cases where the hire of temps has had a depres~ing eff~ct on the wages 
of permanent staff, this ~ras an unintended consequence of the employers' actions. 
Certainly, the fdll,owing results from a survey conducted amongst employers in 
America suggests that the desire to depress wages is not the primar,y intended 
aim at present: 
See TABLE I on page 168 
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T,A:BLE 1,. Reasons for Using Tempr;_ra.r;v Help 
n = 3,489 % 
Tb replace employ~es (illness, vacation, vacancy, 
etc.) 38.1 
As additional aids during peak work periods 32.2 
For special jobs .and projects . 25.3 
Tb avoid paying ~egular employees overtime 2.0 
Tb reduce or control labor costs, wages and benefits 2.0 
Non~V)f the above reasons 0.4 
Source: 1Quality in Temporary s·ervices' T.K. Cobb The Office, January 19~(1, 
Vol.73, No.1. 
The ~de spread use of temps as holiday stand -ins and during peak l'rork 
periods means that demand for their services fluctuates throughout the year. 
In December, 1967, for example, about 23 7000 temporary office staff were working 
.. 
for agencies in the G.L.c. area, l'1hereas the figure for July 1968. was 41,000.(11) 
MOre recently, economic:recession.~as led to an overall reduction in the demand 
for temporary clerical workers throughout the year. It has become more common 
for firms to _try to manage with their existing pool of staff l'7hen a vacancy 
remains unfilled or when an employee is ill or on holiday. In spite of the less 
favourable economic climate, there is still a large demand for temps, especially 
in central London. This.is reflected in the large volume of advertisements 
for temporary workers whiC?,h ara placed in the two main London evening papers. · In 
the summe.r months such advertising can occupy as much as a whole page. 
Although there remains a substantial deman4 for offf~e temps in some areas 
of the country, it .is important to recognise that both short-term and long-term 
fluctuations in ~emand may_have important implications for attitudes towards 
temporar;y work. For example,. the. financial insecurity implied not only by 
seasonal fluctuations, but.~so b,y a long term contraction in demand may det~r 
people from entering this mode of employment and encourage temps themselves to 
return to permanent work. This observation is lent some support by the findings 
·of the N.o.P. survey, ·mentioried earlier. A pilot survey of 1,936 people, some 
\ . 
of whom were currently working and ~ome who ~~ere not, a.::;ked. respondents if I . 
they would undertake temporary work in the fUture. Although 24% replied 
in the affirmativ~, the majority did not intend to do so, the main deterrent-
being the perceived i:risecuri.ty of the work and the ciisad.vanta..ges with whi?h this 
was associated.(l2) The results of my ot·m survey suggest that insecurity is 
regarded as the chiet occupational hazard of temporar,y work b,y those employed 
in this capacity. . 27% of my respo~dents cited this as the. main disadvantage 
of tamping. 
ThuS, while the _agencies• advertisements often convey the impression that 
the temporar,y clerical market· is an··.· Al~din• s cave of w-ondrous opportunities, 
the reality may be very different. vlhilst the fear of insecurity must 
inform occupational choice and job attitudes among a great many of tod~•s 
working population, the direct experience of it is an almost inescapable· feature 
of temporary/clerical employment. Consequently, the attitudes tOl'lards work 
' 
· held by temps in office t-zork must in part be regarded as a function of the 
vagaries of the market for their labour. 
2. The Role of the Pri va·te Emuloylnent Agency 
According to the 1975 N.O.P. survey, private employment agencies pl~ only 
a very minor-role in the temporary labour market, considered ~s a whole. It 
found that the majority of temps were employed directly b,y the person or organi-
sation for whom the work was to be performed. Only a small proportion of their 
respondents had obtained temporary ~rk via a formal intermediary. As·few as 
lo% of the women·interviewed had g8ined their positions through private agencies.(l3) 
,.. 
However, in certain areas of the country, the role of the private employment 
agencies is greater than this figure suggests. Fbr example, the survey found 
that the use of private agencies was Iii'J.ch greater in the conurbations than in 
rural areas, and that as m.any as 16% of temporaries in the South-East had obtained 
their jobs in this manner. ·.Moreover, whilst agencies are active in the supply 
of temporary labour in a. wide range of occupations, they are particularly prominent 
in certain fields. A survey of industrial and business companies in France, for 
· example, found that whi"lst agencies accounted for 71% of the overall temporary 
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market, they accounted for 82% of the temporary office staff market, includ~ng 
91% of the te~p secretary market.(l4). In Britain and in the U.S.A., the 
majority of temporary placements made by agencies are in the field of clerical· 
work. The N.O.P. survey found th~t 24% of te~rary clerks and office machine 
operators, and 44% of temporary secretaries had obtained their posts through 
private agencies. The next objective, therefore, is to examine the ~ in 
which the agencies came to play this role in the sphere of white-collar trork 
and to explore the manner in which it is currently performed. 
a. Origins and _Development 
Firms have always h8.d. the task of labour recruitment to contend with, a.n.d 
until the middle of the present century the principal methods used were 1 interr1al 
'·· promotion, newspaper and journal advertisements, vacancy notice boards situated 
outside the place of employment, personal introductions, direct approaches b,y 
employers, referrals made by associations on behalf of their members, and, after 
. . 
1909, state employment exchanges. Al tholigh certain q'f:. these methods involved the 
use of an intermediary for the purpose af".making contact, firms did not generally 
make use of private e_mployment offices. The majority of employers, in fact, 
performed all their Olin recruitment and selection. 
Ever .since medieval times, however, there have existed certain organisations 
closely akin to the modern private employment agency. The earliest example may 
be seen in the hiring fairs for agricultural workers which prevailed during the 
middle ages. These represented a more sophist.icated means of pooling fa.rm 
labour than had-obtained previously, when individual farm~rs had to depend partly 
.· 
on the goodwill of their neighbours for the loan of workers during harvest periods. 
The concept of the hiring fair developed into permanently established hiring halls 
where domestic staff were screened and selected for prospective employers. Ac-
cording to Campling, organisations know.n as registry offices developed in the 
18th and 19th centuries ;mich also specialised mainly in the supply of domestic 
personnel, although after the middle of the last centur~, they began to supply 
catering and even nursing staff.(l5) Towards the end of the 19th centur-y, pri ·.rate 
_employment agencies specialising in the placement of office staff began to appear. 
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It; is interesting to note that agencies deal+. :raa.i.nly in female dominated sectors 
of the labour market where there l·m.s an excess of dema.TJ.d over supply. For 
example, the emergence of domestic staff burea~~ coincided h~th the d~clin~ in 
popularity of this type of occupation among young women, just when the mi~dle 
classes felt it necessary to surround themselves h~th the s,ymbols of gentility. 
Similarly, the develo~ment of office staff agencies coincided with the enormous 
gro~.rth of routine paperwork at the end of the century, fer which there t-ras ·a 
shortage of femaJ.,e typewriters and clerks. to process it. 
During the first decades o~ the present century, there was a considerable 
growth in the number of_ agencies, .. both in Britain and the u.S.A9 , their main 
role being to supply permanent \rorl:ers for the expanding industries at that time. 
rn·both countries, charges of unethical practices and exploitation were levelled 
~~st the agen~ies, and laws were passed in America to regulate their activities. 
Even in Britain, the public health-authorities recommended in 1909 that all agencies 
should be registered, but until ve~ recently, only nursing and domestic sta(f 
agencies were actually ~equired to: do so on a nationwide basis. 
I 
Although the agencies mainly dealt in permanent placements, the practice of 
supplying temporary labour began prior to World War I in Britain, and, according. 
to one spokesman for the industry, it ~ras •well established' by the end of the 
1930s.(l6) Accord~g to Moore, ·the origins- of the temporary help industry in 
the United States came somewhat later: 
'Virtually everyone (I) personally contacted agreed that the idea of 
- "renting" help originated with Sa.m-11el I. Uorkman. Mr. ~'lo_rkman was emp-
ioyed by a -calculating !ll2.clrine manufacturer in the late 1920s, and. began 
hiring fellOl'i salesmen to liork for him in __ the evenings to take inventories. 
In 1928 or 1929, he began hiring women, m.a.ny of Trihom had been discharged 
because of marriage, as a result of the spread-the-work movements. At 
about the same time, 1--lorkman resigned his regular job. In the begi.."lning, 
workers were sent out to do calculating vrork. in "1932 or 1 33", i·lork:na.."l 
started dispatching women to perform typing ~~d other gener~ clerical 
work. • (17) · 
According -to _looore, although there tr.-ere many firms supplying temporary 
labour ~efore World War II, it was not until the 1940s·that nationwide 
organisations began to appear~specialising in the supply of certain types of 
. tempor~r labour. In Britai-n and in the u.s.A., the thirties were lean .years, 
i 
' 
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· .anii firms lihich required i;emporary labour had :..1.0 problem i~ finding staff them-
selves. The permanent side of the agencies• op~rations t·ras very badly hit 
. . 
by the Depression, ·and .SlJ:bsequently, by the impact of \iorld i'lar II, 'lllhich 
made it difficult to operate. ~ing this period, ma.ny agencies closed ~. 
down,. never to reopen,. · Those which survived during the war 1-rere those 1-rhich 
.. 
specialised in temporai,y placements, since tl1ere was an acute shortage of labour, 
and because there were. many peopl~ l'1ho were not able to comrrii t themselves to a 
permanent job. The agencies brought the employers and those who were seeking 
work together and many of them fiourished on the profits. Brook Street ~eau,i 
now one of the largest office staff employment organisations in Eritain, l!;as 
founded at this time on.an overdraft of £50.(18) 
Since· World War II, there ~s been an enormous expansion in the number of 
private employment agencies supplying labour on both a temporary and permanent 
basis. Immediately after \iorld liar II, the number of agencies was only a 
fraction of l·lhat it is today, although it is impossible to state how ma.n;y- existed 
I 
at that time due to the·absence of·a comprehensive system of licensing. In 1977, 
there were about 5,500 agencies, of which the largest single group dealt with office 
staff (19). Nobody knows for certain just how many people are employed by 
agencies in a given year, but the Federation of Personnel Services has estimated 
that approximately 600,000 temps.lrorked for agencies in 1976.(20) The industr.y 
as a whole is characterised by enormous profits and enormous losses. Among the 
smaller agencies, that is~·. the single-branch fj,rms, it has been reported that 
almost as ma.n;y- are obliged to go out of business each yea;- as those which enter 
.· 
it.(21) Yetthere are rich pickings to be had for the successful agencies. In 
1973, for example, Erook Street Bureau reported a pre-tax profits rise of 11~~ on 
the previous year, from £849,531 to £1,810,211. During the same period, turnover 
rose by. £5 millio_n· to £14 million.· Fbr the year ended December 1976, St. Paul's, 
a subsidiary of the Lex SerVice Croup, reported a pre-tax profit of £120,000 on 
a turnover of £2 million. In the early seventies, the income of the larger 
agencies was equally divided between permanent and temporary placements. In 
recent years, the structure of Oimership in the employment ~gency field has 
. ~ ,., --. 'i 
; . 
.. 
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. become more·interriational in character. St. Paul's, at one time the second 
largest group of. agencies in -the country was bought by Ecco S.,A., a French 
temp· help comp~,· in ~917• This development occurred shortly after the 
Alfred Marks organisati~n,. another_ very large group in the field, 't·ras purghased 
by the Swiss-based Ad.ia Interim group. In the Times, dated August 27th, 1977, 
it was reported that, yet another· major combine, Brook Street Burea..u, liaS in· 
the process of. linking up with a German agency group in order to follow a j'oint 
expansion progr~e. 
The·, growth of private employment agencies operating in the field of white-
collar employment was largely predicated upon the post-war conditions of near 
full employment and acute labour shortage in the expanding sphere of office 
work. The demand for labour created by these circumstances rendered it increasingly 
difficult and costly for firms to conduct their o~m recruitment for both tempora_~ 
and permanent vacancies. The private agencies stepped in to fill the breach. 
Although they could do nothing to remedy the deficiency of supply, they could 
at least claim to speed!up the process 1ihereby employer and employee came together. 
To some extent it could be argued that the agencies have actually increased the 
supply o~ labour. In providing the option of temporary wcrk, they enable many 
married ~10men to find the· flexible conditions of employment \vhich are often lacking 
in permanent work. The gro1-rth of the agencies' activities in the sphere of temp-
orary office work has therefore rested not only· upon a gro1·ring demand for labour 
but also on their own ability to mobilise an otherwise redundant pool of labour. 
Another factor which has contributed to the proliferation of agencies is the 
small amount of capital necessary in order to set up in business. As Fulop has 
pointed out, all that is required is •a desk, a telephone, a~d sufficient promo-
tional outlay to :make (the·firm) known1 .(22) However, as many small firms have 
found to their cost, it is a great' deai more difficult to stay in business. One 
of the major problems is created by the need to raise sufficient capital to cover 
the cost of the weekly wage bill of the temporary employees. ~fa.ny small firms go 
bankrupt because they have insufficient finances to meet these and othe!' costs 
while they are waiting for paY-ments due from clients for services rendered. The 
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-l~ge multi-branch organisations are . ."·in a much. better position to deal with 
this problem because they.have muc~_greater reserves of capital at their disposal. 
Unprofitable branches can be financed from the ~rofits of the more successful ones, 
.. 
or simply closed dow.n wi~hout end~ering the viability of the entire oper~tion. 
However, many of the most successful firms today have emerged from very modest 
beginnings, l-Jhich sugg~sts that it is by no means impossible to overcome the· 
financial hazards which beset the.activities of the small agency. 
It has been ·suggested that 'agencies flourish when other channels prove 
unsatisfactory•, and indeed, the~e can be little doubt that agencies are at 
least partly a'response to the inability of the state employment service to 
provide either an efficient or an attractive channel for ~he recruitment of both 
permanent ·and temporary staff in the office sector.(23) Although the exchanges. 
were originally intended for the purpose of bringing about a more efficient use · 
of labour,_ their failure in this respect has long been manifest. It -was during 
the period between the wars that they acquired their association Wi. th the unem-
ployed rather than with ,the soon-to-be employed, and subsequently, they gained 
a reputation for dealing mainly with the placement of unskilled and semi-skilled 
manual workers. Thus, for many y~a.rs after the l-lar, their historical associations 
tended to make them less than attractive to those who were looking for white-
collar jobs, and employers were fully aware of this, as the N.B.P.I. report noted 
in 1968& 
'There is no doubt that British State Employment Exchanges still suffer 
from the 'dole queue' image inherited from the 1930's. The premises 
are not in. general sited conveniently to attract applicants for office 
employment. Probably less than one half of all va.Cancies for office 
staff in London are notified to the EmploY-ment Exchanges, and in the 
G.L.C. area the placements they make are a small proportion of all 
placements.• (24) 
The government has also been aware of this problem for a long time and 
in rece;nt years has made strenuous- attempts to modernise the image of the 
exchanges. In the late sixties, the Department of Employment began to 
encourage local experimentation in the organisation and character of employment 
services. In 1967, the D.E. opened an office in Manchester which dealt exclusively 
with the placement of.full-time office-staff. According to R.,lo!. Jones, who 
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·sought to investigate its,. degree of· ·Success, l ts external appearance had lliUCh 
more in comma~ with tha~ of the private employment agency than .. n.th the tradit~onal 
Ministry exchange, and .it had achieved a very favourable record of placements 
. :. 
as compared with private agencies in the Manchester area.(25) Since the~early 
1970s, the principle .of· modernisation has ·been applied much more extensively 
by the Government. 'A. major effort to exorcise the spectre of the dole-queue 
image began in' 1973 with the creaj;.ion of the first Jobcentre·. Jobcentres, ;, 
which are essentially· the modern equivalen-t of the old labour exchanges, are 
virtually indistinguishable from~·priwte employment agencies in external appear-; 
a.nce. By April 1977, 297 Jobcentres had been opened and there 1-1ere plans to 
open new ones at the rate of approximately 100 per annum during the next five 
years. B,y all accounts, they ~ave been very successful in achieving the aims 
for·which they were intended. According to a report in New Society, Jobcentres 
are used by 2q% more empl~yers than used the old exchanges for the purposes 
of recruitment, and by 25% more people looking for jobs.(26) The institution 
' 
of the Jobcentre concept was shortly followed by yet another innovation in the 
state employment service. In 1976, the government established a temporary help 
scheme at Canning Tbwn Jobcentre and sabsequently at other offices around the 
country. The government's service, however, di.f£ers in one key respect from 
. . 
that provided by the private firms. A temp using the public service automatically · 
becomes the responsibility of the client firm, and is paid and administered by 
the clien,t. In J.~ch 1978 I contacted the ESA in order· to find out what kinds 
of workers were using this facility and to discover whether or not it had 
. ; 
proved to be a success. I l'tas informed that the main users of the temp 
services were women seeking jobs in shops and offices·. Since the ESA had not 
yet attempt.ed to ~systematically monitor its performance in this field, however, 
no statistical information concerning its degree of success or failure was 
available. 
The employment agencies strongly resist the idea that the State can, or 
ever will, offer a supe'rior f?ervice to that provided by themselves, and they 
maintain ihcdi this is Particularly true of the temporary work field. Eric Hurst, 
jqint~chairman of Brook Street Bure~u, has defended the ~rivate service as 
follows: 
'Just as·I recognise that some activities are best carri~ out by 
public enterpris~, -so equally it seems to me that others .can best 
be run by private .. enterprise. The criteria involved are not 
confined to matters of entrepreneurial skill. They involve 
a deep level of personal involvement and dedication which is 
generally only i~-herent in great artists and scientists. This 
level of dedication is hard to sustain in ordinary humankind, 
except. by the carrot of the fi.nancial incentive, the spur of 
competition and the stick of financial loss. Hithout that 
constant intensity of involvement, heightened and maintained by 
incentive as vtell as by skill and personal commitment, a public 
se~vice cannot hope to provide the level of particularity required. 
It ,lacks the pressures and stresses necessary to support an 
anxious and minute attention to detail, and the infinite resource-
fulness in meeting the needs .. of clients and employe.es which this 
exac~ing service demands.' .. (27) 
Although one is inclined to regard this statement as more than a little 
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idealistic in tone, it does at least highlight the fact that the private operators 
have recognised a need for trained, motivated personnel in the employment services. 
This is just what the public version has traditionally lacked, as FUlop has 
Pointed out. She claims that the ·state employment exchanges lack staff who 
are skilled enough to f~t.workers to the jobs, which is a reflection of 'inadequate 
salaries' and the failure of the.DE to recognise 1 the need and demand for skilled 
interviewing techniques 1 .(28) Although there have been efforts to remedy this 
situation on the part of the DE, it seems likely that the really skilled inter-
viewers ·would still be attracted by the higher salaries and commissions offered by 
the private agencies .• 
The growth of private employment agencies dealing in the supply of labour 
for both temporary and permanent positions in the office sector is thus the net 
result of several factors - an excess of jobs over the supply '·of labour, the growth 
of married women seeking employment, the failure of the State to provide an efficient, 
attractive al1;ernative, the. inadequacy o.f direct methods of recruitment, and the 
·relative ease wit~ which it. is possible to set up in what can often be a very 
profita~le business. To a much lesser extent, increased manpower planning by 
firms mccy- have contri.buted to their expansion in that this represents an increase 
in the demand for temporary labour, but this is more true of the American situation. 
j .• 
' 
'I'flere is little eVidence, as yet, to suggest t~at the gl'Owth of agencies in 
Britain has resulted from ar~ systematic attempt by employers to use temps 
as a means of reducing the number of perma~ent staff on their p~olls.(29) 
bo The Fra.rne1vork of Control 
The private employ.ment agencies in the U.K. have been remarkably free from 
State supervision as. compared with those operating in the rest of i'lestern 
Europe, although in recent years there have been moves to subject them to a 
much greater de~ee of control. The emp~oyment agencies have alw~s been required 
in principle to conform to certain minimum standards however, since the p~·tential 
' 
for malpractice on their part was .. recognised almost as soon as they first appe~ed. 
Thus, when the hiring halls for catering staff were established in the middle 
ages, various bye-laws were passed which were designed to forestall their covert 
use as brothels. Subsequent bye-laws were designed to protect ap~licants from 
unscrupulous agents at a time when it wa.s customary for the applicant rather 
than the future employer to pay the fee for. the placement service. Then, in 
1921, an act was p·assed' which enabled local authorities in the London area to 
i 
introduce a licensing system if they so wished. Although this act granted consid-
erable powers to the authorities in theory, it seems that thay rarely extended 
them to.the point ~factually revoking the licence of a disreputable agency. 
Moreover, the licensing s.ystem never became established nationwide, at least until 
1973. Indeed, in 197l~only 30 of 144 local authorities had introduced compulsory 
licensing. 
During the "Thirties and Forties, the activities of the private employment 
agencies were regarded with growing apprehension by various bodies in the 
countries in which they had become firmly established .• Before the second World 
War
1 
the placement fee which was charged by the agencies was paid by the employee, 
which reflected the unfavourable employment situation of the period. This was 
the normal practice in most·countries and had come to be regarded as a major 
abuse b.Y the Interna~ional Labour Organisation which was founded in 1919: 
•A fundamental pri~ciple of the I.L.O. is that labour should not be 
treated as a co~odity .or article of commerce or be exploited. Human 
'beings' shC'-.llci be free to. c:Q.oose employment. Until the second World 
War, when people had to p~ a fee, often just for registering, ~o~e 
hardship and a degree of restriction was placed on them.• (30) 
P.s early as 1933~ the I.L.o. had adopted a convention which. called for ··- · 
the outright ·abolition of profit-oriented employment agencies, but this ~~s. 
ratified by only ten nations. According to ~~jor Cropper, who is at the 
present time the Secretar.y-General of the Federation of Personnel Services of 
.Great Britain, .Britain did not even bother t~ complete the questionnaire 
circulated by the.I.L.o. In 1949, the I.~.O.adopted another convention which 
advocated the abolition of the agencies, but ·it allowed fnr control of the 
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agencies as a first step towards that end. This modified version of the original 
convention was subsequently ratified by 28 out of the 121 member countries of 
: the_I.L.o.- At the present time, fee-charging permanent placement agencies 
. are prohi.bi ted in most vlest European nations although owing to disagreements as 
to whether the terms of the convention apply to temporary placements, temporary 
hire agencies operate in most of these countries. Some countries, how~ver, 
interpret·the wording of the Convention as having application to both kinds 
of placement service. The definition used by the I.L.O. is as follows: 
•employment agencies conducted with a view to profit, that is to say, 
any person, company, institution, agency or other organisation which 
·acts as an intermediary for the purpose of procuring employment for a 
1-10rker or supplying a l-rorker for an employer with a view to deriving 
either directly.or indirectly any pecuniary or other material advantage 
from either employer or worker ••••• • (31) 
Thus Italy and Sweden have both abolished temporary help agencies, whereas 
other::;, including_ France and Germany, permit them to operate within a framel-rork 
of regulations. Britain is one of the countr~.~s 1o1hich has not yet ratified 
.. 
the Convention. When the opportunity arose for her to· sign the modified conven-
tion in 1949, it had become normal for employers rather than employees to p~ the 
placement fee, and therefore, there seemed to be no pressure on her to fall into 
line with the· rest of Europe~' In 1951, ho\-rever, the Labour Government introduced 
a White Paper which proposed the regulation of fee-charging _agendes which entailed 
the fixing or approval of charges. Nothing came of this, how~ver, until 1965, 
·' 
when a Private· ].;!ember's Bill was introduced into Parliament which sought the 
regulation of the agencies through a system of licensing to be supervissd 
'· 
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by the Minist.ry of Labour. This was dropped in 1967, and despite an investi~· 
gation into the charges ~d salaries of the agencies by the National Boar~ for 
Prices and Incomes in 1968, the issue was not raised again until 1972. In the 
meantime, it was becoming .clear that Britain would soon be a memberaf the 
European·Economic Community, and would be' in the anomalous. position of being the 
only member nation which had no.t ratified the I.t.o. convention. 
. ' 
In 1972, another M.P. introduced a Private Member's Bill calling for the 
abolition of employment agencies, but this was equally-as unsuccessfUl as its 
predecessor. In the same year the Employment and Social Services Sub-Committee 
of the House of Commons Expenditure Committee conducted an enquiry into the 
activities of employment agencies and the employment services generally. When 
: it eventurally reported in 1973, it made a number of recommendations which were 
·. generally in the direction of regulation rather thall a,boli tion. Many of its 
·proposals.were similar to those incorporated in the Employment Agencies Bill which 
had first been introduced as a Private Member's Bill and had been progressing 
through parliament during the same period. The Bill, which received the roy~ 
assent on 18th July, 1973, laid doli.n certain codes of practice and sought to 
establish a system of.local authority licensing for all private agencies, whether 
dealing with permanent or temporary placements. The act itself was only an 
enabling act in that it required the Secretary of State to make regulations in 
order t'o bring it into effect. In June 1976 the relevant statutory instruments 
were published, setting out the regulations according io which agencies would be 
licensed and regulated. Local authority licensing was abolished and ag~~cies 
I 
became subject to a centralised system of licen·sing and control. By ~rovember of 
that year, all agencies were required to be in possession of a licence, whilst other 
:I 
sections of the Act became operative almost immediately. The Act distinguishes 
betw~en an employment agency, which is one that introduces a worker to a client 
for direct employment by the latter, ~d ~~ employment business! which hires 
workers employed by .the business .to a third party. The regulations im:Pose :not 
oply the obligation to obtain .a licence but also to comply with a number of 
specified duties and obligations. However, the Act did not make ~t possible 
for Britain to sign th~ I.L.O. Convention 96, because it did not include any 
provisions whereby a scale o.f fees could be laid dol·m and enforced.. 
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In the ~irst year of the Act's operation, 5,541 applications for licenses 
were made, and 4,685 were granted:~ 24 7 applications \vere wi thdrahn and the 
remainder \"lere still being co~sidered. DE inspectors ma.d.e·over 6,300 visits 
to agencies and businesses, · of which 166 were concerned tYi th the investigation 
of a complaint. One agency was prosecuted for operating without a licence and 
other offences under the Act, resulting in fines of £400.(32) The si tuat~on 
at the present time is that the present government is u.'ltrilling to take any 
:f'u.r.ther '!l.ction unless 'very grave abuses' are seen to be perpetrated by the agencies. 
Only then would it take steps to secure their abolition. Campling, however, 
believes that a tr~eat still hangs over the agencies. This is because 'the rules 
of the EEC require that member states shall l'lork towards harmonisation ,of social 
: legislation', and it is possible that attempts rrlill be made to bring Britain's 
policy in.relation to employment services in line ~dth other member countries.(33) 
FUlop considers that. it is preferable for the a~encies .to control their 
activities on·a voluntary basis, and that the role of the government should be 
to preserve the 'diversity and flexibility' of the agencies while attempting tc 
curb 1 the malpractices of a minority of firms 1 .(34) She also considers that 
competition is good for the agencies whether i~ comes from the DE or from other 
private firms, and that the government shoUld therefore refrain .from taking steps 
,· 
.·. 
which would make it unduly difficult to enter into the business. A height'·ened 
watchfulness on the part of clients would represent an additional check on .the 
activities of the agencies. 
Of Volunt=~ control exercised by the =.=-eccies, it With regard to the degr~( --~ -c 
must be acknowled&ed that many firms are willing to submit themselves to some 
degree of self-regulation. In 1930, the Employment .\gents Federation of Great 
Britain was established with the intention of ensuring ethical business transactions 
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bFtween members and their clients. The 73 ~ules incorporated in its code of 
conduct are quite strict~ as are its terms.of membership. Approximately one-
third of the employment agencies in Britain no••I belong to the Federation, the·· · 
majority of which are pri~arily concerned with office placements. One of the 
major pre-occupations of the Federation has been to protect the reputation of the 
industry. This, it is.felt, has been damaged by the activities of those Who 
are drawn into the business by the prospect of easy profits-, and who lack the 
expertise necess~y to oper~te ~ccessful~y and the morality to operate ethically. 
One of i-ts efforts to raise standards was the foundation of the Institute ·of 
Employment Consultants in 1963.-- .. In the \rords of its president, -this was 
designed to: 
'provide information and to impart- knowledge gained by and through 
the profession itself. ·It ~xists to help employers and staff 
alike to do their job more efficiently. It promotes good relations 
within its membership so that a healthy exchange of ideas can take 
place.' (35) . 
In order that these aims might be brought to :fbli tion, the Iristi tute 
created a structure of ~adings ana examinations for agency principals and their 
staff and even organised correspondence courses and week-end seminars. The 
Federati~n has not only been concerned, however, with the self-improvement of 
member agencies and with ~mproved public relations generally. In recent years, 
it has become very ~ch concerned with the question of the survival of the 
industry as a whole, in response to the escalation of efforts designed to 
abolish private employment agencie~. The Federation has taken a very definite 
. . 
stand in relation to this issue: 
•This Federation, like all well-balanced people, Would far rather see 
a properly controlled and ethical agency profession with high standards 
of service operate in the U.K., than total abolition.• (36) 
Thus.while the Federation welcomes the. principle of reguiation as a w~ 
of strengthening and improving the· industry, it is hotly opposed to the idea 
that agencies should disappear altogether. Ac~ording to Campling, the threat 
of ext~ction dominated the promotional literature of the Federation for many 
years and intensified Wb.en Britain was on the point of joining the EEC: 
_. 
'A federation brochure in 1971 ·showed a very.s,ymbolic sword poised.to 
.cut down a very prof'itable industry.• (3'7) 
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Since 19.72, when the Federation restyled itself as the Federation of Per_~~mtel 
Services of' Great Britain, it has evolved new strategies in the h9pe of persuading 
th~ world at large that the agencies have a social com:;~ience~ In 197 4, l.fu.rgery 
Hurst, the founder of Brook Street Bureau, was ona of four representatives from 
the Federation who became involved in a joint scheme with the National Association 
for Mental Health. As a result of the joint discussions, a special Brook Street 
Bureau desk was established in the West End with an interviewer who was solely 
: :reEponsib1e for placing ex-psychiatric patients. There were also proposals 
to utilise the training facilities of the Federation for the training of other 
interviewers. The Federation has also become involved in community relations 
. in connection with the problem of colour prejudice in employment, which is an 
. area of particular sensitivity among the agencies, as they are sometimes accused 
.of selective recruitment by the unions and other parties.(38) Other schemes 
have been evolved by various agencies, some with, some without, the backing of 
the Federation, and which have included help for ex-offenders and assistance for 
drug addicts to find employment. While one acknowledges that such schemes have 
no doubt pl~ed a very useful social role, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion 
that they represent responses to the fear of extinction on the part of the agencies 
novel, but -r1ell-intentioned attempts to improve public relations in the face of 
growing hostility to their collective presence. 
c. The Theory and Practice of the Private Emnloyment Agency 
Until very recently there has been hardly.any reliable qualitative or even 
quantitative information available concerning the operations of private employment 
agencies. ~Dst of the data has been furnished by the agencies!themselves, for 
example, from the Federation of Personnel Services or from the Alfred l~ks Bureau 
Survey unit. There hav~ be~rt very few independent enquiries into their ac1ivities 
and only one major investigation by the Government. The 1973 Employment Agencies 
Act should help to remedy this situation since it requir~s both, permanent placement 
and temporary hire agencies to maintain detailed records of their transa.ctic;ms. 
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At the time'of ~Y.riting, a great deal· more information was forthcoming. · The 
14anpower Services Corrmie:s ion had agreed to sponsor an enquiry into -:t;he private 
employment services,an~ the results of an international survey conducted by 
the International Institute of Teml?orary t'lork were due to be published in~'. 
May 1978. Fbr the moment, however, it is extremely ~ifficult to construct. 
an adequate picture of the quality of the service which the agencies provide. 
The bulk of information derives from those who, whether for-profit or for the sake 
of a principle, are anxious to see that private employment agencies ~urvive. 
Consequently one has to approach material emanating from these sources with 
· spme degree of caution. Certain leading figures associated with the industry 
have expressed the view that independent enquiries are both welcome and neces- · 
sary. ~or example, Eric Hurst, of Brook Street Bureau, has publicly declared 
that 'this service has nothing to fear from the most searching investigation 
of its operation.•(39) Yet one doubts whether this view is shared by all 
·operators in the field. The present writer emcountered a degree of resistance 
on the part of some agency personnel to the prospect of scrutiny by an outsider. 
Similarly, when R.M. Jones attempted to conduct a study of private agencies in 
the ~~chester area,_he found it 'impossible to win the confid~~ce of a majority 
of the agency operators'.(40) In both cases, this problem led to modifications 
in the design of the research. Similar problems were encountered by Olesen 
and Katslll"cnis in their study of temporary workers in San Francisco.(41) Given 
the fact of widespread criticism of the agenci~s, it is perhaps not surprising 
that some agency personnel have adopted a rather closed attitude. 
_,.· 
A further 
reason why the agencies m~ sometimes be less than willing to become the subjects 
of close investigation concern~ the competitive nature of the business itself. 
l 
The agencies are anxious to sa£egu.ard lucrative contracts and to ensure that 
their charges compare favour~bly with ·those of their competitors. This inevitably 
means that there is a reluctance to divulge a great deal of information to outsiders. 
Very little in the .w~ of systematic data has been.furnished by opponents 
of. the agencies, although almost every. aspect of their operatio;ns has been subject 
to critical comment. during the l.ast decade. A great m~~Y of the criticisms 
;-
' 
are based'u}ion :rersonal experiences, and thug do not provide an objective basis 
/ 
:from loJhich to assess the.- agencies' activities. 'rhis is not to say that they 
are lacking in fol,Uldatl.on1 but oniy that occu~ationa.l anecdotes represent an-- · 
insufficient guide to-the performance and conduct of these organisations. For 
the most part, the case against the agencies rests on matters of principle rather th.:: 
on hard facts. It re.mains to be seen whether or not the investigations conducted 
under the terms of the recent legislation t~ll vindicate the claims of their 
adversaries. 
However, in spite of the paucity of objective information, one cannot 
' 
·evade the task of eX<!.!Jlining the·· na.tilre of the service toJhich they provide 9 . 
One of the primary objectives of this research is to identify the factors 
which influence the attitudes to work of female clerical employees working in 
a temporary capacity. Accordingly, it is necessary to examine the extent to 
which the agencies are both willing and able to provide women with jobs which-
match their stated requirements. 
- ........ 
· · The role of an employment agency or business is that of an intermediary in 
the labour market, bringing supply··and. demand together so as to achieve placements 
which are satisfactory to both par~ies. In theory, this process of selection is 
effected by interviewers who possess a considerable degree of expertise and kno>~ 
ledge of the local job market, and who are highly skilled in the central task of 
screening and selection. , The interview is supplemented by a range of tests 
designed to ascerta~n the_level of skill possessed by the applicant in relation 
to certain tasksa The advantages of this method of recruitment from the point 
/' 
of viet'l of a prospective employer are its speed-. and effectiveness compared to 
other methods in a situation vrhere labour is scarce ~d recruitment costs are 
high. In ~heor~, an individual agency is able to build up a relationship with 
its client firms such that the interviewers develop a specific knowledge of their 
clients•_ labour requirements, their conditions of work, salary scales, etc., in 
order to: facilitate the selection of appropriate candidates. ~~thermore,- the 
interviet·Ter should be a"ble to furnish the client t-ri. th i'lhatever information may 
·be pertine_nt to his requirements, such as current salary or wage levels for 
~articular typeu ·of staff • 
From the point of vie~·r of those se~~king emplcyw3nt~ ~..rhetr~er of a permanent 
or temporary nature, the agencies are pot~m.tiaJ.ly a:ile to cffel~ a. useful service. 
One of their main attractions is that they c~~- seo~re a pest for an applicant 
in rather less time that it vlOuld. take by individual methods. T'ney can at 
least eliminate the time-wasting process of tracking dorm. jobs Hhich have 
already been filled. ·. The agencies are also able to extend the number of 
jobs from which the applicant may choose. lvloreover, they should be able to 
provide a form of advice and Consultancy service to the applicant in order 
to help her locate the position most suited to her skills and requirements. 
The service is available during normal working hours and frequently on Saturday 
mornings, a.'ld, unlike that provided to the client, it is free. 
However, information deriving from a number of sources S\lggests that 
agencies do not always provide an optimum service for their clients and 
applicants. A study of the quality of temporary help services in the United 
States, for exampl~, found that as many as 43% of users regarded temps as less 
efficient than regular ·employees.(42) A survey conducted in France by SOFRES, 
a government survey unit, found't~at while companies ~ad a 'fairly positive' image 
of temporary agencies, the staff supplied were not always considered to be suitably 
qualified. \then asked to comment on the proposition that 'you are sure to have 
qualified staff', only 34% responded in the· affirmative.(43) A number of British 
surveys have also tapped a reservoir of discontent among employers with regard to 
the quality of the service provided. The NBPI survey found that only a few of 
the firms which it investigated were positive+y satisfied with the service provided, 
and about ~alf registered dissatisfaction.(44) In 4er research conducted 
among London-based employers, Silverstone found that 65% of her respondents l·lere 
•unreservedly dissatisfiedi with the service offared by the agencies. i-lhile the 
employers uere less than satisfied t-li th both the temporary and permanent staff 
which they had been _sent,· they t-;ere pru~ticularly disgru..."ltled about the qu.a.lity 
of temporarj.es. This 'Has felt l::.y the employers to be entirely the fault 
I • 
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. . of the agencies and they assumed that a.pplic<'nts ,;'l'ere not being tested, •othert..rise 
they would not have sent them out, or else they chose to overlook stand.a.i-ds': 
'Even where agencies took detailed partic·da.rs of the requirements 
. of the employer -they \·lere often said to supply staff both permanent 
and temporary, •·rh~ in no l..rey _fulfilled. the needs specified.' (45) :., 
A small independent survey conducted by Doran in 1970/71 concluded that the 
agencies are m~re con~erned to please and attract applicants than to fulfil 
the specific requirements of employers. He found that agencies made ve~little 
attempt to assess. the reactions of employers to the applicants for,;1arded to them• 
7o% of the employers he interviewed expressed the opinion that applicants were i?-
adequately screened by i;he agency ·interviel·rers, and some assumed that this was 
the net effect of high turnover and· inexperience among agency staff. Over half 
the agencies investigated by Doran did not test applicants.(46) A survey of 
30 London employment agencies conducted by _the magazine Top Secretary in 1974 
likewise ~ound that agencies tend not to test applicants. Only two agencies were 
found to test for speed and accuracy and to· conduct their intervi-ews in complete 
privacy.(47) 
· Although employers frequently grumble about the cost of the agencies' services, 
a great deal of the discontent found among client firms appears to be based on 
a lack of confidence in the selection techniques used by the agencies. A survey 
conducted in 1973 by the Trade Journal, Index to Office Equipment and Supplies, 
·reported an •overAhelming'vote of no confidence in the vetting that the agencies 
carried cut.i (48) . Tb date, there has been little formal pressure on the 
agencies to institute rigorous testing procedures. Those who are members of 
.·. 
the Federation of Personnel Services are obliged to test temporary applicants, 
but they are not required ·to test permanent applicants, and some agencies 
maintain that it :would be Uneconomical for them to do so: 
•we would love to be able to test permanent staff for speed and accuracy, 
but we are unable to do it on the fees cha.I·gcd now. It would be highly 
desirable, but just not feasible.• (49) 
One· is inclined-to doubt vmether the principle of testing is universaily 
applied to temporary applicants, in spite of the importance attached to this 
· .. 
; 
.. 
·. . 
· procedure by the F'.,P.s. .' Quite apart from tha fact that only a minority of 
agencies belop.g to this organisation,· it is clearly ver-J difficult to enforce 
a rigorous standard of: ::testing in. all agencies and at a.ll times. It is 
1_87. 
unlikely tha.t this situati.or. t;ri.ll change in tha immediate future. The r~gulations 
obtaining under the Employment Agencies Act do not impose any formal obligation 
upon employment busine·sses to ·establish the qualifications of their employees, 
except where s~ch quaiifications a;e· required by law, as in the case of heavy 
goods vehicles drivers. 
The quality of intervie•·ling: staff is frequently a cause for complaint· 
among users of the agencies' services, but the latter strenuously de1~ that 
staff are inadequately trained. The larger ones insist that their interVie\':ers 
are very rigourously trained both in selection technique and in company philosophy. 
One frequently encounters these claims in the publicity material dissemL~ated 
by the larger agencies: 
'Brook Street interviewers ha.ve first hand business experience 
and ma:ny ·ha.ve t·ror~ed on the personnel side of large companies. 
-All prospective interviewers are sent on a. special training course 
which they must successfully ··complete before they are accepted 
by us.• 
'The Customer Service Representative selects temporary personnel 
for the assignment. Specially trained for this important responsibility, 
he combines intervie\'r data, pa.st performance and personal lalm·rledge 
to perfectly match our employee to your requirements.• (~tanpower L~c.) 
There seems to be very little opportunity to test the Validity of such 
claims, although if .it is _·true, as has been suggested by the A.s.T.:M:.s.1ha.t 
there is a. high ra.te of turnover amongst interviewers, one could surmise that it 
is not always possible for new interviewers to-undergo extensive periods of 
training, nor for agenqy principals to hire only the most experienced people for 
the job.(50) It seems most unlikely that the small single-branch firms, which 
are in ·the majority throughout the· country,.offer specialised training courses 
for their interviewers. In these companies, interviel'rer skills are probably 
learnt o·n the job through a. process of trial and error. According to an article 
by l.fa.cpherson in the Financial Times, 'there are many exan;ples' of young graduates 
i .. 
' 
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: ' 
. _lqoking for ·a short spell of emploYl:llent ii'ho obtain jobs a.s interviei·zers after 
only a couple of days 'pe~functory training'.(51) T'nis was exactly the experience 
of a personal friend of the present writer. ::.he mc:naged to obtain an inter-· 
viewer's job in a small ·:agency in a market-town in the Home Counties i..rithout 
any previous experience·or qualifications other than an u.~successful attempt to 
obtain the H.N.D. in:Bi.isiness Studies. There was no s,y.stematic attempt to -train 
her or to monitor her_prog.ress during the few months that she iias employed li'ith 
the agency. It· 90uld be that her experiences ti'ere highly unrepreser,tative, 
but in the abs~nce of any firm p~oof of the universality of high standards_· of 
interviewer competence, one can....:lot·· help but i'londer if this is a fairly widesprea.cl. 
phenomenon. In fairne~s to those agencies who do seek to maintain high standards .. 
in this -respect, one cannot judge all the operators by the example of those whose 
inferior quality has achieved publicity. Moreover, it should be remembered that 
the Insti ~ute of Employment Consul ta.nts was .set up in 1963 with the specific inten-
tion of raising the standards of ~~alification and performance of· agency personnel. 
Thus, some agencies at ~east recognise the problem and are prepared to take action 
to reduce it. 
A common criticism of the agencies is that the system whereby some interviewers 
earn commission on the basis of the number of placements they make tends to result 
in hasty and ill-judged placings. This objection has been lodged b,y A.s.T.M.s. 
but again, there is no ~ of knoiiing whether commissions have this effect or 
whether they result in hi~her quality service. One would suppose that it depends 
very much on the level of basic earnings,· the policy of the individual agency and 
the integrity of the individual interviewer. ··The agencies themselves are inclined 
to adopt a defensive posture when confronted with the. possible abuses deriving 
from commission-based systems, and are apt to characterise malpractice in general 
as a phenomenon confined to a tini minority of operators. 
. : . 
In the opinion of 
Skeels,· however, compe.tition forces even the ethical private employment agency 
toward ~estionable activity.(52) 
It is obvious that there are points to be made on both sides, and that, as 
Fulop has: suggested, both the agencies and the employers could do more to raise 
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:the qua.1.i ty of the servioe .. (53) Ernplcyers ;.-zho 1_aa..lce rag.J.lar use of agencies 
could increase the degree of int~raction and. communication of inf,orma.tion betio;een 
themselves and the agencie's, e.nd. be more t·dlling- to make specific complaints 
_\-lhich l'rould "be susceptible of investigation. The agencies coul·d set much 
higher standa.J:·ds for their inte:cviewing personnel and be more attentive to 
the specific needs of employers,; They should also be more prepared to t~~e 
the ini tiatiye Nhen employers are persistently vague \vhen detailing their 
requirements. ~ne regulations prevailing under the 1973 Employment Agencies 
Act are in fact intended to bring about these kinds _of improvement in the standard 
of the service provided and to eliminate the sorts of abus~and malpractices 
which have come to light. 
Ho~evsr, the nature of the economic climate in the mid-seventies is likely 
to bring about a reduction in the quality of temporary help services, no matter 
what attempts are made by agen~ies, employers and the government to overcome 
existing problems. As jobs become rather more scarce, it seems likely that 
office staff, especially the more skilled ones, t-lill be drat·ln to't-lards the 
relativ~ security of permanent work. The agencies' temporary staff \rill still 
consist largely of married vlOmen \ri th various degrees of skill, but one would 
expect their ranks to be st-1ollen by large nwnpers· of less skilled people 'trho 
simply cannot find permanent jobs. Consequently, agencies are in a difficult 
position \-lhen it comes to supplying firms with highly qualified, experienced, 
full-time temporary personnel. The quality of the servic~ provided by the 
agencies to client compa~ies, therefore, is very much contingent upon the 
existing demand for labour. 
The service \"lhich the agencies provide to the applicants is probably no 
,. 
better and no worse than that extended to employers, ~lthough. the person l.oo~ing 
for a j<;>b is able to comm~icate her specific re~~irements more directly to the 
'' . I 
intervie't·;er, and of course the service is free.(54) In the case of permanent 
placements, there is a very good reason vrhy agencies probably do make serious 
attempts to find jobs vrhich closely approximate applicants' specifications. If 
t ) does no +. rem.,; n in her J"ob fo:c a. certain length of -time, a perm~.~.nen emp .oyee ~ ,.. 
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·, 
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1
e agencies are ·:>bliged to· refund the placement fee to the employer. The 
amount paid is ~ inverse' proportion to the number of 111eeks \o'lOrked by the employee. 
In London, fees are returnable in this way if t~.e employee leaves befor·e about 
8 to 10 weeks. In the· .9ase of temporary placements, however, the financial 
. . . 
penalties for a bad match between job and applicant are probably much less swinge-
ing. Employers can,and do withhold p~~ent for unsatisfactory service, and. in 
her surv~y of London. employers, Silv'erstone encounterEd two cases where legal; action 
had been taken in support of the refusal to pay.(55) However, the vast majority 
of temporary placements last less than six weeks and it may be that many employers 
. . 
are ll.•illing to lower their expec·ta::tions when they have an urgent need for staff 
for a short period. Consequently, ·temps are much more likely to be required 
to .adapt t.o the jobs available. 
There are other reasons why temps may not always find themselves in the type 
of jobs they wish, and indeei, why they may sometimes find themselves unemployed. 
The ease t1i. th which an agEmcy is ab.le to match a girl to a sui table job is of 
course very much a function of the:existing demand for her skills. There are 
both seasonal and regional variations in the demand for temporary labour, and 
Whereas the the industry as a whole is charact~rised by booms and slumps. 
highly-qualified secretary in Lo~don can probably find suitable temp jobs 
throughout the year everi at a time of economic recession, the filing clerk looking 
for a temporary post in Newcastle during the winter is likely t.o be presented \"ri. th 
Hobson's choice. During .. the course of my research, I interviewed five agency 
principals in the North-East of England. .All of them agreed that it was virtually 
/' . impossible to keep a temp employed all year round, unless she was very h1ghly 
'• 
qual·ified. One of these told me that the majority of his recruits were married 
women seeking perman~nt jobs. There were single girls, but they too were anxious to 
gain a·permane:i:lt .job rather than to find year-round temporary positions. Ho"t-zevar, 
he felt that manY of the gi+ls would have preferred temporary jobs as an antidote 
to boredom, but that, given a.l'l adverse employment situation in the area, i~ would 
be impossible to find continuous lfrork. Such temporary placements as he did make 
were a fe.ature of the· summer season, \ilhen students, in particular, were sent to 
' I 
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-replace staff on-holiday at various-firms. •f"ne residue of temporary staff were 
either marrie~ women wh9 were content to take employment when and where it became 
available, or else_thos~ .who were filling in between permanent jobs. 
The threat of insecurity, then, is the chief occupational hazard of the 
'permanent• temp. In recent years, the vulnerability of the temp to periodic 
Unemployment has been exacerbated bY: the flagging fortunes of the British economy. 
1 In the mid-seventies, -all the major agencies reported a marked drop in demand 
I 
I. for tempor~y staff, and as a result, many firms beg~~ to diversif.y their activities 
into oth~r fields of -employment.(.56) According to one estimate, the unfavourable 
market situation was reflected by ~ 4o% drop in the number of temporaries.(57) 
Although some agencies predicted that the maternity provisions of the Empioyment· 
Protection Act would stimulate a new market for temps, the level of demand in 
1977 was still well below that prevailing in the pe~~ year of 1973.(58) However, 
in the spring of 1978, th~ F.P.S. r.eported a regeneration of the market - a trend 
Which was regarded as indicative of a more prosperous economic climate generally.(59) 
That there are variations in demand in different parts of the country, at 
different times of year, and for_different skills, and that there are periodic 
recessions in the industry as a whole cannot be directly attributed to the agencies. 
HOl¥ever, it is not always clear from the agencies' promotionall:i. terature and 
advertising that the service which they provide to applicants is thus qualified. 
The job-hunter is informed in many advertisements that the agency can find her 
interesting work in abundance, not -that the prevailing economic wind may make it 
necessary for her to wait for a few weeks until it can be_ .. located. Moreover, it 
is seldom intimated that the agency 'may be unable to provide continuity of employ-
ment: -
•At l~iPOWER we can help you. Now. 
tailored to your neecis. · Wi-th us you 
even continuously if you like.• 
With temporary office assignments 
can work days, treeks, months, 
tSmms DON'T T.AKE LESS THAN YOuR TRUE VALUE& I have a big choice of 
jdbs in all central- areas _at hours to suit you. .And I can keep you-
in regular work at realistic rates right through the summer.• 
(Evening Stand~d 13.6.77) 
.. 
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•ARE YOU F·REEJ ~P le~al-temps·& Sh/Audio ~oo/60 £2 ph. 
_employment, ~.1.• (Evening Standard 13.oe77) 
Guaranteed 
'1-JE ~UIRE ••• Top- Temp Staff (all grades) NCJ:I. •~ OFFER constant 
_work, individual. attention, bonus •••••• ~ (Evening Standard, April 1978) 
It must be emphasised that th~ above .examples are atypical of the advertise-
ments which one normally encounters in the evening papers or interspersed between 
pictures of scantily-clad men and women on 'the escalators of the London tube 
system. -However, they do exemplify the occasional representation of temporary 
office work as a -secure form of employment. MOst agencies do not explicitly guar-
antee co-ntinuous work since it would be virtually impossible for them to honour 
such claims, esepcially in the case of the more routine grades of office .worker. 
Yet it would be difficult to avoid the conclusion, from a perusal of even the 
more car~·fully worded advertisements that the agencies represent anything other 
than a direct means of access to an occupational horn of plenty~ It could 
be argued, in defence of the agencies, that while their. advertising displ~s 
a tendency towards hyperbole, it does not differ markedly from any other form of 
advertising in this respect, and that, therefore, few people are gullible enough 
to accept.the claims at face value. Certainly, it seems likely that even if 
a girl were initially to entertain the belief that the agencies can fully live. 
up to their promises, she would soon learn to modify her expectation, albeit after 
a baptism of fire. 
It ~ well be that among those people who take up temping because they do 
not require continuous employment, or because thay are unable to find permanent 
employment, a potentialhck of jobs which closely approxi~te to their interests· 
and capacities m~ be experienced as less of .a problem. The majority of te::nps 
are married women, and for many of them, working for an agency represents an alter-
' native to not working 'at all. This does not mean that they are invariably content 
with the jobs they get, nor,:~ndeed, that they are quite happy to st~ at ~ome when 
the agency cannot find work for them. However, they may tolerate these difficulties 
at certain times because at other times the agencies are able to meet their broad 
requirements, and I!lOre importantly perhaps, because temporary work, when it is 
available, offers all the flexib~lity that is lacking in the sphere of perm~ent 
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work. This latter advantage, from the point of view_of .the would-be employee, 
is well illustrated by the experience of one of my respondents: 
1 I t"lould like to go as a permanent with the insurance company t·;here 
_I temp, but they do.not employ part-time staff, and I can only 
work until 3.30 p.m., so I have to stay v1orlr.ing fnr the agency. 
It seems a short-sighted policy for the firm to take as they 
must have wasted hundreds of pounds during ".;he past three years 
pccying the agency for IIzy" services, but they t,;on•t bend the rules 
on_ part-timers.• 
No matter what the quality of·the service provided, there can be little 
doubt that the agencies provide a solution for the married \·roman r1hose desire 
to work is thwarted by intractable attitudes among employers. Now clearly, 
one's evaluation of the role of theagencies in this respect is bound to depend 
on how o~~ comprehends this 'desire to work' among married women. If it is 
perceived as a purely economic motivation, as an expression of an acquisitive 
urge imposed upon them by the imperatives of capitalist commodity production, 
then one .is likely to regard these firms as agents of a wider process cf exp-
loitation. If, on the other hand, one perceives the desire to work as a 
flight from domesticity, the agency is more likely to be regarded· as providing 
an escape route for the prisoners of patriarchy, albeit ·an unint~~ded consequence 
of what is primarilyacommeroial activity. It is evident, then, that a close 
attention to the reasons which women themselves give for their resort to temp-
orary work is of considerable relevance to the continuing debate concerning the 
role of the private employment agency. 
The main opponents of the agencies, of course, are the trade unions. 
attack on the agencies has been sustained and unequivocal"; and at one time,, 
Thefr 
public denouncements were de rigeur at the .Annual Trade·s Union Congress. The 
precise nature of their objections are exemplified in the following statement 
. . 
issued by N.A.L.G.o. After detailing a number of objections to the permanent 
side of the agencies' operati~ns, the statement declares: 
•It is the operation of the temporary hire agencies however which 
present the greatest threat to the i·lages and conditions of staff 
employed in UALGO services. Because temporaries d.o not.receive 
sick pay and holiday pay their rates are higher than permanent 
I 'staff and they are con~equentiy a sourC(;! of friGtion. The ac~encies 
charge a substantial commitlsion on top of the normal rates of pay: 
and. thus employers become- involved in -~.,_nnr!.cessary costs• The use of 
agency staff t-rho· are te:npc1·a-r;y1 and lack job sacurity also undermines 
trade union orga..l'lisationo Nost important, ho.-le·;rer, temporary staff 
from agencies obscure the problem of lo\·T p:::;.y among permanent staff. 
Because employers cal'l obtain· temporaries to fill gaps caused _by staff 
shortages, they are not· obliged to pay sufficiently high wages to 
attract and retain permc-.. nent staff. Thu.s the problem of agency 
staff has an adverse effect on the conditions of service of N"ALGO 
members.' (60). · . 
Opinions of this nature have been widely ej~ressed by a number of unions, 
and there have been some instances of industrial action in support of the 
demand :to outlaw the agencies, .·or to reduce the number of temps hired within 
.. 
particular sectors of industry. ·· The unions have presented a forceful case 
for abolition and their intel'pretation of the role of the agencies provides a . 
usefUl corrective to the idea_ that they are merely benevolent organisations 
something akin to a dose of salts being injected into an othervrlse sluggish 
labour market. However, there is little evidence that they have contemplated 
the i'mplications of abolition from the point of viet'll'. of women themselves. 
I 
The unions express a firm confidence in the ability of the gove~ent to provide 
an alternative to the priva.te service. As presen.tly conceived, however, the 
state scheme delivers the temp into the direct control of the employer. Yet, 
as I shall. show, many women enjoy the degree of autonom;y afforded by the system 
operated by t~e private agencies. In the case of the agency temp, the employer 
is situated at a distance from the place of work al'ld the client firm is vested 
with very limited powers· of control. Thus, the substitution of a public service 
for that operated by the agencies would greatly diminish the autono~ of the 
temp. The strategies proposed by the unions, therefore, would represent a 
qualitative transformation in the character of temporary work from the point 
of view of the :employee. In the case of the woma..l'l who turns to temporary l'lo:r.·k 
as a ~e~~s of escape from an oppressive or unsatisfy1.ng domestic environment, 
it is· possible that the eboli tion of the private servi-ce \'lould not entail a:ny_ 
reduction in the number of opportunities to do so. Ho\·;ever, there is little 
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evidence that t~e unions are concerned to ensure ~hat the state service ·w~uld 
replicate the flexibility encountered in the priva-te service. In~eed, it 
could be argued that i~ postulating a state alternative to the private temporary 
schemes the unions are in -effect a~cepting the idea that women should fit~.in 
with employers' expectations. Irrespective of whether married women work as 
temps out of choice or out of nec·essi ty, there ca.'"l be little doubt that this 
entaiis a "considerable degree of accommodation on their part. To the extent 
that the unions do not couple their demands with a call for measures \'lhich 
would diminish this burden of accommodation, the aboliti~n of private-employment 
agencies would represent something of a hollow victory. 
In this chapter 'lire have seen that temporary work is relatively unusual in 
the field._of clerical employment. This is readily explained in terms of the 
principal disadva~tage attaching to temporary employment, namely its insecurity. 
This problem is likely to be encountered by the temporary irrespective of whether 
she finds employment directly·, or via the medium of the employment business. 
Under the most favourable market conditions there may be an occasion~~ hiatus 
in the supply of jobs, and during periods of economic gloom, the experience of 
unemployment is likely to become more frequent ~'"ld more protracted. Apart from 
this, it is doubtful whether temporary work carries any financial advantages in 
the long term. In 1968, the N.B.P.I. found that the higher rates of pay for 
agency temps were offset by the loss of many benefits such as paid holidays, 
sick leave, superannuation, bonuses and red~~d~cy pay. S~nce then, many 
agencies, under pressure of competition, have introduced benefits for employees 
,. 
such as holiday pay and luncheon vouchers, but they are by no means universal 
and it may be necessary for a temp to work for several months before she is 
I 
entitled to them. This latter proviso effectively means that'it is only possible 
to enjoy conditions compara~~e to those found in permanent work if one remains 
with a single agency for a lengthy period. Furthermore, the ea.l'nings of temps 
do not always keep pace.with those of permanent staff. In 1968, for example, 
the N.B.P.Io report found that the earnings of permanent staff'had increased more 
than those of temporary staff d~ing the three year period in which the sutvey 
was carried out& Again, in the lrinter· of 1974,. it was reported that temporary 
remuneration :was not keeping pace l>ri.th the levels obtaining in the.permanent 
sector.{61) 
It is not difficult, ·therefore, to comprehend lihy few clerks forsak:e:..the 
relative security of.pe~manent employment in order to become permanent temps. 
It is also not difficult to under'sta.'ld Why iDa.ny of those who do become 
permanent .temps eventually quit.. Apart from the disadvantages so far identified, 
there is the additional problem that tamping may fail to live up to expectations. 
The agency, in its capacity as occupational gatekeeper, may be unable or unwilling 
to effect a perfect correspondence between the employee's skills or requirements, 
and the nature of the assignments to which she is sent. Thus, while a dissatis-
-faction l>nth permanent clerical work may cause a girl to take up 'permanent• 
temping, ·a dissatisfactj,.on lri th the kinds of jobs she then obtains may cause 
her to abandon it. 
~ne fact that the majority of women in clerical employment are consequently 
to be found in permanent jobs cannot be taken to mean, therefore, that there is 
a universal contentment l>rith the conditions and character of permanent office 
work. As l>rith any other occupational 'choice•, a decision to enter, to remain 
in, or to return to permanent employment must be considered in relation to the 
rewards and penalties· attaching to alternative courses of action. 
The study of occupational choice also requires that one take account of 
the factors which set limits to the practical possibilities of realistng a 
desired course of action. This observation is particul~ly relevant for an 
understanding of the strong representation of married women in temporary office . 
l'rork. ·The fact that the majority of temps are married women cam1ot be talten 
to mean that such women regard work merely as a fringe activity because they 
are seemingly prepared to ri~k unemployment. As we have seen, it is .e~ly 
possible to interpret their involyement in temporarj office work as an index 
of the difficulties they encounter when trying to locate permanent positions. 
Thu.s, 
'' 
' patterns of occupational choice. and occupational 'mobility cannot be 
i 
r~garded as the expression of free-floating ;~ tulrestrained work aspirations. 
As this a.nalY:sis of the role of the private employtJ.ent agency has sho1m, it is 
essential that one e~ne the constraints upon action imposed by the va.ga.r:tes 
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of the market for labour, ·and ·by t~e expectations and practices of occupatio~ 
gatekeepers. 
.. 
In the·next chapter, the reasons why women enter temporary e~ployment and 
their experiences as ~emps ~nll ~e investigated more fully. By referring: 
directly to the ·a.tti tudes of 1-1omen themselves, it is possible to begin the_ 
task of sorting out fact from fantaSy-, and perhaps even more importantly, :it 
permits those who are almost entirely· forgotten in the verbal thrust and parry 
between unions, employers~and agencies)to have their own point of view repre-
.. 
/' 
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CHAPTER Six'. OFFICE TEMP::i 
The phenomenon of. temporary Nork is where a. great many historical and 
contemporary themes concerning wom~n converge. Tnis phenomenon represents 
the net result of· th~ discrimination, dissatisfaction, and inflexibility, wh1ch 
a great many women eXperience because they~ women in a man's l"lorld - the' 
"t-rorld of l'rhi te-collar. masters and l"lhi te-blouse subordinates~ It is the 
final solution for the girls who:have become trapped in the female ghetto 
of the office by their socialisa;tion, education and training, by the limi ~eo. 
range of occupations available t'o ··th.em, and by the unfulfilled promises of 
the recrUiting advertis~ments. It is also the final solution for t~e women 
l'lho want "to escape from suburban monotony but who cannot find an employer tvh6 
is .willing to meet their needs half w~. 
The· phenomenon of temporary work highlights the fact that women must make 
all the adjustments if they 'lrl'ish to 't-Tork in the office - adjustments to its 
' hours, its overtime, its opportunity structure, its mechanisation, its boredom, 
and its traditional structure of relationships. Temping is an alternative to 
self-effacement. 
To a considerable extent, therefore, tamping may be regarded as symptomatic 
of the presence of patriarchy, both '!rdthin the labour market and beyond. 
Ho~ever, as we noted earlier, ma-~ writers consider that it is erroneous to 
perceive :the occupational."circumstances of Trrom~n purely in terms of processes 
of male domination.(l) This note of caution is particularly apposite in the 
,,/ 
case of female temporary office workers. Neither the supply of, nor the demand 
for such employees can be accounted for simply in terms of attempts by men to 
maintain a position of relative advan~age in the labour market, or in terms of 
discri~tory attitudes among employers. Tne resort to temporary work is at 
least partly _explained in terms of the objectiv~ conditions of clerical work 
itself.· Once this is recognised, it becomes necessary to look for the t~der 
econoinic processes Trrhich structure the contemporary nature of -..rhi te collar 
employment. In Braverman's view, the objective.character of office work in 
203. 
·. the twentieth century has been rapidly degra.c'b1 by the dual processes of 
rationalisation and mechanisation in accordance 1rlth the imperatives of 
•. 
mo~opoly capitalism.(2) Similarly, the deman~ for temporar,y clerical labour'--
has very little to do ld th 'male cl:auvinism', li'hereas it has a great deal :.to 
do with labour shortage· in the permanent·sector, and, to a lesser extent, with 
the efforts of employe,rs to effect economies in their full-time permanent staff 
requiremen-ts. · 
It may be readily conceded, :therefore, that it is necessar,y to take account· 
of the contributions of both pat-riarchy and the wider economic system if one i's 
to comprehend the phenomenon of te·mporar,y clerical labour. However, this obse~ 
vation brings us no nearer to an appreciation of the factors which women themselves 
consider to have impelled them towards tempor8r3- employment, nor does it provide· 
a starting-point from which to generalise about women's responses to temporary 
clerical work. Indeed, it is only too easy to lose sight altogether of women's 
o~n1 perceptions of their work situation and·to suppose that an acceptance of 
: 
the popular stereotypes 1of the female temp represents a satisfactory substitute 
for a more direct investigation of_ their attitudes. In this chaptert then, 
I am concerned to examine temporary clerical l·rork from the employee's point of 
view, and at· the same time, to demonstrate the ban.lcruptcy of a range ofpopular 
stereotypes of _the temp. ~~re importantly, perhaps, b,y studying directly the 
experiences and attitudes-of those who work in this capacity, it is possible to 
dismantle the mythological versions of the wo~ -at work. It is these myths -
that women are invariably passive, that their aspirations,. are consistently atten-
uated, that the mme or the opposite sex is their central life ·interest a.11d that 
they always adjust to limited opportunities at work -·which represent the ideolo-
gical justifications for the exploitative systems of both capitalism and patri-
archy •. 
rn·the J>Opular imagina~ion, the ·temp is of-ten perceived in terms of all the 
favourite stereotypes of contemporary womanhood. Although fewer marriages are 
made in offices than are made in heaven, there is a belief that temps ~e primarily 
204. 
·.mQtivated by the desire for a husbando The ~::··.:.:.ss media have done much to promote 
an image of the temp as a man-hunting good-time girl, short on skill and high on 
' 
unreliabilityo A recent example of the tende,1cy to present a somevzhat tar:1fshed 
image of the temp was pz:-ovided in a centre-page article in the Observer. :..In 
this article, entitled 'Everybody Loves Temps', :Bernard Hollol-rood introduces· us to 
'Dorcas•, who is pres~bly supposed to be representative of the temp workforce 
in general: 
'Her qualifications are not too impressive. Her shorthand is rudi-
mentary and her typing slow. ·But she is an attractive brunette and she 
··would like to marry within.· tii'O years, before she is 23. "If you must 
know, II she said, l'rhen I q-~estioned her, II I•m ready to fall in love and 
for preference I'd like to fall for an affluent bloke. ~~d being 
a temp gives me a chance of meeting more boss types. So far I've met 
nobody vtho really matters. Oh, there's a.lvra.ys someone l·rho wants to 
take me out to dinner and afters, but nobody sufficiently interesting. 
Yourig ¥-Jr. Pollock 1..ras my last date and· he l..ras hopeless - \"ranted payment 
in kindness at the first opportunity- so I shall move on next week."' (3) 
The promotional material of the agencies too, must surely have bolstered the 
notion that temps are just so many ·rolling stones, primarily motiyated by the 
pleasure principleo Another favo~ite image of the temp is that of the 
clerical mercenary, which corresponds to the stereotype of the acquisitive 
female so beloved of investigators of women at work in the 1950s and 1960s. 
This image is popular with the unions, l'Iho have continuously characterised temps 
as self-interested enemies of the working class, singlemindedly bent upon the 
maximisation of their o~m.wage-packets. This view of the temp remains firmly 
entrenched, in spite of the \·reight of evidence \-lhich suggests that temporary 
employment is le.ss financially re\'larding in the long term. 
The next objective, then, is to investigat~ the background, experiences 
and attitudes to work of female temporary office employees in order to derive 
a more informed understanding than is provided by the lJ)pular stereotypes. The 
follo~ng acco~~t is based upon the responses to a postal questionnaire which I 
sent to a group of female o~fice temps via the employment agencies for whom they 
lrorked. : The questionnaire was distributed in 1971/72 in three areas of the 
country - London, Birmingham and the North-East. I received 139 replies and 
the regio~al composition of the group was as follows: London 32%, Uorth-:2st 36%, 
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· J.:l'lllJ.ng am c.io• .The account presented in thlz cnap"ter also incorporates the 
findings of a __ thtee mon~h period of participant observation as a temporary filing 
clerk which I undertook ~t a company in the Midlands. 
I have provided a discussion ~.f the limitations and advantages of rrry :. 
methodology in Appen~ix·l, but it is appropriate at this point to make explicit 
any major constraints which entered into the research process. The overriding 
problem for the research was the ~naccessibility of the type of worker being 
investigated. T.he scattered distribution of temporary clerical workers rendered 
a conventional random sample of the working~pulation inappropriate, if no~ 
impossible. The only viable mean·s by which it ltas possible to obtain a population 
of temps for questionnaire purposes_ t-ras to enlist the a.id of private employment-
agen<?ies. tibilst· this strategy mightimpose limitations on the kinds of qUestions 
which I could ask, it would afford a breadth of coverage which could not.possibly 
be obtained by an independent study of a small number of workplaces. The 
• I • 
decision to gain the co~peration of an agency was also prompted by the fact that 
I 
I had been trorking as an agency temp while a student for many years. This meant 
that I was favourably pla~ed in relation to the task of finding a firm which 
would assist me. It also meant that it would be relatively easy to gain a temp 
position ~self for the purposes-of participant observation. 
I 
The findings represented in.this chapter, therefore, are to a great extent 
based upon a method 1·1hich depended on chance, expediency and the good will of 
both temps and their employers. In fact, it seems to me that a really rigorous 
and systematic survey of office temps is· impossible unles~ one has massive 
.· 
resources and the unqualified co-operation of a very large number of agencies 
and firms l'Thich hire temps. However, one may derive· considerable confidence in 
' . 
the findings presented here from the fact that they are very much in line with 
the data compiled by other investi.ga."tors in this field of enquiry. M~reover, 
the use of more than one research met.hod may be claimed to have diminished the 
likelihood of unwarrant:ed generalisations. Finally, one may hope that rrry ow~ 
study of women for hire may 4raw attention to a hitherto much neglected aspect 
of female clerical employment and encourage others to investigate it more exhaust-
'·ively. 
, ..
1• Characteristics of Office Temns. 
The female office temp _is typically much younger than the average woman in 
employment. The ·relati~e youth of women in temporary clerical work is 
evident from the folloWing comparison of my results lri th figures compiled __ by. 
the Department of Employment: 
TABLE 1. Age structure of female office temos compared with the age structure 
of the total fer:lale Norkforce. 
Ag,e Grou;e Temps (N = 139) Total Female ~/orkforce* 
% D 
15, -19 11.5 12.8 
20 - 29 55·4 22.7 
~ 
30 "":' 39 18.7 16.1 
40 - 49 11.5 21.7 
... 
50 - 59 2·c.2 19.4 
60+. 7.2 
lfo answer Q.7 
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*Source: Women and Work, D.E. Manpower Paper No.9. (H.M.s.o. London 1974) 
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The relative youth of women office temps, a. finding confir~ed by surveys 
conducted by the F.P.s. and by the. Alfred l~ks organisation, is perhaps less 
remarkable when one considers that the proportion of women working in routine 
white-collar jobs in general, decreases with age.(4) In a recent survey of 
female office workers, just under half the sample were aged between 21 and 30, 
and only 7% were a.g~d 41 or over.(5) To some extent, therefore, the reasons for 
the preponderance of young women in temporary office work are similar to those 
which account for the relative youth of women in clerical work generally. These 
include, for example, the increasing popularity of o~fice work as an occupational 
choice among gir~ school-leavers. However, it is possible that the tone of 
the agencies advertising copy·pl~s some part in attracting younger girls into 
temporary employment: 
•Baby, are you ~ot enough for lof.a.npower?' 
iJtr graNly ran off. with my graimy shoes~ 
my mum wants to borrow :my midi, 
·my ·.brother keeps pinching my maxi raincoat, 
and.my big sister wants to get a job from Brook Street Bureau 
Fashion mad your lot.• 
'TEloiPS. Young, 
min. 6 t..reeks. 
attractive arid enthusicstic. Available 
For immediate inver~~ew, phone now.• 
. · · (Evening Stand~d, 25.7. 77) 
•SECRETARY £1.701· No s/h requiredl 45 1-1pml Long booking& 
1'/est London& to1mg co:npanyl (0"ening Standard, 13.6.77) 
~~ of the iarge~ agencies often supplement the yo~thful orientation 
of their recruitmen~ literature.with photographs of smart, bright-eyed young 
women in their twenties. Magazine·. advertisements of this nature are more, 
typically found .in such products·as 'Hone~• and '19' which have a young 
readersh.ip 'than in those magazines sUCh as 'l'loman' and t1Woman•s Qwnl which 
are read by somewhat older lromen ... 
The age profile of office temps varied to some extent between the three 
regions covered by ~ study. Although the majority of temps in all three 
areas were aged under 30, there was a much greater proportion of i·tomen aged 
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3Q-39 in the North-East than elsewhere. In London and Birmingham, the proportion 
of temps in this age-group was 13% and 14% respectively, whereas ·in the North-
East, the proportion was 28%. The F.P.s. survey of office temps similarly found 
! 
that women in this age-range were more preponderant in this area than in poth 
London and the Midlands.(6) 
Just over half the sample w~re married (53%), and this degree of representation 
is slightly more than is found among women in clerical 1-10rk generally (47% of 1-rhom 
are married), .but rather less than the figure of 6o% generated by an F.P.s. survey 
of office temporari~s.(7).. As might be expected from the regional variations in 
age distribution,. married.women formed a much greater proportion of office temps 
.? 
in the North-East - 68%, as compared with 44% o·f temps in London, and 46% of 
those in Birmingham. 3o% of respondents were respo~sible for children of school 
age or under, an~ once again, such women were more common in the North-East 
4o%, as compared w.i th 27% in London and 21% in Birmingham. Of those women resp-
onsible. for childl-en, 39% had one child, 49% had two children, 10-% had three and 
~ had four or more. The proport~on of women responsible for children of·school-
age or under is about ~he same as the proportion in the female routine white-collar 
- ~rorkforce·· as a whole. - As compared with ttomen in full-time office jobs, hov-rever, 
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t,~mps are mUCh more like),y to be responsible :!'or child.ren under 16o Hunt 
found that only 1. 7% of full-time '1-tomen in this occupational category had chiidren 
under 5, and 9.8%.had phildren aged 5-15.(8) The corresponding figures for 
teinps ii'ere 8.6% and 23 •. 7%· respectiyely. rlhilst the degree of responsib~lity 
for young children amorig temps is. not as great as that found among women in 
part-time office jobs, this finding does highlight the importance of temporary work 
as a method.of obtai~ing employm~nt·among those who would otherwise find it 
very difficult to do so. 
Female temps originate from a wide diversity of social backgrounds, ~though 
a relatively high proportion are drawn from the middle classes.(9) 
TABLE 2. The social class back,sround of office temns 
Father's occupation 
1. tihite~Collar · 
Higher professional, .managerial and other l-Thi te-
collar employees; large industrial or .co~ercial 
·.·employers, landed p:roprietors.,' 
Intermediate professional, managerial and other 
white-collar employees; medium industrial or 
commercial employers, substantia~ farmers. 
Loii'er professional, managerial and other 'l.·:hi te-
collar employees; small industrial or commercial 
employers, small proprietors,- small farmers. 
2. Intermediate 
Supervisory, inspectional, minor officials and 
service employe~s; minor self-employed. 
3. Manual 
Skilled manual 
Semi-skilled manual 
Unskilled manual 
No answer or irisufficient.informa.tion 
' . 
/ 
Temps (N = 139) 
% 
6 
20 
20 
11 
29 
8 
3 
4 
Table 2. shows that the· .. single largest group w~re the daughters of men in 
skilled :manuc3.1 occupations, although only 40';~ r-tere from a manual background. 
Similarly, a high proportion of married temps were the spouses of men in middle-
· class occ:upations. 30% wer~ married to men in manual occupations; 5% to men 
-' 
ih intermed'iate occupations; 58% to men in :..rni te-ccllar occupations; and 
_7% gave no ~Sl·Ier or insufficient information. The single largest group were 
married to men in inte;r-m_ediate i·lhi te-collar occupations (38%). 
Although the daughters of the_ middle classes and the wives of middl6-' 
class husbands are ~eatly over-represented among my respondents as compared 
with the pattern foupd among the general female workingpopulation, it has 
proved impossible to ~scertain whether they are more numerous among temps than 
among the permanent female effie~ population~ Silverstone's study of office 
staff did reveal a. very strong ~ver-representation of \vomen ·from middle-cla3s 
backgrounds, but her results reiated only to women in secretarial jobs. 
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Having considered ~ome of the broad social characteri_stics of office temps; 
•-. 
I shall now turn to an examination of their educational background and degree 
of -training. On the bas-is of a study of temporary 1-:orkers employed by a Nei.r 
York private employment agency, Gannon has proposed that the type of individual 
' ' 
who is attracted into this industry is one 'with few marketable skills. He 
further suggests that: ! 
'the temporary help industry may be providing a haven for those less 
attractive workers who would find difficulty in successfully negotiating 
the rigorous hiring procedure of established firms seeking a. permanent 
workfo.rce 1 • (10) 
The results of my own survey do not provide support for this perception of 
temporary ~rorkers, at lea~t, in the field of clerical employment. In terms of 
bqth education and train~g, temporary office workers compare very favourably 
' ' 
with other women in white-collar work. It is extraordinarily difficult, how-
ever, to construct a precise comparison of the--qualifications of temps and 
permanent employees because of the dearth of material relating to both categories 
of female office worker. .Yet I consider the exercise a very necessary one, 
lest an unjustified image of the t.emp should prevail. 
As. one might· expect amongst a group of women originating from predominantly· 
middle-class and upper working-class backgrounds, a. substantial minority had 
received a grammar-school education: 
-.TABLE 3: on page 210 
i .. 210. 
' 
::. 
TABLE 3o :DrPe of.·.school At~ 
T.vPe of School Temos (N = 139) 
% 
Private 20 
.... 
Elementary 4 
Secondary Modern .. .39 
Technical 1 
Grammar . ·. 32 
Comprehensive 4 
Other 1 
In her survey of London secretaries, Silverstone found that 31% of her 
responden~s had attended grammar school, and consequently, it may be suggested 
that temps compare favourably in terms of this dimension of educational 
achievement.(ll) Although I found that secretaries, shorthand-typists and · 
receptionists were rather more likely to have attended a private.school than 
other temporary employees, there ~as no significant statistical relationship 
l 
between employment. status and type·of school .attended.(l2) 
Bearing in mind the fact that at the time of ~ study the school leaving 
age had not .Yet been raised to 16, it is instructive ·to consider the findings 
relating to patterns of' school leaving among temps. Just over t~o-thirds had 
left at the age of i6 or above and as many as 8% had left at the age of 18. 
This pattern is consisten~ with Hunt's finding that women in non-manual occupations 
form a mUch greate~ propo~tion of those who left school at 16 or over.(l3) In 
.... 
terms of this dimension of educational experience, then, temps resemble other 
women in white-collar employment. Terminal education age was significantly 
correlated ?oth ~th social class background and the type of school attended. 
In other woz:ds, l-romen of middle class ·origin, and women educated at grammar or 
private. schoo~s were more likely than other temps io have stayed on beyond the mini-
mum school leaving age. 
The school examination record of office temps compares well \-lith that of the 
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·, f~male clerical po.pula.tion in general. Hunt found that amongs~ w~men employed 
ln skilled non-manual \-zor'k (a category she uses which includes almost all 
•. 
forms of routi~e clerical work), 20"fo had obtai.."led G.C.E. 0-level or its equ.i·\"alent, 
... 
1.4% had obtained G.C.E~ A or S-level or equivalent, and 14% had passed other 
exams, including C.s.E.(l4) 
TABLE 4. , .; Examinations ·Passed at School 
Examinations Passed 
G.C.E. 0-le~el or equivalent: 
None passed 
1 - 3 
4-6 
.1+ 
G.C.E. A-level or equivalent: 
None passed 
1 - 2 
3- 4+ 
c.s.E.: 
None passed 
1 ... 3 
4-6 
7+ 
Other school exams: 
None passed 
Commercial 
Academic 
Temps (N = 139) 
% 
52 
14 
21 
13 
89 
1 
4 
89 
4 
6 
1 
71 
19 
10 
It is interesting to'note that one-fifth of the grouplnd already received. 
some preparation for a future in c~erical work 1-lhilst still at school. The 
likelihood of this destiny for many of ~ respondents was increased by the 
/' 
educational choices they made after leaving school. Over half (53%) ha.d. not 
pursued any full-time course of education or training since leaving school, but 
of those who had, no less than 87% had underta~en a training in clerical work. 
Over one-third of ~ respo~ents (37%) had passed a secretarial course. Ver--J 
few had undertaken a. course·: in higher education. Only two women (1%) had 
successfully completed an academic course at degree level or its equivalent. 
There was a strong relationship between employment status and the extent 
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of vocational training aftl3r school.. . ifnereas the majority of secretaries and 
shorthand -typists had taken a course relevant to their occupation~, the majority· 
of copy and audio-typists, clerks ~d filing clerks, clerk-typists, book-keepers, 
machine operators, telepho~ists and receptionists had not. Thus·while ti}e 
secretaries and shorthand-typists in my survey were relatively well qualified, 
a majority of the rest had entered clerical employment ldthout any form of 
relevant training. This observation liould ini tia.lly se~m to support the vierT 
that temps are justly characterised as the. flotsam and jetsam of the labour force. 
However, . the findings of a recent Alfred Marks survey ena'IJle one to di_spense wi "th 
·this idea. In an investigation of women employed in office jobs having some 
.degree of mechanisation, it was found that only 58% had received any formal 
'training for the machines on which they l·Tere currently employed. The machines 
:included ~witchboards, audio equipment, accounting machines and telex systems. 
·Of those lvho had received some training, 60% had acquired this Nhilst actually 
:at l'Tork, and less than one-third had received training at school or col+ege.(l5). 
:It seems, .then, that temps are not unusual in having a lack of relevant training 
prior to entry into the labour market. \'lith the exception of secretaries and 
shorthand-typists, temps, like lllalzy other l-romen in routine lmi te-collar emplo~ent, 
tend to have acquired their skills once they are actually working. A minority 
learn outside the wor~place, by attending evening classes, but the great majority 
achieve competence on the job. 
Indeed, from my ovm experience, I have found that temporary employment af'fords 
a greater opportunity to extend the ra~ge of skills that one is capable of 
performin~, and in this way it is possible to enhance one's market position~ 
\ihen I began working as a temp, my ·marketable skills were.few indeed. I had 
I 
a slight knowledge of typing and an even slighter knol·lledge of hor1 to operate 
a switchboard. Six years later I had gained competence in audio and copy typing, 
:I 
filing, duplicating, clerk-typing, switchboard operating and photocopying, to 
name but a fe\'1 activi tiesl The fact that I \-Tas .!12.1 a trained secretary promoted the 
opportunity to learn new skills. Since temp jobs for more routine grades were 
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spmetimes scarc~ 1 I ~~s often .obliged ·to accept whatever pos~s became available. 
Even though it mey happen that a temp cannot master the job to '1-rhi~h she is sent, 
as was~ unfort~~te ~xperience when despatched to one firm as an 'export-clerk•,t.h± 
mode of employment certainly enhances the opportunity to gain both comp~tence 
and experience in different types of office work. 
It is inappropriate, therefoTe, to regard temps as some kind of pariah 
group'within the white-collar.labour force.(l6) Neither their educational back-
ground, nor thei~ vocational training suggests that they are unusually deficient 
in marketable skills and capacities. In terms of fo~mal academic qualifications 
they compare extremely-favourably with wo~en in clerical work generally. A lack 
of formal training for clerical work prior to entry into the labour market is 
commonplace among female office workers. Indeed, if it is the case that without 
the opti<,>n r:£ temporary work many of ~ respondents \vould have been unemployed, the 
reason for this lies not so much in the nature of their education.and training ·as 
in their responses ani those of others to their domestic circumstances~ 
The occupational composition of~ respondents was similar to that found in 
other suryeys of temporary office workers, although comparisons are rather difficult 
owing to variations in methods of classification. Table 5 s.lJ.ows the occupational 
breakdown for the temps in my survey: 
TABLE 5. The oc.cuoational distribution of temos* 
Job category 
Secretary 
Shorthand-typfst· 
Copy/Audio typist 
Clerk-typist 
Book-keeper/skilled clerk 
Junior clerk/Filing clerk 
)~chine operator 
· Telephonist 
Receptionist 
:' 
Temos (N = 139) 
% 
.. 23 
19 
23 
6 
1 
11 
4 
4 
4 
/' 
*classified according to the type of j~b in which registered with the agency. 
\ ' 
Both the F.P.s. survey and a.'"l Alfred Itia.Iks survey conducted in 1973 also 
found that secretaries and typists of_various ki11ds tend to predominate among the 
. . 
temporary clerical.pop~lation.(l7) Since I found no significant relationsllip · 
between employment status and the ~easons for taking up temporary work, it m~ be 
suggested that this distribution is a fUnction of the higher de~~ for temps 
with these particular .job skills. In other words, t-:hile the incj ination to become 
a temp may' be evenly distributed throughout the female white-collar hierarchy, those 
with skills for l·lhich there is a high level of dema.'"ld may be more disposed to 
actually· enter the temporary field,sl.nce the likelihood of continuous empl_oyment: 
·.· 
is correspondingly greater. 
·A majority of my respondents had been employed in a permanent capacity at 
.. , 
some time ·during the five years. prior to the ~u~rvey. Of the 20% who had·not, 
most were married, and two-thirds were responsible for children of school age or 
under. 68% of my respondents \-lere asked to supply more detailed information of 
their working lives during the five years up to and including the time of the 
' 
survey. This data must be treated with some caution, however, owing to its retro-
spective nature. The information supplied by this smaller group of respondents 
suggests· a fairly low level of job; stability. The average length of time spent 
in one job varied from less than·one month to over three years, but as m~ as 
5o% reported an average length of service of less than one year. Of this smaller 
group of respondents, 53%. reported that they had spent one month or more of this 5 yeal 
period in voluntary or involuntary unemployment. ~~ried w~men formed the 
majority of those who had.experienced unemployment (58%) ~~were thus slightly 
•' 
over-represented in this group as compared with the sample as·a whole. 
Temps are not characteristically mobile between agencies. Nearly two-thirds 
' . 
of all respondents had worked for only one agency during the five years up to and 
including tlie time of the survey. 25% had worked for two agencies, ~i for three 
and 4% for four or mor·e. ~~bility was much more likely to have taken ~he form 
of movement between temporarj and permanent jobs. The widespread pattern of 
attachment to a single 'agenc:r, probably results from the fact that certain advantages 
follow fro~ the development of a good relationship with a particular firm. 
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having a histor,y of company loyalty is not only more likely than others to be 
given jobs wh~n these. are scarce, but she is also in.a better position to negotiate 
for jobs having the con~itions she require~. This was very much my Olm experience 
when I worked as a temp during summer vacations. For example, on one occasion 
when I returned to my old agency looking for work at the beginning of the holiday 
I wa~ initially told by a new member of staff that they would be unable to employ 
me. It 1-1as explained to me that they 'already had enough students' looking for 
temporary jobs. \fuen I protested that -I ha.d 1-rorked for them for many years and that 
I was well known to the agency principal, ther-~ l'las a· great flurry of tel~phoning 
followed by a profUsion of apologies. vli thin twenty-four hours they had: fou..1'ld 
me a job. I also found that as the length of my service with the agency increased, 
the· personnel responsible for placements grew more receptive to my stated preferences 
in terms of job location and job type. This is not to say.that I always obtained 
. my ideal ,job but I certainly felt that there l'las some attempt to accommodate my 
. wishes. In fact, it was only when the agency began to show a marked reluct~~c~ 
to indulge my requirements {due in part to the appointment of a principal who 
believed tha:t the .. requirements of client firms came first) that I even considered 
working for another agency. 
~ experiences may not be typical but they do throw some light on the circum-
stances which may bind a temp to a particular .. agency. Evidently, an accommodative 
posture on the part of agency personnel is likely to be greater when jobs are 
plentifUl and-w~en competition between agencies for labour is keen, but it may 
also result from a temp's willingness to displ~ company .·loyalty • Thus a relation-
. , 
ship of reciprocity develops which may inhibit experimentation on the part of the 
temp with a larger number of agencies. 
At the time of my survey, almost half m:y respondents had been world.ng for their 
present agency for less thari'six months. As one 1-rould expect amongst a group 
of temporary workers, length of service in the present job is typically ~ch shorter 
than.that found amongst. the female worY~orce generally. Hunt, . found that 5o% of 
working 1-1omen had been in their present job for more than three years.(l8) Ho;-rever, 
· · a~ with the female labour. force in ·general, J.ength of service amongst temps is 
related to age, as Table 6 shows: 
. . 
TABLE 6. The length of time snent ~rorking for the present agency among 
different' ·age gr:ouos. 
All 
Len~h of service Temps 15-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 
,, 
.'N = 138* 16 11 26 16 
'• % % % % % 
less than 6 months 49 88 52 42 19 
6 months' up to 1 year 18 6 19 27 13 
1 year up to 2 years 13 14 19 6 
2 years up to 5 years 14 6 9 12 44 
5 years and over 2 13 
No answer·, 4 5 6 
*_One respondent did not give her age. 
These findings, in conjunction with those produced by other surveys of 
temporary office workers, suggest ~hat very few women become established as 
'permanent• temps. A ~urvey conducted by the Alfred Marks Bureau in 1970 
3 
% 
33 
67 
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found that the average period of total annual employment for a temp was 6 weeks.(l9) 
The F.P.~. informed me that this was still the case in 1978. In the u.s.A., 
Cannon and Brainin found that the median number of days worked by a temporary 
clerical employee b~fore termination was only 19 days, although the range was from 
1 to 192 days.(20) It is possible that these figures underestimate the average 
duration of employment as··a temp. Both surveys relate only to the length of 
service with a single agency, and thus their findings obscure the possibility that 
/ 
a more lengthy involvement in temp work is achi'eved by movement from agency to 
agency. At least two American studies of temporary .employment have claimed that ~~ 
temporaries_ register with more that one agency.(21) However, neither study fUrnishel 
precise information concerning the extent of this practice, nor do they state whether 
mu1 tiple registration actua.lly leads to a more protracted involvement in temporary 
trorko ~ own findings suggest that this practice of occupational polygamy is 
atypical, and the weight of evidence leads strongly towards the conclusion that 
temping is usually a short-term mode of employment. 
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Yet there.are grounds fa~ supposing that a substantial minority of .temps begin 
this type of i-rork id th the intention of remaining in it. ·. The . Alfred· l;·ia:rks survey 
'· 
mentioned above, fourid that in the winter of 1970, whilst 32% of temps intended tolGri 
for only a few weeks, 2.7% .said that they would be i•torY'...ing for several months and as 
many as 41% intended to work as temps on a regular basis with breaks.(22) Those 
intending to work on a very short~term basis were somewhat more prepondera~t in . 
the summer months of 1970, but those defining themselves as-long-term temps still 
represented 38% o~ the total. Given t~e ,discrepancy between intention anci practic·e, 
one must· conclude that the circumstances of temporary iiork are such as to swey a 
considerable number of ~romen from their original intentions. 
In this account of the social, educational and employment characteristics 
of women in temporary office war~, I have tried to identify some of the factors 
which. are relevant for an understanding of their reasons for entering, and .current 
attitudes towards, this type of empioyment. In many respects, they are not marked-
: ly different from other women in routine white-collar jobs. They are a group 
: of relatively youthful women, originating frompredominantly middle class, and upper 
working ciass backgrounds. However, their educational record is rather better than 
that of other women in similar jobs. The information sup~lied in relation to 
recent working history suggests a rather poorer record of job stability. They a.re 
also more likely than. women in full-time office ~rork to be responsible for children 
below the statutory school-leaving age. vlhilst I have endeavoured to show that 
they possess certain characteris.tics l·Thich differentiate them from other l'."'men in 
routine white-collar work, it is also necessary to emphasise that there is no such 
.1' 
thing as the typical temp. The only attribute· ·"''rhich is common to all is that of· 
gender. This observation underlines the redundancy of attempts to speak ~f temps 
as though.they shared.a common history and a common set of motfvations. It also 
means that the task of examining their orientations to work must incorporate an 
:' 
awareness of the diversity which characterises their domestic circumstances and 
their previous work experience. 
2. Reasons for Doing Temoorary Work '. :, 
'"Look, Kathy,· everyone of us is looking for a ua:y to beat the ni:rie to. five. 
'routine, the TGIF' .and Blue Jvionday drill. Right?" I nodded. ,·,QK. 
Lots of girls become st.ei17urd.esses because of that. And models·, and 
·lots o£: other things. Hell, l'rorking as a temp secretary gives you 
the saliie freedom. If j~funday morning bugs you, don It lvork on Monday 
mornings. l!Ia.ybe that Is lvhat it's all [-!.bout. No more r;iondaysl"l 
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{from Girl POi·rer by Kathy Cole and- :oOnila Ba.in) 
The role of temporary work as a solution to certain difficulties and problems 
encountered by women both inside 'and beyond the ~rorkplace is very much apparent 
when one analyses the reasons-why females become temporary clerical employees. 
Table 7 sets out ·the responses to an open.:.end.ed question concerning the decision 
to enter temporary employment. Unlike some ether studies of temporary office 
workers, I have not assumed that a single motivation informs this decision. 
Those •·1ho responded often gave several reasons for becoming temps. Consequently, 
-Table 7 shows the proportions responding under different categories of motivation: 
See Table 7 on page 219. 
/' 
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i : 
.-;T_:AB=L;.;;;S~7-=•--....-'R;.;:;e=e>-~s for becomin.<!. a temnorar• office •·rorker responses given by all. 
temos and also accordin,7 to v2..riations in O.omestic circumste!.:'lces • 
Reasons for 
becoming a temp 
Prefer the varied 
N = 
"All 
temps 
139 
% 
routine of temping 27 
Do not require or 
cannot ~cept permanent 
'1-rork due to personal or 
domestic commitments 18 
Doing temporary Hork 
while looY~ng for 
perma."lent job 17 
., 
Temping provides 
opportunity to •·rork 
lihen you· l"l'a.nt 17 
About to move or go 
abroad. 9 
Pay reasons 9 
To meet people 7 
To gain experience 7 
Difficulty obtaining 
permanent work because 
of need for special 
hours 6 
Difficulty obtaining 
ideal permanent job 5 
Fir'ling in betl-reen 
employment in other 
:fields 3 
On \·rorking holiday 
:from abroad. or else11here 
in the U.K. 2 
No ans-:·rer 1 
Temps rii thout Temps t-:i th 
Single Married dependent dependent 
temps temps children children~, 
65 74 78 41 
% .. %' ........ ·% %· ... 
34· 20 31 17 
2 32 5 49 
23 11 21 5 
12 20 21 5 
20 0 13 0 
11 8 10 7 
11 4 10 0 
11 4 8 5 
0 11 0 20 
6 4 6 2 
6 0 4 0 
/' 
5 0 3 0 
2 1 1 2 
Although there is a great diversity of reasons for doing ~emporary work, 
they may be grouped into three broad categories. Firstly, it has been chosen 
in preference to permanent '~~k because it is expected to provide greater rewards 
in terms of such criteria. as job satisfaction, pay, and the opportunity to meet 
people. Secoildly, it is a strategy adopted by those -vrho do not require or -vrho 
\ 
cannot accept employment on a. continuous or full-time basis. Thirdly,' it ~as 
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be·en chosen .as ·an interim noasure by. those looking for a permanent job or who are 
passing the time before ta..ldng up a permanent job that· they haye already been 
.. 
offered. or· the three major categories of motivation, it is the seconq. l·rhich ·is 
most frequently cited. ·. T?e same finding has emerged from other surveys of temp-
.;:. 
orar.y office workers.(23) . 
. The reasons for entering temporary work, therefore, can be broadly distingu.ishe.d. 
although·in the case of the indi,~dual temp, there .is frequently an overlapping of 
motivations. It m~ be suggested that t~e various reasons given could also be 
9rganised in terms of whether they denote a positive, negative or indifferent 
:orientation to temporary •~rk. Thus, a gravitation towards temporar.y employment 
because of an expectation of higher p~ could be construed as a positive prientation; 
:the decision to temp because of an inability to procure alternative employment 
:could be ,regarded as a negative orientation; whilst the decision to temp as a i"iay 
· of passing time before the occurrence of a kno~in or anticpated change of circumstancel 
. could be regarded as an indifferent orientation. However, in ~· opinion, the use 
of such a·classification would be misleading and unhelpful. This is because :ma..TlY 
seemingly positive reasons are thecselves generated by constraints and impositions 
experienced in other contexts. Accordingly, I shall examine the various reasons 
cited in terms of the less evaluative distinctions suggested above. 
Firstly, then, t~ere are certain aspects of temporar.y employment which·in 
themselves represent a major reason for entering this type of lrork. There are 
some respondents for whom a real choice exists between temporary and permanent 
employment, but ~hey have chosen the former because they consider it more desirable. 
/ 
In fact, the single most common reason for doing tempingamo~ my respondents was the 
desire for a more varied routine of work. The folloii'ing COI!!Illents exemplify the 
I 
way in which temping is perceived as a preferred alternative to per~ent office 
work: 
: ' 
1\·lorl'-..ing in c>. perme.nent job can often cause a girl to get in a rut,.· unless· 
the job is absolutely super,irith opportunities to be promoted.• 
'I get restless in 'one piace too long because the work gets very monotonous.• 
,, 
'I get claustrophobia in perma."lent jobs.• 
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•It is more varied and interestirig. You.meet ne1·1 people, you donit 
get stuck in a rut and.it's therefore less inclined to become bor~ng.• 
Thus, for many women,· ternping is expected to be a panacea for all the ill~ 
found in permanent empl~yment. 1lo matter hot-r misplaced their expectations nay 
-
turn out to be, they sign on •·ri th the agencies in the lJ')pe of finding the interest 
and variety which eludes them in secure but predictable permanent jobs. Great 
Expec~at,ions, in terms cf the nature of l·rork, 1·ras also a pr~minent theme in the 
discussions I h~ld with the temps I worked with.· Time and time again, they 
described their previous jobs as boring, monotonous, and lacking in variety. 
If the routines of office work had to be their destiny, then it was better to 
experience a varied routine throu~h the continual change of jobs, than to become 
more disillusioned in the same old position. 
Although single ~romen and women without dependent children were much more 
likely to cite this factor, it was also an important secondar,y motivation amongst 
those ~lith more pressing domestic and personal circumstances. This suggests that 
a desire for job satisfaction is not such an unlikely characteristic of married 
women as ·modern mythology wottid lead us to suppose. 
It is interesting to note the relative insignificance of a desire for better 
pay as a reaJ3on for doing temporar,y •·rork. As compared l-ri th the desire for 
greater variety in work, the pec~~iary motive plays little part in propelling women 
to~rards this mode of employment. Homen do not, on the •·rhole, perceive tamping a.s 
a means to~rards the enhancement of l'Ta.ges, a1 though the desire for more money r..a.s 
been found.to ·be an important reason for changing jobs among permanent office 
workers.(24) / The theme of excellent pay prospects is very common in the ~encies 1 
advertising, but potential temps often recogni~e that the benefits of good hourly 
rates are.likely to be offset by the lack of fringe benefits, holiday pay and so 
forth. Consequently, those intending to work as temps on a regular basis are 
:I 
unlikely to be motivated by purely financial considerations. Ho1-1ever, in' spite of 
the financial disadvantages, temping can sometimes offer better levels of remuner-
ation for younger women. One nineteen year old I spok~ to cl~imed that temping 
paid better than permanent work for girls of her age: 
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'I'm only nineteen, but I'm separated fro~ my husb~ld and I 1ve got 
a qhild of t\-ro. I left scho.ol 1-r.i.thout any qu.a.lifications in order 
"to be a wife"and mother but now I'm going out to work because he left 
me sudd_enly \·ri thout a:ny offer of financial assistance. I've had three 
perma."l'lent jobs since he \·tent but not only \':ere they boring but they 
paid peanuts. -~ became a temp mainly because this sort of job is 
paid by the hour,. n~t ~J age. At 19 a clerical job 1·ri thout typing. 
involved p~s only £10 grosse After deductions, rent, nursery fee; 
electricity ·bills., this l·rould leave onlY £1 a 11eek for food and clothes. • 
These comments not 9nly illustrate the conditions under which-temping m~ 
be regarded a~ a financially attractive alternative, but also highlig~t the 
implications of .inferior pe.y for '1..romen' s \rork' for female bread\·rinners. 
In ~he same \';orkplace I met another girl \~ho stressed pa.y as a reaso~ 
for becoming .a temp, and once again~· .this appeared· to be related to her age. 
Since the rates offered by agencies: are frequently paid according to skill rath~r 
than to age, there are obvious attractions in temping for those \·Tho would other~ 
wise be paid according to their junior status. This advantage was also stressed 
b,y an ex~temp whom I interviewed more recently: 
•I \·ras 19 and most companies IVd l'rorked for paid \-ta.ges i;o suit your 
age. But when· you ;rere a temp you got the same _money as everyone 
else, whether you:were 18, 25.or ~rhatever. It didn't make any 
difference.• 
Hol'lever, this initial advantage is likely to be steadily eroded as the 
temp grows older, and of course it· \-rould be further undermined by a more favourable 
movement of permanent earnings in comparison to temporary earnings generally - as 
happened in the late sixties. 
It is also interesting to find that a. desire to meet people does not figure 
prominently as a mot.ivation for entering temporary employment. This reason is 
some"t-rhat more common amongst single \oromen and those having no dependent children, 
but the findings here do not suggest that temps are unduly concerned to extend 
their range of acquaintances. Since meeting people is an inevitable feature of 
temporary l·rork, it might be. supposed that this would constitute the primary reason 
for doing it, especially if. one subscribes to the idea that young women flock 
into th~se situations which afford the greatest opportunities for meeting the maxi-
mum number of males • Ho1·1ever1 the evidence here suggests that if some women 
. become temps because they regard variety as the spice of life, the variety sought 
does not typically take ·a. huma..""l, exclusively masculine form. 
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' Secondly, temporary tvork has been choser. by many tvomen because they require 
flexible con~itions of _employment. ~8%.of my-respondents specifically stated 
that this tvas because of: the pressure of certain domestic or other pers~nal 
commitments. The following comme~ts are typical: 
"'· 
'I have tTtro children and do not like to leave them to fend for themselves 
during holid.ays,.after school hours or through illness. Being a temp 
-I ca.n choose my. otm hours. • 
1 The ·hours I rrork are more convenient for the children· and my husband~ 
. I do not \·~~rk during school holideys.' 
'As: a :mother I prefer to be· free to ta.lCe time off if necessary.' 
iBecause I have. children - ... they can be ill at any time - one needs 
·_time off for dental appointments, etc., ~~d I only want to work 
during school hours.• 
. 1\ii th trro children- this type of t-rork suits my purpose as I finish 
at 4.00 p.m. ~~d do not 1-rork school holidays.• 
•It_enables me to take time off during school holiday periods when I 
have no-one to look after the children. 
\"Jhereas the importance of the' desire for variety in 1vork highlights the 
crucial significance of: previous •·':ork experience as a factor governing occupational 
choice, these comments illustrate -the influence of domestic commitments on decisions 
about jobs. Iri fact, half of 'all the respondents t·ri th dependent children gave 
this as a r~ason for becoming a temp. In the case of several temps, the nature of 
the commitment mentioned was not young children, but the special demands of the 
husband's or.fiancels job~ 
17% of my respondent~ said that they had become temps because of the opport~~iti1 
it afforded to work when they wanted. A feti of the single temps qualified this 
point by saying that they •·rere thereby enabled--to have lo~ger holidays and/or holi-
days whenever they felt like it. The majority of those mentioning this reason, 
however, ~d not_ give any verJ clear indication as to why they sought either short 
hours or only intermittent·spells.of employment. "Since many of them t·rere married 
\"romen 1 _although not typically responsible for dependent children, it may be surmised 
that domestic circumstances \"lere often of central relevance. 
Despite the fact ~hat a large proportion of temps appear to have chosen this 
type of ~ork because they consider it to be in harmony ~rith the ~ressure of c; _ 
- ... rc'Ull:-· 
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s~ances beyond the' ~-;orkplace, it is. Oimporta.."lt t.o consider \ihether or not their 
decision is really just a matter of personal preference. To put it a.."lother ~·:ey 1 
is it possible to inak:e sense of their responses simn1y in ter:ns of their do:westic 
circUI:lstances? It could be argued that this 'choice • results not simply ~.from 
personal convictions about the relationship betvreen marriage, motherhood and. i·ror!<:, 
. . 
but also from the un~d~lingness of many employers to provide flexible conditions in 
the sphere of permanent work. Temping >·tas made necessary by the conditions of l·rork 
in modern offices. 1tr responden:ts made r.epeated reference to the importance of'· 
flexible:;rorking hours as a reason for their resort to temporary employment. 
.. 
~ney 
wanted to be able to take time off· for school holidays, ;·;hen their children were: ill, 
or had to visit the den~ist,a.l'ld they •·ranted. to >·rork school hours. They took it. 
for granted that their needs in these and other respects 1·1ere incompatible i·d th 
the.normal requirements of the office. In saying that they had chosen to w-;ork in 
a tempera~ capacity because of their domestic circumsta.."lces, they implicitly ack-
novrledged. the fact of inflexibility in the organisation of contemporary office i·mrk. 
Thus, it may be sa~d that rna.~ women prefer to do tempora.I'"'J office vrork because 
many employers prefer not to accommodate them on any other basis. On the -rrhole, 
however, .r.rry respondents .tended not :to characterise their decision in these terms. 
Temping i·Tas seen as something i·rhich sui ted them - as a convenient i·ray of reconciling 
the du.a.l demands of .home and 1-rorkplace. To the extent that they felt in any !·ray 
constrained into this type of i·rork, the constraints were seen to derive from their 
domestic circumsta.."lces. .·such a perception of the situation is of course perfectly 
consistent •ri th the cultural ma.x:in that the nature of a •·roman' s l·rork participation 
,. 
should be contingent upon the requirements of her f~~ly. ~nese observations might 
seem to add fuel to the argument that women a.re essentially acquiescent creatures 
when it comes to :the structure of \-Tork opportunities. It should not be forgotten, 
however·, that many ... ramen fe~ t that' in becoming temps they had ta..l.cen positive action 
to extricate themselves froci an unsati~ing dome::;tic environment: 
'·As the children were all at school I became bored at home and felt I 
could relieve this by doing somethins useful - temp "t-rork is convenient 
for school holidays and for gettin~ home in time for school to be out.' 
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The mere fact of .going out to wo;rk ivas for many \romen a form of escape, .even 
though circumsta.."lces prevailing both lfl."~hi.n a.nci beyond' th~ vrorkpla.ce restricted 
their r~"lge of occupational choice. The same observation is made by Olesen ~"ld 
Katsuranis in their survey .of office temps in California.: 
"'· 
'Temporary l'10rk relieved them of the drudgel"'J 7 dehuma.nisation and 
alienating features of housevrork.' (25) 
. General speaking, 11hen tempora.I"'J l-rork had been chosen because continuous, 
full-time employment i·iaS not r~quired, this was mainly because of the implications 
. . 
of certain domestic commitments. A small number of respondents, hovrever, did not 
:. t-rant permanent jobs because they rrere about to move or go abroad (9%) or because 
they t-:ere on a lrorking holiday from overseas or else\vhere in the U.K.(2%)'. All 
of the i·romen mentioning these reasons tvere single: 
. ' 
'I arrived in the U.K. from Australia and found I could not "travel the 
co]1tinent if I had a. permanent job, so I applied vri th my agency for 
temp vrork.! 
•I·~·here from Australia on a working holid~ a.nd only intend working 
. uz:til April when I vrill begin touring the continen-t.' . 
•.I only spend on average three months in the country ,:rhen I return, 
and so I cannot really ta~e on a permanent position.• 
It is worth noting that the F.P.s. survey found that there had been a 
progressive decline in the proportion of tempOraries ;-rho vrere on 1-10rking holidays 
since the beginning of the 1970s. The report suggested that this might have 
resulted from the deterrent effect of 'stories of inflation' appearing in the press 
of Canada, :rrew Zealand and Australia.. If this is true, then this trend does seem 
to exemplify the t·ra.y in i'Thich the resort to temporary 't-Tork is very much 
a function. of the prevailing economic climat.~. 
Finally, temporary rrork can be regarded a.s a purely transitional mode of 
employment for women who are seeking, or who are shortly to ta.fe up a permanent 
position. 17% _ of my respondents said that they "'rere doing temporary ~-rork t·rhilst 
looking for a permansnt post: 
'It • s the easiest l·ray of loo'!dng for permanent employment t-rhile still 
be~ng employed.• 
'Temporary work for me rras just a fill-in between ·jobs.' 
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•I•m d'oinf,· it until I can find· sui table permanent employment.' 
Hlule some vromen made it clear that they tvere merely filling .l.n time, others· 
. . 
st~ted that they hoped. that temporary vrork •·ro-..tl.d provide direct access ·to a ···· · 
desirable permanent position. One former temp l·rhom I il:J,tervie-vted explained this 
function of temporary employment as follol-TS: 
1 If you're looking for permanent employment you can go into these 
.. temp jC?bs and ·see if you like the l·rork, a.'1.d if you do then you can 
enquire -if they need anyone permanent. i·Jhich is .good because you've 
got an insight. T'.nere's some jobs I \-Tent. to that I thought, Hell, it 
t·rouldn't be bad •·rorkins permanently- here, but then you hear about the 
•·r~es : they 1-1ere no good. • 
A small number of temps expressly stated that they had experienced difficulty 
in finding the kind of office job they wanted and had therefore taken up tamping 
(5%). -3% were filling· in between permanent posts in other fields, such as acting 
or nursing. 
Yet another group claimed that they had been unable to·find perman,ent jobs 
because of their need for special hours. This group consisted entirely of -vrcmen 
who were married and who had responsibility for dependent children. For these 
women, tamping was not ~omething to be preferred, but a mode of employment imposed 
upon them by inflexible attitudes in the "1-rorkplace. Uhlike those rrho tended 
to characterise their reasons for tamping as determined purely by domestic constraint 
these •romen t"lere acutely atvare that the assumptions of employers and personnel 
officers imposed severe limitations to their freedom of manoeuvre. T"ney had been 
obliged to accept, if some;-rhat reluctantly, the fact that tamping might be. the only 
- . 
alternative to '1.1llemployment. It mey be suggested that l·thile some l'l'Omen ;.;i th domes-
_.. 
tic commitments maintain that they have volunt~ily chosen temporary work and others 
with similar domestic circumstances claim that they have been forced into it 1 their 
/ . 
different reasons represent varying subjective.interpretations1of the same objective 
situation. Some tromen feel that the demands of the home dictate what is possible, 
while others consider that ~~pectations in the world of work set limits to'their 
·freedom.. At the very root of ali their motivations, hC?t·te·.rer 1 is the inescapable 
fact that employers are insufficiently willing to intro~uce fl~xibility into their 
terms of employment• Exactly rrhy women should di sac"'Tee as to -vrhere the o~us of 
adjustment should fall is an issue v:hich I am unable to resolve at the present time 
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but it is.evidently an area Horthy of further investigation. 
7% of ~:re3pondents liere temping in order to gain eXperience ·before looking 
for a permanent job. ·9ne married respondent ~tated: 
'I'm doing temporary ivork to get a return to office vrork and ,_ 
up-date experience as at intervie~·rs prospective employers think 
. one is deficient in some vla:y because I've been av1a:y from the 
relevant type of work for spme time.• 
T'nis type. of comment illu!:?trates the ·i-1a:y in vrhich tern.ping can increase 
job experience so as to elevate· chances o~ employroent. It also shovrs how ·the 
onus of renevling competence in office skills· among vromen on the point of re-entr-.r 
to the labour market often lies with 1-1omen themselves rather than with their 
employers. 
The reasons that 1romen gave f~r becoming temps clearly varied according to 
their domestic circumstances. Age 1-1as another source of variation in the reasons 
mentioned, and Table 8 shm-1s the replies arranged according ·to age-group. 
See Table 8 on page 228. 
/' 
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TABLE 8. Reasons for becomir~ a temp (~L_different age-grouPs) 
Reasons for 
becoming a 
temP. 15-19 
N= 16 
Prefer the varied 
routine of temping 38 
Do not require or 
cannot accept permanent 
l-lork du~ to personal · 
or ~omestic commit-
ments 
Doing temporary work 
l-lhile looking for 
permanent .-mrk 13. 
... 
Tamping provides 
opportunity to 1rork 
\'lhen you want 25 
About to move or 
go abroad 25 
Pey reasons 
To meet people 
To gain experience 
Difficulty obtaining 
permanenj; 1.-rork 
because of need for 
special hours 
Difficulty obtaining 
ideal permanent job· 
Filling in between 
employment in other. 
19. 
fields 19 
On 1·1orking holidey 
f'rom abroad or else-
where in the U.K. 6 
No answer 
.% giving a resoonse in each age-gr:oun 
20-29 
77 
·% 
30. 
14 
10 
10 
9 
8 
3 
7 
1 
1 
1 
30-39 
26 
19 
31 
8 
4 
4 
4 
4 
23 
4 
4•'•. 
40-49 
i6 
13-
50 
31 
6 
6 
6 
50-59 
3 
100 
33 
It is evident from the above table that the desire for certain specific 
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rewards f'rom temporary vrork i~ mor,e common among younger .-rocen. Both financial 
considerations and the desire to meet people are reasons mentioned more frequently 
b,y thos~ under 30. It is also clear that the most important reason for temping 
among rromen of this age is the desire for a more varied '\rork routine. This ·finding 
· lends support to the proposi t'ion that \-;ork dissatisfaction is a cajor source of 
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· , labour turnover among the . you..YJ.ger age-groups. Employers l'Tho believe that turnover 
can be reduce~ simply by offering higher levels of pey are apparently incorrect •. 
Among vromen of all. ages, temporary Hork vra.s often chosen because it enabled 
. . . 
them to t·iOrk \~hen it suited them. . In the case of older women, however, this 
flexibility l·ras usually ·sought because of· the pressure of domestic commitments, 
whereas younger women,·especially those aged 1~-19, were planning to t~~e lo~ 
holideys abroad and/ or more days off· 1.1ork than 1.-rould be possible in a permanent 
·job. . ' 
The resort to temporary -w-ork as a purely interim measure betv1een permanent 
jobs lias also more common among younger women. Women aged 20-29 were rather 
more likely to be just filling in the time bet1.·reen office jobs or hoping for direct 
access to a permanent job, whilst t~ose aged 15-19 were more likely to be attempting 
to gain experience or filling in· time between employment in a different field alto-
gether • 
. Thus fa.r, it can be. seen that the age and domestic circumstances of my 
respondents \·rere related: to the reasons given "for doing temporary l-rork. However, 
since location 1-1as yet another so.urce of variation it cannot be supposed that 
differences in the reasons mentioned are adequately accounted for simply in terms of 
the female life-cycle. .Women in the North-East were more likely than those else-
where to be tamping because domestic commitments prevented them from accepting perma-YJ.el 
work or deterred them from seeking it. Conversely, they 1r1ere much less likely to· 
be tamping because of a desire for a more varied routine of l'rork. Only 14% mentioned 
this factor, l·Thereas 24% of those in London, and as many q.s 43% of those in Birmingham 
cited this aspect. The relatively greater j.mporta11.ce of tamping as a solution to 
the home/l·rork dilemma among \iomen in the North-East do.es, of course, reflect the fact 
that women in this a.rea v1ere dissimilar from 1r10men elsevrhere in terms of age, ma.ri tal 
status and degree of responsibility for children. ~ney were heavily concentrated 
in the 20-40 age-range," more likely to be married tha..YJ. i'romen in other areas, a."1.d 
also more likely to be responsible for a child of school age or below. Hol-rever, this 
observation begs :the que.stion ,of uhy vromen vrho were older, married, and responsible 
' for children Nere disproportionately represented in this region. It may be suggested 
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1
hat the nature of local emplo;;.rment.'· Opportuni.. ties provides the anS>'ler. Job 
scarcity in the liorth-Ea~t renders. the opportu.-·li ty to 1rork all year round as a 
temp in preference to permanent employment extremely limited. The propoz:tiori 
of young, single temps in. this regio11 is correspondingly diminished. Jqb scarcity 
also means that there is little or no pressure on employers to provide flexible 
1-rorking conditions for o-romen t.zi th young children. Keen competition for the 
available pool of joqs mey render it very difficult for 1·:omen 1·Ti th domestic 
conuni tments to find -vrork. The option of. temporary 1-;ork thu.s assumes a particular 
importance for such 1·mrnen in the North-East. In sum, local employment conditions 
mean that tempin~ is much more 'a matter of simple ex:pediency than else-vrher,e. The 
proposition that the st.ate of the local labour market has a strong beari~g on 
occupational choice is ·further supported by my finding that 1-romen in this region 
were more likely than elsei·rhere to be doing temporary -vrork as a purely interim 
measure. 24% l'lere te~pinc; 1·rhilst looking for a perma1'lent office job, as compared 
with 1650 of those in Birmingham," a.pd 9% of those in London. They were also more 
likely to have experien
1
ced difficulty in obtaining the type of office job they 
mos·t desired. Thus, an ai·rarenes~ of regional variations in employment opportu11i t?-es 
o-rould seem to be of central relevance for an understanding of the reasons o-rhy •mmen 
~nter different types of "jobs, a..1'ld indeed, for an understanding of ~·Thy they •·rork 
or do not l·rork at af.l. As a 1974 government survey has stated: 
•Part of the variation (in activity rates) beti·reen regions is the result 
of differences in·the structure of the regional populations by age, 
·marital status .a.."ld employment. status, but a detailed. study by J .K. Bo;·rers 
concluded that va.riations in female activity rates by region •·rere more 
closely co:rinected vli th differences in industrial structure a.."ld employment 
opportunities.• (26) .. .,. 
Educational background was yet another source of variation in the reasons for 
doing temporary ;-rork. Although the reasons mentioned ;-rere not associated \·Ti th 
school leavirig age, they did.vary :according to levels of educational achievement. 
For exirnple, of those rrho h'ad not passed eny •o• levels or equivalent examinations, 
only 18% mentioned the desire for a more varied· •·rork routine. Conversely, this 
reason 1·1as cited by 36~; of those tiho had passed one or more 101 levels. Amongst 
this latter group, this w-as ~,.. far the most impor·tant motivation. Amongst those 
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[lacking this level of educational attainment, the main reason for temping was the . 
desire for flexible conditions of employment, either due to domestic circumstan~es 
or because of some other unspecified reason. This finding should not be taken 
to mean that educational achievement is the ultimate determinant of women's 
attitudes towards wor~. The desire for greater work satisfaction \-ras by- no 
means exclusive to,those with 'O' levels. It does suggest, however, that 
it may be appropriate to take educational experience into account when examining 
women's work motivations. 
T.tlis: account ~f the reasons why women enter temporary clerical employment 
underlines the importance of an ~clectic approach to the analysis of occupational 
choice. In particular, it testifies to the inadequacy of any attempt to account 
for variations in job choice purely in terms of the life-cycle. Whilst age 
and domestic circumstances are evidently related to the reasons for temping, 
it is clear that previous work experience pleys an important role. A disenchant-
ment with permane..'l'lt office '!rrork has led many l·romen into temporary t10rk1 in the 
hope that greater interest may be found in a succession of different jobs. It 
is also clear that local employment conditions have some bearing on occupational 
choice. Where these are unfavourable, women are forced into a position of 
compromise. such that preferenc~s about the nature of work mey have to be sus-
pended or suppressed. The decision to do temporary work is also a function of 
intransigency on the part of employers. No matter ho\·1 women choose to represent 
the circumstances 'leading to their entry into this type of work, it is essential 
to recognise that the widespread unwillingness of firms to provide flexible 
/ 
conditions of employment renders temping Hobson's Choice for many married women. 
3. The Experience of Ternoore£Y Work 
a. A.general.survey 
Central to this thesis ·has been the proposition that attitudes totrards work 
are inextricably bound up with tm experience of work. They are not fixed, 
like some quantum 9f energy, but capable of modification by the circumstances of 
a single job, or by t.he accumulated experience of a. succession of jobs. The 
priorities which a \iOman posseses when looking for a job ~ be reinforced when 
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she actually o=tains a position, b~t they m~ also ·be amended, suppres~ed· ~r 
. ' 
forgotten. Trlere it not for the fact that this potential for mutabi1i ty in 
'· 
Homen's ti'ork attitudes has been neglected by investigators, it would not be. 
necessar,y to state these truisms. Since this is the case, however, it ~s 
important to give this point special emphasis. ~W ne~~ concern, therefore, 
is to give an account of the vi~ws which women express about their experiences 
as temporary _workers. So far, I_have only considered the. factors which propel 
them into this .type of work, and to this extent I have only examined the 
question of occupational choice. The next task is to explore the sources 
of satisfaction and dissatisfaction in temporary trork itself. 
i) General findings 
From Table 9, it can be seen that the majority of temp~ are prepared to 
nominate at least one aspect of tamping tihich appealed to them. 
TABLE 9. l·lhat do you like most about being a temo? (resj>onses for all items 
. _ -~ for -~emps ~nth varying domestic circumstances) 
Asoect of 
·temoora.r:v t·rork 
mentioned 
All Single 
temps 
N = 139 65 
..... % .... -- .. % 
V arie"ty of work 42 51 
Flexible hours/oppor-
tunity to work when. 
desired 28 22 
Sense of freedom/being 
own boss/no ties 24 32 
Meeting people. 13 14 
Pa:y 6 2 
You are appreciated more 2 2 
Opportunity to earn money 
while looking for a perm-
anent job 1 
It gives you confidence 1 
Jobs are found for you ~~ 
Nothing 4 
No answer 5 
2 
2 
3 
8 
~~ied Temps without 
temps dependent 
74 
% 
34 
34 
15 
12 
9 
3 
1 
1 
3 
3 
3 
children 
78 
% 
48 
21 
28 
16 
5 
2 
2 
1 
.2 
3 
.6 
Teinos. ~·1i th 
deoendent 
children 
41 
27 
44 
15 
5 
1 
2'· 
2 
5 
2 
It is evident that among temps as a whole, the most appe~ling aspect of 
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this type 'of employment is felt to'be the opportunity which it affords fo~ 
· varied work. Variety is encountered in tl-TO principal \-m.ys, and a high premium 
is placed on both. .Firstly, it derives fr.om the continuous change of t-rorkplace • 
The temp inevitably finds herselt.: 'l"rorking in a great diversity of organisations. 
The· firms to which she is sent are differentiated in. terms of size, owner.ship, 
and function and this means there is infinite variety in the ·context, if not 
the substance of her work: 
•I do get ·much more variety of jobs-, from architects' offices to 
record compan~es.' 
'I like the opportUnity to work in different types of office.• 
i • .,.the opportunity of seeing the different kinds of work firms do.' 
Se~-~ndly, and to a lesser extent, variety derives from the fact that the 
temp m~ be _re~tired to perform a succession of different kinds of work tasks. 
The ~egree to which tnis is the case is to some extent a function of agency 
policy and the flexibiiity of the temp herself, but ~p the normal course of 
. ~· 
events, the nature of the work at hand is subject to·-s:ome variation. The 
differences between one job and another are often very subtle but real enough 
to all~ the feeling of boredom t"lhich may arise when one performs the same 
routine in the same \~rkplace for an extended period: 
•I like the fact that I keep changing jobs and so don't get bored with 
the usual routine.• 
tit's the varied work. 
on~ subject. • 
You don't get a chance of being bored with 
'You meet _different people and do different types of work and you 
don't get a chance to become bored.' 
/' 
•I like the challenge of learning a new job each time.• 
i~ own experience testifies to the fact that variety is a characteristic 
feature of temporar,y office work. In ~ first summer alone I was despatched 
to work as a clerk with a company which provided an advisory service to local 
industry, as an invoice typist 'l"rith a firm which supplied scientific equipm~nt 
to educational o~ganisations, and as a checker of competition entries \d. th a 
local newspaper. In subsequent years, my experience was no less varied. I 
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discovered·that lrmilst ona is o_ften required to perform the most mono-tonous 
o~ jobs, the continual change of envirorunemt and VTorktas~ rni tigated the sense 
of boredom. Ve.riety, both of job content and 9f \·lOrkplace is inherent in 
tamping, and if circumst~ces are favourable 5 it is possible to accelera~e the 
rate of change simply by reque_sting a transfer. Hers1n lies one of its maL~ 
sources of satisfaction, and one. of its principal advantages over permanent 
work~ ·The old adage, plus ca change, plus c'ast la meme chose has little 
application to t~e sphere of t.empora.r,y e111ployment. 
The second most attractive feature of temporar,y work cited by~ respondents 
was the flexibility of working conditions. That is, a particularly appealing 
aspect of tamping was felt to be the opportunity which it afforded to determine 
for oneself the number of hours, weeks or months worked. The importance 
attached to this characteristic of temporary employment clearly varied according 
to domestic circumstances, but it is interesting to note that it was given 
high pr1ority by those who were single and those who had no dependent children. 
The appeal of flexible working conditions .to those whose domestic situation 
does not_ render them absolutely necessary is not surprising. l'lhen one takes stock 
of the implications of regular nine-to-five employment. A sudden impulse·to 
take a d~· off cannot be freely indulged, the claims of family, friends and 
lovers must be subo~inated to the obligation to adhere to office hours, and 
annual holidays begin to assume the status of a trip to Mecca. For the single 
girl with a gypsy in her soul, temp work can be a godsend, as one ex-temp explained 
to me: 
t I liked the casualness of temp work. "I· used to love travelling 
and if I'd got the travelling bug, the next day I'd phone the 
agency and s~, "I'm off now~ I'll see you again soon." And I 1d. 
just go.· And I•v~ often done t~t - just make up my ~nd in one. 
day, put a back-~ack on, and go.' · 
This girl also pointed out that frequent job change, for whatever reason, 
:I 
does not entail the sa~e negative consequences for the temp as are likely to be 
encountered by the mob~le permanent worker: 
'I know peop~e who've been at c~mpanies for seven· years as a temp. 
.Prefer to be temp~ because they can take time off when they like. 
T'ney 
.You 
j · 'see,· 'there's different rules. for temps .. , ~Jhen you're permanent 
you can ge~ .fired ·and that's not a good reference t-Then you go for 
another jobo You kno1r11 "~hat happened at your last employment?" 
"Oh. ·;I .got fired." But if you're a temp, rroh, I•ve been temping 
all the time." It doesn't go against your character you see. Ttlhetb.er 
you're a. good temp or a bad temp doesn't come into it at all. It's 
not .like if you'v:e got a permanent job and you're lousy at your joQ 
and you get fired for lateness or ~~hing like that. That goes 
against your character you see. ~then you go for an interview they 
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always say, "Uhere were you last employed", and if you say, "I 1r1a.s emplo~red 
at such and sue~, I \'Ta~. only there a. fe.w months 7 " you're a no-no. 
But if you say,. "I was a temp for a few months to fill in, to feel 
out the ground." ••• that's the good thing about it.-• 
The third m~st attractive feature of. temporary office work is felt to be 
the peculiar sense of freedom ~d control which it generates. Movement .from 
job to job means that 1;he temp "can remain aloof from the pressure to conform 
to prevailing norms concerning output and behaviour. Failure to conform to 
existing.'stand.ards in &ry work situation carries no swingeing penal ties for 
the temp, since her immediate boss is not vested with the normal prerogative of 
hiring and firing. The more subtle pressures tOloiards conformity which often 
prevail in the office, such as gossip, or ostracism by co-worker·s, lose their 
potency 1rrhen applied tc;> someone who is only a temporary member of the group • 
.. 
Temping thus affords a·much greater degree of freedom from the traditional sane-
tions of the office environment ~d appears to generate the feeling that one has 
more control over the work situation: 
• ••• Not having to please people above me and remember that I'm 
to obey ·orders as I \iOuld in a permanent position. 1 
'Freedom. 
bosses.• 
Being able to 'hold your orm' against u.riscrupulous 
'The independent feeling that you can ask for a transfer if you 
aren't happy.' / 
'Pecuiiar sense of freedom. Not being tied down by regulations.• 
The extent to lrmich temporar.y employment affords a heightened sense of 
contr~l is an important theme in Olesen and Katsuranis 1 analysis of American 
temporary employees. In 'their view, temps exparience·a heightened sense of 
autono~ and control not simply because of their marginality at the place. of 
work but because they.are able to influence the assignments offered to them: 
'The fact that they could and did s~ no to certain assi~Lments gave 
_them a feeling of greater control than many other ~-1orkers have.. 
Permanent employees l·7ho refuse l·TOrk assign.r:ants risk dismissal, 
censur.e, or at least their supervisor's displeasure. Temporaries 
could s~ no with less risk.' (27) 
Olesen and Katsuranis point out, however, that the degree of autono~ and 
control is heavily circumscribed. Firstly, a persistent refusal to accept 
undesirable assignments on the part of the temp may result in agency displeasure 
and a consequent hiatus in the supply of· jobs. Secondly,·the temp often 
lacks the knowl·edge necess9.ry for an informed appraisal of an assignment 
prior to its commencement. Thirdly, where. a job proves to be less than satis-
f'ying, the temp is obliged to enter into negotiations lri. th the agency fo.r a 
transfer, and there is no guarantee that the request lvill be accommodated. 
Fo.urthly; temps may sometimes feel constrained to accept undesirable jobs 
in orde;r that they can refuse jobs or demand ones more sui ted to them at 
other times. It may also be observed that the opportuni ti·es to bargain for 
favourable assignments are subject to the prevailing demand for tempo~ary 
labour. · Thus, the temp is not so much in control of her work situation as in 
a relatively well-placed position to negotiate for the conditions of work which 
she most desires. Notwithstanding these qualifications, Olesen and Katsuranis 
are moved to comment: 
'In our analysi.s these women emerged not as creatures adrift in a 
rapacious business world, but as individuals exercisL~ critical 
judgments for themselves and for the industry they made possible.• (29) 
On the basis of ~ own research I am inclined to support these conClusions. 
As Table 10 shows, ~ respondents were by n~ means mistresses of their own 
/' 
-·-destinies, but they evidently felt able to influence the course of their ~ 
working lives: 
See Table lO.on page 237. 
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·TABLE 10. When it comes to · beiru; se!lt out ,2!'! ,a r.:,.elot assiP.T.ment, 1-1hich of 
the follm·ring; best clescribes yom..· position in the r:1atte1"? 
Temps (N = ~39) 
% 
..... ~ 
I have no choice at' all and have to go where 
I'm sent 
I.go where I'm sent, but if I really.didn't 
like the job the agency would probably find me 
1 
· something better . 48 
The agency knows me well'and tries to find jobs 
that suit me and that I l-lOuld like 44 
No answer 2 
In comparison to the importance attached to the three factors so far 
considered, namely, variety, flexibility and freedom and control, the weight 
given to other characteristics of temporary work pales into insignificance. 
The opportunity to meet people holds some residual appeal,. but. apart from this 
such factors as pay, and the feeling of being appreciated carry minimal import·-
ance. This may be taken to mean, on the one ha.."ld, that the range of= gratificatior.LS 
. . 
provide~ by temporar,y employment is fairly narrow, but on the other hand, that 
there is considerable agreement as to what these gratifications actually are. 
The importance placed on these three characteristics is undoubtedly related to 
domestic circumstances but it would be u.'I'J.wise to neglect the fact that variety 
constitutes an important secondary attraction for l.ZOmen l-r.i th dependent 
children and ranks equally with flexible conditions among married women. One 
~ suggest,_therefore, that the differences in attitudes between women with 
dissimilar domestic circumstances are less significant ~han the similarities 
in attitudes among them. The notion that marriage and children preclude any 
desire for a satisfYing work situation is thus greatly undermined_b,y the findings 
I 
presented here. 
Another point toemerge 1from these findings is that the aspects of a job 
which generate ·satisfaction are ~ot necessarily the same as those which govern 
occupational choice. ·rfuen one compares the data concerning the re~sons for 
doing temporary w~rk with those in Table 9, it is clear that variety tooms 
larger as a source of gratification than as a reason for becoming a temp. T'nis 
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;underlines the mill ti-dimensional r~..B.ture of \W.rk a.tti tudes and also their suscep-
. j 
·tibility to change or modification. 
Turning next to the unattractive aspects of temporary employment, it is · 
evident from the data presented in Table 11 that there is less agreement, than 
one finds in relation·to its attractions: 
TABLE 11. l-lhat :do ou like least as a tem 
for tern s \d th var ·in domestic 
Aspect of 
temnora.ry work · .. 
mentioned 
!!! :. Single 
temps . temns 
N = ·139 65 
Insecurity 
Negative aspects 
of change 
Bqring jobs/lack of 
responsibility 
Temps don't fit in 
Lack of fringe benefits 
Low pa:y 
Travel problems 
Nothing disliked 
Method _of pa:y 
Treatment ~y the agency: 
No answer 
% .... % 
27 .22 
19. 15 
18 ·. 29 
18 . 18 
18 ; 25 
10 ! 11 
4 3 
3 
2 5 
1 2 
6 5 
Marl•ied. 
temns 
--
74 
·% 
31 
22 
8 
18 
12 
9 
5 
5 
1 
1 
for _all temps and 
Temns ld thout 
denendent 
children 
78 
·% 
27 
14 
20 
17 
20 
12 
3 
3 
3 
1 
5 
Temps l·Ti th 
dependent 
children 
41 
29 
12 
20 
12 
5 
1 
2 
2 
1 
T.he single most common source of dissatisfaction is job insecurity. ~ne 
uncertainty of re~lar emplol~ent constitutes the chief occupational hazard of 
this type of ~rk, and it is likely to be particularly acute during the winter 
months. I asked my respondents whether they._had ever been out ot work for 
longer than a week because the agency was unable to find work for them. Exactly 
one-third said that this had happened to them. Since the majority of my respon-
dents had 'not had· a lengthy experience of temporary \iork, this finding probably 
underestimates t_he degree 'of vulnerability to periodic unemployment. 
~ course, insecurity is not only an objective condition but a state of 
· mir.d.. One does not need to have experienced it in the former sense before it 
is felt to be a threat. Indeed, my own e~perience leads me to suppose that 
i ' 
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it is the fear of insecm-i ty rathar than th~ direct experience of involunta...7 
unemploymen~ which colours the attitudes of te~porar,y workers. l>~ore often 
than not, one cannot be. sure that there will oe a continuous supply of jobs 
from week to week. Normally details of one's next assignment are not available 
until only a couple. of d~s before it is due. to begin. In many cases, such 
details are sent by post. A postal del~ can greatly exacerbat2 anxieties 
and what is worse, it can mean "j;hat a whole morning's pay may be .lost due; to 
the necessity to wait until the-requisite information can be obtained. It is' 
this kind of experience and th~ ever-present fear of unemployment, espec::j.a.lly 
for the less well-qualified, which render~ temping less than attractive for 
many women: 
• •• ~The insecurity. There is no guarantee that there will be work 
from one week to the next.• 
'The possibility of there being no work.• 
iThe insecurity of 'the lack of work in winter.• 
iHaving to wait before knowing if and where I am working next week.' 
iYou could be out· of work ,;-rhen you need the money most.' 
The feeling of insecurity'is not only promoted by the uncertain state 
of the market, but also b,y the possible implications of ill-health. 
ex-temp explained: 
'You've got to be an optimist that you're going to get work the 
follo;ring week. You've got to be very optimistic and very 
heaithy because if you suffer - if you're going to be ill every 
month- don't be a'temp. Because you're going to lose all that 
money and eventually you'll step out 0~ the job and someone else 
is going to be in there ~he next d~·' / 
As one 
It is ironic to find that whereas the variety encountered in temporary work 
constitutes one of its major attractions, a substantial minority of temps 
cite change as a sotirce of dissatisfactio~. The following comments illustrate 
this point of view: 
•tt has.an unsettling' effect in that it is almost impossible to 
organise yourself or your life properly as you never really know 
·where you will be from one week's end to the next and ho•'l long _it 
is going to take you to get to and from Trrork, etc. It encourages 
irresponsibility and a 'don't care~ attitude.• 
j .• 
' 
"Monday mornin.g - arri\.'"ing at ·a ne'v pl:~ce and feeling slightly 
nervous, wondering if you can manage the ,.,.ork satisfactorily" • 
•Not laiowing from one week to the nel..'"t Nh.ere one will be vrorking, 
_and, more impor~ant, not being able to get involved in one's l~rk.• 
The continuous change Of NOr~ing environment, and possibly WOrk task 
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as l'lell, d.oes place uriusua.l strains on even the most adaptable of employees. 
' The temp is constantly obliged to familiarise herself with the p!'evailing 
office procedure, and to establish·some sort of relationship with co-trorkers 
and employers, in short, to display an unusually·high degree of personal 
flexibility. What· at first se.ems 'to be an enjoyable we:y of working may ;prove 
in the long term to be highly disagreeable. I asked my responden.ts to state 
how many different assignments they had been sent to by their present agency. 
Table 12'shows the resulting distribution: 
TABLE 12o Number of assignments with the oresent agency 
Number of assignments 
1- 4 
5-9 
10 - 14 
15 - 19 
20- 24 
25+ 
No answer 
All temps (N = i39) 
% 
48 
17 
14 
2 
2 
14 
3 
When one relates these figures to available estimates of med.ian length of 
tenure in temporary empl~yment, it is apparent that the rate of ch&~ge is 
considerable. Gannon and Brainin found that the median number of days worked 
was 19, ·whilst J.ioore found that the median length of tenure before termination 
was three months.(l9) Even if one accepts t~ more gen~rous estimate, it is 
clear that frequent change of location is a .fact of life for the average temp. 
~dently, this is a sour9e of dissatisfaction for many of them. It is useful 
to cite in this context the conclusions reached by Gannon and Brainin concerning 
the ou~come of frequent job change: 
l~f the changes in assignment are so quick that the individual is 
unable to cope With the environment, it is probable that he will 
quit • ooAl though .. further research in this area is needed, the present 
' . 
I 
1·. 
I 
; . 
. 
. 'analysis ·suggests that job_ ·rotation ::..r:. a.ssociated with positive 
putcomes only \vh_en the method of implementation does not create 
an uncertain enVironment in which the individual c~~ot fUnction 
. effe~ti vely.' (30) 
Another source · o.f ·dissatisfaction was the nature of work temps are 
required to do. 18% ·o.f my respondents said that the aspect of temping\m.ich. 
they liked least was the fact that_ jobs were often boring an~or lacked 
responsibility: 
'Being asked to do inferior jobs. with no responsibility.' 
iBos.ses keep the interesting jobs for permanent staff and don't 
like· to show you ~thing new.• 
'The jobs like typing long ~ists or just envelopes - a 'nothing' job, 
__ that, although important, doesn't take much ability.• 
'Some establishments take on· the. involved duties themselves, thinking 
that really a half \veek stay by the temp is not t·rorth explainL'lg the 
'ins and outs' to, and therefore you are left l'ri.th the telephone 
~alls and sim~le correspondence.• 
'Not given sufficient responsibility sometimes.• 
Indeed, as Table 13 sho1-rs, over half. of my respOndents considered that 
their skills were not ·,being fully utilised. 
TABLE 13. 
Resoonse 
The jobs I get are too specialised 
for my skills_ 
The jobs I get are ;right for my 
Temps (U = 139) 
% 
skills 44 
The jobs I get do not require me 
to·use my.skills fully 
No ans\i'er 
54 
2 
a tem-o 
/ 
~ respondents did not feel, on the whole, that they were being under-
utilised in the. sense of having insufficient work to occupy one's time, as 
Table 14 shows.: 
See ,,Table 14 on page 242. 
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TABLE 1 .. 'Hm·r do ou· feel about the_ amo~t of '·rork you have to do on 
Response 
I am often given little or nothing to do, 
and am told to work slowly or look busy 
Working at a reasonable rate, I usually 
find I am kept occup~ed most of the time 
Bosses seem to have little idea of.the amount 
of work that one person can do, and I am 
often very oven'?rked 
No answer· 
Temps (N = 139) 
%· 
11 
78 
9 
2 
' The experience ·of having too little work to occupy the time available thus· 
eme~ges as unusual. However, being busy is by no means an insuranceagainst 
monotony •. ~~ of my respondents found that even a rapid succession of jobs 
was insufficient to prevent a 'strong sense of boredom from surfacing. 
Th:ls finding IIlCcy' seem surprising since many of my respondents had 
chosen temping in order to escape 'from boredom in the permanent ,job and since 
so·mar~ felt that variety had preyed to be one of the most appealing aspects 
of temporar,y ~rork. Yet these comments draw attention to what is possibly 
the chief irony of temporar,y employment, namely, that it is more, rather than 
less likely to consist of jobs which are highly routine and repetitive, and 
which require little specialist knowledge. This conclusion was reached by 
Doran in his survey of private employment agencies; 
'Temps usually do routine jobs which do not require much individual 
initiative and jobs which are not pecul~ar to any one employer.• (31) 
The essence of the temp's market value is that her skills are immediately 
,· 
transferable. She is rarely required to stay at any one firm for a lengthy 
period and she is frequently sent to jobs that cannot be filled by aQy other 
means. Taken together, these circumstances militate against the possibility 
that individual assignments will be skilled, varied or responsible. 
A. subs~antial minority of my respondents ~entioned the feeling of 1not 
fitting in' or of'not belonging' as a cause for dissatisfaction: 
•Sometimes feeling left out because I am. in strange surroundings.' 
\ . 
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•Not belo:-~g-ing, and knm-dng that you are regarded as temporary only.: 
iNever belonging anywhere.• 
iSome peop:i.e l>.rill not accept strangers, especially temps. 1 
The feeling of deta~hment mentioned-by many of my respondents is inherent 
--
in a mode of employment which is- characterised by continuous change of location, 
and indeed, some agencies have turned it into a selling point: 
'It is frequently more economical for a company to use - temporary 
help services than to call back former employees- ••• His or-her skills 
are at maximum level. He or she is familiar with the ne\oT equipment 
currently in use in an office, and. does not become a part of the 
social organisation of the office.• -(32) 
1ihether or not the claims of agencies that social detachment promotes 
higher productivity on the part of the temp are justified, it is eviden~ that 
some temps, at least, are not happy with this situation. Olesen and Katsuranis 
found a sense of isolation to be a common experience among their tempor~ 
respondents: 
'Many intervie\·Tees reported that they found thoir vrork sites isolating 
and lonely. They were not welcomed into groups of permanent employees,· 
and the attitudes of those employees were sometimes corrosive of the 
t~mporary's self-esteem.• (33) 
Similar findings emerged from a survey conducted by a D~~ish temporary 
hire firm. It found that temps had a low opinion of themselves and suffered 
from a sense of not belonging.(34) Olesen and Katsuranis point out that 
these negative feelings ·may be balanced by a sense of pride in one's capabilities 
a definition of self as an occupational troubleshooter - but they argue that 
the temp is nevertheless highly vulnerable to· feelings of inferiority, not 
least because permanent staff distance thems~_~ves from,.··and devalue temps as· 
a wa:y of enhancing their own sense of worth • 
.Although this may \-tell be true in certain instances, my own results ·do not 
! 
suggest that temps are invariably met by a hostile reaction from an 'tin-group' 
of permanent staff. As T"a.lble 15 shows, it is often the permanen-t staff -..rho 
make friendly overtures: 
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iTABLE 1 the· oermane~·, t P.~e,::;o~.::....~ou.::...wo.:.;.;;;.::.rk~WJ.--.· .;;th~.....-~~~ 
fixed-choice cruestio:n 
The permanents are fri~ndly and make the approach 
to you 63 
You have to make most 'of the effort in getti11g 
to know them 
Neither you nor they .. are particularly interested 
32 
iri getting to know'each other 5 
No answer 1 
Again, the majority of my :responde~ts reported an accommodative posture 
on the:part of permanent staff·with regard to the execution of the wo~k 
itself: 
TABLE 16~ Which of the follo1-lin · best describes when rou 
first begin a ne'l-1 tempora.r;y assignment? question) 
(N = 139) 
You are expected to get on with the job and work 
things ·out for yourself 1 
You are expected to be able to do the job, but if 
you need advice, people 1-lill help. you out 54 
, I 
Employers and co-workers are ver,Y helpful in 
showing you how the work is done 38 
No answer 1 
Uridoubtedly, there are a great many temps who are made to feel like outcasts, 
but even in their case, the passage of time may soften the negative attitudes 
of permanent starr· to'l-ra.rds them. The response of permanent staff to the temporary 
is not standardise~, but is likely to be coloured by such factors as 1 previous 
experience of tempOrary workers, the numbers of temps employed,the reasons why 
temps are hired by the employer, and the leve.~ of pay that the temp receives. 
Equally dissatisfying was the lack of fringe benefits. In relation to 
this ·aspect, ~ own findings are at odds with those of a survey of temps conducted 
in 1970 b,y the Alfr~d Marks Organisation.(35) According to this survey, this 
. was by far the greatest cause for dissatisfaction amongst temps. No less than 
66% of:the Marks' re~pondents cited this as the greatest single disadvantage 
attaching to tem~rar,y work. Insecurity was mentioned by only 18% • I feel 
that it is worth men~ioning ,this point, since the I~ia.rks survey is the only one 
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I have been able to locate which actually asked office t.emps 1·1hat they disliked 
about their ·work, and it is the a.rea on i·Thich our findings differ most. It is 
very difficult indeed ·to account for this. discrepa~cy, and, given the general 
lack of informa·tion in this field; one is reluctant tc claim that one • s m..rn findings 
represent a closer approximation to reality. H •. n..rever, there is one body of 
data.wh~ch would seem to lend greater support to the findings of the present 
research. Parker and Sirker .asked a sample of.persons to state what they 
considered to be the disadvantages attaching to temporary employment. . The 
sample consisted of people who had had a temporary job, or had seriously considered 
tak:i~ one, or who considered that they might ta.1<:e one in the future, and the 
question related to all forms of temporary \iOrk. They found that the most 
frequently cited disad·.rantage was the lack of security. The second disadvantage, 
which came •a long w~ behind', was not enough money. However, the lack of 
fringe benefits was felt to. be a disadvantage by only a small minority.(36) 
These findings are, of course, not strictly comparable with data.relating 
to agency temps in office work, but they certainly conflict sharply with the 
findings produced by the Marks survey. \'lhilst m:i mm data suggests that the 
lack of fringe benefits is undoubtedly a prominent source of grievance among 
office temps, I consider that the l~ks findings present a somewhat exaggerated 
impression of the extent to 1.zhich financial consid.erations inform women's 
assessments of this method of employment. 
Having said this, it is only fair to point out that io% of my respondents 
cited low p~ as a cause for complaint. If o.ne considers this finding i~ 
conjunction with the previous one, then it is apparent· that extrinsic characteristic~ 
of the job are perceived as important. One can even argue that the fear of 
insecurity is at base the fear of loss of earnings. However, it is important to 
recognise that certain inttinsic characteristics of temporary work are as·much a 
cause for dissatisfaction as those which m~ be consid~red extrinsic. 
As· with the sources of satisfaction, an examination of the causes for'dis-
I 
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satisfaction reveals cer.tai.n variations accol·d.ing to domestic circumstances. 
Single women~ were much more likely to cite boredom and lack of responsibility 
as a cause for complaint than married women and ~-women with dependent child.I·en. 
This is consist~nt ~nth.the earlier finding that single women are more lik~ly 
to have entered temping·precisely in order to escape these problems. To the 
extent that this expectation is not met we would expect this.consideration to 
loom large in the catalogue of complaints cited by single w~men. !.tarried 
women and.those 'with dependent children appear to be more concerned about the 
problems of insecurity and the neg~tive consequences of continuous change. 
This finding is consistent with the fact that these women are more likely to 
have entered temporar,y employment ·simply because they want to work. Tamping 
has not been chosen mainly because of its special characteristic of continuous 
job rotation, but because it is a solution to the problem of reconciling home 
and work demands. The setback to one·. 1 s intentions to escape the home environ-
ment represented by a ~iatus in the supply of jobs must surely be experienced 
as something of a disappointment ~y these women. 
It is worth noting that there is considerably less agreement among 
temps a·s to what constitutes its ·chief disadvantages than there is over the 
matter of its attractions. Given the fact that the disagreeable side of 
temporar,y work is 'so multi-faceted, it is perhaps not surprising that so few 
women become permanent temps. 
Finally, ~t is appropriate to examine the impact of the experience of temping 
on ~ respondents' preferred mode of employment • 
. ·. 
As Table 17 shows, ·there was 
a fairly even split between those who preferred temporar,y work and those who 
preferred permanent ~rork, although once again, some v-~iation is evident 
I; according to domestic circumstances. 
I· 
See Table 17 on page 246. 
On the whole >'ihi.£JL.12._.you. nre~~rman~nt Nork or temno!:ary 
\·ror.;..:? 
'I;emos i•ri'thout Temns vli th 
Sin.de Married denendent d.eoend,snt .._ _ ;;~_
-· Children Response All temps t.Amus t.emos chilciren -~ 
N' 
- 139 65 74 78 41 
% % % % % 
Permanent 49 46 5~ 44 61 
Ter.Q.pora.ry 47 46 47 52 34 
Like both 3 5 1 3 2 
l~o answer 2 3 1 2 
Among those who said that they preferred permanent ~rork, the t~~ee most 
frequently cited reasons for their choice were as follows: greater job security 
and a regular p~ packet, mentioned by 37%; a preference for being more involved 
~rith one's work and being able to progress, 37%; and a desire to be settled, 31%. 
No othe~·single reason came anywhere near to approaching these factors in 
importance. The importance of fringe benefits in fourth position, mentioned 
by 13%, ·was very much an also-ran in the hierarchy of preference. 
Among those •·rho said that they preferred temporary work, the three main reasons 
were as follov1s: variety a..TJ.d change, 57%; flexible conditions, 45%; the oppor-
tunity to meet more people, 37%. Again, these three reasons far outweighed 
any others in importance. A preference for having no ties and a feeling of 
freedom was mention~d by 18%. It is interesting to note that the feature of 
meeting people appears in this context despite the fact that it does not cons-
ti tute an important reason for going into temporary \-IOrk, nor does it rank as a 
major satisfaction. It does appear to have a fairly strong bearing, hc1rrever, 
on one's assessment of the relative advantages of the two modes of employment. 
This finding draws attention once again to the fact tha·t the pi·iori ties attached 
,. 
to work should not be regarded either as static or uni-dimensional. 
b. The experience of temnorary >·mrk - oa.rtidpant observati..2,!! 
:' 
L"'l the follmdng section I am concerned to illustrate a-"ld elaborate some of 
the general findings noted above by offerj.ng an. account of rr.:y own experiences of 
temporary work during a three month p~riod of participant observation. Before 
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'doing sp, I wish to emP?asise vecy strongly tlla.t I am confid.ent that the 
particular ~~signment. that I undertook was more representative of the disadvantages 
of temping than the ~vantages. Having had a great deal of experience as a 
. ~ 
temp, albeit in a stud·ent capacity, I am very much aware of the potential for. 
satisfaction in temporary trork. One hopes that this side of the coin has been 
fairly represented ih the foregoing discussion. In fairness to myself 1 I 
should point out that it was not my original intention to spend the l'lhole: period 
in one firm. Unfortunately, my proposed strategy to spend some time in several 
jobs was thwarted by ~r agency's s~dden and belated refusal toassist in its 
realisation. Consequently, I·was obliged to make the best of the opportunities 
available, which meant spending the entire time in one location. rlhat follovrs, 
therefore, should not be ·regarded necessarily as a typical experience, but 
rather as one person's encounter ldth some of the experiences which promote 
discontent and most probably, a decision to return to permanent work. 
Three ~s after I enrolled at the agency, an assistant telephoned to 
I 
sas that they had found me work as a clerk. Thus it was that I found IIzy"Self 
at the offices .of the XYZ Credit Company, located a short distance from the 
. . 
centre of Middletown, one of the largest cities in the country. Since the 
office was situated very conveniently on the main bus route to Middletown 
from rrry home, ·I assumed that the agency had attempted to accommodate me with 
respect to travell~ng. Ho1·1ever, I l'm.s obliged to question this assumption later, 
when several temps grumbled to me about the impossible journeys which they had 
to make from their homes, some of them having .. _to get up 'at 6.30 a.m. in order to 
arrive at work by 9.00 a.m. Perhaps I had just been lucky. 
The firm occupied eight floors of a large, modern office block. The 
resemblance between one floor and another, however, extended only to the shape. 
The locus of higher management was adorned by wall-to-trall carpets and elegant 
fUrnis~ings, that of lower management by fairly stylish fittings and bright 
paintwork, whereas the filing department, where I was to be employed~ was a barren 
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,wasteland of rickety chairs and t<?-bles, 1-ri th .::1ot so mwh as a calendar to 
·grace the fading,· dirty·' walls. This enormous room was dominated b,y tall, 
musty filing cabinets which effectively prevented the sunshine from entering• 
Although much recent soc~ology has discredited the view held by early o~~upa­
tio~ psychologists that work environment pl~s an important part in determinL~g 
work a.tti tudes, it, is hard, in retrospect, to dismiss that drab, dingy office 
as an irrelevance. 
I arrived-in this department after .having been given directions by the 
receptionist, and was quite sur-prised to find that IIrj presence went completely_-
' 
unacknowledged. After standi'ng. about in front of the supervisor's desk for 
several minutes witho~t being able to attract her attention, I finally decided. 
to take -.the initiative and informed one of the clerks that I r..ad arrived. At. 
l~st I 1·1as introduced to the supervisor, who gave me a. very brief descriP,:t;ion of 
the work, which was to sort pieces of paper (correspondence) into some kind of 
order re~ for filing into 'bays' or open filing cabinets. The filing s,ystem 
was, in fact, highly ~omplicated,:·and, unknown to ~self at the time, I proceeded 
to sort the correspondence quite 'incorrectly. Being used to a measure of 
expl~tion when first beginning.a temporary job, I was \~ry surprised at the whole 
attitude - a total lack of interest in who I t~as, and an ·equally noticeable lack 
of interest in showing me how to do the work. \Yhen employers fail to 'give 
temporary employees an adequate understanding of the work routine, it may be 
because they assume familiarity ~th the type of work. They do not expect 
. . 
to have to give lengthy training programmes, and in arJ;f case, instruction is an 
expensive commodity. In this case, it eventually became clear to me that the 
indifferent attitude had arisen because of the massive turnover of temps in the 
office, and all: had. grown·wea.zy- of explaining the office system over and over 
again• For the same reason, a new face in the tlorkplace was no source of interest 
but a commonplace. .At this stage I was unable to distinguish bet~1een temps and 
permanents, but all. were. equally uninterested in ~ presence. Whilst it. is eas.y, 
and-indeed, only fair·:to sympathise with this attitude, it 1-m.s then very hard to 
settle down during those first few days, when. nobody spoke to you, or even 
2)0. 
i ' ' !acknowledged your presence with a ·bank: stare,. Even the sociologist, in her 
capacity as.a partici~ant-observer, is not i~~e to the chill and loneliness 
of an indifferent envi~onment. 
Since the element . ." of socialisin3 t..ras completely absent from my first 
1-reek in the. office,. there was little else to do but concentrate on the t·rork in 
hand. Rather than consider the nature of thl.s particular work in isolation, 
. . 
I feel it is"necessary to mentionsome aspects of filing in general, lest;the 
reader feel that I am painting an unduly· depressing picture of this one si tuati'on. 
Filing can be thougP,t of as th~ office equivalent of unskilled manual labour. 
Apart from literacy and a degree .. of numeracy, no qualification is necessary 
for the post of filing. clerk. UsUally, however, filing is one part of a 1...rider 
field of· activity in an office, so that th9 personal secretar,y may be found 
filing away the boss's correspondence before arrar.ging his appointments, or the 
clerk-tyPist ~ file invoices in a small cabinet before typing orders. Presumably 
the degree to which filing is the: sole occupation of an employee is a function of 
I 
the size of the or~ani·sation. In the case of a smP~l or medium-sized office, 
filing is one of many tasks, .~ frequently affords the opportunity to inject a. 
little of one's 01-m personality into the system, but in the case of the large, 
' 
complex organisation s~ch as the one where I now found llzy'Self, the di·..rision of 
labour is such that filing becomes a total occupation, and time-and-motion 
experts have rigidly excluded the possibility of personalising the s.ystem. 
•' 
From the employer's point of view; the latter-situation is ideal for the employ-
. ' 
ment of temporary. staff, since the •rork is standardised,.and requires no special 
knowledge, nor any idea of how the firm works as a w~ole. 
In the small office, even though it means spending some time in getting to 
' ' know the compleXities of the firm as a total system, and in finding out who 
its personnel are, at least the clerk may ultimately gain a conception of how 
her work fits into the \·zhole. In the case under study, however, I am tempted 
to use the term •a11enation' to describe a si tua.tion 1-rhere the \-rorker l.'la.S but 
a cog in a wheel; performing a standardised task, and lacking any understanding 
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o"f how t_hat task meshed ,with the rest o"f the organisation. 
Th:u.s, ~ ~h minimal understanding of the "filing system, and no idea lihatso-
ever _of' the nature or_· .fti.nctioning o"f the company, I struggled to master the 
process o"f "filing into ·b~s. This bleak situation was not helped by the "fact 
that the "filing system contained m~y anomalies which led to a great deal o"f 
mis"filing, and consequently made the task eveu more di"f"ficul to Physically, the 
, . . 
work was very tiring· since it involved reaching up to very high shelves and crouch-
ing very l.ow in order to reach the bottom ones. Had I not been very tall, 
it could have been much '\";orse, for __ many girls had to ~e use of the solita.....-y 
stool in order to "file'in the top shelves. Sitting on the "floor proved to be · 
one. o"f _the least tedious liay'S o"f per"forming the jo b 1 though at great peril to one IS 
tights, and on one occasion resulted in my having to have a number o"f large 
splinters·removed "from my bottom~ a nurse. It would be hard to overstate the 
dreadful-conditions o"f the work --dirt, splinters, laddered tights, aching backs 
and "feet - all were p~t and parcel o"f this tedious occupation. On top o"f all 
this, ~here was not even the customary satis"faction o"f getting through the work 
because not only was there no end to the bacY~og o"f "filing, but in addition, 
·it was impossible to "file a great deal o"f it on account o"f the chaos and disorder 
in the ba;ys. 
In view o"f the picture painted above, it is perhaps not surprising that 
most o"f the other temps with whom I worked were anxious to "find alternative 
employment wit~ the agency. O"f the total o-r·seven temps who were employed by this 
firm when I began the period o"f participant o~servation,-· only two made no attempt 
to secure a trans"fer, and both were students. vlhile both o"f them did not think 
that the job was very interesting and would have pre"ferred to move, they told me· 
that they were more concerne~ to have a job "for the duration o"f the summer in 
order'to save some money.~ Among the other tempsf however, there was a general 
desire: for a different assignment• _The degree of consensus regarding the unsatis-
fYing nature o"f the.work in hand is particularly -interesting when one considers 
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~hat these temps were highly diversified in terms of social background, domestic 
circumstanc~s and previous work experience. 
Pat,. for example, was the most outgoing of all the temps. She t'las 22, 
single, and had worked.· for the agency for four months. She had obtained R.s.A. 
qualifications at s9hool and had subsequently undertaken training as a G.P.o. 
: 
telephonist. She 'told me that she was very disillusioned with temporary work. 
She had given up a permanent joQ as a telephonist/receptio~ist in the hope of 
finding, as she. ·put it, 'a more fulfilling job', and one l11hich provided t.he chance 
to meet' a greater variety of people. As it hcid turned out, she had been placed 
in what she considered to be veri boring jobs, none of t-Jhich matched her· 
qualifications. She had had four placements altogether, three of which involved 
routine clerical work, and on one occasion, she had even been sent to man the 
turnstiles at the city zoo. It had also.been impossible to form lasting friend-
ships. · . Consequently, ~he had requested a transfer from the agency on each assign-
ment. Her attitude tc:> t-rork ('I find out how much the permanents are getting 
I 
paid then I evaluate hor1 much :i: should do') was light years away :from the image 
of the temp presented by the agency in its 'Brochure :for Business Executives•: 
'Temporary employee productiVity is higher than average. In any 
analysis of the economics of using temporary workers, it is necessary 
"to take into account the productivity of (our) employees versus the 
permanent staff. It is difficult to :formulate any overall conclusions 
on this.subject because of variations in the degree of performance. 
Holrtever, under measurable l·iorkloads, (our) employees gener~lly rlill 
have higher productivity. Tne reason for this can be found in 
the fact that (our) employees approach lrork as 'project specialists~, 
1r~th instructions to complete the job as quickly as possible. This is 
enhanced by ~he fact that (our) employee is not subject to the accumulated 
distractions that affect the permanent staff.'. (~7) 
As far as the present job was.concerned, Pat was .extremely dissatisfied, but 
thought that she might as well stay there since she ·had made arrangements to 
emigrate in three months' time. T\·rlce, hol-rever, out of desperation, she rang 
the agency in the hope that she might find work as a telephonist. 
Susan 1r1ho was 21 and :single, had been doing temporary l·tork for only one 
1r1eek. She had become a temp so that she could look around for a more interesting 
permanent job than she had ~ormerly been used to. One of her difficulties was 
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! that she had no formal qualificatfons and :io the field was 'rather limited' o 
She believed that temp work might prove to be rather interesting since it ~mplied 
. . . 
a variety of places to:rrork, but apart from this, she could see no real a.1vantages. 
Permanent vmrk, she felt, \'ll'as far more secure, and there was the addi tiC>nal 
benefit of paid ho~idays. She thought that the present job was very boring 
but expressed the View that it might improvec As the time passed, hot'tl'ever, this 
was not to be, and she grew in~reasingly concerned to find an alter.nativ~ 
ass~gnment. 
Jean, who was:l9, was married liith a very young child. She had aba:.1d.oned 
a permanent job because it had been so boring and monotonous, and hoped that 
temping vrould offer greater variety and. a larger pay-packet. In addition, 
her child \'las going to a day-:nursery, and she told me that temporary work mea.rit 
·that she could work to suit her domestic .commitments. The only disadvantage she 
could think of was the ~nsecurity. Notwithstanding the premium placed on secure 
e~ployment,~ she,.too, asked·the agency to move her. 
' Although, as these three examples illustrate, the temps had very diverse 
pre-histories before coming to this company, as well as differing expectations 
from temporary work, a common attitude prevailed. This v:a.s a profoundly nega-
tive orientation to t~is particular job, which found expression in numerous 
calls to the .agency requesting a transfer. In every easy, it was not so much 
the nature of the ~ocial relationships at work (or rather, the lack of them) 
which pro!'DPted this act:lon, but the nature of. the actual work. For myself, 
I know that had I not been engaged in research, student_..or not, I would undoubtedly 
have asked for a transfer at the end of the very first 1-1eek. 
·During the first month of the study, I learnt for certain of at least seven 
individuais whti h,ad sought alternative employment from the agency. Transfers, 
however, were not'forthco~ng. · All those who applied for a different job 
were initially told that it was impossible and. that they should try again after 
a week. Of those who asked for a transfer, tl-70 had no success at all, t1rto had 
to wait three \'tl'eeks, and th;ree found their own means of escape. LYJ. this work-
place, therefore, the 'freedom• of the temp was very much attenuated. As the 
·:temp season ( \\i:~ich runs from _early ·May to late September, coinciding l'Ti ~h 
. . 
the holiday period) drew to ·a close, the hopes of a transfer grew. slimmer 
' . /<· 
a;n.d slimmer, and the ~ency informed us that the only alternative to remaining 
there lias unemployment• . 
However bad the actual market situation might really have been, all 
l"lere united in the belief that t·here ~ ·jobs, but that the agency was 
not really interested in our 'welfare•. Several comment~d that when they 
had first enroll.ed they had been impressed by the 11arm_ reception and the 
optimistic forecasts of interesting work, but that this apparent concern had 
seemed to disappear very rapidly. 
It was mainly the common discontent with the work and with the agency 
that brotight the temps together. It was at least food for conversation in 
a situation which otherwise hindered our chances of communication. \·le came 
together.at last mainly through the efforts of Pat to promote conversation 
about our misfortunes. Having once identified with each other in our mutual 
loathing·of the work, we gradually became more friendly, but we nevertheless 
continue~ to pursue escape strategies on an individual basis. 
In fact, when I. questioned them in a general way about their views concerning 
. the t-Tays in which workers might effect improvements in their \•rages and working 
conditions, they all.tended to adopt the traditional white-collar line that 
individual negotiation with employers was the most appropriate strategy. Their 
confidence in the efficacy of this method was ~pparently no~ shaken by the 
realities of the present situation. 
It might seem from the above account that· the temporary office worker, 
at leas~ in the lower grades of this type of employment, is easily dissatisfied 
! 
and unwilling to give· a job a chance. Apart from the fact that the present 
study is far too limited to warrant generalisations of this kind, such a judgment 
. ~ ' I 
would be unsatisfactory on the grounds that it bordered on the psychologistic. 
It seems more likely that the total preoccupation with obtaining a transfer among 
these girls was due to the particularly unpleasant nature of the 11ork at this 
i 
company. For even those who were ··merely f~.l1ing in before going abroad or before 
taking up a permanent ~osition ~ade some attempt to escape. It is hard to 
avoid the concl.usion th~t their discontent was the product of frustrated 
expectations from temporarcJ work C!-S the key to freedom, interest and vari-ety~ 
and indeed, from of~ice work in general. The discrepancy between what a girl 
is sometimes led to· expec·t from her education and what she may actually find 
in thew~ of·employment opportunities was. all too clearly highlighted in the 
dusty environs of the XYZ company's filing department. 
The fifteen permanent staf'f.who were employed in the filing department 
were a much more homogeneous collectivity th~1 the temporar,y staff. The 
average age \'las approximately eighteen~ and for many this had been their· only 
• .. job since· leaving school. Within this group, however, it was possible to 
identify one clear-cut division. Although everyone performed more or les:; 
the same .tasks, namely, ~orting and filing, some girls had been charged with 
the responsibility of filing correspondence relating to particular customers. 
I 
These girls sat at their own desk while most of the others sat at another desk 
a few feet aw~. The permanent staff, therefore, fell into t\'IO work groupings 
and it was apparent that this division extended beyond the mere arrangement of 
work duties and seating facilities. For, throughout my period of observation, 
it was clear that the girls were very friendly towards those sitting at their own 
table and somewhat hostile tov1ards those sitting elseio7here. This social division 
was curiously demonstrated when two of the girls got married in the same week, 
one from each group. It. is normal practice in offices gf this kind for a 
number of festivities to be held on the afternoon preceding the great event, and 
which include, festooning the future bride's coat with toilet rolls and newspaper 
cuttings selected for their relevance to post-nuptial activities; giving cards 
and presents; and seeing the week out with a glass or two of sherry. These 
various celebrations were held as usual in this office, but although one might 
have.supposed that all the permanent staff would get together and toast the t~ro 
brides-to-be as one coilectiyity, this was not to be. Separated by a distance 
of only six fe.e·i;v the tl'IO group~ sat resolutely at their respective tables and 
held two different •stag parties' • The only occasion ori which a sense of 
.. 
unity was generated· amongst the permanent staff 1-1as >.zhen news was received 
one morning that one of.t~eir number had sustained some minor injuries in~a 
car accident and had been detained in hospital. Great concern was expressed 
by a11· the girls, irrespective of where they sat. 
·All the permanent girls were. united in their expressed dislike of their 
work and frequen~ly complained-aloud with. such comments as •I•m screaming >dth 
boredom' and •l·lhy do ·I do i t?•. At the end of the day +.here · l.zas alli'ays a 
stampede towards the lifts and they very seldom worked overtime. On one 
occasion, the supervisor announced that she required volunteers for overtime on 
Saturday mornings. The response was a loud chorus of groans, and one girl 
shouted out to the supervisor: 
•If you spent seven hours at this all day, would you l'tant to do 
-~more?' 
Given this-widespread dissatisfaction with the job, it was quite'puzzling 
· to me that they nevertheless remained with the firm and did not make any serious 
attempts 'to find alternative employment. rllien it is considered that many of 
them had been with the firm for a number of years, one, indeed, having been 
there for nine years, one is obliged to consider what it was that kept them 
there, especially since they were unequivocal in the dislike of the work. One 
of the reasons appeared to be that they had some interest in mainta.ir1ing their 
social relationships at work. ~~ereas the temps were bound together by nothing 
more than a mutual distaste for the job, the ~~rmanent st'aff had clearly formed 
friendships amongst themselves, and lest it should be supposed that I am merely· 
imposing categories upon the relationships which I observed, i~ should be pointed 
out that this ~as the reason which they themselves gave for remaining l'nth the 
firm. One of the p•=!rma.."'leni' staff told me that she 'didn't think you \'rould 
find a friendlier place•. Although this attitude could be reGarded as a ration-
alisation, a product of._an inability to obtain alternative work, the importance 
of the social ambience of the l'torkplac'e 1 albeit bifurcated, did appear ·.to l:;>e quite 
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. ,. IIJfU'ked. Nearly 8.11 the girls uent'·out with others from the office in the 
evenings either.to. discotheques, parties or pubs, whereas none of the temps 
mingled after hours. The permanent staff wora all their new clothes to the 
office, despite the hazards of dirt and sharp edges on the filing cabinets. · 
Since there were no men in the office, it was only possible to conclude that 
either the permanent ~·taff were exceptionally concerned about their appearance, 
or that they were seeking the approbation of those who constituted the focus 
of their work an4 social life. 
Whereas for most of the p~rmanent girls, social life ~ the office, the 
temporaries, with the exception of the young girl who had to care for a small 
child, all led active s.ocial lives beyond, and divorced from, the workplace. 
Tb some extent, work was viewed ·rather instrumentally as a means of financing 
a full ·social calendar. Social life at work was regarded as little more than 
a fringe ~enefito Given this attitude, and the fact that in any case, friend-
ships formed at work tend to be highly transitory for the temp due to the 
constant change of workplace, it i:s perhaps not surprising that the nature of 
.. 
the work tended to assume a more central importance in the minds of the temps 
at the XYZ company. 
Apart'from the apparent cot1cern to maintain their friendships, another 
reason for sta~ng among permanents was the limited field of opportunities 
available to them. None of the girls had typing or secretarial qualifications, 
and none had any •o• levels. Consequently, t~e only jobs for which they could 
apply were likely to be much the same as the present one,, and possibly lacking 
,· 
the 'friendly atmosphere•. One girl who made the loudest noises when it came 
to·criticising the work told me that she ~rould like to change but that there were 
never any jobs in the paper. 
~ comp~ison of the attitudes and responses towards the nature of this job 
among the permanent and temPorar,y staff points strongly towards th~ conclusion 
that a lack of marketable skills is decisive in governing responses to an unsatis-
fying ·work situation. '· In contrast to the permanent staff, all but two of the 
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temps had some educational qualifications, ranging from c.s.E. to 1A1 l-evel. 
- -
.In addition, they had had more experience of different types of o~fice work. 
In objective terms, t~en, and also in terms cf their own subjective assessments, 
the temps were not trapped by cir~umstance. Their immediate concern was- to 
extricate themselves from this situation. In contrast, the per~anen·t staff 
had resigned themselves to their·lot and looked towards their companions to 
provide interest and enjoyment. 
Over the course of several weeks, those temporaries who had not sought, 
or who had failed to secure a transfer, became something of a clique within 
the office, setting themselves apart from the permanent staff and, to some 
extent, newly arrived temps. In fact, the arrival of a new temp was not 
greeted ,With any enthusiasm or even comment. Whereas I had once felt so 
badly about this very indifference, I now found that I was dis~laying it ~self 
the feeling that one had seen it all before. The news of a transfer vras received 
with a mixture of jealousy and that type of cautious congratulation that must 
have accompanied an escapee from a P.o.w. camp during the war. Out of the 
""'-•" ? 
...... J~ng P~···. 
The detachment from the permanents l-ras to a large extent a product of 
the hostility which they expressed towards us. l'To·t only were individual temps 
the butt of contemptuous and often bitchy remarks made by the permanents, but the 
whole group of us were sometimes subject to generalised insults and cool behaviour. 
Temps were often discussed by the permanent st~ff. This usually happened when 
all the temps had left at 4.30 p.m. I alone all·lays stay:ed on until 5.00 p.m. 
,· 
... 
as this sui ted me better than working a half-ho'ur lunch and leaving early.·· On 
one occ~sion a discussion centred on the issue of temps' ability to enjoy flexible 
. ! 
hours, and considerable disapproval was expressed. On another occasion, the 
view was put fo~iard that temps did not bother to clear up their desks, ar1d that 
:I 
they, th~ permanent staff, got all the blame. If these vierrs were openly expressed 
in my presence, one wonders what was said when no temps at all were present. 
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I do not coJ.'lsider that ant.agonism is a. necessary feature of the relation-
ships between permanent staff and temporaries, and indeed~ the resul t.s of my 
survey suggest. that niutual adjustment is more typical. · In the XYZ filing 
department, however, the ~xpression of ill-feeling towards temps most pro~ably 
acted as a safety valve for the accumulated discontent among the permanents. 
In the social situation of the office, temps functioned as convenient scapegoats. 
I found however that hostility towards oneself as an individual tended to 
diminish with the, passage of time. In my early relations with the permanent 
staff I had to make practically all the effort in enginee-ring any commun~cation. 
Only one or two initiated conversations with me, while most of them confined their 
communications with me to suspicious stares. By the time I left, however, I 
felt that·I knew "them almost as well as the temps- the distinction having been 
considerably blurred by time and familiarity. However, it took many weeks 
before the ice began to thaw in our communications, and in the normal course of 
events time is not on the side of the temp. She is usually despatched to another 
assignment before the process of adjustment can begin. 
A d~scription of the office trould not be complete without reference to the 
supervisor. Her authoritative m~1ner only served to exacerbate our discontent 
with the work. She was particularly displeased with the temps' level of produc-
tivity. All work had. to be recorded on work--sheets - not only· the number of files 
removed· or replaced, or the pieces of paper filed avray, but even the number of 
times one answered the telephone, in addition to a host of other minor duties. 
MOst of the permanent staff admitted to me that they misrepresented their entries 
_,. 
by anything up to 200%. This was possible be-cause there was no way of actually 
checking the returns. The temps, however, either did not bother to mispreresent 
I 
their productivity, or the thought had not occurred to them. Consequently, our 
productivity, appeared to fall far short of that of the permanent staff. The 
:I 
supervisor did not fail to bring this to our attention. This circumstance 
exemplifies the problems temps experience in negotiating the prevailing work norms 
of the office. Although, as we have seen, the opportunity to•remain relatively 
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detached,from ~xisting work routines appeals to maP~ tem~s, this lack of inte-
gration can ~ead to confusion and ill-feeling. 
In view of the s~pervisor's dissatisfaction with the work output of the 
temps and the uneasy relationship betl17een permco.nents a11d temporaries·, it is 
_perhaps surprising that this firm was disposed to hire temps at all. During 
rrry s_tay at the X'lZ company, the number of temps never fell below five, and 
· at one stage, 'there lias a tota~ of. ten. After making some discreet enqui~ies 
among the permanents I learnt that the hi~e of temps was part of a strategy 
to reduce the number of permanent staff without making anyone redundant. However, 
the volume of work greatly exceeded the combined productivity of temps arid 
permanents and one. is at a loss to decide why there should have been a desire 
to reduce an already inadequate staff. 
Tb"summarise, the filing department of the XYZ company affords some insight 
into the nature of. temporary liork, and in particular, its less appealing character-
istics. The intolerable nature of the work was made worse by the unpleasant 
relationships with the permanent staff. Tne constantly changing composition 
of the temporary force prevented lasting relationships among them from developing, 
. ' 
and thus sociability lias at a minimum. Only those temps who had remained at the 
office for a period of over four weeks or so could be described as relatively 
'integrated'. This meant, that in spite of the interpretation placed upon the 
Work sheet returns, the productivity of the temps was high - there being no 
social life t~ distract one from the work at hand. In the ·case of the temps 
at this company the claims of the agencies concerning their staf .f's productivity were 
.·. 
justified, but at the expense of any feeling of companionship. High turnover 
among te·mps was the inevitable consequence of this nexus of cir1cumstances, and 
this in turn only served to promote ill-feeling towards the temps and a marked 
reluct~~ce to spend time in familiarising them with either the routines of.the 
office or its personnel. ~ observations also throw some light on the reasons 
wey some girls seek to escape from an oppresive \'rork situation and others become 
resigned. In this. case, an important 'determinant of attitudes \'las one~s. a~tual 
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or believ:ed capacity to .obtain s·ometh:lng better. 
4. Attitudes Towards Future Employment 
In the previous two sections I have endeavoured to present an insight into 
.. 
the characteristics of temporary office \•lOrkers, their re~sons for entering this 
type of employment a~d the experience of tamping. Finally, I shall present 
some' of the findings concerning~~ respondents' priorities for the future. 
I am unable to give any account of.the future path taken by~ respondents 
J since I did not follow up the original questionnaire. However, I am able 
to show that a desire for interesting and var:i.ed work remains a most important 
consideration. 
I asked my respondents to state the relative importance of a number 
of ·job characteristics in governing decisions about future employment. 
Table 18· shows the pattern of responses. 
TABLE 18. If you were looking for a· jo-b, hov1 imoorta..'¥lt \'lould the follov1ing be 
to you? 
All Temps (N = 139) 
Job characteristic Veri/. im:12ortant Im12ortant Not Imoorta...'¥lt N.A. 
ro 7'o I ~-jO ;~a 
Varied and interesting work 70 25 2 4 
Pleasant people to work •dth 56 41 3 
Good bosses 54 41 3 2 
Personal freedom 39. 45 12 5 
Pay 35 58 4 4 
Being given responsibility 33 42 23 2 
General working c9nditions 26 65 6 4 
-Meeting people ~hrough work 24 40 35 2 
Good holidays 22 56 /' 18 4 
··-Chances of promotion 22 36 39 4 
Secure employment 21 35 40 5 
Being part of a. team 15 32 149 4 
The responses have to be looked at as a whole because there are a number 
of job characteristics whichi although ranking low in terms of being very import~ 
ant, nevertheless emerge as important secondary considerations. This applies 
in particular to pay1 holidays and general working conditions., It is interesting 
to find that the nature of work relati'onships, both with colleagues and wi i;h 
9>csses t·:as considered to be importe.nt by everyone ~~.h.o was p:r·cparE:d to comment. 
Hm-:ever, since I found no si:::;t"lificant relatian "behreen hla.t'i tal status and the 
"impor.ta.nce attached to relationships e.t \·lork, t:a.is finding discred.i ts the 
idea that married l'IOme~ differ from other fema.l·3 i'iorkers in the emphasis placeC. 
on sociability. In fact, mru•ried Homen. d.iff-3red w.~ry little from other res:por.dents 
in terms of their at~i tudes t01-.rards future cruplo;yili.ent. There ~ a significa"lt 
difference between married and single l·lOmen in their evaluation of -varied. .· 
and interesting work. l'lhereas. 80)& of the latter rated this as very important, 
only 60% of the former did so·. , 11J"evertheless1 . fo:r both ·gTOUpS this cha.ra.cteristic 
was the one most frequently named as very important. Married and. single l-romen 
also differed significantly in terms of the import~"lce placed on personal freedom 
and chances of promotion. In relation to both f~ctor~, a higher proportion 
of. single v1omen tha..'l married women named these as impor~ant or very important. 
Just over half of the married l'IOmen considered that chances of promotion v1ere 
riot important, 11hilst only a quar~er of single l"lomen shared this. vieN. Personal 
freedom was rated not ~mportant by only 3% of single temps, but by 19% of married 
temps. The overall picture, however, does more to confirm the similarities rather 
than th~ dissimila.ri ties of atti t~es bet\'leen ma.rr"ied and single women. . Such 
differences· as did exist were ones of degree rather than of sharp polarisation. 
An interesting finding is the relativel:t: low importance pl_aced on secure 
employment especially in ··viel·l of the fact that this consideration weighed so 
heavily in ~ respondents' assessment of temporary work. It m~ be suggested 
that this factor is not a·major determinant of job choice since it can normally 
be taken for granted in the field of office work. It is only temporary 
office \·rork rrhich renders women vulnerable to pe.riodic 'Unemployment and thus 
more aware of the problem of insecurity. Conversely, such factors as ~Gried 
and ~ilte=resting work, pleasant ·1·1orlqnates and good employers and pay cannot be 
assumed to characterise any fUtur~ jobe Conseque~tly, these chara.cterist~cs 
emerge as the principal criteria according to 't-lhich \·;omen diacrimi11ate between 
the jobs availabl~. 
Apart from the differences of emphasis t·et~..rer-:n married. and. single Nomen 
noted. above, therev-Jer•e ·tiery feH items in relation to \·Jhich a woman's social 
bircumsta.nces l:vere predi_ctive of attitudes. ge:Lther age nor responsibility 
for dependent children were significantly correlated h~th the importance attached 
to·· the varj.ous job attributes. Women j.n the Iforth-East were less inclined 
than those elsewhere t'o place importance on personal freedom, but thi.s probably 
reflects the fact that they were mo~e likely to be married and, perhaps, that 
this w·ould be considered something of a luxury in the more unfavourable economic 
situation of this area. The·emphasis placed on secure employment was significantly 
~ . : 
associated both with te_rminal education age and social class. Those rating 
this factor very important were more likely to come from middle-class backgrounds 
and to have left school beyond the minimum leaving age._ It is possible to inter-
pr~t this as indicative of a heightened degree of career-mi.ndedness amongst those 
with this type of background. However, I am relucta~t to place too much stress 
on the influence of class o~igins fU1d. educational experj,;e!lce in view of the 
relative ur;.importa.nce o,f these factors in governing attitudes towards the other 
aspects of employment. 
Th_e finding which does deserve special ecphasis, in my opinion, is the 
remarkable consensus about the importance of varied and interesting work. 
A1 though a \.Yoma.n ma:y be obliged to compromise her preferencesbecause of the 
I . 
nature of her domestic circumstances and the intra~sigency of employers, there 
can be little doubt that a desire for intrinsic job satisfaction informs the 
attitudes of a great many women, irrespective of their out-of-work circumstances. 
Finally, it remains to be said that the vast majority of my respondents 
declared a preference for-a working life rather than ·a purely domestic existence. 
I asked them to state .what they ·would do if they i.nheri ted an income 1-1hich was 
sufficiently large to enable them to stop working altogether. Table 19 shows 
the pattern of replies. 
See Table 19 on page 264. 
'l':ABLE 1_2~ If ';vo-~ in1.t3ri.tcC. somD money and had >::;:10uc:;h to live on •_wi thout -=;==....-..: ____ ._.._,,. ____ , __ ,... ._ .•. ...--_ .. ___ ......, ---........ -_. ..... ,.. .._ __ -..)v 4 • • 
\vorking.~.. ~-:ould :rm.1 i':'i."lt to ;-:ork a:o.;yHc:;y? 
. -- --~··----- .. __ ...... 
l~ature of reS'C£2~ All temns· (N = 139) 
Yes, because I ,,rou.ld 1)e dissatisfied/ 
bored other1·rise 
Yes, but I would do volu.ntm-y ,,,rork 
Yes - no r-eason given 
No I would tl'avel/ spend my money 
No- I l·~ould enjoy rn:y leisure 
lro - because I would prefer to be at home 
with my family 
No·.- no reason given 
68 
8 
3 
9 
5 
2 
4 
A number of lvri ters have asserted that women, especially married ones, 
do not regard l-rork as an importa.."lt focus of their existence.. In their view, 
single w9men tolerate it until they have achieved their main -ambition of securing 
a marriage partner, i'Thile married women return t~ i'tork mainly in order to materially 
enhance their domestic environment. In view of the dispiriting nature of the 
broad range of economic opportunities available to women, such re~pons~s are 
certainly credible. Hovrever, the findings shown above demonstrate that su.ch 
attitudes are neither. universal nor inevitable. It should also be noted that 
marital status was not predictive of the anticipated response to an inheritance. 
~he responses of women w~th dependent children did differ significantly from those 
of other '1-romen, but this was mainly in terms of the likelihood of doing volu.'l'lta.ry 
work. T'aey were no more likely to cease work altogether than wemen lri thout 
dependent children. 
From the replies given to my qU.estion it was evident that the m.ajori ty., of 
married women and single women alike vie\-red a purely domestic existence as'· 
unsatisfying: 
I" 
•Having ·been at" home vri th two children for some :years one gets ;rather 
_closed in, and your life tends to revolve rou.'I'J.d ho~e and children. 
Going out to work hel~s your outlook on things to broaden, as well as 
the financial gains.· So anything that helps your life brighten can 
only be passed on to your ,immediate family. 1 
'Life 'l'lOuld be SO· boring just sitting or even doing the household 
chores a..'I'J.d you would Iniss the company terribly.', 
~ . 
'As I am a i-lidot-~· and 'I!':y. two <~h:i1rlren c>.J.'·:'l <lviay at ·ooariing sc~hool for 
36 weeks of the year, I need. ;;;. ,job to give l:'.f? some pu.:;:·pcse and 
i:n. order to get out an<\ meet people .. ' 
'liork relieves boredo:n - keep::: one on· -i;he:i.r toes with regard t.o things 
going on around the 1·1orld and keeps your bra.in active~ • 
Most of th.1se who stated. that they "1-Tould. give u.p work intended to mal<:e 
full use of the opportunities afforded by a combination. of ~realth an~ leisure: 
1 After having gone out to tvork for . the last 22 years I can't thin.lc. of 
Mythi.ng more trmnderful than staying at home and having time to do 
all the things I should. like to do.' -
1 I 1d much rather travel the ~rorld, learn as much as possible about 
.o~her cultures, and perhaps even write a book. I have alrea~y 
done a bit of travelling and the 'bug' has bitten deep.• 
• There are so !ll.P..ny things I lv-ant to do· and I begrudge any time 
spent at work. • 
-Those whq stated that they would give up w~rk in order· to concentrate on 
a more conventional domestic lifestyle were very few and fa~ bet1veen: 
'Having achieved quite a good position trrith a very good salar,y7 
my only ambition now is to be a full-time \·Tife. and mother. • 
1 I prefer being home, looking after my husband and baby.' 
Since this question vla.s of course entirely hypoth.etj,.cal, -perhaps on.e 
should be cautious in attaching too much sigr.ifica~ce to the replies. l•wreover, 
on'e must remember that the group included a large number of "L-Tomen who had sough·i:; 
t·:ork in spi t.e of certain domestic commitments. To this extent, the majority 
preference for a continuing working life is not altogether surprising., At the 
same time, one is obliged to recognise that financial considerations do not 
appear to be the most fundamental determinant of whether or not a woman seel:s 
gainful employment. A more important consideration is the relative satisfactions 
tho~~t to derive from domesticity or from work. 
:I 
'. 
' 
The findings deriving from rcy quest:..:>l1.1!C~.j_re and participant observation 
enable one to for~ a picture of the type of r.>erson 1,rh0 er..ters temporary 
office employment, the reasons for Q.oing so, and the nature of ternpo_rary 
.employment itself. It is evident that the ropula.r assumptions about office 
temps bear little relation to the facts. -~~ere is no reason to suppose 
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that they are mainly -v;omen, l·lho, because of sheer incompetence, w·ould be unable 
to find \·rork by any other means. In the case of I~{ respondents, problems in 
finding alternative employment \vere !!lore clea.J.•ly related to difficulties ?J.SSoci-
ated 1-1i th domestic responsibilities than to a:ny discernible lack of skill·. Nor 
~e temps. primarily motivate9- by a desire for ,,rage maximisation. In the long 
term the economic situation of.. the· temp is likely to be l"lj"orse than that of the 
permc.>..nent office worker. Even in the short term, the advantage of high hourly 
rates may be offset by short spells of unemployment. In view of these circum-
stances, plus the fact that few temps state that the desire for better p~ is of 
major significance, it seems quite legitimate to discard the notion that the 
temp is simply a 1-.roman possessed by the demon of avarice. !for. is there any 
support here for the idea that t~mping attracts \vomen "i·tho wish to increase the 
number of their acquaintances, male or otheF~rise. I~ respondents placed impor-
tance on good lvorking relationships and some felt that temporary \-iork was to 
be preferr~d to permanent \rork because of the greater opportunities to meet 
people, but on the \·~hole, the social spin-off from temporary work is at most 
only a secondary consid~ration. 
·I have also sho\-m that the work situation of the temp is characterised by 
many paradoxes. Firstly, while the 1-.rork is likely to offer more variety tha...11 
permanent employment, it is likely to consist of tasks which are more repetitive. 
Secondly, vrhile the temp is less bound by prevailing v;ork norms in the place 
of emplo~ent, \his very detac~ent may promote an uncomfortable sense of 
isolation. T"nirdly, \vhile the opportunities for mobility foster a 
heightened sense of control over the work situation, the unpredictable 
character of these opportunities and the possibili t·y of unemployment 
promote feE-lings of insecur:j. ty and vu.lnerabil:i. ty. 'rhus, \-ihi.le in certain 
respects the temp appears to have broken free f:r-om tl1e constr•aints encountered 
in the perma."'lent sector, hcrol·m work si tuution presents an alternative 
set of limiting feat·ureso The paradoxical character of tempora.z·y \·iOrk 
is also emphasised in Olesen and Katsuranis' study of temps. 
conclude that: 
'The means of establishing a serise of self as a worker was 
both enhar1ced and stunted in the temporary \iorld.' (38) 
The authors 
l•l";y results also suggest that the i~ge of temporary 1.rork propagated 
by agency advertising does not always conform to the reality of temping. 
Hhilst the themes of varied and intere.sting work; work matched to the skills 
of the temp; and a constant supply of suitable and attractive jobs are those 
most frequently found in the advertisements, mcu:zy of my respondents' expect-
ations in these respects had not been fulfilled. Even \vhen some expectations 
had peen met, there remained residual sources of grieva.~ce. 
It is a matter for conjecture as to lihather or not the agencies themsel vas 
could ta.~e steps to remove the many sources of dissatisfaction, thus reducing· · 
the numbers of \...ramen who quit temping in favour of permanent \-vork. Certainly, 
they would appear to have little control over the major source of dissatis-
faction, insecurity. This derives in the main from fluctuations in the 
demand for temporary office lvorker.s a.'ld to a lesser extent from the sheer 
number of agencies. Agencies could of course alleviate thi·s problem by the 
provision· of co.mpensation for unemployment, but fe\·1 choose to do so. The 
rarity of such provision is quite easily explained. The cost of compensation 
l'tould almost certainly have to be passed on to the client firm, in the forni 
of higher rates for temp hire. This provision \orould thus1 -render the t~mp 
a very expensive commodity indeed and in all probability, would lead to a 
major reduction in demana. However, some firms in this country do provide 
compensation for unemployment, usually after a qualifying period of 13 weeks 
or thereabouts. Compensation is actually obligatory in a number of European 
cou.."'ltries, · including France., In sor,1e r;ountries, :fina..l'lcial security i;;: 
effected through an assurance scheme t.o l•Yhich both temps and temrA>ra.ry 
hire firms contribute. Yet, even if it ~'ll~re pcssi ble to guarantee fina."'lc~al 
security for the temp it is doubtful l-thether this wo".l.ld be sufficient to 
eliminate the feelings of uncertainty experienced ·cy many temporary workers. 
For those who view l"lork as s'?mething mC?re tha..'1 a. sour·ce of income, the 
-kno\"lledge that one is financially secure is unlikely to compensate for the 
uncertainty of employment itself. It is this latter attribute of temporary· 
work which is likely to remain, irrespective of the steps taken by agencies 
to improve the material situation of their employees. The agencies can also 
do little to remove the dissatisfaction which is sometimes felt as a result 
of continuous change. This, and the widespread discont.entment with the 
job content of temporary assignments derive from the iru1erent characteristics 
of temporary employment rather than from any action or lack of it on the 
part· of the agencies. It may be surmised, ho\·rever, that the frequent short-
fall_between expectations from temporary work and the actual experience of 
temporary work could be r~duced if the agencies were less prone to over-
advertise and over-gla.mourise the options available. 
Finally, I wish to identify some of the more general issues arising 
from this account of women in temporary clerical employment. Firstly, it 
is evident that domestic circumstances represent only part of the explanation 
for a woman's occupational choice· and responses to her \·rork si"l;uation. Given 
the current lack of state nursery facilities, creches at the workplace, and 
the slow introduction of flexi time, a l-roman' s domestic responsibilities inev-
itably set limits to the range of jobs to which she may reasonably aspire. 
Similarly, it is _also evident that a great many women accept that their 
involvement in the world.of gainful employment should be geared to the needs 
:I 
of children and husbands. ' Consequently, it would be quite erroneous to 
dismiss domestic circums·~ances a.s irrelevant to the. study of women's attitudes 
to employment. However, while out-of-work circums.ta.nces ·do have a bearing 
on occupat:i.o:tal choice, a."·.d .v1hile· they may continue to colour responses to 
' . 
the experience of 'trloJ.•k i"tself, ~t must ·t.e rec,!gnised that .the .objecti•Fe 
conditions of the 1..rork i~ h~:a'-~- represen·t :u1 a.uton,')ruous influence on job 
attitudes. This is suggested by the la.ck of any sharp disccintinui ties bet;,·een 
married and single \·;omen :l..:n their assessment of both the advanta..ges and 
disad.va-'"ltages of temporary .office employmen·t. Secondiy, it is evident 
that the .study of women's occupational choj.ces and responses to \-rork must 
take into account the market situation of the 'triOmen concerned. The totality 
of one's marketable skills, including education, .training and. experience, 
plus the demand for those skills, have an important bearing on Nhether or not 
an occupational choice is merely a compromise, or represents a positive 
attempt to indulge one's preferences. The issue of market situation is 
also. relevant for an understanding of the way \'lomen respond to their jobs. 
As wa have seen, whilst a b:uoyant demand for Nhi te-collar labotl.I' ma..lces 
temporary employment possible, fluctuations in that demand render .it inherently 
insecure. The fear of periodic unemployment may be so great that women feel 
obliged to leave an otherwise enjoyable mode of t·mrk. In this way, shifts 
in the priorities attached to work may be necessitated by~~ unfavourable 
market situation. 
Taken toget~er, these two propositions suggest that the study of women's 
attitudes towards tiork should be both eclectic and longitudinal. The present 
study has endeavoured to meet the first criterion, although it falls short 
of the second requirement since ch~~ges in my respondents' attitudes were 
only ascertained by the device of retrospective questiops.included in the 
questiol'l..na.ire. Ideally, the sociologist should investigate and chart shifts 
! . 
in the priorities attached to work as they actually occur. Nevertheless, 
the use of the more limited technique has served to illustrate the importance 
:I 
of a diachronic approach. 
The empirical foundations upon \'rhich my c·:mclU:sions are based are unlikely 
to satisfy ·those who believe -that, scientific rigour should' be the guiding 
\ . 
principle for sociological ·ro-HH~a.rch .. Ho1-1ev~r s i 't ".1. ~:~· noi; a.l \"'ays the 
case that the most interestirlg ar·eas for i.uvestigz.tior! are amenabl~ to the 
application of this principleo Furthermc!'e, it may happej,1 that unexpected. 
contingencies can oblige thE:, sociologist to com.prorr:ise his or··ner :r.esea.rch 
strategies, no matter ho;.'l rigorous in their initia .. 'i. design. The present 
research t11as beset "by a great many procedural problems, one of lo':hich was 
the inacc~ssibili ty of th~ type of l'i'Orker being studied, and another was 
the difficulty of securing the unqualified co-operation of certain agencies. 
T'.aese circumstances meant that the metho.ds adopt~d l·mre ones which depended 
on the operation of chance, expediency and the goo·i l.Jill· of teinps and their 
employers. Ho\·rever, in my 'vie\·r, the value of much sociological research to 
date lies not so much in its methodological precision as .in the challenge ll!hich 
it h~s presented to contemporary prejudices, ~ths ro1d ignorance. One hopes 
that the findings presented_in this chapter w~ll generate a more questioning 
approach to popular conceptions about women's attitudes towards work. 
:I 
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The original stimulus for this research wco.s a cleep ~ense of perE;>onal dissatis-. 
faction with the \-Jay in \'lhich ~'.!omen had been re:9resented in the literature of 
industrial sociology. · I i-ra.s dis8atisfied not only with the evident neglect of 
female participation in the labour market, 1)ut also lvHh the simplistic \"l~Y 
in which it was customary to interpret their ~.;ork behaviour. The area of 
stu~ in which both weaknesses were part_icular1y manifest- was the sociology of 
clerical occupations. Firstly, .,.1omen clerioal vlOrkers appeared as a residual 
ca·tegory in the relevant literature, despi ~e the fact that they constituted a 
numerical majority of clerical employees. Secondly, their inferior rewards and 
status rrere held to be the inevitable outcome of ar.1. C!-ttenuated ambition~ imposed 
by socialisation, and lat~r reinforced by domesticity. This assumption seemed 
highly 'questionable since. one was informed elsewhere that depressed levels of 
pczy and. prestige among male workers should be examined in relation to preva.iling 
structures of power. It also seemed to be at odds ~ii th the important principle, 
established by studies of orientations to work among male employees, that work 
attitudes should be regarded as mutable. It seemed appropriate, therefore, that 
one should attempt to redress the balance in favour of those who constituteQ the 
majority of persons working in this sector of the labour force, and that in so 
doing, one should utilise those theoretical frameworks wh.ich had proved to be 
useful in the study of male employment. 
Since my research was partly designed to compensate for the prevailing 
neglect of a-particular group of female workers, .it is appropriate to begin this 
concluding sec-tion \"lith a discussion of the sources of this sociological ~cpia. 
Cleerly it is important not only to identify and to remedy absences in the liter-
ature, but also to account for them. In my view, the neglect of women in clerical 
occupations cannot use~ully be accounted for simply in terms of a sexist orien-
tation among male industri~i sociologists. This is a seductive explanation, but 
it overlooks the existence of a'lack of interest in routine white-collar workers 
more generally .. If sociologists have not sho\'m much interest in \tomen clerks, 
""''"'f:: C.. I _,1'1 
then it mus·t be said that tnay· have Ilot ·oeE:n particularly intrigu.ed by their 
m~le counterparts either. ·It is only pvssible to speculate upon the reasons 
for this general neglect, hcvr.:;:ver, since men:..'oe:cs of the discipline rarely 
~ffer any insight into those factors lvhich attract them to~·•ards particular 
fields of study and \ihich divert them from others. 
In my opinion, the neglect derives, in parts from a tendency to prejudge 
clerical wor.k as a bastion of monotony and mediocrity. The ·Dickensian caricature 
of the clerk as a plodding, humble servant, experiencing neither disaster nor 
excitement, appears to have impressed itself upon the minds of sociologists and 
caused them to divert their attention elsewhere. Their imaginations have been 
more readily captured by those occupations which are thought to be more· bizar·re, 
more co,lourful, more degraded and more privileged, and which lend themselves 
mere rea.dily to the ccmceptual cliches which form the stock-in:-trad.e of industrial 
sociology. To the extent -~hat women inhabit what are felt to be the most 
mediocre of these mediocre occupations, they have accordingly received the 
minimum'of an already minimal attention. The tendency to ·shun the office as 
a field .for investigation has probably been reinforced by the viet..r that its 
inhabitants represent a major buttress of capitalist society. Fbr those social-
ogists torho are interested in locating the vanguard of l"evolutionary ~hange, the 
office must have been regarded as unfruitful t.erri tory, '1-lhilst providing an 
uncomfortable reminder of the resilience of a firm comnutment to the status quo. 
It is of course possible that a soup~on of male chauvinis~·has played its 
part in rendering female clerks an. under-researched group, and it is also 
plausible that the limited representation of women in research posts has not 
been conducive to the development of research in this area. Hov-1ever, the 
invisibility of the female office worker is at least partly a consequence of 
the failure of this enti~e :qccupational category to capture the hearts an~ 
minds of contemporary investigatprs. 
It is evident that·any research which is prompted by a concern to remedy 
absences in the literature does not necessarily make a theoretical contributionD 
r•- ~· 
t:.' ( ~) ... 
Feminist research of thi::> kind may ~e:rta.inly increase the total stock.of il1for-
mation in a particular field of anqui.ry .. TJ:v~::-c is nc guarai1tee, ho-vlever~ that 
it will lead tc a more sophisticated level of U.!lclerstandi:ng in the ar~a of study 
concerned. On the other hand, it is possibl(~ that by widenir..g·the field 
of enquiry in. this way, one may discoYer ini'ormatic:n '·thich challenges the 
adequacy of existing models, co~cepts and. theories. The study of 1-1omen in 
p~ticular situations m~ generate data·which c~~~ot readily be accommodated 
within the preva.ilin~ sociological terms of reference. This obser~~tion leads 
me to a discussion of the implications of the material presented in Chapter 4 
for the sociology of clerical occupations. 
Itr analysis of women in routine whi te-colla.r work suggests that there is 
a dimension to office life which has been greatly overlooke~ by sociological 
studies of this mode of employment, namely, sexual interaction. Once it is 
recognised that employers and employees are typic?~ly differentiated by gender, 
it becomes necessary to question whether their relationships can be adequately 
accounted for purely in terms of such factors as si~s of workplace, the organi-
sation of work, levels of pay and job security, and. status consciousness. 
Once one has discovered the existence of women in the offi.ce 1 so to spea'i<, it 
becomes possible to conceive of employer/employee relationships as forms of 
interaction which are influenced by assumptions about appropriate gender behaviour. 
Thus, from the point of view of an employer, a secretary may come to be regarded 
as unsatisfactory not simply because she fails to achieve a certain levei of 
output, or because of bad timekeeping, but because she fails to conform to 
expe9tations concerning appropriate female behaviour. Similarly, it is at 
least possible that some women derive job satisfaction not simply from levels 
of remu."leration, or from the character of 1-.rork itself, but al~o from the rewards 
which may attach to a conspicuous deference to masculine authority. A wom::.n 1 s 
: '· 
femininity is frequently exploited by employers in the office environment, but 
it can also represent an importa.~t power resource l·ii th· \·Thich to manipulate the 
boss. His superordinate status, after all, depends partly on the l·l0ma.TJ. 1 s 
[Villingnens to aclopt a post·Ul·e of submissi va:tlS:ss,. 
femininity may impose the neces::ii ty .. forapublie •iisplay of su"bordi:1a.tion, it 
·may promote the private feeling that one :i.s a.d;.:a.lly the poHer beM.r,d the 
throne. 
The opportunity to deploy one's feminini-ty to material or psychological 
advantage is not equally ava.ilable to all categories o·f female clerical workers, 
but it is most certainly unavailabte to their male counterparts. For this 
reason, a sociology of clerical occupations which concentrates solely on the male 
workforce leads to .a neglect.of an. important source of differentiation within 
the Norkforce as a ~v'hole. Furthermore, if one ignores gender-based interacti~n 
in the office, one is likely to overlook the possible significance of seA~al 
liaisons. There can be little doubt that members of the office do enter into 
sexual relationships with each other, ranging from mild flirtations to allianc~s 
of a more adulterous nature. ~~ analysis has barely touched upon this dimensio~ 
of office dynamics but I am nevertheless con•Tinced that it is of considerable 
relevence for an unde~standing of many of the antipathies, frustrations, a~d 
commitments that are- found there~ It is also possi"ble that sexuality is 
. . 
an important component of other occupational e~vironmentso Houever1 sociologists 
l1ave tended to assume that we ~nhabit a ·world where sex is something which o~~Y 
occurs in bedrooms. It may be that an attention to heterosexual and even 
homosexual lia:Eons in the rlorld of work would. consti tut"e a useful point of 
reference in future studies of occupations. 
~~ argument, therefore, is not that gender is the principal or sole 
daterminant of social interaction in the office, but only that a failure to 
recognise its possible significance may lead to a ~srepresentation of the 
factors governing employee a.tti tudes c.:..~d behaviour, patterns of promotion and 
demotion, and relationships bet>ofeen ·employers and employees. To this extent, 
it is hoped that the_present research exemplifies the need for further empirical 
research of a feminist nature in the field of industrial sociology. Such 
studies are required.,-:_ not simply in order to compensate for the long-standing 
neglect of Norking ~..roment but i~·! order that we <D.ay re-appraise the adequacy. 
of the tra.di tional ter·ms o:f :rf~f'erence in th•O! sooi<>logy· d: occupations. · 
Tl!e princip<l1 concern of ti1is research, h:n-ve·v~r, i·ras to develop a more 
satisfactory understanding of the factors governing \>"Omen's l·;ork· attitudes 
than had been provided by sociologists in the 1950s and 196os. I1!;y' particular 
.interest lay in the field of female clez·ical employment, and. it \'l'as t-.ri thin this. 
context that I hoped to demonstrate the utility of· an eclectic approach to the 
study of work attitudes, as had already been exemplified in studies of male 
employment in industry and in the white-collar world. MY next objective, 
therefore, is to rehearse some of the original problems in the literature and 
to consider the implications of the present study for the sociology of women 
in. white-collar v1ork and of \-7omen in employment more generally. 
rfuen I bagan this re~earch in 1970, there Nas a widespread predilection 
for untasted assumptions about •..romen as a basis for discussion of their l-Tork 
attitudes. In spite of the growth of economic activity rates among l•fomen, 
especially married women, since the liar, there was still a tendency ·to view 
~conomic. activlty amongst a~l but the poorest women as a social aberration. 
The attempt to breach the gap of understanding led some sociologists to dust 
off the oldest remnants of ea1•ly industria.i sociology and to apply them to· the 
sphere of women's employment. Some. chose to vierr the rising economic actiYi ty 
rates among married women in terms of a revamped version of the ~conomic Han 
model of worker attitudes. The groi·rth in activity rates "rras held to be sy.mpto-
matic of post-war consumerism, and l'romen '1-rere assumed to be primarily l!IOtive.-ted 
by a desire for the means with which to purchase little extras for the home. 
Others.chose to base their explanations on the Parsonian distinction between 
I 
expressive a.11.d instrilmenta.l sex-role orientations. vlh.ile the primary pre-occu-
pations of the male "rrorker were held to be money, povrer and status, the \-:oman 
:I 
\-10rker '\oias held -~o be dra\\rn. to the \'I'Orkplace by a quest for congenial social 
ralationshipso This model i..ra.s also used as o. basis for C.iscussion of the econo-
rnic behaviour of s:i,ngle women. V~r~ tha~ one wTiter suggested that the a~ten-
! . 
2?9o 
uated ambitions o:f young7 unattached females re:f'le'cted a p::.•eoccupa-'don vd·~r.. 
social intercourse.(l). It. l~Tas these assu.n1pt:i..ons: plus ·i;he rJoticm that c:. 
l·iorna:n' s chief attachment v1as UJ:lreser,redly to the heme, which one :felt to be 
unsatisfactory, partly beca.use they~ ·asswnp"tions, and partly ·oeca.use they 
were gradually being challenged by :feminist \\'l'i ters. 
Another source of dissatis:f~ction 'lvi t}?. the prevailing literature \·las the 
dete-rministic view o:f women as economic actors, a.11d, relatedly, the total 
disregard for the dimension of meaning in the study of women's l-JOrk behaviour. 
~nis perspective was in marked contrast to ·that adopted by GOldthorpe et al, 
and Da.11iel, and ca11vassed especially by Silverman in .his book, The Theo~y2[ 
Org~isations.(2) T'.nese v1ri ters collectively emphasised the contingent nature 
of i·:ork attitudes, the interaction bet'I-Ieen work attitudes and work experience, 
and an action approach which examined the meaning c£ 1·10rk from the actor's point 
of vielvo The prevailing emphasis, therefore, on subjective perceptions of 
liork and the factors \ihich modified or sustained those perceptions, conflicted 
sharply _lri th the ready accepta.11ce of the idea that women's attitudes i':ere un-
problematic, determined by non-work circumstances, and fl.xed for life in a. state 
of uncomplaining acquiescence. Those t11ho 1·1ere prepared to concede that there 
might be more than one standardised attitude to work among female ampl·:>yees 1 · 
nevertheless tended to concentrate implicitly cr explicitly on the impact of a 
single variable, such as the life-cycle or employment status. 
~ne present study, therefore, has been concerned to substitute investigatio11 
for asswnptio·n, a11d to explore the interaction bett·reen 1·10rk attitudes &"ld 
'1-Jor~ experience' in the sphere of "Vthi te-collar employment. The choice of '· 
tempor<:.:t'y t'lorkers for these purposes 1·1a.s dictated partly by a curiousi ty ~ased 
on perso~~l experienqe, but more importantly, by a bel~ that 1the attitudes of 
women employed in this capacity presented a serious challenge to the convention~l 
' 
:I 
wisdom of sociological literature. Furthermore, since I i·Ias concerned to high-
light the continzent nature of vrork attitudes, and to identify the factors govern-
ing changes in perceptions of '1-rork, it seemed appropriate to investigate a group 
of people l·Ihose i.-Tork situation Ha.s chara.cted.sed by con·i;innous ciJ.~.r:ge., 
i I'/lY analysis of Nomen in temporary cleric::.l· employment suggests that ...,.10men' s 
occupational choices and z·esponses to 1·m::..•k c:r·a influer~ced by a very l-ride 
range of variable·s. T'nese \rariables ma.y l1z llivid.ed. into three groups. ::?irstly, 
there are e. number of l:lhat may be termed non-;·;.:>rk fac.tors. These include 
age, marital status, respor1sibility for depend~1ts, educational history, location, 
z·esponses to domesti~:i. ty, the occupational mobility of the spouse, and the 
cumulative impact of prima.r--.r a."'ld secondary socialisation. This is not ari 
exhaustive list, but it does incorporate some of the principal factors impinging 
upon work attitudes t-Thich may b,e said to derive 'beyond the factory gates'. 
Secondly, there are a number of ix~luences which-derive more directly from.the · 
trork situation itself. These include the objective character of worktasks, 
levels of pay and prospects for promotion, relationships t-ri th co-l-Torkers and 
employers, the policies of employers with regard to rec~~itment a.~d conditions 
of work, the activities of occupational gatekeepers such as private or public 
employment agents, previous work experience, and the level of information concerr.-
' ing occupational alternatives. Again, the list is not comprehensive, but it 
does serve to illustrate the very considera"ole range of factors which may have 
a bearing upon both occupa.tional choice and responses to l-tork. The third group 
of variables concern the character of the market for labour. Job choice and 
job mobility ~e likely to be influenced by temporal changes in the demand 
for one's owa skills and.for labour more generally. They are also likely to 
be influenced by ~egional variat~ons in labour demand. Although it is possible 
to distinguish the three clusters of variables in this way, it is ~vident that 
th~y are interconnected. For example, a firm's recruitment policies towards 
married women are likely to be influenced by the character of local labour 
markets and by assumptions about the impact of domestic commitments upon employee 
relia'Qility • 
. The observation that female attitudes to w:Jrk are _contingent upon such an 
enormous range of circumstances is unlikely to provide much comf'or-t. to thosewho 
would \ri.sh to establish an all-embracing theory of the determinants of worker 
.. . 
~ttitudes. Ind..;;ed1 one sus_oect.s that it is the ver:r imn_oss·ibl·l ... :-+::'f of' ·c-nst .... ,..t.;~ a u •. •· V "' .lv ...no 
such a. theory Hh.ich ha.s prompted a. heightene:i interest in other aspects of the 
sociology of Hork, such as patterns of accom>i!Ddation and conflict in industrial 
relations. Yet, '!.'1hile Trr'J research does not resolve the problem of identifying 
the key determin~~ts of employee attit11des, it does serve to illustrate the 
redundancy of mcnocausal approaches to the study of ;o~cmen's orientations towards 
work. 
J,i;),. analysis of women in temporary clerical employment also suggests that 
·it is v~rong to suppose that women consistently display a. passive orientation 
to the situation in which they currently find themselves. Tempor·ary \..rorkers 
exemplify, par excellence, women's capacity to actively negotiate the limiting 
str\lctures which confront thema The vast majority of female temps are engaged 
in strategies which enable them to counter or to overcome a \•Tide ra11.ge of 
constraints. In some cases, these strategies involve a flight from the oppressj.ve 
features of domesticity. In other cases, they involve an attempt to,esta.blish a. 
Dense of control over the work situation. It car..not be denied that these stra.te-
gies frequently c.nd in frustration or resignation, but they do a.t least remind 
us of the lesson learnt from history, that women are qa.pable of resisting 
structures of oppression. 
This observation leads me to register certain reservations concerning current 
orientations in feminist ~~riting. It is perhaps appropriate to conclude trith 
a discussion of the recent contribution of feminist literature since it is 
lL~ely to ha.ve.a considerable impact upon the ~~ture direction of research into 
female employment. Yet, there are grounds for supposing.that it is likeiy to. 
reproduce some of the deficiencies which characterised the sociology of female 
'. 
employment in the 1950s and 1960s. 
After the initial disco1.rery that v:omen had been ill-served by socio~ogists 
in the past, there arose a major preoccupation \·Ti th the development of a. Marxist 
interpretation of the ·structural locatior.. of women in capitalist society. At 
first, the analysis turned mainly upon a discussion of the articulation behreen 
d!omesti.c labour and capi ~alis.m 1 but more re~ently, -there has been a heighten,ed 
interest in the role o~ fe::la.l::: ~-<age labour rl.s a variant of the industrial reserve 
army. Contributors to both :fields have ti.rg·ad tht":.t it is necessary to examine 
the inter-relationships beti-teen patriarchy and captialism if one is to develop 
an adequate theory ~f the som·ces of female subordination. 
vfuile this theoretical spring-cleaning ha~ represented a most welcome and 
important corrective to the·trad~tional perceptions of women held by ~ocio~ogists, 
_it has generated a far more deterministic codel of "trcmen at i·lork. Since it 
. . . 
involves an effort to locate fei!Jale wage-labour in terms of an over-arching 
theory of the imperatives of monopoly capitalisrnt there is a tendency to 
represent l'170men as passively fulfilling the 'needs' of a particular economic· 
system. Thus, the grorTth of female economic activity ·rates in the post-rlar 
period is seen,- not so much as a collective escape from the confines of domes-
ticity 1 but as a development necessitated by the expansion and diversification 
of capitalist commodity production. According to this vie,,, capitalism initiates 
the process of determination, and patriarchy cements it: 
'In these jobs \-there women are not doing 'l·lomen' s uork' as such (although 
it comes to be defined as that) women still, inevitably, live l·lithin 
their femininity at work. It is in the· i-vay they are treated by men 
at 1·1ork (particular sexist incidents: for flirting i'l7i th; as strike 
brerucers and/or as workers not to be supported over equal pay strikes); 
the way they themselves see their work and its role in their lives 
(secondary to home, its convenience to home in terms of travel, little 
attention to the interest of the work, temporary, 1nice people', etc.).• 
(3) 
1•\Y' objection to statements such as these is not that they are necessarily 
invalid, but rather that they present an over-socialised, or over-determined 
view of woman. Morgan has identified the same prob~em in the literat·~e 
concerning the role of iiomen as_ domestic labourers. He points out that the 
lfla.rxist-feminist approach is extraordinarily reminiscent of functionalism in 
so far as it seeks to account for social phenomena. in terms of a. relatively fixed 
t-lid.er e'conomic and social system, and glosses over the possibilities for change, 
experimentation, and manipulation.(4) It may be suggested that this is because 
-· 
these feminists, like sc many ~:r.r.-iters of the fifties e~ct s:i.::dies, have· ignored 
the dimension of subjective· mearling. The ·;:;oncept c:f :f~.lse conscio·~sness c·a."l 
all too easily provide a hand~f j'Li.Bti:ficatioD. fer the ne~lect of this dimension, 
just as a firm belief in the . utility of popuJ..ar stereotypes promoted a similar 
neglect among an earlier gene.ra.tion of sociolog-is-ts:. If one subscribes to the 
viet'l that Norkers are unable to. comprehend the true nature of their. exploi ta.tion, 
then it follows that there is no real need to examine subjective attitudes 
toi'la.rds Hork. Instead, one is obliged to concentz·ate on the structural 
determinants of \'llorker atti t:udes and behaviour. As a result, one ma::; overlook 
the extent to t·lhich these forces are countered or resisted. Since j_t is 
possible., therefore, that a continuing neglect of' 't-10m.en 1 s own attitudes is 
likely to follow from the current orientation of feminist thought, one is 
inclin~d to greet this t-rroiting t'llith qualified approvco.l. 
I would like to conclude by suggesting that :future research concerning 
\'1omert' s· employment might usefully be guided by RoHbotha.m' s proposition that 
•hum.a.il beings are more than the services they perform for cap~tal'.(5) A 
perspec~ive which ignores the \'llay in which women perceive .and respond to their 
work situation is one which treats 't-iomen as occupa·tional rPbots. It is also 
a perspective t·rhioh fs more, rather than less likely to perpetuate the belief 
that Nomen are indifferent to the character of their vmr-k, al'ld that they passively 
accept the fact of limited occupational alternatives. If t.Ye are to overcome 
these .conservative assumptions, we must address ourselves more >·rholeheartedly 
to the concrete experiences of '1-iorking women. Furthermore, if we are genuinely 
concerned to advance the cause of l·lomen's liberation, then l·;e must point "toi·:ards 
the "~ays in Nhich they rattle the chains of their captivity ·and seek to thro;·T 
,. 
off the·shackl~s imposed by the cultural assumption of female passivity. Unless 
such potentialities are demonstrated, sociologists will continue tc bolster, 
:I 
by default 1 the fetters of female subjugation. 
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AP~""DIX 1. RESEARCH 14ETHODS 
.. "Almost every independent researcher of"private employment agencies has 
commented on the many procedural problecs encountered. The principal 
problem concerns the difficulty of gaining access to temporary workers for 
the purposes of investigation. The most exped~ent method of establishing 
contact with a group of temps is to secure tha;co-operation of one or more 
private employment agencies, but this is not al.~s easy, and it mey generate 
I I' 1 
certain constraints upon the way in which the .:research is conducted. Moreover, 
whilst some agencies mey- prove willing to col·~·abc;>rate in a questionnaire survey 
~r programme of interviews, there may be som~ reluctance to hire the researcher 
herself in order that she can undertake participant observation. Understandably, 
an agency is only likely to agree to this str~tegy if the researcher meets 
' 
. ' 
certain standards of clerical competence. The agency, after all, has to ta..~e 
account of the requirements of a third party - the client firm. In this 
field of st~, therefore, the problems of access are particularly great, not 
only because of the physical dispersal of the relevant population, but also 
because of the need to evolve research strategies which are acceptable to 
the agepcies, and which are in ha.rmo~ with their normal commercial operations. 
The second major problem in this field concerns the mobile character of the 
temporary clerical workforce. As Olesen and Katsuranis have observed, this 
mobili~ presents immense sampling difficulties for the researcher. For example, 
if one wished to conduct a series of int~rviews with a representative group of 
temps, one could use conventional sampling techniques in order to obtain an 
appropriate sample. However, owing to the high degree of movement in and out 
~f temporary employment, it is possible thlLt many of the sample obtained in this 
w~ will have quit tamping by the time that one is in a position to interview 
them. Even if one employs the more limited technique of the postal questionnaire 1 
the typically short-term character of the involvement with temporary work is 
I 
likely to be reflected in a poo~ response·rateft 
The researcher .in this field, therefore, is likely to enco~ter considerable 
' difficulties concerning access and sampling. It is not surprisL~g, perhaps, 
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that so few independent studies have been undcrta~en, and that the existil~ 
studies have been fairly modest in scope. I mention these difficulties becauSe 
I 
they have also been enco~~tered in the present research, ~~d because they are 
relevant to an assessment of its design and fi~dines. It 'l"lOuld be quite Hrong 
to give the impression that the resec..rch proceeded wh:1 textbook simplicity • 
.. :· 
Yet, l"li thin the constraints of limited time 2.nd l,imited funds, I endeavoured 
so far as \vas possible to conform to the basic·· principles of socioloGical 
I' 
research. 
I should mention that access was not such:· a major problem in my oo-m case, 
as I had already been a vacation temp vli th one. agency for several years uhen I 
st~ted the research, and I was thus favourably·placed to request co~peration 
for my project. lioreover 1 as I had alrec>..dy ci~~onstrated a de;'5I'ee of clerical. 
competence, there 'ijere no objections, ini t~al~y1 to rrry combining em!)loyment •ri th 
participant observation. The task of securing the co~peration of other agencies 
for the questionnaire proved to be rather more difficult. This l·Tas because 
it was usually necessary to obtain the agreement of a large number of people 
before a particular branch could be involved. 
a. The Questionnaire 
The main questionnaire survey was preceded by a small pilot survey lvhich I 
conducted among both permanent and temporary staff in three firms in the I•!idla.nds. 
A pilot questionnaire was issued directly to 17 employees, and was designed to 
I 
yield experience of questionnaire constrUction and distribution as much as to 
test the viability of certain questions for the schedule proper. 
It was initially decided that the questionnaire survey should be conducted 
I 
in two areas of the country - Birmingham and the North-Bast. Accordingly, I 
approached a number of agencies in both areas in order to secure agreement in 
principle to the distribution of a questionnaire among their employ.ees. The 
questionnaire schedule which ~ subsequently devised was fairly lengthy, and 
my intention was to issue it directly to temps either at their places of employ-
' ment 1 or1 if this ~as not possible, at the offices of the agency. I Unfortunately, 
i' 
. ' 
the proposed plan of action had to be abandnned at a fairly early stage of 
the research. The first agency I approached \·ra.s one for \·lhom I had worked 
for several years. The principal agreed to emplo~ me throughout the s~ler 
vacation, not only for the purpose of completing my cr.1estionnaire schedules, 
but also in order that I might carry out observation of temporary employment 
in a range of occupational locations. However, the agency vrlthdrew its 
co-operation shortly after I began the research. When I requested a transfer 
after tvro-weeks employment, the agency refused to move me. This change of 
attitude coincided vrlth a change of personnel at the agency. The new supervisor 
informed me that their first obligation was to their client· firms, and that 
consequently, a transfer'would not be forthcoming. I was also told that, in 
aqy case, there was no alternative work. 
Although this.setback to my plans was, to say the least, disappointing, my· 
subsequently lengthy stay at this one firm did afford a depth of insight into 
i ~ 
many aspects of temporar,y employment. In particular, I was able to observe the 
way in which the relationships between permanent and temporar,y staff might be 
modified by the passage of time. Hov1ever1 this experience suggested that it 
would be extremely difficult to pursue my original strategy of direct interviewing, 
and I decided to issue a modified schedule as a postal questionnaire. 
As a result of ~~ approach to one of the largest employment businesses in 
the country, it became possible to widen the geographical scope of the survey 
,. 
to include the London area. All of the agencies who offered their co-operation 
vetted the questionnaire, and only one asked for a modification to be made. 
This inyolved t~e excision of questions relating to trade unions. It was 
agreed that the schedules should be returned directly to me rather than to the 
agency, as I felt very strongly that this would be more conducive to the free 
expression of vie\-Js. The schedules were then distributed via a total of five 
organisations in Birmingham, the North-Zast ~ld London. 
In vie\·1 of the geoc;raphical spread of the survey, it proved impossible t~ 
exercise direct control over the distribution of the schedules. Consequently, 
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I am unable to ~urnish precise information ~oncerning the response rate. A 
total of 400 questionnaires were given to agency principals and 132 \'lere 
returned. Of these, five 1-1ere from male temps and one 1-1as from a studeni; 1 
and because of ~ primar.y interest ih women who were normally available for 
full-time or part-time ~~ployment, all six~re eliminated from the results. 
There were marked regional variation~ in the propo~ion of schedules returned. 
In the North-East, 100 schedules were issued to agencies, and 50 were returned; 
in the :Midlands, 100 schedules \·rere issued, and 31 were returned, in London, 
200 schedules were issued, and 45 1-.rere returned.. Unfortunately, there is no 
way of knowing 1-rhether the poor rate of response from the London area reflected 
a localised apathy to the subject of temporary employment, or whether it ref-
lected the distribution nolicies of individual branches. 
- . 
Apart from the 126 
questionnaires. obt_ained by this method~ _a :further 13 schedules \·rere completed 
,by my fel~ow temps at the XYZ company, in their Oim time, yielding a total 
of 139 completed qUestionnaires. 
' ; 
The disadvantages o:r···the postal questionnaire have been l-ridely documented. 
The main problems concern the notoriously low response rate, and the possibility 
of self-selection among respondents. On the other hand, the impersonal character 
of this method may be said to constitute its principal ad~antage over other 
research techniques. The often-noted bias arising from interviewer-interviewee 
interaction in face-to-face methods is eliminated, and it is also possible to 
preserve complete anonymity. With regard to the present research, the proble~ 
of low response has already been noted, although the extent .to which the resultant 
sample reflects a process of self-selection remains a matter for speculation. 
There is no evidence that my respondents were exclusively-hostile or exclusively 
favourable tm-rards the character of their employment. Both negative and 
positive vie\'IS \-rere equally represented, not only bet\·Teen respondents, but often 
within an individual questionnaire. This is consistent \-lith the ambivalent 
character of temporary employment, noted not only by myself, but also by Olesen 
and Katsura.'l'liso It is possible that the relatively :high levels of ec.luca.tiona.l 
attainment among my respondents reflected a proces:;, of :::;elf-selection. 
that 'educated' women are more disposed to Express themselves through the 
medium of the questionnaire. HotoJ"ever, in lieu of a:ny ir..formation concerning the 
characteristics of the non-respondents, it is impossible to reach any fir~ 
conclusions on this matter. r~reover, it is' doubtful whether educational 
background is really of cuch crucial significance, especially in the case of 
those women whose educational experience bel~ngs to. the very dista~t past. 
The questionnaire schedule is presented belol·r. · It contained a· mixture of 
open-ended and fixed choice question~ and provided the o'p;portuni ty for 
respondents to comment on azzy- aspects of 'temporary v1ork ·v;hich had not been 
covered in the schedule. 
' c 
~.i 
,. 
INIVERSITY OF DURHAM·; 
)EPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY & SOCIAL ADMINISTRATION, 
~4 OLD ELVET, DURHAM. 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
SERIAL NO! 
The University of Durham is carrying out a survey· amongst temporary 
•ffice staff The survey is designed to find out why people work as temps 
rho these people are, and how they feel about their work. The results will 
•e of the ~reatest interest in helping us to understand what it is about 
~mp~rary work that has made it so popular. We would like you to help us· 
•Y . giving;· _your. opinion about certain things related to temporary work . This 
. s not.a .test and_ there are no right or wrong answers. The success of the 
.nquiry depends on the number of people who fill in the quest-iOn.naire. All 
·our replies will be treated as confidential, and the separate identity of 
ndividuals will be lost when the data is put through a computer. 
:ow to complet~ the questionnaire·: 
'lease answer tbe questions by placing a tick in the appropriate box or 
1oxes; or where necessary, ey writing the answer in the space proyided. 
f.yo~ cannot give an exact answer, please give the best ·estimate you can. 
stamped addressed envelope is provided for your rep.ly. 
Thank you very much. 
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1. Sex. --, ] 
2. What was your age at your last birthday? 15 - 19 
20 - 29 
- = •• 
30 - 39 
. . ·.:·. ·,;· ··•. 
40 - 49 
50 - 59 
60 +. 
-
3. What is your marital status? Single 
Married 
'. Widowed 
--
•. How many children do you have? None 
1 
2 
--3 
4 or over 
Please could you write·here·the age of each child:-:-
I~ D D D 
5. What is your father's occupation or what was it at the time of his death 
·or retirement? (Please give full details- e.g. not just 'engineer', but 
'fitter', 'engineering draughtsman' or 'consulting engineer', etc.). 
). What is your husband's occupation or what was it at the time of his death 
.Qr retirement? (Please give full details.) 
... ; ......................................................................... . 
7. Wha~ kind- of school did you go to? 
Private Grammar 
Elementary Comprehensive 
Sec. Modern Other (please 
state type of 
school) Technical 
.· .•. 
How old were you when you left school? 
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j .. 
9. Exami~ations taken at school: 
.. 
School Ce:r:tificate or G .. C.E. 
Higher School Certificate or 
.·. 
C.S.E. : 
Other (please state) 
•. 
·. 
.·· 
. . 
'0' Level 
G.C.E. '·A' 
' : 
: 
.. , 
m:• 
Level 
. 
If taken 
Number of 
subjects passed 
""· 
,o: Please could you give details ·of y~ur secretarial training and any other 
education or tr~~ning y~u_have had since leaving school: 
Type of 
Institution 
Type of 
Course, 
Full or 
Part-time 
Length of 
Course 
1. What is the name of your,job with the agency? 
Qualifications 
gained (if any) 
' 
' 
........................... ~ .................................................... . 
2. How many agencies, including your present one, have you: ~prked for? 
One 
Two 
.. 
Three 
Four 
Five 
Six or over 
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13. Please could you give d.etails of your wo~king l:L-fe over :the 'last five ·years 
right up to the present time. Please include: 
a) Ali permanent jobs you have had, with dates. 
b) The .periods· during which you worked a.s a temporary~ (Please do 
not list sep~rately all th~se jobs that you have had as a temp~. 
but co~t each agency· ·that· you worked for as one temporary job.) 
Please. ment·ion also any periods of unemployment longer than one month. 
Dates Name of job 
'. I 
I Permanent o!· Temporary job Periods of Unemployment 
. ....... 
14. \Vhy did you decide to ·become a temp? 
... • ............. •.. • .................. '· ............................... ~ ......... . 
Ill •••••••••••••••• •, ••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
. . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . 
. .. 
15. On the whole, which do you prefer? Permanent Work 
Temporary Work 
· Please ·c·ould you give. yqur. reasons? 
.... ,· .. · ..... ,. .................................................................... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;• .... · ................................................... . 
. . 
........ ·.• .......................... •. ~ ........ • ..... ·. . . . . . ...................... . 
! . 
••. ... • • • • t"·~ ... --·- ~···· .. ~. .. . . . 
l6. ·If you were looking for a job, how important would the f?llowing thi~gs 
be to you? 
... 
.. Not 'ljery . 
.. Importan.t Important Important 
Pay 
Interesting & Varied Work 
... 
Pleasant people to work with 
~ecure employment 
Good holidays 
·General working conditions 
Chances of promotion 
Personal freedom 
.. 
·Being gl.ven responsibility 
Good bosses 
.. 
Meeting people through work 
: Being part of a team 
.7. What do you like most about being a temp? 
. . 
,;_ 
........................................................................... 
. 8. What do you like least about being a temp? 
........................................................................... 
. . 
· ••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••. • ••••••• !' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
/' 
.· . 
. 9. When it comes to being sent out on a new assignment, which of the following 
best describes your position in the matter? 
I !;lave no choice at all and have to go where I' rn sent ! 
I go where I 'rn sent, but i:( I really didn't like the job 
. ' I the agency would probably find me something better 
The agency knows me well and tries to find jobs that 
suit me and that 'I would like 
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20. About how many jobs have you had 
with this agency? 
1 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25+ 
Have you ever been unemployed for longer than a 
week because the agency couldn't find work for you? 
if YES, about how many times ha~ this happened? 
- 4 
- 9 
- 14 
- 19 
- 24 
Yes 
No 
~2. How do you feel about the amount o:t: work you hav·e to do on temporary jobs? 
23. 
!4. 
I am often given little or nothing to do, and am told 
to work slowly or 'look busy'. 
·Working at a reasonable rate, I usualiy find I am kept 
occupied most ot the time .. 
Bosses seem to have little idea of the amount of work that 
one person can do, and I am very often overworked. 
In general, how would you say that the jobs you get as a temp match 
your skills? 
The jobs I get are too specialised for my skills 
The jobs I get are right for my skills 
The jobs I get do not require me to use my skills fully 
Which of the following best describes your experiences when you first 
begin a new temporary assignment? 
You are expected to get on with the job 
and work things out for yourself 
You are expected to be able to do the job, 
but if you need advice, people with help 
you out 
Employers and co-workers are very helpful 
in showing you ho~ the job is done 
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In getting to know the permanent people you work with, do you find: 
The permanents are friendly and make 
the approach to you 
You have to make most of the effort 
in getting to know them 
Neither you nor they are particular .-LY .. -
interested in getting to know each other 
. When you are working as a temp, who do you re-ally feel you are working for? 
The Agency 
The Firm you 
are sent to 
-;.· . 
.. 
Concerning the friends you have made as a temp, are they:-
Mostly people from other agencies 
Mostly people from the same agency 
Mostly people who work permanently 
I don't make any friends at work 
.. 
Other (please state) 
. 
i 
Are you a member of a trade ~•ion? 
I Yes No 
In relation to your work as a temp, which do you think is more effective 
in altering conditions? 
Activity by the unions ' 
Talking things over with the boss of your agency 
Talki!lg things over with the boss at the place 
where you work 
I. 
~ 
,., 
=-~ 
.: 
I 
. ," ~ 
30. Apart from receiving your tim6-shest and sending it in, do you 
have any other contact with the agency? 
Yes 
.If YES, what other contact do you have 
with the agency? 
No 
. . 
. 29'( 
............................................... • ........... ~ ~ -· ............... . 
31. If you inherited some money and had enough to live on without working, 
would you want to work anyway? 
Yes-
Please could you give your reasons? No 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·~ ~ -.-.. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . 
............................................................................ 
Thank. you very much·for completing the questionnaire. If there is anything 
that you would like to add or any other comments that you'd like to make on 
the questions, please would you write them here . 
.. 
. . · ........................................................................ . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • ........................ . 
. . . . . . . ~ .· .................................................................. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ ...................... · .................. . 
. . . . . . . • ................................................................... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · .............................. . 
... 
. . . . . ·~ ..................................................................... . 
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b. Participant observation 
As Cicourel has pointed out, the use of particip&lt observation requires 
an evaluation of the investigator's position relat~ve to th~ group being 
studied. The researcher should engage in 'introspection', that is, an 
examination of the meanings which she brings to the situation and a consideration 
of the possible impact of her presence on the persons l'rho are being investig~ted. 
A failure to engage in such a process is likely to engender the mistaken belief 
that one has remained a detached and neutral observer of a particular set of 
social relationships. ~~ next task, therefore, is to consider some of the . 
factors which may have had a bearing upon the conduct and character of rrry own 
participant observation. 
One of the aims of this method is that it should generate a much deeper and 
more direct appreciation of a particular field of social behaviour than is 
likely to'be obtained by quantitative methods. Since participant observation 
usually extends over a considerable period of time, the investigator is likely 
to obtain much richer data than could ever be derived by a simple questionnaire. 
This method is also more likely to yield an accurate appreciation of changes in 
the character of a social situation over time. It does not involve a dependence 
upon imperfect memories and nostalgic reminiscences, unlike the interview or 
the questionnaire. In addition, the sociologist is much more likely to perceive 
a particular s9cial world not only in terms of her own common-sense understandings 
and sociological assumptions, but also in terms of the subjective meanings of 
the actors concerned. 
How~ver, despite all the best will in the world, it is often very difficult 
for the sociologist to identify with her subjects, and to really come to terms 
with their point of view. Those who are working within the constraints of 
small budgets and limited time scales may never be able to achieve the protracted 
and total immersion in a field of study which is necessary for this purpose. Even 
idthout these constraints, it is naive to suppose that one's identity as a so~io­
logist can be so easily discarded. A prior or continuing association with this 
remote band of intellectuals is likely to have a profou."l.d. influence on the way 
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in which one pErceives other social worlds, and. upon the 'tvay in which others 
respond to oneself. Unless the sociologist is prepared to conceal the 
nature of her true identity, the cha~ces of aqveloping a. total identification 
with one's subjects must be regarded as somewhat remote. 
As far as the present research was concerned, this problem was reversed. · 
Since I had had considerableexperience of temporary employment before I began 
the project, the problem was not so much one of coming to terms with my 
subjects' world, but rather one of how to reappraise this world sociologically. 
I had worked in a total of twelve establishments duri~g a period of five 
years before coming to the XYZ comp~, and consequently, ~ had already formed 
opinions about both the advantages and disadvantages of temporary work. 
However, I believe that this prior experience was of considerable value for the 
present research, . as it meant that I was able to ground my generalisations on. 
a broader. base of first-hand knowledge than was yielded by my stay at the XYZ 
company. Indeed, it was this very experience, in conjunction with the findings 
of the questiormaire, l•rhich led me to the conclusion that this compe.ny tended 
to illustrate the more negative aspects of tamping. 
Admittedly, as a student doing vacation work, I had never really experienced· 
the fUll impact of periodic unemployment, or the lack of fringe be~efits. In 
addition, it was perhaps easier to tolerate the ~ore unpleasant assignments 
since money was the primary objective for working, and since one could antici-
pate a return to the more congenial surroundings of the student campus. In 
spite of these qualifications, however, the point remains that when I began 
my observation, I was not now entering an unfamiliar world. Indeed, my verJ 
close involvement ~dth it had been the one of the original motivations for doing 
the research. 
When I returned to office >-iork in the capacity of a research worker, a. 
certain modification of my outlook did take place. This took the form of a 
greater interest in, and awareness of, the attitudes and behaviour of co-workers, 
as opposed to my former pre-occupation with m~<incr money, doinG the work and 
trying to get on with other people in the office. Hot·lever, it mu.st be stressed 
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that the balancing of roles was ..eighted i;owc-rt.s that of being a. temp, since the 
self-consciousness which often accompanies th·3 researcher in her pose as part 
of the field of observation was in my case dissolved by habituation to the 
occupation. This had important consequence~ for.my relationships with other 
temps. Fbr, although I made no secret of the fact that I was studying them, 
and was therefore regard~d to some extent as a student, there was a greater 
tendency to regard me as one of their number. This was due to the fact that · 
mw lengthy association with the agency had equipped me with a. detailed knowledge 
of the history of the agency, its personnel, and methods of negotiation. Conse-
quently, not only was I able t9 exchange occupational anecdotes with other long-
serving members of the agency, but I was also able to offer· practical advice to 
those who had joined more recently. The potential disadvantages of such a 
position should perhaps be noted. There ~ be a. tendency to over-identif.y ~~th 
the group and to lose sight of the purposes of the study. On balance, however, 
the fact of previous experience in the field is likely to be advantageous, in 
so far a.s it facilitates the process of establishing a role within the group, 
and diminishes the likelihood of unwarranted generalisations. 
The conduct of my participant-observation is best described a.s 'low-profile'. 
As an employee, I had certain obligations not only towards my agency, but also 
towards the client firm. Consequently, my interviews w~th both permanent and 
temporary staff were held during b~eaks, and my notes were compiled after the 
~ work was over. The interviews, especially with permanent staff, were 
as informal as Possible, and were mainly intended to elicit information about 
previous working experience, attitudes towards the present job, and leisure 
patterns. Ideally, I would have liked to conduct a series of more formal, highly 
structured interviews, but it was clear that this would prove unacceptable to 
the agency. The collection of data, therefore, tended to take second place to 
I 
the main business of performing the work in hand. For this reason, it is doubt-
ful whether my presence as a research worker bed much impact upon the field of 
st~. The unobtrusive char~.cter of the research, plus the fact of my long 
involvement with temporary work, tended to diminish my colleagues' awareness of, 
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·and interest in, ~·specific sociological aims. 
c. Interviews 
I During the last eight years I have held a considerable number of interviews 
~ith people who are in some ~ related to ~ field of study. The lack of 
published information concerning temporar,y employment rendered such interviews 
highly necessar,y, and they proved to be inval.Ja.·o~e for the purpose of acquiring 
a more rounded understanding of the field of· enquiry. The interviews which· 
I held more recently have also been intended ··to update ~ existing knowledge. 
The employment situation has changed very ~kedly since I first began this 
·research, and legislation has been introduced which is of direct relevance 
to the temporary workforce. Whilst the empirical data presented in Chapter 6 
:is therefore firmly located in the early nineteen-seventies, it has been possible 
to update the remainder of the research on the basis of information acquired during 
the interyening years. I would point out that whils~ there have been a number 
of changes in the context of temporary work since I first began the research, 
it is doubtful whether the e.reryday experiences of the temporary employee have 
changed significantly. As far as one can gather, the main alteration in 
the work situation of the temp since the early seventies is an improvement in 
the level of fringe benefits offered by some, but not all, agencies. It is 
likely also that job insecurity became more acute when the demand for temps 
slumped in the mid-seventies, although in 1978, there were several indications 
that the agencies were moving towards a phase of 1 prosperity. Yet, despite a 
number of changes in the context and conditions of temporary employment, the 
constant shifting of workplace, and the coptinual problems of adaptation to new 
I ·, 
tasks and new people, appear to be perennial features of the temporary experience. 
The interviews which I have conducted during these years have involved four 
·categories of organisations or individuals. Firstly, I have held extensive 
discussions with agency principals in the three areas reflected in the research. 
' 
These included interviews with.the heads of two of the largest ~oups of agencies 
1 in the country. 'In addition, I visited the head of the agencies' representative 
' I 
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organisation, the Federation of Personnel Services, on three separate occasions,· 
the most recent of which occurred in the spring of 1978. Secondly,· in order to 
obtain the views of the agencies chief protagonists, I visited the head offices 
of one of the main white-collar unions. This information was supplemented 
b.i written replies to ~ ~nquiries from another leading white-collar union and 
from the T.u.c. heaJquarters. Thirdly, in order to obtain the views of the 
agencies' chief competitors, I interviewed officials working for the Department 
of EmploYment in the North-East and in Birmingham. Finally, I have held 
countless discussions, ranging from the highly formal·to·the highly informal, 
with women who have had direct experience of temporary employment. Taken 
together, these diverse sources of data represented the final pieces in what 
.has proved to be a ver.y complicated sociological jigsaw. More importantly, 
perhaps, they have. enabled me to retain what is, I hope, a reasonably balanced 
. . 
perspective in relation to an area of deep and enduring controvers.y. 
; . 
, I 
:' : 
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